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Environment sensing and perception is an active area of study because advances in 
automation depend on them. In addition, new transducers and increased processing 
power coupled with theoretical advances make new and better perception systems 
possible. These systems can bring improvements in both safety and productivity in the 
work place as well as the home. This thesis is the necessary pre-work for the 
implementation of a new machine perception system with potential application in mobile 
robotics.
A sonar system ensonifies the surrounding environment and from the scattered 
returns, provides information about the surfaces within the field of audition of the sensor. 
This thesis develops a model using the output of a Continuous Transmission Frequency 
Modulated (CTFM) sonar in the form of an acoustic density profile. The sensor measures 
the scattered returns at discrete ranges which are proportional to the size, orientation and 
texture of all of the surfaces at that particular range. The sum of the acoustic density 
profile is the “acoustic area” of the entire scene.
The acoustic sensor system is based on a commercial ultrasonic mobility aid for 
blind people [Kay, 1966]. The system consists of three transducers mounted in a sensing 
head, a set of earpieces and associated signal conditioning electronics. It ensonifies the 
surrounding medium (a sector of 60 degrees) with a CTFM signal and converts the return 
echo into audible tones. The pitch of the tone is determined by the range of the object. The 
user of the device receives rich information about the environment from the stereo tones 
which are produced through the earpieces. Blind people have shown that they can use a 
CTFM based mobility aid to navigate successfully and can detect and recognise objects. 
They can easily recognise and distinguish plants based on their physical structure so this 
study has focussed on plants.
v
Plants have been shown to produce recognisable characteristic outputs using this 
sensor system so have potential as natural landmarks for mobile robot navigation. The 
information from the sensor can be interpreted directly to provide information about the 
physical structure of the plant.
This thesis reviews the capabilities and limitations of the acoustic system and 
discusses some of the parameters which determine the performance of the device. It also 
includes techniques for interpreting the signal. This is unique, as current systems present 
a signal to a user who is responsible for interpreting the output. This thesis describes the 
information that is contained in the signal which is the information about the structure of 
the plant and techniques for a machine to interpret that data for complex decision making 
by a mobile robot.
A proof of concept is used to show that there is enough information in the signal 
to differentiate four different plant specimens to a reasonable accuracy and also provide 
benchmarks for comparison against more intelligent techniques. Data were collected from 
a large number of plants (>100) and results analysed. Correlation is a similarity measure 
and is used in this thesis to show how the plants change depending on the direction from 
which they are ensonified.
The echo received by the sensor varies depending on the angle from which the 
plant is ensonified as it is dependant on the structure and orientation of individual leaves. 
There is, however information in the signal which is relatively invariant through a change 
in orientation and this characterises the structure of the plant. This information has been 
captured by 19 features which are calculated directly from the echo in the frequency 
domain. These calculated features are analysed and their advantage over the raw signal is 
highlighted. They can be interpreted directly to provide information about the physical 
structure of different plants.
Classification methods demonstrate how well the plants can be separated from the 
others in the set based on how well an echo can be allocated to a set of pre-defined 
classes. All of the implementation issues for this sensor are then drawn together.
This thesis covers the following items :
vi
1. A detailed study of CTFM ultrasonic sensing and its applicability to mobile robot 
natural landmark sensing;
2. A model which maps the frequency spectra to an acoustic density profile where the 
individual range lines represent the normal acoustic area of all of the surfaces at that 
particular range. This model allows robust interpretation of the information in the 
signal;
3. An algorithm to track echoes from surfaces in the returned signal over adjacent 
orientations or at multiple time periods in the case of moving plants;
4. A large database of CTFM sonar data which can be analysed further and used as a 
benchmark for further study;
5. A set of features which are shown to characterise the acoustic density profile from 
plants and are relatively consistent through orientation;
6. A transformation between the features (and hence the acoustic density profile) and the 
physical structure of the plant; and
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1. Introduction
This chapter provides the background information about the problem under 
consideration, outlines the context of the problem, and documents approach taken to this 
research. A summary of the results of this thesis is also outlined.
1.1 Background
Professor Leslie Kay developed an ultrasonic mobility aid to help blind people to 
perceive their environment [Kay, 1966]. The mobility aid insonifies the environment with 
ultrasound, detects the echoes and converts them into audible stereo tones. The pitch of 
the tone is linearly proportional to the distance to the object, and the direction of the object 
is determined binaurally by the human auditory system [Kay, 1974]. The ultrasonic 
mobility aid is currently marketed under the name of KASPA (Kay’s Advanced Spatial 
Perception Aid).
KASPA uses electrostatic transducers to detect the echoes from objects and then 
signal conditioning electronics convert them into tones that are audible to the listener. The 
audible representation of the echoes sound like squeals, chirps, tweets, warbles, swishes, 
and musical notes. These sounds may be single or multi-toned notes. The more complex 
the object, the more complex the tonal pattern as multiple surfaces produce their own 
echoes. The richness of the information in the tone enables a blind person to distinguish 
between objects with ease [Kay, 1974].
With KASPA, an experienced user can not only detect whether there is something
in the way, but can extract a large amount of information from the signal. For example,
The nature of the object is perceived from the tonal pattern, the height of the object is
discovered by vertical scanning, and the width is detected by horizontal scanning. A
smooth flat surface produces a hard, clear tone at a single pitch. In contrast, a textured
surface produces a decrease in the intensity and the tone will contain adjacent frequencies.
The closer the object, the lower the pitch of the tone. Multiple surfaces within the field of
the sensor will result in a tone produced for each of the surfaces with the intensity of the
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tone dependant of the texture, size and orientation of the surface. When the object is 
moving, the tone rises or falls in pitch depending on whether the object is moving away 
from or toward the listener.
Complex objects or groups of objects produce highly complex tonal patterns 
[Gissoni, 1966]. The human brain converts this information into a spatial pattern of the 
environment. People have successfully used Continuous Transmission Frequency 
Modulated (CTFM) based systems in several application areas. Not only have they been 
used by blind people as mobility aids [Kay, 1962], but also by underwater divers in areas 
of reduced visibility [de Roos, 1983]; by doctors as echocardiophones to detect spatial 
movement of the heart [Kay, 1977b]; by fisherman to detect and recognise different fish 
shoals [Kay, 1977] and by scientists to detect objects on the seafloor [de Roos et al, 
1988].
1.2 The problem : Plant recognition from a mobile robot 
platform
In order for a machine to perceive the environment with this system, the signal is 
captured in a computer with specialised hardware including FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) 
hardware which transfers the audio signal into the frequency domain. After many months 
of practice, people can easily distinguish between the signals audibly but it is much more 
difficult to visually compare the outputs in the frequency domain on a display because of 
the complexity of the signal. In order to use the technology on a mobile robot, a machine 
perception system is required.
Blind users are easily able to distinguish between different broad classes of plants 
through their characteristic tones [Gissoni, 1966]. Experience with KASPA shows 
differences in the auditory signal when listening to the tones produced by different plants 
and the difference between plants which appear to be physically similar can also be 
detected.
As a proof of concept, a classifier, in this case an Artificial Neural Network 
(ANN), was trained to recognise four individual plants (each of different species) to a
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high degree of accuracy. The ANN perception system showed good results for 
recognising these different plant specimens. Also, the recognition is independent of the 
orientation of the plant, the size of the plant (height and width) and the distance to the 
plant.
A pattern classification system which is developed by learning sample data alone 
is only satisfactory when the classifier will be operating in a fixed domain. For this 
system to be suitable for situations such as mobile robot navigation, a more flexible 
system is required; it must cope with changes to the environment, such as the presence of 
new plant specimens, or growth of an existing specimen. It is important to represent the 
information from the signal(s) in a way that allows robust reasoning.
For simple objects, the amplitude and frequencies of the audible tones heard 
through the headphones can be predicted after a small amount of training. When the object 
of interest however, contains multiple surfaces at different orientations (as is the case for 
plants), then the received signal becomes a function of the size, orientation and location of 
the leaves of the plant relative to the sensor. It is shown in this thesis that the signal is a 
function of the area, the orientation, the texture and the acoustic shadowing of the plant 
foliage.
Accordingly, the recognition task must consider the issue of a highly variable 
frequency spectrum as any individual plant is rotated (even by a small amount). This is 
due to the reflective properties of the leaves. When the leaf surfaces (or parts of a leaf 
surface) are orthogonally oriented to the insonifying/receiving system then they act as 
specular (mirror like) reflectors and produce a high amplitude (or high volume in the case 
of the audio signal). When the plant is rotated slightly, these same leaves may now reflect 
most of the acoustic energy away, only returning a small amount to the receiver due to the 
highly directional nature of the specular scatterers.
At ultrasonic frequencies, flat surfaces act like mirrors, so the majority of the 
transmitted acoustic energy is reflected away from the receiver unless there are parts of the 
surface orthogonal to the sensor. A leaf however, can generally be modelled as a bent 
body and unlike plane plates and straight cylinders which reflect waves over a narrow
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solid angle, reflect waves over a wide solid angle [Shenderov, 1998]. This physical fact 
allows the same reflection characteristics to be measured at a range of different angles.
The frequency spectra can be modelled as an acoustic density profile where each 
range line represents the acoustic area at that particular range. The concept of acoustic area 
is outlined in detail in Chapter 3. When a plant is the only object in the field of audition of 
the sensor, the sum of the acoustic density profile is the acoustic area of the entire plant.
This thesis shows that some information in the spectrum remains relatively stable 
with rotation. It is also demonstrated that some plants are more reliable to use than others, 
based on their acoustic symmetry. As plants can look symmetrical to our eyes, they also 
exhibit symmetry at ultrasonic frequencies. This fact can be exploited by any system 
developed for use in the real world. It is fundamentally easier to recognise that a sample 
belongs to a particular class if that sample is representative of the training data.
This thesis describes the process of identifying the features of the signal which are 
important for differentiating between plants and are also consistent when viewing the 
plant from other orientations. A set of features of the spectrum which are specific to plant 
geometry have been defined. The features were extracted in order to capture all of the 
distinguishing information in the signal, for example the amplitude and shape of the 
spectra, and remove redundant or unnecessary information such as the absolute range to 
the plant. These calculated features capture information about the structure of the plant and 
are more robust than the information from the raw signal as they are less affected by the 
orientation of the plant.
It is difficult to separate individual species from the entire set of plants when they 
are all very similar. In the case when a plant cannot be identified with any confidence, 
then the features can be interpreted directly and/or grouped using statistical cluster 
analysis into one of the groups of similar plants. These groups can also be differentiated 
using physical features of the individual plants. Often, similar plants exhibit a physical 
feature (or features) which are also present in the other plants in that cluster.
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Robot navigation can be decomposed into several tasks and environment sensing 
using natural landmarks is of particular significance. In order to implement this system, 
algorithms are developed with emphasis of using plants as natural landmarks.
1.3 Approach taken
In this thesis, the approach taken is to investigate the area of mobile robot sensing 
requirements, to verify the applicability of the sensor and then implement a proof of 
concept. The returned signal is then modelled as an acoustic density profile so that it can 
be interpreted accurately.
Once the concept was verified, a database of plants were collected and signals 
were verified in relation to the change of the viewing angle of the sensor. A set of features 
which characterise the plant through rotation and were defined and analysed in terms of 
how representative they are of plant structure. These features can also be interpreted 
directly to reveal different properties of a plant’s structure.
A classifier was developed; this can reliably classify a plant based on the reflected 
signal. Cluster analysis was also used to group plants of similar physical structure.
The thesis is concluded by relating this information back to the mobile robot 
sensing requirements and a discussion of the best way to apply this sensor to different 
applications.
1.4 Contributions made by this thesis
This thesis further develops the field of object recognition using sonar by developing a 
model of information content of the frequency spectra produced by a CTFM system. The 
major outcomes of the thesis are :
1. A detailed study of CTFM ultrasonic sensing and its applicability to mobile robot 
natural landmark sensing;
2. A model which maps the frequency spectra to an acoustic density profile where the 
individual range lines represent the normal acoustic area of all of the surfaces at that
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particular range. This model allows robust interpretation of the information in the 
signal;
3. An algorithm to track echoes from surfaces in the returned signal over adjacent 
orientations or at multiple time periods in the case of moving plants;
4. A large database of CTFM sonar data which can be analysed further and used as a 
benchmark for further study;
5. A set of features which are shown to characterise the acoustic density profile from 
plants and are relatively consistent through orientation;
6. A transformation between the features (and hence the acoustic density profile) and the 
physical structure of the plant; and
7. A set of algorithms for implementation on a mobile robot platform which use plants as 
natural landmarks.
1.5 Thesis layout
The layout of the thesis is shown in Figure 1.1. References to chapters are noted
by the number on the top left of the ellipse.
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1
Figure 1.1 Thesis structure . C hap ter num bers are shown adjacent to thesis
com ponents
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Chapter 1 introduces this research. In Chapter 2, the current sensing systems for 
mobile robots are reviewed and the requirements for a new sensor are established. 
Existing plant perception systems are analysed, most of these are in the field of 
automating agricultural processes.
Ultrasonic sensing is reviewed and Continuous Transmission Frequency 
Modulated (CTFM) Ultrasonics is analysed in detail in Chapter 3. Background technical 
data are tabled, and system parameters are established. The hardware and software is 
outlined and sensor characteristics are established for this application. The sensor 
characteristics are analysed in terms of repeatability, effects of environmental conditions, 
amplitude variation and range variation. An introduction to use of the ultrasonic mobility 
aid is provided along with a rudimentary analysis of plant spectral content. The model of 
the acoustic density profile is developed and justified. The movie in Appendix H 
demonstrates the sounds that are produced from different types of objects and should be 
viewed in conjunction with this chapter.
Chapter 4 describes the proof of concept in order to test the sensor’s for the 
intended application of plant classification. It describes a series of experiments which 
were carried out in order to prove that it is possible to use this sensor to differentiate a 
small number of plants from any orientation. It describes the application of an Artificial 
Neural Network (ANN) using a group of four plant specimens. This establishes a set of 
benchmark levels which are used as a comparison against more advanced techniques in 
Chapter 10.
Chapter 5 discusses the collection of a large database of echoes for 100 plants of 
different species. Information about the experimental setup and the data collection 
techniques is provided as well as details of the range normalisation algorithm.
Chapter 6 addresses the problem of navigation in a known environment with a 
known path. Plants act as navigation landmarks and are positioned in known locations. 
This chapter discusses the method of tracking plants from one view of the plant to the 
next using local correlation and a method of echo tracking is developed which 
significantly improves the reliability of the local correlation. It also provides the basis of a
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record of how acoustically similar the echoes are from one orientation to the next which is 
a measure of the local acoustic symmetry of the plants.
Chapter 7 reports the issue of correlating an echo from a plant with an echo from a 
completely different orientation of the plant. This is useful in a non-static environment (ie. 
an environment which may change) since a plant needs to be identified from a single 
reading and may not always be viewed from the same orientation. Chapter 7 highlights 
the limitations of using this technique with the raw spectrum. A significant improvement 
can be made by characterising the spectrum by features and this is discussed in Chapter 8.
In Chapter 8, these features are developed and analysed with respect to both local 
and global correlation. The concept of template correlation is introduced; this gives good 
results for comparing a single insonification of a plant with signals from many different 
orientations of the plant.
Chapter 9 provides a basis for inferring the physical structure of the plant directly 
from the calculated features (and hence the raw spectrum). Features provide information 
about the plant including leaf density, the size of the reflective surfaces and the overall 
depth of the plant.
Chapter 10 uses statistical and neural classification techniques to classify any 
given echo as one of n plants. Good results are shown for classifying the signal reflected 
any orientation as one of ten plants but reduces dramatically as more plants are added to 
the population. However, if a plant is unknown (or is new to the classifier) then the plant 
can be grouped using a pre-defined cluster mapping and information about similar plants 
can provide clues about the new specimen. Furthermore, the features can be interpreted 
directly as outlined in Chapter 8.
Chapter 11 addresses implementation issues including processing chains and 
processor loads and Chapter 12 presents a summary of the thesis and the conclusions.
1.6 Summary of thesis results
The contributions made by this thesis were listed in Section 1.4. This thesis 
develops a model of the frequency spectra which allows direct interpretation of the spectra
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in order to determine the structure of the plant under consideration. This is underpinned 
with the theory behind the technology, a proof of concept and an analysis of the practical 
characteristics of the sensor. The techniques used though out the thesis can be used as a 
basis for the implementation of this sensor in either an agricultural application or in mobile 
robot navigation. '
Listed below are five situations and the recommendations about how the sensor 
outputs could be processed by a mobile robot navigation system. This is presented in 
more detail in Chapter 11.
1.6 .1  Static environment, known path, robot senses regularly
In the situation where the environment is fixed, the path is known, and the robot 
is able to sense regularly (that is, the case where it is not moving at high speed), the most 
efficient method of navigation using plants as landmarks is to use local correlation of the 
features. Echo tracking would also be of benefit as the robot moves around the plant. 
These techniques are outlined in Chapter 6. This method is fast as it requires very little 
processing.
1 .6 .2  Static environment, known path, robot senses irregularly
When the robot is sensing irregularly (or if it is moving at high speed so there is a 
large displacement between sensing points), two signals from completely different 
orientations of a plant need to be compared. Local correlation is not sufficient for this as 
plants may look significantly different from different orientations (see Chapter 8). 
Instead, a more sophisticated method is required. Global correlation is not effective unless 
the plant is centred in the same place on the spectra, so features are calculated from the 
raw spectrum and these features correlated (see Chapter 9).
1 .6 .3  Non-static environment and possible unknown path
When the plants are not in fixed locations in the environment, or in the case of an 
unknown path, a single orientation of a plant is processed with a classifier in order to 
recognise the plant (see Chapter 10).
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1 .6 .4  Classified as an unknown plant
In a case where a plant is classified as an unknown plant, or classified with low 
confidence, then the features can be interpreted directly to provide information about the 
physical structure of the plant (see Chapter 9). The plant can also be classified as one of a 
group of plants using cluster analysis in order to determine the plant type.
1 .6 .5  Moving leaves
If the leaves are moving in response to vibrations or wind then echo tracking of 
multiple signals can be performed in order to temporally correlate the signals.
1 .6 .6  Agriculture industry applications
In Chapter 2, agricultural applications of machine perception are discussed. Many 
recent systems work in a limited domain and have had limited success. When used in the 
form of a classifier, this perception system could have success in many areas including 
greenhouse automation and outdoor selective crop spraying
1.7 Summary
1. Environment sensing is an expanding area of research.
2. The ultrasonic mobility aid has potential application in the area of mobile robotics.
3. Plants are complex objects which produce characteristic tones and can be used as 
natural landmarks for mobile robot navigation.
4. Although the spectra changes significantly depending on the orientation from 
which the plant is viewed, there is a range of angles over which the reflective 
energy is constant due to their bent shape. The actual range of angles varies 
between species. A set of calculated features capture the information in the signal 
which is relatively invariant through rotation.
5. The frequency spectra produced by the system can be modelled as an acoustic 
density profile which allows a transformation between the characteristics of the
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acoustic density profile to the physical structure of the plant.
6. This thesis covers methods for interpreting the data and could be used in the 
implementation of this acoustic sensing system.
7. Typical sensing scenarios are addressed and implementation techniques 
recommended.
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2. Mobile Robot Sensing 
Requirements
This chapter introduces environment sensing in robotics with particular emphasis 
on ultrasonic sensing. Several applications of ultrasonic sensing in the robotics field are 
discussed. Machine perception of plants is also introduced and a detailed overview of 
current applications of plant recognition is outlined. Kay’s Auditory Spatial Perception 
Aid (KASPA) is then profiled. As this mobility aid replaces a humans sense of sight with 
a series of auditory signals, a brief discussion of how the auditory system perceives 
sounds is included. The place for this CTFM sensor in mobile robotics is then outlined.
2.1 Environment perception in robotics
A robot’s ability to sense the environment in which it operates and change its 
actions accordingly is what makes it both interesting for research, and a useful tool to 
have. Sensors provide information for the robot to make decisions in order to perform set 
tasks such as recognising object, avoiding collisions and following walls. Sensors allow 
the robots to work in all types of environments, including those which may be unsafe or 
monotonous for humans.
Often, the environment in which a robot needs to work is unstructured, so the 
need for sensing is paramount. Consider the application of collision avoidance. The 
system must deal with the position and orientation of obstacles, movement of obstacles 
and also the overall goal of reaching a given destination.
Researchers have found it easier to work with visual systems than ultrasonics 
because we are more experienced (as humans) in working with and understanding vision. 
There is a large amount of literature devoted to visual sensors and this has meant that there 
is much less work being carried out to apply other kinds of sensing to mobile robotics. 
Many of these other techniques are cheaper, require less processing and provide different
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and complementary information to that provided by visual sensors. A comprehensive 
review of current sensing technology is available in Everett [1996]. A very brief summary 
of the major sensors follows.
2.1.1 Vision
Vision systems collect the light reflected from objects and form it into an image 
which can then be processed [McKerrow, 1991]. The image is an array of pixels which 
may either be binary, grey scale or colour. The resolution of the image is specified as the 
number of pixels per unit area of the image. Vision has been a popular sensing method for 
robotics researchers and has been used extensively in robotic applications.
Since vision systems work by gathering reflected light, the most important design 
consideration is how the lighting will be controlled. Backlit scenes can appear 
significantly different to those where the light source is behind the camera. However, 
decades of research in machine vision have resulted in a deep understanding of how to 
manage these issues and produce good results [Horn, 1985].
2.1.2 Dead reckoning
Dead reckoning is the process of estimating the current position of a robot from 
knowledge of its previous position and current velocity information (speed and direction). 
The velocity and direction of the robot can be determined by odometry, doppler shift or 
by using inertial navigation.
Odometry provides information about distance travelled by measuring the rotation 
of a wheel usually with either resolvers or optical encoders. Odometry is inaccurate as it is 
subject to problems caused by slippage, tread wear and tyre inflation pressures. Some 
schemes used to develop more accurate odometry systems have been successful 
[Kleeman, 1997]. Odometry errors can also be reduced by fusing the data with that of 
other sensors [McKerrow, 1996].
Doppler navigation systems provide information about the robot’s speed with 
respect to the ground; these systems are of low cost and are accurate systems [Milner, 
1990].
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Inertial navigation involves sensing involves calculating position based on 
changes in acceleration over time. Barshan & Durrant-Whyte [1993] found that highly 
accurate systems can prove to be expensive.
2.1.3 Tactile sensing
Tactile sensors involve direct physical contact with an object and are commonly 
implemented in the form of bumpers. Many more sophisticated tactile sensors are 
available and can provide information about:
1. the presence of a force;
2. the size of a force; and
3. even the direction of a force
An overview of the major types of tactile sensors and their applications can be 
found in Harmon [1983].
2.1.4 Proximity sensing
Proximity sensors indicate whether there is an object in the immediate vicinity 
without making physical contact. This can be done with either magnetic, optical, 
inductive, capacitive, microwave or ultrasonic sensors. These kinds of sensors are 
usually simple and very reliable and are hence well suited to harsh environments [Peale, 
1992].
2.1.5 Range sensing
There are many options available to provide information about the range to objects 
in the environment. Some of these are noted below.
Triangulation involves separating two sensors by a known distance and orienting 
them towards the object of interest. The distance of the object can then be calculated based 
on the distance between the sensors and the angle of the object of interest from the axis of 
both of the sensors. The sensors may be for example video cameras, lasers or solid state
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imaging arrays. This situation is illustrated in Figure 2.1, where the two sensors, S1 and 
S2 are separated by a distance A . The angles 0 and a  are dependant on the angle which
the object is offset from the axis of the respective sensors and the distances B and C are 
then calculated using fundamental trigonometric rules. Triangulation ranging is also used 




Figure 2.1 Triangulation ranging
Time of flight systems measure the time for a pulse of energy to travel to an object 
and reflect back to the receiver. The advantage of these systems is that the range is 
available without the need for complicated analysis. Energy sources are typically 
ultrasonic, radio frequency or optical.
Phase-shift measurement involves continuous wave transmission and provides 
information about the range as well as the direction and velocity of a moving target, from 
the doppler shift. A beam of amplitude modulated (AM) energy is transmitted, the phase 
of the return signal is measured and compared to the reference, and the phase shift is used 
to calculate the round trip distance. Frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW) 
radar systems can also provide accurate range information.
Other ranging techniques include interferometry, range from focus, and the return 
signal intensity method.
2.1.6 Current state of sensing
Robot arms are currently being used in many areas but there are very few 
commercial applications of mobile robots. This lack of implementation is due to several 
reasons, one of which is that sensing is not sufficiently advanced. Improved sensors will 
allow us to program autonomous robots to handle a greater variety of situations and as a
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result, they will gain wider acceptance. This CTFM sonar system will add to the sensors 
available for use on mobile robots and can provide information about the surfaces in the 
area to aid in scene analysis.
2.2 Machine perception of plants
2.2.1 Introduction
Plant recognition has not been exploited in the field of remote sensing for 
autonomous robotics. There are however some agricultural applications of live plant 
classification, all with limited success. Reasons for this include the large variation in 
plants characteristics with orientation and the considerable computation cost and 
illumination problems which occur when using vision systems. Vision is the technique 
which has been predominantly used to address the plant recognition problem but has only 
been applied under significant constraints.
2.2.2 Agricultural applications
Researchers have been automating agricultural processes for some time. An 
example of a highly automated system is the processing of fruits in packing houses 
[Reece & Taylor, 1996]. The most important steps in the process are of grading and 
sorting; these are still predominantly manual procedures. Significant benefits can be 
obtained by automating these steps. There is literature describing many of these studies. 
Some examples are in the areas of cut roses [Steinmetz et al, 1994], fish product [Hu et 
al, 1995], tobacco leaves [MacCormac, 1993] and tomatoes [Gunawardera et al, 1991].
Most of the work done with growing plants has been in the area of greenhouse 
automation. Plants have been used as navigation aids. Both live plants and cuttings have 
been studied directly in order to grade them. Some work has been published on 
classifying live plants.
Up until now, plant classification has not been attempted with ultrasonics due to 
the lack of an appropriate sensing device. Vision has some problems when classifying 
plants particularly in the area of consistency of lighting. Most of the plant identification
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projects consider a small number of classes and are for the purpose of applying chemicals 
to the plants. Some of the plant identification and classification studies are reported 
below.
2.2.3 Navigation among live plants using ultrasonic sensing
The AURORA robot [Mandow, etal 1996] is an autonomous platform which uses 
plants as a navigational aid using time of flight ultrasonic sensing. AURORA sprays 
chemical products on plants within a greenhouse and ultrasonic sensing has proved to be 
suitable for navigating along plant rows under harsh environmental conditions. Mandow 
et al [1996] found that the high computation costs associated with vision sensing along 
with inherent illumination requirements rendered it inappropriate for their task. Their 
system can navigate in a changing environment where there is very little room for 
manouvering using the natural structures to guide itself along rows and from one row to 
the next. Its main reported advantage is that it is ideally suited to night time operation 
without any modification as it can operate irrespective of the lighting conditions.
2.2.4 Classification of plant species
Guyer et al [1993] researched the identification of plants based on the shape of 
their leaves. Their research was limited as they looked at leaves in isolation against a 
uniform background of soil. Individual leaves of plants at various growth stages were 
carefully placed on the soil so that they were all at the same distance from the camera and 
orthogonal to it. They achieved poor results of 68% recognition to separate a leaf from 
seven other species on a test set which only contained 16 samples. They found that the 
errors in classification were due to poor images, poor segmentation, and natural scene 
variation. They reported that the major problem for vision systems in agricultural 
applications is biological variability within plant species.
Classification of plant cuttings has been implemented by Singh & Montemerlo 
[1997] where three different Cultivars of geraniums have been graded as either small, 
medium, or large to high accuracy (90%) using computer vision. A single two 
dimensional image is input and carefully selected features allow for accurate determination
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of the grade of the cutting. They found that the appearance of the cutting is changed 
significantly by the change in viewing angle of the sample but good feature calculation can 
reduce the effects of this. Humphries & Simonton [1993] have also studied geranium 
cuttings but have concentrated on identifying plant features based on the colours in the 
captured image.
2.2.5 Plant feature location and grading
Sites & Delwiche [1988] have developed a system which can locate fruit on a tree 
to high accuracy and found that lighting variations during the day caused most of the 
problems. Problems included direct light from behind the plant, reflectance of direct 
sunlight and natural lighting variations caused by cloud cover. They solved the problem 
by using artificial lighting during daytime operation.
In order to determine the effects of different treatments on ornamental plants, 
Sistler [1990] attempted to grade plant growth consistent with the Horticulturalist’s scale 
of 0 (dead plant) to 10 (best grade). Experienced graders classify the plants based on size, 
form, dry mass and growth index and different graders achieve a high correlation to each 
other in the resulting grade on any particular specimen. They took images from two 
orthogonal orientations under very specific lighting conditions and calculated features. 
Results revealed a low correlation between the value calculated from the image and that 
made by the horticulturalist. It was found to be very difficult to develop a system which 
could duplicate graders. Unfortunately, Sistler was unable to draw a conclusion about the 
accuracy of his system and no details about the experiments are presented.
Nabout et al [1994] investigated the automatic identification of plant species to 
separate weeds from crop in order to apply herbicides. They found that there are many 
different kinds of plants with complex forms and they cannot be described using simple 
geometric models. They report that they could recognise 17 different weed species to 82% 
accuracy. Unfortunately, the paper lacks detail.
Seedlings were classified as one of two classes “acceptable” or “cull” by a vision 
system which captured a silhouette of the seedling in order to measure several physical
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properties of the seedlings [Rigney & Kranzler, 1988]. The system is extremely fast and 
has a low classification error.
Acquisition of geometrical structure of artificial com plants was performed by 
Chapron et al [1993] with some success. Images from two cameras are matched and 
contour images are generated. They obtained the best results when information about the 
specific plant crop is used to build the model. They found that the reconstructions were 
then quite good.
A vision system which can differentiate between broadleaf and grassy plants in 
real time has been proposed by Runtz [1991] and has achieved some success. It has the 
added advantage that a plant does not need to be viewed in isolation in order to be 
classified.
A model of natural plants was used by Ashok et al [1994] to accurately capture the 
prominent features of trees and plants. The model is an L-system fractal and the authors 
argue that the model can be used to aid in the recognition of plants. The results show that 
a classifier can classify images very well. Unfortunately the images were generated by a 
computer and consisted of plant branches only. The authors recognise that the branches in 
natural plants are difficult to extract from an image in general but their results could be 
used in future research.
Other research includes inspection of leaves of tobacco plants which are graded 
using a vision system in Zimbabwe under controlled lighting conditions based on a series 
of calculated features [MacCormac, 1993]. Rough hardwood lumber is also graded using 
a vision system which detects a limited number of defect types [Cho et al, 1990]. Huang 
etal [1992] looked at identifying plant roots under the ground as being distinct from the 
background soil. Seginer etal [1992] monitored the tips of the leaves of tomato plants to 
detect wilt.
2.2.6 Summary of plant sensing applications
In summary, researchers have found that vision is a reasonable tool for analysing 
plants but have not used it for recognising different plants in an indoor environment. 
Some plant grading systems give very good results with a small number of different
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plants but the analysis is not performed for a large number of samples. Most of the 
research is limited as the researchers control the environment in order to make it easier for 
the plant to be analysed. Examples include placing all of the samples at a known distance, 
against certain backgrounds, very specific lighting conditions, and even placing leaves to 
be recognised in certain positions within the frame. This is acceptable for some 
applications but is not a general solution.
Some of the problems encountered with vision systems can be addressed with 
ultrasonic sensors. This thesis focuses on ultrasonic sensing but a further project could 
combine vision and ultrasonic sensing resulting in a more robust system.
2.3 Ultrasonic sensing
Ultrasonic sensing is a well established method of remote sensing and is based on 
the transmission and reception of sound at frequencies above that of human hearing. The 
basic principle is to transmit a sound wave (at an ultrasonic frequency) and that signal is 
then reflected from a nearby object (or objects). The echo is received (and captured) by an 
ultrasonic transducer. The time that the sound takes for the return trip indicates the 
distance to the object (and back). The amplitude can be used to give properties of the 
reflecting surface.
Ultrasonic sensing has attracted attention in the robotics community because of its 
simplicity in construction and low cost [Barshan & Kuc, 1992]. It provides accurate 
information about the range of objects without the need for complex calculations as is the 
case with visual sensors [Cai & Retigen, 1993]. Compared to vision, ultrasonic systems 
are faster and more accurate over medium distances [Kuc & Siegel, 1987]. They do not 
need any special lighting conditions and use less power, an important consideration for 
mobile robotics. They are also useful where objects are optically transparent (for example, 
in a glass factory), where background objects confuse the optical processor, or where the 
lighting cannot be controlled [Lach & Ermert, 1991]. Ultrasonics can provide highly 
accurate information about range and bearing of targets and amplitude information can 
also provide information about the surface.
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Some successful applications of ultrasonics in robotics include a system for object 
localisation [Barshan & Kuc, 1992]; a system to recognise different shaped objects [Cai 
& Regtien, 1993]; target localisation and classification [Kleeman, 1994]; and fusion of 
binaural sensor data for object recognition [Kuc, 1996]. They are also used in commercial 
areas such as BMW’s Park Distance Control system [Siuru, 1994]. [Saito, 1994] used 
wavelet feature extraction for various applications.
Ultrasonic sensing works by generating high frequency pressure waves with a 
vibrating transducer. The pressure waves propagate through the air and reflect from 
interfaces between regions of different density. These reflections are then detected by the 
receiver. The most fundamental information in an ultrasonic signal is the range of the 
surface.
At present, most common ultrasonic systems are based on pulse technology. A 
tone is pulsed (the tone is usually 8 to 32 wavelengths long) and the time delay (for the 
round trip) is measured between the transmission of the pulse and the detection of the 
echo. This time delay, t, can be used to calculate the range, r, to the target as shown.
The speed of sound, c, is given by Equation 2.2, where temperature is measured 
in degrees Celsius (Note that the effects of humidity, altitude and attenuation due to air 
particles are small, so are ignored). This equates to approximately 343.5 ms 1 at a 
temperature of 20 degrees C.
In general, the intensity of the sound pulse decreases in proportion to the square 
of the distance from the transmitter. However, it also decreases with attenuation of the
t.c
2 2.1
where c is the speed of sound.
2.2
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signal, where attenuation is caused by factors such as particles in the air or absorption at 
the surface of the object.
There is also a variation in the intensity of the signal with respect to the angle of 
the transducer due to destructive interference. There is a very characteristic beam pattern 
which consists of a strong central lobe and a series of side lobes at much lower intensities 
[Kinsler et al, 1982].
When an object is insonified with ultrasonic energy, the scattering of the signal 
depends on the size, shape, orientation and texture of the surface. Most of the echo that 
returns is a result of specular reflection (reflected directly from the surface of the object). 
In the case of complex objects (objects with multiple surfaces), there may be multiple 
echoes returning to the receiver. These echoes may also consist of energy that has been 
diffracted.
In the case of a single coincident transmitter/receiver, very smooth flat surfaces are 
not detected until the normal from the surface of the object lies within the field of audition 
of the transducer. Depending on the geometry of the object, it may reflect more energy in 
some directions than others as it will reflect different amounts of acoustic energy.
For texture to be a significant contributor to the return echo, the roughness must 
exceed the wavelength by many orders of magnitude. For the KASPA frequencies, the 
wavelength are in the order of 5 mm, thus roughness only becomes important above 1 
cm.
The strength of the echo is also dependent on the shape of the object. A concave 
object will focus the echo increasing its intensity. In contrast, a convex object such as the 
comer of a desk will spread the echo, reducing its intensity.
2.4 Human perception and the ultrasonic mobility aid
2.4.1 Human auditory perception
Recognising and classifying environmental sounds is very important. Perception 
involves receiving information from the environment, as well as the coding, transmission 
and processing of that information. The ear and its constituent parts reduce sound to its
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individual frequencies and pass that information to the brain. The auditory cortex is then 
responsible for processing the signal. The auditory cortex contains some neurons which 
respond to certain frequencies and neurons which respond to more abstract features such 
as changes in frequency [Sekuler and Blake, 1994]. The human auditory perception 
system can single out complex tones from complex backgrounds such as for example, 
voices at a party or particular instruments in a musical piece. The ability to discriminate 
tones based on frequency is one which improves with practice. For example, musical 
instrument tuners become better with practice.
The brain contains approximately 1010 neurons, each of them being connected to 
about 104 others. The neuron is the basic unit of the brain and can be considered as a 
stand-alone analogue logical processing unit.
A given type of musical instrument will produce its own pattern of harmonics 
which gives it a characteristic sound, or timbre. Differentiating two different instruments 
playing the same note, is based on timbre.
2.4.2 Auditory perception and KASPA
CTFM technology has been implemented in a mobility aid for blind people 
(KASPA) [Kay, 1961]. Both adults and children have successfully used the aid to 
navigate in complex environments. It was previously sold commercially under the name 
Sonicguide. Testing of KASPA in several countries has shown that 90 percent of the 
users can interpret the spatial information provided [Kay & Strelow, 1977].
The mobility aid helps the unsighted to perceive the environment using stereo 
audio tones. The user develops a completely new perceptual ability. The geometric 
structure of the environment is perceived directly from stereo sound. In this situation, 
brain perceives the environment by sound instead of vision.
This reconstruction of the environment from sound has a novel corollary with a 
very rare condition known as Synesthesia which affects humans. Synesthesia has been 
known and documented for over two centuries [Cytowic, 1989]. The sensory channels 
are mixed by the brain and the world is perceived differently from the majority of us.
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Some have the ability to see sounds or taste shapes. This leads to added senses which can 
be rich in information. KASPA can also be looked upon as an added sense.
Gissoni [1966] who is completely blind, taught himself to use the mobility aid. 
He states that he hears notes singularly and in combination, and that they can be as 
meaningful and informative as words spoken to him in his native tongue. The sensor can 
not only detect the presence or absence of objects but can give accurate range indications 
to within ten millimetres when the unit is set on short range. Object movement is detected 
by rising or falling pitch: If an object is moving away, the pitch will increase.
As an example, different types of plants produce different signals depending on 
their leaf or needle structure. Tree trunks are distinguished from poles by the texture of 
the tree trunk reflecting the acoustic energy differently. Other everyday objects such as 
doormats and picket fences have their own special signals. Scanning along a picket fence 
produces tones that sound like ducks quacking. A flight of steps produces a series of 
tones, each increasing in pitch as the aid is scanned up the steps.
In familiar territory the aid is useful for detecting land marks. Gissoni also refers 
to a signal bank that he has built up in his mind over eight months of using the device. He 
uses this knowledge to navigate in unfamiliar territory and detect unfamiliar objects. He 
describes an experience where he was presented with an object that sounded like a rock 
wall with foliage growing through it. Upon examination by touch, he found that it was 
exactly that. He had detected both rock walls and foliage individually in the past and was 
able to link that experience to what he was detecting now.
He achieved increased independence using the system. For example, he can locate 
the position of elevator signal buttons. He can then detect the opening doors and assess 
whether people are moving in and out so that he can judge his own entry. Gissoni claims 
that with the mobility aid he can thread his way through heavy pedestrian traffic, 
smoothly and gracefully, without collision; find an empty seat on a bus; an empty desk in 
a classroom; or a table in a restaurant.
Gissoni emphasises the high information content in the tones and stresses the 
intense practice required to be able to use this information effectively.
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Thornton [1975] had used the aid effectively for a period of four years. He has 
walked more than 8000 kilometres without a companion using the aid under widely 
different conditions, often over unfamiliar terrain. He believes that the aid allows him to 
be more aware of the environment and has a more relaxed attitude to mobility.
Farmer [1975], describes the use of the mobility aid by several trainees in adverse 
weather. The trainees were taught to navigate by using landmarks such as trees, hedges, 
telephone boxes, fences, driveways, mail boxes and signs. They can detect moving 
pedestrians and then follow them down the street. Farmer notes that there are problems 
with the aid during heavy rain and snow. Also, the trainees were able to detect low 
hanging, snow covered branches to enable them to avoid getting snow in their faces or 
down their backs. He notes that the trainees were able to determine the distance, size and 
direction of objects.
The aid has also been used successfully to improve the mobility and independence 
of young children [Strelow etal, 1978]. Newcomer [1977] reports on children who have 
gained independence using the aid. The children were surprised when they could detect 
previously unknown objects that exist in the environment. Roy, a high school student 
uses the aid to navigate along congested footpaths and train platforms without contacting 
people with his cane. Roy can detect the position of queues standing to buy train tickets, 
make his way through turnstiles and detect the position of train doors once the train 
arrives at the platform.
CTFM has also been used underwater using different transducers. A system is 
available to assist divers to navigate underwater in areas of low visibility such as murky 
water or in the absence of light [de Roos et al, 1981]. The transducers are mounted on a 
helmet that is worn on the diver's head. The system can be used to locate objects on the 
sea floor; determine the position of fixtures around oil rigs; or can be used to determine 
the extent of marine growth on submerged structures. Different shapes and surfaces give 
characteristic audio outputs which allow the diver to detect the range, direction and type of 
object.
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The mobility aid allows the user to easily discriminate between stationary and 
moving objects [Kay, 1977]. An Echocardiograph was developed to take advantage of 
this feature and allows the user to monitor the movement of cardiac structures [Kay et al, 
1977]. It is used to monitor positional change of the four valves of the heart and the 
sound patterns can be used to distinguish a normal mitrial valve compared to the motion 
of a severely stenoic one.
Kay [1977b] tested a fishing sonar which can detect fish at a distance up to 135 
metres. Multiple shoals of fish can be differentiated in terms of their relative position. 
Also, different species of fish can be distinguished by their own distinctive tonal patterns.
Porto[1989] has used CTFM sonar to detect spheres underwater at varying 
distances. His neural network classifier identifies the presence or absence of large metal 
objects which are submerged in the ocean.
The success of these applications inspired this research in the area of CTFM 
ultrasonics. This investigation focuses on exactly what is in the signal that allows objects 
to be recognised by the human perceptual system.
2.5 Perception test by an inexperienced user
The inexperienced user is bombarded with a multitude of information when 
starting to use the ultrasonic mobility aid. Consequently, it is very difficult to differentiate 
different types of complex objects based on the tonal patterns. All of the sounds tend to be 
the same for the inexperienced user.
This situation occurs in other areas of sound perception. How many times have 
you heard a fed up parent say to one of their children “Will you turn that heavy metal 
music off please? It all sounds the same”. Or, similarly, a child may ask “Will you turn 
off that classical music please? It all sounds the same”. There are many reasons for this; 
one is that the individual has not developed an appreciation for the particular combination 
of sounds and the fine differences in tone which makes one piece different from another.
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For example, the inexperienced user can clearly hear the difference between plants 
when they are placed in close proximity and the aid is moved from one plant to another. It 
is harder however, to remember the differences between one plant and the other when the 
user listens to them separated by some time period.
2.6 The place for a plant classifying sensor
Plants are useful natural landmarks which exist in many office and home 
environments so are good candidates for use in mobile robot localisation. There are many 
sensors for mobile robots commercially available but none of them have proved to be an 
outstanding success on its own. The application of plant classification in the field of 
agriculture has only had limited success.
A CTFM sensor is well suited to the application of plant classification and this is 
investigated further in this thesis.
2.7 Conclusion
This chapter introduced environment sensing in robotics and specifically sensing 
using CTFM ultrasonics. Currently there are very few commercial applications of mobile 
robots and one of the reasons is that sensing is not sufficiently advanced. CTFM sensing 
will add to the current sensing capability for mobile robotics.
A review of plant sensing applications shows that some work being undertaken 
with applications in the areas of greenhouse automation and agricultural grading. These 
systems are mostly based on vision sensors and results are generally weak. They are 
however, successful when the environment is carefully controlled.
Many blind people have successfully used the CTFM based ultrasonic mobility aid 
and experience shows that the device is practical and accurate. This thesis shows that the 
device can be applied to the mobile robotics area as a machine can interpret the complex 
signals which are generated.
The user of the mobility aid quickly learns the difference between simple objects, but
those which are characterised by smaller differences take longer to separate.
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2.8 Summary
1. In order for a mobile robot to interact with its environment, it needs sensors.
2. There are many sensing techniques available for mobile robots but there are very 
few commercial autonomous robots in use.
3. There are several agricultural applications of plant sensing including greenhouse 
automation and grading. In order to be successful, the applications need to control 
their environmental conditions carefully.
4. Many blind people have used the ultrasonic blind mobility aid called KASPA with 
great success. They can navigate successfully in unfamiliar environments.
5. Ultrasonic range data can provide information which can be interpreted in isolation 
or in combination with other sensors.
6. Human auditory perception is a complex process which is very good at analysing 
the frequencies of tones.




This chapter introduces Continuous Transmission Frequency Modulated (CTFM) 
ultrasonics and provides references to other publications for comprehensive information 
about the electronics and the signal processing. The hardware and software used is 
outlined in detail. Certain parameters are configured to determine the limits in range and 
also the resolution of the system and these are described. The physical properties of the 
sensor are then established for this application. This is done in terms of repeatability, 
environmental effects, amplitude variation and range variation.
The model of the acoustic density profile is developed in order to interpret the 
information in the echo reflected from the plant. The frequency spectra of the received 
echo is then interpreted based on this acoustic density profile model. The frequency lines 
are interpreted as range lines where the amplitude at each range line is directly 
proportional to the normal area of all of the surfaces at that range. That is, each range cell 
is a measure of the acoustic area. The entire density profile becomes the acoustic area of 
the entire scene.
In order to provide an understanding of the signal, the output of the system is 
analysed with reference to simple objects. Plant sensing is then discussed in terms of 
range cells.
3.2 Principles of CTFM sensing
CTFM was originally modelled on the same principles used by bats by Professor 
L. Kay [Kay, 1961]. Bats have shown that they make good use of ultrasonic waves and 
can recognise their prey against a complex background [Kay, 1964].
Currently, pulse (or time of flight) systems dominate research into ultrasonic 
sensing technology because [de Roos, 1986]:
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1. Significant advancements were made in pulse radars in the 1950’s and many 
of the techniques used were being applied to sonar resulting in a great deal of 
knowledge of these systems being developed; and
2. Current electronics (in the 1950’s) favoured pulse systems. Time domain 
systems require accurate gating and timing mechanisms which were available 
at the time. Frequency domain systems require linear frequency modulators 
and precise spectrum analysers.
Now that the technology has caught up with the theory, the CTFM sonar output is 
accurate. The advantages of using CTFM include low susceptibility to noise and greater 
information in the return signal. CTFM has also found application in radar [Neininger, 
1977]. A comprehensive comparison of short pulse sonar, chirped linear FM pulse sonar 
and CTFM sonar can be found in de Roos [1986].
Unlike conventional ultrasonic systems which were discussed in Section 2.3, a 
CTFM system transmits a sine wave signal that is repeatedly frequency swept over a one 
octave range (typically 100 to 50 kHz with a sweep period of 102.4 ms). The return echo 
is a replica of the original, offset in time. When the echo is received, the transmit signal is 
used to demodulate it and the resulting frequency is proportional to the range of the target. 
The demodulation process produces audible tones in the range of 0 to 5 kHz. In the audio 
signals, the pitch is directly proportional to the distance to the object. A model of the 
signal in the frequency domain is shown in Figure 3.1. The demodulated signal is shown 
at the bottom of the diagram; this indicates the frequencies of the tones which are heard in 
the audio frequency range. With a CTFM system, echoes are resolved based on their 
frequency (pitch) instead of their elapsed time, as is the case with conventional ultrasonic 
systems.
The electronics and signal processing techniques have been detailed in the 
following publications. For information about the transducers see Rowell [1970] and 
Martin [1969]; for the details of the signal processing see Hayes [1989] pp 58 - 79, de 
Roos [1986], or Kay [1984].
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Note that the current system uses a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to transform the 
signal to the frequency domain as in Hayes [1989]; this is compared to de Roos [1986] 
who chose to use contiguous bandpass filters. With improvements in technology, the 
speed of FFT hardware has increased and it is now practical to use the method in real time 
applications.
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Figure 3.1 The model of the CTFM system 
The analysis of the output of a CTFM signal is fundamentally different to that for 
pulse sonars in that it is analysed in the frequency domain instead of the time domain [de 
Roos et al, 1988]. The CTFM signal can be represented more simply in terms of the 
frequencies that it contains.
3.3 Hardware and software
Bay Advanced Technologies produce the ultrasonic mobility aids. An 
experimental system was purchased for this research. It consists of a binaural sensor 
connected to a microcomputer through a spectrum analyser with appropriate 
transmit/receive electronics (Figure 3.2). Frequency domain signals are available for 
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Figure 3.2 Schematic of the experimental system
The sensor head consists of three transducers (Figure 3.3), with the centre one 
transmitting continuously and the left and right sensors receiving the echoes from the 
environment.
The FFT transforms the time domain signal to the frequency domain where it can 
be analysed in the form of a spectrogram. The 1024 point FFT produces positive 
amplitude values for 512, 9.77 Hz frequency bands over the range of 0 to 5 kHz. Just as 
a human perceives range from the pitch of the audible tone, the frequency on the spectra at 
which an amplitude threshold is exceeded corresponds to the range to the surface. This 
threshold highlights objects as distinct from background noise. The amplitude of the 
spectral line is proportional to the intensity of the echo and hence to the area of the 
reflecting surface normal to the receiver.
The sensing system is run on an IBM compatible personal computer with a 386 
processor. The transducers are connected directly to transmit/receive electronics which are 
contained inside a small box. Specifications for the transmit/receive electronics can be 
found in Kay [1974]. The frequency sweep is generated by a custom designed digital 
sweep card which is housed in the personal computer. The received signal is processed
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by the transmit/receive electronics and the analogue audio signal is fed to the analogue to 
digital converter and FFT hardware then converts it into the frequency domain which is 
available to an application program.
The software to run the system and produce a rudimentary display was provided 
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The maximum range of an ultrasonic sensing system is determined by the
transmitted power, the speed and absorption of sound in air, and the receiver sensitivity. 
A CTFM system has a maximum operating range which is controlled by selecting a 
maximum audio frequency ( f ^ )  and a sweep time for the transmitted signal (ts). The 
audio frequency ( /a in Figure 3.4) is the difference between the echo frequency and the 
transmitted frequency at any instant in time. The range is proportional to an audio 
frequency and the maximum range can be increased by increasing the sweep time (ts). The
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scaling factor (sf) from audio frequency to range is the ratio of the maximum range (range 
at the maximum audio frequency) to the frequency at the maximum operating range.
where sf = rml f max
rm = max operating range = c.t, / 2 ./„ eep 
ra = range at frequency a 
c = speed of sound = 343.5 ms'1 at 20° C
When choosing a sweep time, the designer has to consider the requirements of the 
FFT. The minimum sweep time is the time for the signal to travel to and from an object at 
the maximum range (td) plus the length of signal required to perform an adequate FFT 
(t0). This ensures that the signal presented to the FFT will consist of a set of continuous 
tones, eliminating errors caused by discontinuities at the start and end of the tones. The 
minimum sweep time, tsmin, is given by Equation 3.2. The FFT sampling interval, is 
given by Equation 3.3. The FFT sampling frequency, f samp, is given by Equation 3.4.
tsmin —td+ t0 3.2
t i = ~  1 N 3.3
where N  is the number of points in the FFT.
f  = -J samp ^ 3.4
This sampling frequency must be greater than twice the maximum audio frequency 
to satisfy the Nyquist criterion for sampling [Strum & Kirk, 1989]. The range resolution
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of the system is determined by the frequency spacing (8 f ) of the spectral lines in the FFT 
and is given by Equation 3.6.
f
« /  = -  a max
N  3 .5
range resolution  = 8 f  .sf ^ ^
The system used in the experiments has been set to sweep from 100 kHz to 50 
kHz. A practical sweep period was chosen to be 102.4 milliseconds.
When testing the blind aid device, operators found that 5 kHz was the maximum 
frequency that most of the users of the device could perceive. The maximum frequency 
was configured as part of the device. This reduces the maximum range of the sonar for a 
given sweep time but has no effect on the resolution of the device.
A 1024 point FFT is used and 512 useful spectral lines are available with a 
frequency spacing of 9.77 Hz. This gives a resulting range resolution of 3.44 mm 
between frequency bins. This resolution can be improved by interpolation between the 
bins using a sine function.
The radial resolution of the system is the distance by which two objects 
need to be separated before they are identified as two. A criterion proposed by Rayleigh is 
often used to define the separation of objects in the frequency domain. It is based on a 
drop in signal intensity between two peaks in the frequency domain and has shown to be 
twice the wavelength [Kay, 1985]. For a frequency of 75 kHz (the average frequency), 
this is 10.32 mm.
3.5 Physical sensor properties for this application
This section analyses the way the physical characteristics of the system determine 
suitability for mobile robotics. This data analysis establishes confidence by analysing 
repeatability, effects of environmental conditions and the variation with range. All of the 
tests were run in a sealed room in order to minimise environmental disturbances
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3.5.1 Repeatability
It is important to know the statistical properties of the signal when the system is 
operated in air. A signal which is not repeatable is of limited use.
This section outlines the conditions of the experiment and the results are given in 
both graphical and tabular form. Table 3.1 shows the conditions under which the 
experiment was run.
Table 3.1 Repeatability Experimental Conditions
date 23/10/95
temperature 24.9 degrees C
humidity 41.8 %
surface white laminex board
distance 465 mm (measured)
no. of samples 400
An example of the frequency spectra of a typical return is shown in Figure 3.5. 
An expanded graph of Figure 3.5 is shown in Figure 3.6. The Frequencies on the x axis 
represent the spectral lines 120 to 150.
Figure 3.5 The frequency spectra when a small laminex board at a range
of 464 mm is ensonified
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Figure 3.6 An expanded view of the point of interest from Figure 3.5
The spectral line with the maximum amplitude is used as the representative 
frequency and the means, standard deviations and coefficients of variation were then 
computed. The results are shown in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2 An analysis of Frequency Line 135 which corresponds to a 
range of 464mm for the laminex board ensonified in Figure 3.5
fft l in e 135 (range 464 mm)
m ean  (m V) 27.3
s td e v 1.03
v a r i a n c e 26.68
co eff .  var. 0.038
R andom ness 0.0014
No.Obs 400
The coefficient of variation is 3.8% which is extremely low. This indicates that the 
information from the binaural system is very repeatable (coefficient of variation = stdev / 
mean).
The randomness factor is calculated using Equation 3.7. Figure 3.7 is a frequency 
polygon of the variation of frequency line 135, also shown on the histogram are the 
Gaussian (Equation 3.8) and Rician (Equation 3.9) fit of the amplitudes for the frequency 
line. A Rician model is often used in a system with a dominant scatterer [Nielsen, 1991].
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Figure 3.7 A frequency polygon of the amplitudes of FFT line 135 
(corresponding to range 464 mm) also shown is the Gaussian and Rician
fit
The Gaussian equation used is :
b ( n )  =
The Rician equation used is :
• exp _ 6  -  jj?
2- o 3 .8
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where IQ is the Modified bessel function of 0 order [Skolnik, 1980]. The error of each of 




In summary, the data items in the acoustic density profile fit a Gaussian 
distribution and have a very low coefficient of variation. This means that the signal is very 
consistent and can be said to be reliable.
3.5.2 Variation with environmental conditions
The previous section dealt with the variation in the signal with samples which are 
taken consecutively over a short time period. When a large number of samples are taken 
consecutively over a long period of time however, environmental conditions (specifically 
temperature and humidity) may change. The effect of humidity on a signal is negligible 
but a temperature change can affect the result as it affects the transmission of sound in air 
[Kinsler et al, 1982]. It is also useful to know whether the performance of the overall 
system remains constant over a period of time. For example, if the sensor degrades over a 
period of time, care may have to be taken when taking measurements.
An experiment was set up to take readings every 15 minutes. The sensor head was 
pointed at a very specular object (a plain wall) at a distance of exactly 600 mm. Care was 
taken to ensure that the sensor was orthogonal to the wall. Every 15 minutes, 20 readings 
of the frequency spectrum were taken. At the same time, the environmental probe was 
sampled to record the current values of temperature and humidity.
The apparatus was located in the back room of the lab which has large north 
facing windows which meant that the temperature in the room could rise significantly over 
the period of a day. This temperature increase affects the speed of sound and the object in 
view “appears” closer than it actually is as the temperature rises. In other words, the wall 
seems to move towards the sensor as the temperature rises.
When the experiment started, the temperature was 21 degrees C, the speed of 
sound at this temperature is 344 ms'1, which results in a frequency of 1703 Hz, and 
energy appears in FFT bin number 174. When the experiment finished though, the 
temperature was 26 degrees C, the speed of sound at this temperature is 347 ms'1, which 
results in a frequency of 1686 Hz, which will put the energy into FFT bin number 173. 
This is a completely different frequency bin! In other words, the wall will appear to be
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3.4 mm closer to the head of the sensor. In a practical system which requires very precise 
range information, this change in temperature will need to be considered.
The change in the spectra with time is shown in Figure 3.8. The corresponding 
graph of temperature is shown in Figure 3.9. It can be seen that the spike in the graph 








Figure 3.8 The average spectrum as it changed over the day
Temperature vs Time
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Figure 3.9 Tem perature change throughout the day
The change can also be observed by viewing a single frequency line over a period 
of time as shown in Figure 3.10. It can be seen that the temperature increased steadily 
throughout the day and the humidity decreased. There comes a time just after 10:45 when 
the temperature had risen enough for the energy which was previously in the prior 
spectral bin to step forward into this bin which causes the amplitude of the graph to rise 
significantly.
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Figure 3.10 The amplitude variation over time for FFT bin 175 (1709 Hz 
corresponding to a range of 602 mm)
Temperature affects the position of the echo in the frequency domain. It will also 
affect the total amplitude but that will be in proportion to the absolute temperature. This is 
shown in 3.11 with the error bars showing a single standard deviation on each side of the 
sum of the amplitudes. The graph shows the sum of FFT lines 170-180 at each of the 
time periods. It can be seen that the amplitude rises in proportion to the rise in temperature 
and the statistical correlation between the variables is calculated as 0.89 which means that 
the two distributions are highly correlated. Figure 3.11 shows the same information on a 
single chart, with a straight line shown fitted using the method of least squares. The line 
passes well within a standard deviation each side of the measurements so shows that the 
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Figure 3.11 The sum of FFT bins 170-180 over the day. E rror bars are
one standard deviation
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Figure 3.12 Tem perature against the sum of the amplitude. E rror bars are
one standard deviation
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3.5.3 Amplitude variation with range
Figure 3.13 Change in amplitude with range
Figure 3.13 shows the change in amplitude of the received signal with range. A 
specular object (a large flat laminated board) was set up orthogonal to the sensor head and 
measurements were taken at 17 different distances from it. Measurements closer than 200 
mm were discarded as there was too many multiple path reflections between the board and 
the sensor head which obscured the data. The temperature was 19.4 degrees C and the 
humidity was 48.3%. There is some conditioning of the signal within the mobility aid 
electronics which processes the audio signal by frequency shaping to correct for loss of 
propagation with distance, earphone frequency response and also the users audio 
frequency response. These combine to give the change in amplitude with range shown in 
Figure 3.13.
The graph shows a gradual increase in amplitude as the object moves out to a 
distance of 400 mm from the sensor and a similar decrease once the range goes past 600 
mm. This datum can be used in a practical system to scale the received information. From 
the absolute range of the object, all of the frequencies can be scaled so that they are 
comparable to an object at some standard range of, for example, 500 mm.
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3.6 Analysis of system outputs
3.6.1 A tour of the lab wearing the blind aid
We do not have a commercial version of the Ultrasonic Blind Aid in our lab but 
there is an experimental version of the system which can be either connected to a spectrum 
analyser or a pair of headphones. It involves a sensor head on the end of a rod connected 
to a processing box. The rod holding the sensor head is held in the user’s hand and can be 
waved around to inspect different objects.
The richness of the tones heard through the ears is immediately obvious. If the 
sensor happens to be pointing at a wall, a very clear note is perceived in both ears. Other 
specular objects also produce similar single tones. An inexperienced user can very quickly 
focus on the basics of the audio signal while examining simple scenes with the device. 
Some of the basics are described below.
The pitch of the tone depends on the distance to the object, and the volume 
depends on the amount of echo which is received by the transducer. So the volume 
depends on the distance to the object (Figure 3.11) and also the fine surface texture of the 
object. As you move away from a specular object (once you get past 500 mm from it), the 
pitch increases and the volume decreases. Two objects with different textures on their 
surfaces at the same distance will produce a tone of the same pitch (since they are both at 
the same distance) but of a different volume. The volume will be different due to the 
different amount of scattering caused by the surfaces (a smoother surface will reflect more 
of the acoustic energy directly back to the sensor than one which is rougher - the rougher 
surface will scatter the acoustic energy more). Note that the volume will also be affected 
by the range variation as shown in Section 3.5.3.
The audio signal from a specular reflector can be analysed based on the pitch and 
volume of the tone. A sensor pointing at a smooth wall at a distance of one metre will 
produce a tone of a similar pitch as when pointing at a cloth covered wall at the same 
distance. The difference will be a minor tonal difference and a significant volume 
decrease. An inexperienced user can quickly learn to estimate the distance to single objects
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based on the pitch of the tone. This is because they have a relatively small number of 
variables to estimate.
More careful analysis is required when multiple objects are in view or more 
complex everyday objects are introduced, that is just about every situation you will have 
when using KASPA. More complex surfaces (or multiple objects) are commonly 
encountered when using the device indoors. An example is with office furniture or other 
laboratory equipment where there may potentially be many reflective surfaces within any 
one scene. When the difference in distance from the sensor between any two surfaces in 
the scene is greater than the smallest perceivable distance then more than one pitch 
(depending on the number of surfaces at different ranges) will be heard. The smallest 
perceivable difference will depend on the hearing sensitivity of the individual user. Each 
surface (at a different range) will produce a single frequency so when there are multiple 
surfaces, a combination (a possibly complex combination) of frequencies will be heard 
together.
From experience gained over many months of training, the user can interpret the 
signal and describe the structure of the scene in great detail. For the inexperienced user 
however, it becomes very difficult to interpret the audio signal. Note that even though the 
mobility aid requires months of practice, the training period for a blind person is less than 
that required for the long cane.
Difficulty arises when the user is trying to resolve all of the components of a 
sound produced by multiple surfaces. Each individual surface will produce a frequency 
which is proportional to its range and the volume at that frequency will depend on the 
range and the texture of the surface. The user now has many variables to estimate. Figure 
3.14 illustrates that the user would have to estimate the pitch and volume for every 
frequency within the field of audition.
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Figure 3.14 The analysis required for a scene with multiple surfaces
It is not clear whether blind users resolve the signal into its individual components 
or build up a memory of the patterns and relate that to a particular kind of object or scene. 
It is not even clear to the users themselves. It is like asking someone how their brain 
processes visual images, it just does!
A walk around the lab quickly reveals that different scenes give very different 
signals. It is most interesting to listen to the tones produced by different kinds of books 
on the shelves. Large thick books produce a very different sound to a row of narrow 
journals. It is obvious that different kinds of objects produce their own characteristic 
tones and that it may take some time to learn how to use the device effectively.
3.7 The acoustic density profile model
The information in the frequency of the signal is a range measurement to every 
near normal surface that is in the insonified region. A small amount of the signal is a 
result of multiple reflections and interference. The information gives an indication of the 
structure of the object(s) in the field of audition.
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The frequency spectrum provides information about the range, size and orientation 
of surfaces within the field of view so can be modelled directly as an acoustic density 
profile. The sensor then measures the acoustic area at each range and the sum of all of the 
ranges gives the acoustic area of the plant. The acoustic density profile model (Figure 
3.15) shows (a) the acoustic density profile for a specimen of Leptospermum laevigatum 
and (b) the cumulative density profile of the same specimen. The cumulative density 
profile is the accumulated value of each of the range cells from the acoustic density profile 
shown in part (a) and is a measure of the acoustic area of the plant.
The acoustic density profile is a measure of the acoustic density at each particular 
range from the sensor. Figure 3.15 (a) shows a significant acoustic density between the 
ranges of 200 mm and 540 mm and this corresponds to the position of the plant in space.
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The amplitude of the individual range lines are a function of the properties of the surfaces 
at that range and are a function of:
1. the area of the leaf;
2. the orientation of the leaf; and
3. the amount of occlusion that affects the leaf.
Part (b) of the figure shows that a significant change in the slope of the cumulative 
amplitude function indicates the start and end of the plant. The frequency spectra will be 
referred to as the acoustic density profile from this point on.
The acoustic density profile model is developed in order to interpret the 
information in the echo reflected from the plant. The frequency spectra of the received 
echo is then interpreted based on this acoustic density profile model. The entire density 
profile becomes the acoustic area of the entire scene.
3.8 Data characteristics
When viewed from one orientation, specular surfaces have a narrow band signal 
which often consist of a very large magnitude at a single range and this can be seen in 
Figure 3.16. Diffuse scatterers result in much smaller magnitudes. Complex objects 
(objects which have multiple surfaces) result in echoes being generated from each of these 
multiple surfaces and hence the resulting acoustic density profile contains information 
about all of the surfaces at different ranges from the sensor. Figure 3.16 shows how the 
signal varies between the two broad classes of objects, simple and complex.- Classes of 
















Figure 3.16 Range distributions of different types of objects
The graph in Figure 3.17 is the acoustic density profile resulting from a flat wall. 
There is a very large amplitude (almost 100 mV) at a range of 602 mm (corresponding to 
a frequency of 1.7 kHz). It is the only object in the field of audition so is the only 
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Figure 3.17 The CTFM output when a flat wall at a range of 602 mm from
the transm itter is ensonified
The graph in Figure 3.18 is the acoustic density profile resulting from a flat wall 
with a metal rod placed 60 mm in front of it. The wall is still in the same position and has 
the same amplitude as Figure 3.17. There is an additional echo at a range which 
corresponds to the position of the rod. Note that the rod has a significantly lower 
amplitude as it reflects less of the acoustic energy back to the receiver due to its much 
smaller orthogonal. Note that the rod would return an even lower amplitude if it were at 
the same range as the board as the signal has travelled a greater distance so will be of a 
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Figure 3.18 The CTFM output when a flat wall at a range of 602 mm from 
the transm itter is ensonified. There is also a rod 60 mm in front of the
wall
A change in the range to the plant will result in a slight decrease in the arrival angle 
at the plant. For those leaves which this change results in their reflections remaining 
within the “’’solid angle” the reflection coefficient will remain unchanged although the 
amplitude of the return signals will be reduced due to geometric spreading. Other leaves 
which are on the limit of the “solid angle” will return a diffuse scattering response as the 
distance is increased and will cease to be a major contributor to the signal.
The amplitude of any particular range line is determined by several things:
1. the physical characteristics of the surface (specifically its reflectivity of ultrasound);
2. the distance of the surface from the sensor;
3. the area of the surface; and
4. the orientation of the surface of the object.
The information in a single range line is summarised in Figure 3.19.
The information in a range line
R an ge  : gives the absolute range to the 
surface.
A m p litu d e : gives the size, specularity or 
orientation of a surface.
Figure 3.19 The information in each range line
Figure 3.20 shows the acoustic density profile and visual image for a specimen 
plant of the species Diploglottis campbelli. Since there are many reflective surfaces, the 
return signal is much more complex than Figure 3.17. You will also notice that the
LA.
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maximum amplitude (5 mV) is significantly smaller than for the wall (100 mV) or the 
metal rod (20 mV) shown in Figure 3.18.
Figure 3.20 Diploglottis campbelli with a sample spectrum
As the range of the object is changed, the absolute amplitudes of the range lines 
are changed due to geometric spreading but the relative amplitudes are still in the same 
ratio. By normalising the amplitude data, the variations due to the distance of the plant 
from the sensor are removed. Then, the amplitudes of the range lines will only contain 
information about the surface properties of the object, that is area, texture of surfaces and 
distance between surfaces. This also means that the size of the plant does not affect the 
acoustic density profile. This normalisation is outlined in Chapter 5.
The raw amplitude data was normalised to account for the electrical filtering as 
described in Chapter 5 prior to further processing. Thus, a recognition system can be 
developed and will be almost completely independent of:
1. the distance to the plant;
2. the height of the plant; and
3. the width of the plant
provided that enough of the plant is in the field of audition.
The bearing of an object is given by the amount that the peaks are offset between 
range cells and the amplitudes of the left and right channels [Stanley & McKerrow, 97]. 
An object is resolved as one when the difference in ranges between left and right is within 
some limit. This limit changes with the displacement between the receiving transducers.
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When more than one object or feature is in the range of the sensors, they appear as 
distinct sets of lines in the acoustic density profile. Objects at the same range may be 
distinguished binaurally, although ambiguities can occur.
3.8.1 CTFM sensor output from ensonifying simple objects
In this section, the most simple scene possible is used (one which contains no 
objects) and built on by adding simple objects one at a time. A simple scene is one which 
contains zero of more simple surfaces (objects) within the field of view of the sensor. The 
maximum range of the system is 1.8 m (determined by system settings).
When there is no object within the range of the sensor, the acoustic density profile 
consist of noise. This is illustrated in Figure 3.21. This determines the noise floor below 
which it is difficult to detect objects. The FFT has already achieved considerable 
integration of the echo to increase the signal to noise ratio of the spectrum.
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Figure 3.21 The acoustic density profile showing the background
noise only
When there is a single large specular object within the field of audition, the result 
is a very large amplitude at the frequency corresponding to the distance to the object. Note 
that the resolution of the FFT is 3.4 mm. If the specular object lines up with the centre of 
the “bin” then the result is a very clean acoustic density profile as shown on the upper 
graph of Figure 3.22. The bin leakage problem could also result in an acoustic density 
profile such as that in the lower graph of Figure 3.22. Bin leakage occurs when the range 
to the surface is not aligned to one of the range bins, and “spills over” into neighbouring 
bins.
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Figure 3.22 A single specular object (a) without bin leakage and (b)
with bin leakage
When the range is changed, the acoustic density profile changes slightly. As the 
sensor moves closer to the object, the amplitude increases because less of the transmitted 
signal is absorbed in the atmosphere.
When an object is placed in front of the specular object in Figure 3.22, the 
resulting acoustic density profile depends on the size of the object placed in the 
foreground. If the object in the foreground occludes the object in the background, then 
that will be the only object present in the acoustic density profile. Otherwise, the object 
will show up in the foreground as in Figure 3.23. Note that if the object is within 3.44 
mm of the original object then the objects are not separated enough in range and will 
appear as one.
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Figure 3.23 Acoustic density profile of two specular objects
When two cylindrical rods are mounted on a rotating stage, a change in the 
acoustic density profile can be observed as the stage is rotated. The configuration of the 
apparatus is shown in Figure 3.24.
Steel rods
Sensor head
Rod diameter =10 mm
Rotating stage 
axis of rotation
Figure 3.24 Experimental setup
When both rods are at the same distance from the sensor, they are not resolved as 





Front view Top view
same distance from the sensor
When the stage is rotated through 45 degrees, the two rods are resolved separately 
in the acoustic density profile (Figure 3.26). They are separated in the acoustic density 
profile by the distance between the rods from the point of view of the sensor.
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Figure 3.26 The stage is rotated through 45 degrees
When the stage is rotated through 90 degrees (Figure 3.27), the occluded rod is 
still present in the acoustic density profile due to diffraction of the transmitted acoustic 
energy. The acoustic energy is diffracted around the first rod and is reflected back to the 
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Figure 3.27 The stage is rotated through 90 degrees
When three rods are mounted on the stage (the extra one is mounted between the 
two already on the stage), the results are similar to those when there are two rods, except 
that there is an extra spike present in the acoustic density profile. When two rods are 
occluded, they are still present in the acoustic density profile but they are at very low 
amplitudes.
For this example, we know the positions of the two rods on the stage as this is 
fixed. From any acoustic density profile, it is possible to calculate the orientation of the 
stage through 0 to 180 degrees. Consider the acoustic density profile in Figure 3.28. Each 
of the rods are 65 mm apart on the rotating stage (fixed for the experiment). From the 
acoustic density profile we can see that the first rod appears at 232 mm, the second rod 
appears at 277 mm and the third rod appears at 322 mm, so in this acoustic density 
profile, they are separated by a distance of 45 mm. Thus, the stage is oriented at
0 = sin_1(45 / 65) * 180/71 = 44 degrees. The physical position of the rods was




Figure 3.28 The acoustic density profile produced by three rods at 45°
When a specular spherical (or cylindrical) surface is considered you get narrow 
band return similar to a flat surface (although lower in amplitude). When you look at a 
sphere with a slightly textured surface, some diffraction of the acoustic energy occurs and 
the sensor gets a small amount of energy off the surface of the sphere at ranges slightly 
offset from the major peak. Figure 3.29 is an example of the return from a polystyrene 
sphere with a radius of 100 mm.
Figure 3.29 The acoustic density profile produced by a polystyrene
sphere
3.9 Acoustic density profile content from plants
3.9.1 Basic content of the acoustic density profile
The acoustic density profile contains information about the range to surfaces 
within the field of audition of the sensor. The signal is affected by the following 
properties of the plants :
1. Size, orientation and number of leaves;
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2. The spatial positioning of leaves within the plant;
3. The orientation of the plant.
3 .9 .1 .1  Size, orientation and number of leaves
Depending on the orientation and curvature of the leaf surface, the larger the leaf, 
the more acoustic energy will be reflected so a higher amplitude will be received. Leaves 
which do not have any part of their surface normal to the sensor will reflect some (if not 
all) of the acoustic energy away from the receiver.
The surface of the leaf will also have an effect on the amount of acoustic energy 
returned - smooth flat surfaces will reflect more back to the receiver than textured 
surfaces. In general, the more leaves that are on a plant, the larger the percentage of 
acoustic energy that will be reflected.
3 .9 .1 .2  Positioning of leaves within a plant
This will determine the distribution of reflections throughout the acoustic density 
profile. Leaves spread throughout the plant will reflect the energy and the acoustic density 
profile will show these leaves spread through several range cells. Peaks in the acoustic 
density profile can indicate groups of leaves at that particular range. However, leaves may 
occlude those behind them so not all of the leaves will be detected at any one time.
3 .9 .1 .3  The orientation of the Plant
Small changes in the orientation of the plant can result in large changes in the 
acoustic density profile due to the specular nature of leaves. Many leaves however, are 
not flat and will return acoustic energy from several different orientations.
3.9.2 Plant insonification
For each aspect (orientation) of the plant, the received acoustic energy represents 
the properties of the scatterers at a set of different ranges. Figure 3.30 shows the process 
of plant insonification. Waves are transmitted by the transmitter Tx and propagate through 
the air. In Figure 3.30, the boundary of the plant is represented by the circle and leaves
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are represented as filled ellipses. The waves reflect from the surfaces of the scatterers (in 
this case the leaves of the plant) and these reflected waves are detected by the receiver Rx. 
In the case of CTFM, the received acoustic energy is demodulated against a copy of the 
transmitted signal and the resulting acoustic density profile gives information about the 
scatterers in particular range cells. For the case of a transmitter and a single receiver, each 
range cell is bounded by a spherical surface through the plant as is illustrated in Figure 
3.30. The surfaces are illustrated in the diagram as arcs as they are viewed from above.
A typical acoustic density profile for a plant is shown in Figure 3.31. Each range 
cell is 3.4 mm wide due to the signal processing (the FFT which converts the tones into 
the frequency domain). Figure 3.31 shows that a specimen of Sarcomelicope simplifolia 
is a relatively deep plant with a large number of range lines containing scatterers. Even 
though the figure shows the situation in two dimensions, it is indeed a three dimensional 
signal and has similar properties in the vertical plane although the beam is slightly 
narrower in the vertical direction (Section 3.4), due to the overall shape of the 
transducers.
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Figure 3.31 The image and acoustic density profile for a specimen of
Sarcomelicope simplifolia
To examine the information in each of the range cells, consider the situation in 
Figure 3.32, where two plants are insonified. The two different scenarios are illustrated 
as follows:
(a) dx + d2^  d3 + d4, and
(b) d{ + d2 = d3 + d4.
Sarcomelicope simplicifolia




Figure 3.32 The two different situations for reflections from multiple
scatterers
For the situation in Figure 3.32(a), there are two leaves present and the reflections 
are received from them in different range cells. This results in an amplitude being 
registered for each of those range cells. This is illustrated by the graph in Figure 3.32 
where a reflection is present in both range cells one and three. The amplitude of the 
reflection will depend on the size and the orientation of the leaf.
When reflections are received from scatterers in the same range cell as is the case 
for Figure 3.32(b), they combine to give a result which is larger than if there was a single 
scatterer only. This is illustrated in the figure.
In the case of plants, their volume is made up of a series of scatterers. The 
scatterers in any range cell may be either :
1. specular reflectors;
2. diffuse reflectors; or
3. completely absent.
Whether a leaf produces a specular or diffuse reflection depends on its orientation. 
In general, diffuse scatterers produce an amplitude which is approximately 10 dB down 
on a specular reflector (measured). So, for any given range cell size (determined by the 
bin width of the FFT), the received amplitude a, can be calculated using Equation 3.10.
a = Y. power o f the specular and diffuse scatterers 3 .10
When there is less than 100 diffuse scatterers, this equation approximates to the 
sum of the specular scatterers. Alternatively, when there are no specular scatterers in the 
range cell then the result is reduced to the sum of the diffuse scatterers.
In summary, the range cells (or the FFT bins) contain information about all of the 
surfaces of the plant at a particular range. This however assumes that all of the surfaces 
are visible to the sensor combination. Many of the leaves from plants (particularly from 
dense plants) will be obscured from the sensor by other leaves. This situation can be used 
to our advantage as properties of the plant can be postulated based on the result of this 
acoustic shadowing.
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3.9.3 Freedman’s theory of scattering and its relationship to 
plants
Freedman [1962a], developed a model of scattering for a non dissipative medium 
using a point source radiator and receiver. The model shows that the echoes generated by 
the scattering body are created by the step discontinuities in the derivatives with respect to 
range, of the solid angle subtended at the transducer by the scatterer.
In other words, as the normal cross-section area is increased, the amount of signal 
which returns to the receiver is increased, and hence a higher amplitude in the range cell 
which corresponds to that physical range. Also reflections occur at discontinuities in the 
cross sectional area and any of its derivatives. Thus, each spectral line represents an 
increase in the reflecting area. This model has recently been validated in air [Tsakiris & 
McKerrow, 1998]. The discussion in Sections 3.8 and 3.9 of this chapter, are consistent 
with the model.
3.9.4 Acoustic shadowing
Acoustic shadowing occurs when the ultrasonic wave either does not reach a 
reflector or is reflected but does not reach the receiver due to another reflector being in the 
way. Acoustic shadowing is the acoustic equivalent of the optical term occlusion. 
Consider Figure 3.30, where the entire plant is split into range cells - in Section 3.9, it 
was shown that each range cell is the sum of all of the scatterers within the cell. This 
however, fails to consider the fact that some of the scatterers may be shadowed by other 
scatterers between it and either the transmitter or receiver.
Figure 3.33 shows some acoustic shadowing on the bottom right hand comer. 
The large leaf prevents the bulk of the acoustic energy from penetrating into the range 
cells behind it. Some refraction may occur in this situation. Refraction allows a small 
amount of the acoustic energy to penetrate but this will result in a very small contribution 






Figure 3.33 Schematic of plant insonification showing some shadowing
T he d iscu ss io n  in the  p rev io u s  section  can  be qualified  by  say ing  that the  range 
cell co n ta in s  in fo rm atio n  ab o u t all o f  the scatterers  in that cell except w h en  they are in an 
aco u s tic  sh ad o w .
P lan ts  w h ich  are v e ry  d en se  w ill resu lt in m ore sh ad o w in g  and  less o f  the 
re su ltin g  aco u stic  den sity  p ro file  w ill be  a m easu re  o f  the leaves b ey o n d  the fro n t surface 
o f  th e  p lan t. O n the  o th e r h an d , sp a rse  p lan ts  o r  p lan ts  w ith  sm aller leaves w ill resu lt in 
m o re  o f  the  p lan t b e in g  au d ib le  (lack  o f  shadow ing) and  the fo liage a t the back  o f  the p lan t 
w ill be  rep resen ted  in the aco u stic  d en sity  p ro file . T h is can be exp lo ited  by  a system  
w h ich  is try in g  to  d iffe ren tia te  p lan ts  b ased  on  th e ir acoustic  density  profile .
Eucalyptus maculata an d  Polyscias murrayi are p lan ts  o f  s im ilar dep th  - their 
im ag es  an d  aco u stic  d en s ity  p ro file s  a re  sho w n  in F igu re  3.34. Polyscias murrayi is m uch 
m o re  d en se  than  Eucalyptus maculata an d  th is is indicated in the acoustic  density  profile 
h av in g  a  la rg e  p eak  early  in  th e  aco u stic  den sity  p ro file  fo llow ed  by  lo w  am plitude p eak s . 
L eav es  in the b ack g ro u n d  are sh ad o w ed  so  they  are n o t p resen t in the acoustic  density  
p ro file . T h is  co n tra sts  w ith  Eucalyptus maculata w h ere  echoes fro m  the leaves in the 
b a c k g ro u n d  are  p re sen t in th e  aco u stic  d en sity  p ro file . N o te  th a t the  b ack g ro u n d  show n in 
th e  im ag e  is n o t p re sen t w h en  th e  aco u stic  d en sity  p ro file  is m easured .
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Figure 3.34 Images and acoustic density profiles of (a) Eucalyptus 
maculata and (b) Polyscias m urrayi.
Polyscias murrayi h as  a la rge  n u m b e r o f  re flec to rs  at the d istance indicated  by  the
large am p litu d e  (o f  12 m V ) in  the  fig u re . Its  aco u stic  density  p ro file  sh o w s that very  little
acoustic  en e rg y  p en etra tes  th is lay er o f  fo liag e  an d  that w h ich  d o es  re tu rn  is at a
s ig n ifican tly  lo w er am p litu d e . T h is  p a r t o f  the acoustic  d ensity  p ro file  is m ade up o f  tw o
separa te  c o m p o n e n ts :
1. aco u stic  en e rg y  w h ich  h a s  p en e tra ted  the fro n t layer o f  fo liage and  m anaged  to 
re fle c t d irec tly  to  th e  rece iver; an d
2. aco u stic  en e rg y  w h ich  has trav e lled  an  ind irec t path  b ack  to the rece iver - m ultiple 
re fle c tio n  p a th s.
In  g en era l, d en se  p lan ts  h av e  a s ig n ifican tly  large am plitude w h ich  co rre sp o n d s  to 
the  fro n t o f  th e  p lan t. M o re  sp arse  p lan ts  h av e  a m u ch  lo w er am plitude in genera l b u t they 
rev ea l m o re  ab o u t the  s tru c tu re  o f  th e  p la n t as aco u stic  energy  p enetra tes m o re  deep ly  into 
th em .
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3.9.5 Increasing cell resolution
In  S ec tion  3 .9 .1 , a sing le  tran sm itte r / rece iv er pair w as co n sid ered . M ore 
in fo rm ation  h o w e v e r , can  be  ex tracted  by  co n sid erin g  a m ore com plex rece iver 
arran g em en t. In s tead  o f  the p lan t being  sp lit in to  ran g e  ce lls , it can be b roken  up  into a 
g rid  o f  m uch sm alle r ran g e  cells called  v o x e ls . T h e  acoustic  density  profile can n o w  be 
co n sid ered  as a  th ree  d im en sio n a l g rid . E ach  o f  the cells in the g rid  is assigned  a value 
b ased  on  the am p litu d e  in the  tw o  acoustic  d en sity  p ro files . T h is  w ill p rov ide  m ore 
in fo rm atio n  ab o u t th e  p ro p e rtie s  o f  the  p lan ts  an d  w o u ld  be m ore ro bust, b u t requ ires an 
array  o f  rece iv ers  an d  a lso  re su lts  in  in c reased  p ro cess in g  requ irem ents.
3.9.6 Area of interest
F ig u re  3 .35  sh o w s  the  acoustic  d en sity  p ro file  o f  a Eucalyptus leucoxylon. The 
area  w hich  co n ta in s  th e  p la n t s igna tu re  is en c lo sed  by  d ash ed  lines. The rem ainder o f  the 
acoustic  den sity  p ro file  is n o ise . F o r the p u rp o se  o f  th is  re search , a sim ple a lgorithm  is 
im plem ented  to ex trac t the  p a rt o f  the acoustic  d en sity  p ro file  w hich  contains the p lan t. 
F ro m  the m ax im u m  am p litu d e , m o v e  e ither up  o r  d o w n  the acoustic density  p rofile  
(d ep en d in g  on w h e th e r  y o u  are  fin d in g  the  s ta rt o r  the  en d  o f  the acoustic density  profile) 
un til 10 co n secu tiv e  freq u en c ies  are le ss  than  the n o ise  th resh o ld . U sing  10 consecu tive  
freq u en c ies  en su re s  th a t co m p o n en ts  o f  the p lan t s igna tu re  are n o t in terpreted as no ise  
w h en  th e re  m ay  b e  d iffu se  sca tte re rs  p re sen t w h o se  s treng th  are below  the no ise  level.
In  g en era l, the  lev e l o f  n o ise  w ith in  the  p lan t s ignatu re  is insign ifican t co m p ared  to 
freq u en cy  lin es  w h ere  ran g e  in fo rm a tio n  is p resen t, so, it can  be ignored.




It is relatively  easy  to  d e term in e  the acoustic  d en s ity  p ro file  w h ich  resu lts  from  
in so n ify in g  sim ple ob jec ts  (S ec tio n  3 .8 .1 ) . C o m p lex  o b jec ts  h o w ev e r p ro d u ce  m ore 
com plex  sig n als . T h ese  s ig n a ls  are  d ifficu lt to  analyse  v isu a lly  w h en  the d ifferences 
b e tw een  tw o  p lan ts  are  su b tle . H o w e v e r , the tonal d iffe ren ces can  be quite noticeable to 
the  ears.
W ith  a s im p le  scen e , th e  re su ltin g  aco u stic  den sity  p ro file  can be  estim ated based  
on  the  g eo m etric  s tru c tu re  o f  th e  su rfaces . I f  the  ch a rac te risa tio n  o f  a  p lan t w as sim ple in 
a sim ilar sen se , the p ro c e ss  o f  reco g n itio n  w o u ld  be easy . T h is  concep t is illustrated in 
F ig u re  3 .36 . S ig n ifican t d iffe ren ces  b e tw een  p lan ts  su ch  as d esc rib ed  in Section 3 .9 .4 ,  
a llow  d ifferen tiation  p lan ts  in to  b ro ad  c la sse s . E ven  afte r a la rge  am oun t o f  practice, 
h o w ev e r, inexperienced  u se rs  fo u n d  th a t it w as d ifficu lt to  separa te  p lan ts  w hich  have 
sub tle  p h ysica l d iffe ren ces b y  v isu a l in sp ec tio n  o f  th e  aco u stic  d en sity  profile.
Figure 3.36 Visualisation of the acoustic density profile from a
plant
V isu alisa tio n  o f  th e  aco u stic  d en sity  p ro file  d id  p ro v id e  in fo rm atio n  about the w ay
tha t the signals  v ary  b e tw een  p lan ts  an d  ev en  w ith in  p lan ts  as they  are ro tated . T h is 
b ack g ro u n d  enab led  fo rm u la tio n  o f  a se t o f  calculated  fea tu res  w h ich  characterise the 
ind iv idual p lan ts . P lay in g  the  au d io  s ig n a ls  th ro u g h  ea r p ieces p ro v id es  m uch m ore 
in fo rm atio n  b u t the in ex p erien ce  u se r  d o es  n o t have  a  life tim e o f  u sin g  this k ind  o f
sen so ry  in fo rm a tio n  in  o rd e r  to  d is tin g u ish  p lan ts .
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3.11 Summary
1. CTFM is modelled on the way that bats use ultrasonic signals.
2. The experimental system uses a frequency sweep from 100 kHz down to 50 kHz 
with a sweep period of 102.4 ms'1.
3. The range resolution is determined by the resolution of the FFT and is 3.4 mm.
4. The signal is very repeatable over successive readings which means that it is 
suitable for application on a mobile robot.
5. The signal varies with changes in the environmental conditions and a system which 
needs highly absolute range information would need to take this into account.
6. The frequency spectrum can be modelled as an acoustic density profile and is much 
easier to interpret.
7. Tones are resolved based on both their frequency and amplitude.
8. It is very easy to predict the signal given a simple scene.
9. Complex objects produce their own characteristic tones.
10. It is difficult to predict the signal given a complex object as it can vary 
considerably with orientation.
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4. Classification of Plants using 
data from the Acoustic Density
Profile
4.1 Introduction
In previous chapters, the operating parameters of the system were analysed, other 
implementations of the technology were outlined and the information content of the signal 
discussed. In this chapter, a series of experiments are described which serve to establish 
the suitability of this sensor for classifying plants. A proof of concept is described which 
tests the properties of the data produced by the sensor from four plant samples.
The experiments described in this chapter use data collected by ensonifying four 
small plants from different orientations equally spaced around the plant. A benchmark is 
established by finding the capabilities of a simple classifier which is trained and tested 
using the sample data. In subsequent chapters, the signal is analysed to a greater depth in 
order to extract fundamental information about the plant specimen. Also, it is shown that 
when input data is processed more intelligently, a classifier recognises individual returns 
to a higher accuracy and at greater speed.
In this chapter, an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is used as a classifier. The 
ANN was chosen over other methods as it is a black box method. If a network is capable 
of differentiating plants using “raw” sensor data then there is a good case to pursue the 
system further and study the data using more intelligent classifiers. Five experiments are 
described which show that a classifier can differentiate four plants of different species, 
recognise plants at different ranges and can also differentiate plants of the same species if 
that is what the network is trained to do. The final experiment involved removing all of
4-1
the leaves from the plant in order to confirm that the leaves are the part of the plant which 
is important for classification.
Four plants of approximately the same size were chosen for the experiments. The 





Figure 4.1 shows images of the four plants along with the acoustic density profile from 
several different orientations of the plant. The acoustic density profiles shown were taken 
from points approximately 90 degrees apart, around the plant.
The acoustic density profiles show that changes in orientation of the plant can 
affect the signal considerably as the leaf structure and arrangement can be different from 
one orientation to the next. Overall however, this chapter shows that the signal contains 
the same basic information through orientation change as any given signal can be 
classified as a particular plant to a reasonable accuracy. Appendix E graphically shows 
how the acoustic density profiles change over one degree increments through a rotation of 
50° for two different plants.
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Figure 4.1 Images of the specimens with selected acoustic density profiles
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4.2 Experimental design
Measurements of plants were taken at two distances from the sensor. In order to 
quantify the part of the plant the signal was coming from, readings were also taken with the 
plant’s leaves removed. All measurements were taken at approximately the same temperature 
and humidity to minimise the effect of these on the transmission of sound in air.
During the experiments, the plants were attached to the rotating stage of a precision 
positioner. The positioner locates the plants accurately in two dimensional space (this can be 
seen in Figure 5.1) and can also rotate objects about their z axis. Readings were taken from 
the stationary plants as they were rotated through three hundred and sixty degrees in three 
degree increments. Thus, 120 samples were collected for each plant. Collecting data from 
many different orientations ensures that the network once trained should be able to recognise 
the plant at any orientation.
w « 0.54 m
Figure 4.2 Sensor field of insonification
The centre of the area ensonified by the sensor was approximately one third from the 
top of the plant. The edges of the region of insonification (Figure 4.2) of the sensor were 
verified with a solid object before the plant was moved into position. This was done to 
ensure that the plant was being scanned instead of other objects in the environment such as 
the stand or the pot. Care was taken to ensure that the entire width of the plant was in the 
region of insonification of the sensor.
To obtain the data required to determine the ability of the system to classify and 
discriminate between objects, 5 experiments were conducted :
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Experiment 1 was conducted to verify that a plant could be differentiated from a group of 
four similar sized plants of different species. One plant specimen from each of the 
different species was involved in this experiment. Two thirds the data were used for 
training the network (320 records) and the remaining third was used for testing (160 
records). The records used for testing were chosen randomly from the entire set by a pre­
processing module.
Experiment 2 was designed to determine if a network trained with 4 different species can 
differentiate between other plants of the same species (not the ones that the system was 
trained on). Thus the network was trained in the first experiment and then tested with 
other plants of the same species (480 records).
Experiment 3 focussed on verifying that a network trained with information at a certain 
range could recognise plants at a different range. Data for plants of the same species 
measured at a different (smaller) range was used as input to the network trained in 
Experiment 1 to see if it could classify the plants correctly.
Experiment 4 was conducted to determine if a network could be trained to differentiate 
between three plants of the same species. As in Experiment 1, seventy-five percent of the 
data were used to train the network and the other twenty-five percent was used for 
testing.
Experiment 5 was conducted to determine whether an altered version of the original plant 
could still be recognised. The question that we wanted to answer is whether the returned 
signal depends on the entire plant structure including the leaves or whether the structure 
of the foliage holds the key.
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4.3 Neural network classifier
4.3.1 Introduction
Research into Artificial Neural Systems dates back to the 1800’s [Simpson, 1990] 
and had a resurgence in the late 1980’s. Research in the area has increased considerably 
and Artificial Neural Networks have been used in a wide range of applications 
[Wasserman, 1993]. There are many different algorithms, each with its own specific 
purposes and they are used for both supervised and unsupervised learning. They have 
many advantages over traditional statistical models including robustness, adaption, and 
the fact that they are non-parametric [Lippman, 1987]. Also, it has been shown that they 
can learn underlying relationships which are difficult to find, can generalise, and can 
handle noisy or incomplete data [Hammerstrom, 1993a].
ANN’s are all essentially vector mappers, where a set of inputs is transformed 
into a set of outputs. The network is usually represented as a set of processing elements 
(nodes) and the weights between the elements (arcs). A simple model of a processing 
element adapted from Beale & Jackson [1990] is shown in Figure 4.3. The processing 
element multiplies all of the inputs by their corresponding weights and sums the result. 
The result is then thresholded and the output of the processing element is assigned the 
result.
Figure 4.3 Outline of the basic model of a Processing Element
A diagram of a network of these processing elements is shown in Figure 4.4. The 
numbers on connections between processing elements are weights. A pattern is presented 
to the input vector and a result is produced on the output vector.
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Figure 4.4 Outline of a Neural Network shown with weights
When networks are used for supervised learning, the weights are adapted during 
training to improve the performance. Unsupervised techniques result in different output 
vectors being activated based on the input pattern. Networks differ by the way that their 
nodes are connected, the way their processing elements operate and the mathematical 
operations which control the network processing as a whole.
The Backpropagation algorithm was used to show that plants could be 
differentiated based on their CTFM acoustic density profile. Other techniques were used 
subsequently to identify the specific parts of the signals which make one plant different to 
another.
The Backpropagation learning algorithm [Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986] was 
chosen for several reasons :
• The training data collected suited supervised learning since it was going to be 
taken from known objects;
• None of the outputs of the network were to be fed back to the inputs so a feed 
forward network was applicable;
• A commercial software package was available on our hardware [NeuralWare, 90];
• The paradigm had been used successfully before (in fact it has been used in over 
85% of published applications [Wasserman, 1993]); and
• There are many examples of neural networks being successful in the acoustics
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field. They have been used to recognise underwater objects [Moore et al, 1991], 
[Gorman & Sejnowski, 1988], and recognising objects in air [Watanabe & 
Masahide, 1992] and classifying textures based on side-scan sonar images [Shang 
& Brown, 1992].
The Backpropagation training algorithm uses a fully connected network. This 
means that all nodes in one layer are connected to all nodes in the next layer. They are 
arranged in at least 3 layers: an input layer; a hidden layer; and an output layer. The input 
pattern is presented to the input layer, and the output is computed and given on the output 
layer. The hidden layer has no connections to the input or the output but this intermediate 
layer allows the networks to model complex functions. A model is shown in Figure 4.5.
During training, the pattern is presented and propagated through the network and 
the output is computed. This output is then compared with the desired output and the 
difference is propagated back through the network and the weights are adapted. Once the 
network is trained, the test patterns are presented to the network and the output indicates 





The Backpropagation algorithm was simulated with the Neural Works 
Professional II/Plus application from Neural Ware. A simple hierarchy with one hidden 
layer was chosen since it has been shown that it is sufficient to distinguish arbitrarily 
complex shapes [Homik et al, 1989]. It has also been proven that networks with more 
than one hidden layer are prone to fall into bad local minima. They are harder to train and 
initial weight choices affect the end result more [de Villiers & Barnard, 1989].
In the training phase, the classifier is trained with data that is representative of the 
scanned objects together with the associated output vectors which define the class. A 
multiple class model was used for the output nodes where each class of plant has a 
separate output node. During the testing phase, previously unseen data was presented to 
the network and the output vectors were assigned based on the values of the output 
nodes. The winner-takes-all method was used to determine which output to choose ie. 
the output with the highest activation designates the class.
It is extremely difficult to specify an effective architecture given a particular 
problem and the best way to find one is through experimentation [Masters, 1993]. The 
number of inputs was chosen by analysing the raw signal and was set at one hundred. 
The envelope of the signal for all of the plants scanned fell within a range of one hundred 
spectral lines. This relates to the depth of the plant.
The Cascade-correlation technique [Fahlman, 1990] can be used to determine the 
optimal network topology but was not possible due to the lack of processing power 
available on our computer. This meant choosing the number of hidden nodes by empirical 
methods and the minimum number of nodes was selected which produced reasonable 
performance. When selecting the topology, the goal was to create a network large enough 
to learn but small enough to generalise well. The amount of training was also determined 
empirically so that the network did not over train and learn irrelevant details of the 
individual training vectors.
Four output nodes were used in Experiments 1, 2, 3 and 5 since they are 
classifying into 4 classes. Experiment 4 only classifies into 3 classes so the number of
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output nodes is 3. A representation of the network is shown in Figure 4.6. There are 
connections from all units in one layer to all units in the next layer.
Raw Pre-processing Input Hidden Output
Data Module Layer Layer Layer
(512 (100 nodes) (6 nodes) (4 nodes)
values)
Figure 4.6 Network schematic
The ANN is essentially a function (Equation 4.1) which maps a given input set to 
a selected output set. Each node has 0 to n-1 inputs from each of the nodes in the previous 
layer. There are also weights on each of the connections between the nodes. An assumed 
input called a bias also exists, which is set to 1.0. The output of each node is calculated 
with:
n—1
output = / (  X XiWt + Wn) 
i=0 4 .1
where jc/ is the value of input i and w/ is the weight. The bias is denoted by wn.. 
The function /  is the transfer function. The choice of transfer function is not critical as 
long as it is not linear and bounds the output [Wasserman, 1993]. I chose to use the 
'tanh' activation function (Equation 4.2) for all of the processing elements in the network. 
The choice of transfer function makes little difference when the network is trained but it 
has been shown that the tanh function has the best overall properties in training a layered 
feed forward network [Kahlman & Kwansky, 1992]. The tanh function requires the 
inputs to be scaled between values of -1.0 and +1.0 before presentation to the network.
tanh( x ) e - e  ex+e~ 4 .2
Before the network was trained, the weights were initialised to small random 
numbers between -0.1 and +0.1. Training samples were presented to the network and a 
measure of the error on the output nodes was calculated. The weights were then updated
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in such a way that the error was reduced. The error function being used is the mean 
squared error divided by two.
EP - —^ ( t Pj -  °Pj)
4 .3
where Ep is the error function for pattern p\ 
tpj is the target output for pattern p on node j ; and 
Opj is the actual output on that node.
The minimisation of this error is done only during the training phase. A learning 
rule is used to adapt the weights between the processing elements during this phase. The 
process of changing these weights to achieve the desired result is called adaption. The 
learning rule chosen was the Normalised-cumulative Delta-rule. This rule accumulates the 
weight changes over several epochs and makes the changes all at once. Its advantage is 
that the network is much less sensitive to the order of the training set. This rule 
automatically adjusts the learning coefficients as training progresses.
In summary, an input vector is presented and the output is computed; the error is 
computed as the difference between what was expected and what was produced; and the 
weights are then modified in order to minimise the error.
The momentum parameter is important in improving the speed of convergence 
when training the network. It was modified until the best results were achieved with the 
test set and was set to 0.3.
4.4 Data preprocessing
Data pre-processing is required to make it easier for the network to learn. Because 
of the large number of outputs from the spectrum analyser (512), it is necessary to extract 
only the information relevant to the object of interest. This is done by selecting the area of 
the acoustic density profile where the range information is grouped. The range 
information can be decomposed into :
1. absolute range to the plant; and
2. relative range between parts of the plant.
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Relative range information is the information used for classifying individual plant 
specimens. Each signal is represented by a single vector that attempts to capture the 
features of the object. Several algorithms were trialed for calculating the position of the 
envelope of data from the acoustic density profile. The most successful is the algorithm 
given in Algorithm 4.1.
Algorithm 4.1 Finding the position of the object in the acoustic
density profile
1. Find the frequency with maximum amplitude in the acoustic density profile;
2. Define this point as the centre of the object;
3. The start and end of the object are selected as being 50 spectral lines each side of the central
point.
This processing ensures that the peak of the acoustic density profile is always in 
the same position within the envelope. As a result, sets of data are aligned and the 
network can learn the information more easily. Figure 4.7 shows the section of the 
acoustic density profile which is extracted using this algorithm.
Figure 4.7 Data extracted from the acoustic density profile for 
presentation to the network
The resulting data are then scaled [Wasserman, 1993] to be in the range 0 to +1. 
This flattens the shape of the input data and zeroes the low signal values. The data is then 
scaled to lie between -1 and +1. The normalisation and scaling process will make the data 
easier for the network to learn by removing extreme values and ensures that it is within 
limits for the tanh activation function. Training data are presented to the network in a 
random order.
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4.5 Network training and results
For all of the experiments, the network was trained for set numbers of iterations 
and the test performance logged. The weights within the network are initialised to small 
random numbers so can affect the results. For this reason, multiple run throughs were 
performed (twenty) and results averaged.
4.5.1 Experiment 1 - differentiate a plant from plants of different 
species
The results of Experiment 1 are shown in Table 4.1. It shows the classification 
error percentage of the test data for networks with a given number of hidden units (in this 
case six hidden units). The classification error is the percentage of the test data that is not 
classified correctly by the network.
Tests were run for networks with varied numbers of hidden nodes. The number 
of hidden nodes is shown in column 1. Column 2 represents the number of presentations 
of individual training vectors. The number of presentations was not selected by any 
particular method other than being round numbers over a wide range. The number of 
epochs can be calculated by dividing the number of presentations by the number of 
training records. Column 3 shows the average classification error (as a percentage) for 20 
separate runs of the test data. Column 4 shows the standard deviation of the error 
percentage.
Table 4.1 Results of Experiment 1
E xperim en t 1 - 4 different species of plant




















The table shows that up to a certain point, the error percentage improves as the 
network is trained for a higher number of training record presentations. Once the network 
is trained for too long, however, it over fits the training data and hence performs poorly 
on the unseen test set.
The optimal amount of training is the point which gives the best classification for 
the unseen test data, and for this particular network occurs at 7000 presentations (or 19 
epochs) and is 4.96%. This may initially seem to be a high error percentage but the 
acoustic density profile of a plant specimen can change quite significantly between 
orientations, as described in Chapter 3 and also shown graphically in Appendix E. This is 
also highlighted in
Figure 4.1 where the acoustic density profiles from different views of the four plants are 
somewhat different. This classifier could be improved significantly by using multiple 
views of the plant.
This error percentage of 4.96% indicates a high chance of recognising a plant at an 
arbitrary angle once the network is trained but does not give any indication of the 
generalisation qualities of the network. Table 4.2 shows the classification matrix for one 
(of the 20) networks which was trained with 7000 presentations. There are only seven 
records which were classified incorrectly. The table shows the following 
misclassification:
two records from Azalea indica were classified as Schefflera arboricola;
three records from Schefflera arboricola were classified as Azalea indica, and one
was classified as Hypoestes; and
one record from Hypoestes was classified as Azalea indica; and
None of the records from Chamaedorea elegans were classified incorrectly.
The classification matrix highlights the fact that Azalea indica and Schefflera arboricola are 
the two plants which are most likely to be misclassified as each other.
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Table 4.2 Classification matrix for a network trained with 7000
presentations
Classification Matrix - Experiment 1
Classified Classified Classified Classified
Actual Plant 1 Plant 2 Plant 3 Plant 4
Plant 1 36 2 0 0
Plant 2 3 38 1 0
Plant 3 1 0 39 0
Plant 4 0 0 0 40
Number of records misclassified = 7
Classification Error Rate = 4.37%
4.5.2 Experiment 2 - testing different specimens of the same 
species
Table 4.3 shows the results of Experiment 2. In this experiment, data from 
different plant specimens of the same species were used with the network that was trained 
in Experiment 1 (that is, four new plants all of the same species as those that the network 
was trained on in Experiment 1). The plants were a similar physical size and positioned at 
approximately the same range as those which were used to train the network.
Table 4.3 Results of Experiment 2
E xperim ent 2- 4 different species of plant 
320 training records, 480 testing records (each test 
file)

















These results show that a network trained with 4 different species can classify 
new unseen plants of the same species to an accuracy not significantly different to those 
which were used to train the network (6.68% error, or 1.72% higher than Experiment 1). 
This experiment used a significantly larger amount of test data (three times as much) than 
the first and proved that it could still classify well. The lowest error percentage was
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Table 4.4 Classification matrix for a network trained with 6000
presentations
6.68%. This means that there is enough information in the data to classify with new
plants of the same species correctly.










Plant 1 112 3 2 0
Plant 2 5 104 1 0
Plant 3 2 13 118 3
Plant 4 1 0 0 117
Number of records misclassified = 30 
Classification Error Rate = 6.24%
4.5.3 Experiment 3 - recognising plants at different ranges
Experiment 3 used the same network trained for Experiments 1 and 2, but 
involved testing the network with data scanned at different distances. All of the scans 
reported so far used data from plants scanned at a range of approximately 550 mm. The 
results shown in Table 4.5 show classification errors for the test set which is the acoustic 
density profile for plants at a distance of 290 mm from the sensor head.
Table 4.5 Results of Experiment 3
E xperim en t 3 - Plants at different ranges
320 training records, 480 testing records 

















As can be seen from these results, the recognition system is not as good at 
recognising these new plants at different ranges (12.81% error for 5000 presentations) as 
it is at recognising them at the same range as the network was trained (6.89% error). This 
experiment shows the absolute differences between the signals but could be significantly 
improved by normalising the raw data for range (see Chapter 5).
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Table 4.6 Classification matrix for a network trained with 5000
presentations










Plant 1 105 7 16 2
Plant 2 15 106 8 2
Plant 3 1 6 92 0
Plant 4 1 1 3 116
Number of records misclassified = 62 
Classification Error Rate = 12.89%
4.5.4 Experiment 4 - differentiate plants of the same species
Experiment 4 involved differentiating between different plants of the same 
species. Ultrasonic images from three plants of the same species were used (Azalea 
indica). As in Experiment 1, seventy-five percent of the data was used to train the 
network and the other twenty-five percent was used for testing. Results are shown in 
Table 4.7.
Table 4.7 Results of Experiment 4
E xperim en t 4  - 3 samples of same species 
360 training records, 120 testing records 

















The results shown indicate the ability of the network to differentiate between 
individual plants within a species. This fine discrimination means that this perception 
system could be very useful. In its present form however, it would only be of use in an 
application with a limited domain. Training data would have to be collected in that domain 
and the network would be able to perform accurate recognition within that domain. An 
example of this may be recognition of items on a conveyor belt.
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Table 4.8 Classification matrix for a network trained with 4000
presentations








Plant 1 39 2 0
Plant 2 1 38 0
Plant 3 0 0 40
Number of records misclassified = 3
Classification Error Rate = 2.5%
4.5.5 Experiment 5 - the effect of removing the leaves
Experiment 5 involved testing the network that was trained in Experiment 1 with 
the data from the plants that had their leaves trimmed off. Great care was taken to remove 
only the leaves of the plants using a pair of pruners. Measurements were then taken from 
this plant before the minor stems were removed. This left the plants with one or two 
major trunks. The results are shown in Table 4.9.
Table 4.9 Results of Experiment 5
E xperim en t 5 - 4 samples of same species 
with leaves removed
360 training records, 480 testing records 

















The network is unable to recognise the plants once their leaves have been 
removed. This shows that the envelope of frequencies in the sensor data is highly 
dependant on the leaf structure of the plant and is not significantly affected by the 
branches of the plant.
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T a b le  4 .1 0  C la ss if ica tio n  m a tr ix  for  a n etw ork  tra in ed  w ith  6000
p r e s e n ta t io n s










Plant 1 28 9 0 0
Plant 2 61 76 18 27
Plant 3 24 17 43 2
Plant 4 9 18 61 92
Number of records misclassified = 246 
Classification Error Rate = 50.72%
Visual inspection of the acoustic density profiles from the plants once the leaves 
are removed (Figure 4.8) reveals that very little of the original signal is reflected back to 
the receiver so it is impossible to characterise the plants based on the structure of their 
stems. This is because the stems are round, so the echoes are spread over a wide angle 
and hence the receiver detects a very low amplitude.
Figure 4.8 Acoustic density profiles from the four plant specimens with
their leaves removed
4.6 Conclusion
A feed forward Artificial Neural Network has been trained to recognise plant 
specimens of different species. Plants of a certain species can be used to train the network 
and then another plant of the same species can be recognised using the trained network. 
There is an extremely high chance of recognising the plants that were used in training, 
there is a good chance of recognising another plant of the same species and it is also 
possible to recognise plants of the same species at different distances from the sensor
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In summary, this is a perception system which is independent of the size of the 
plant and the distance to the plant. It is also highly sensitive to the external structure of the 
object, that is to the leaf structure.
While an ANN may be trained to recognise objects, there is currently no good 
way of extracting information from the weights. The network acts as a “black box” and 
provides no way of interpreting the knowledge in the data. As is often the case with 
statistics [Elder, 1995], there is more value in a model structure which will allow the 
extraction of meaning. This is discussed in Chapters 9 and 10. The network can however, 
give an indication of whether there is enough information in the signal to use the set-up 
for object recognition.
The experiments described in this chapter using a simple neural network 
architecture have shown that there is sufficient information in the signal to develop a 
recognition system that is independent of the height of the plant and the width of the plant. 
There is a slightly higer error rate when plants are at varying distances from the sensor 
and this shows that the system is almost independent of range. The echo contains 
information about the geometric structure of the plant : leaf size, leaf shape, leaf 
orientation and leaf density. Hence, by analysing of the echo, a plant classification system 
can be developed.
4.7 Summary
1. ANN’s have been an active area of study and are good at classifying data.
2. As a proof of concept, an ANN can classify a small number of plants based on 
their acoustic density profile.
3. It is difficult to extract information from the weights but there is enough 
information in the signal to differentiate between complex objects.
head. Also, we found that there is sufficient information in the signal to enable




In order to analyse the signals comprehensively, a large database of information is 
required. The research up to this point focused on small indoor plants as they tend not to 
change as rapidly as outdoor plants. The problem is obtaining a large sample of indoor 
plants for the experiments . One hundred is a reasonable number of plants and is a good 
starting point for experimentation. The staff at the local botanic gardens provided 100 
plants for the experiments. Their specialty is outdoor native Australian plants but they 
were all young, compact plants which suited the criteria.
Plants were provided in family groups so analysis could be made of the way that 
plants change within and between families. Chapter 8 shows however, that plants of the 
same family are not necessarily similar in terms of their acoustic density profile. The 
acoustic density profile is more dependant on the size, shape, orientation and overall 
positioning of the leaves. There is different information in the acoustic density profiles 
than botanists use to group plants into families.
Once the records are collected, the problem becomes one of analysing the data and 
this is pursued in subsequent chapters.
5.2 Database structure
5 .2 .1  Plant characteristics
For each plant, a portfolio was established which contains data about the plant and 
a photograph so that an association can be made between the plant’s name and its physical 








6. Approximate leaf size;
7. A photo of the plant;
8. The conditions under which the plant was processed ie. date, time, temperature and 
humidity; and
9. A sample acoustic density profile for the plant.
A selection of sample plant portfolios are listed in Appendix A. The complete 
document is located in the Intelligent Robotics Laboratory at the University of 
Wollongong. As well as the observed characteristics above, there is basic structural 
information documented about each of the species, the fields of which are listed in Table 
5.1.
Table 5.1 Characteristics of plant species
Plant name This is the scientific name of the plant species.
Common
name
The assigned common name.
Family The family of plant to which this species belongs.
Height The total height of the specimen from the soil to the top of the highest point 
measured in millimetres.
Width The total with of the plant at its widest point measured in millimetres.
Leaf Length The average leaf length from the base to the tip of the leaf. Since the plants were on 
loan, it was not possible to remove all of the leaves and measure them, instead a good 
estimate was made by measuring several leaves which were judged to be of an average 
length. This measurement was made in millimetres.




A count of the total number of leaves on this specimen
Leaf density This was an estimate at how dense the plant is on a coarse scale of high, medium or 
low. The plants with high density have a large leaf area in relation to the volume 
which they occupy.________________ ________________________________ _
Leaf Shape This is an indication of the leaf shape of a typical plant of this species. Details of the 






elliptical________ rhomboid______ deltoid orbicular (also peltate) reniform cordate
This is the arrangement of the leaves in relation to each other and the plant stems.
If the leaves of the plant are composed of several parts then they are said to be 
compound. Compound leaves can be arranged in several different configurations and 
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oblique cordate sagittate hastate stem-clasping deeurrem
This is the pattern of the leaf around its outer edge. Details from Roger & Carolin 
[1990] are shown below.




The manner in which the veins of leaves are arranged. Details from Roger & Carolin 
[1990] are shown below.
parallel reticulate penniueined palmate
The hairy or scaly surface of the leaf
Comments Some notes taken about the physical characteristics of the plants
5 .2 .2  Sensed data
For each orientation of the plant, the acoustic density profile is stored. All 512 
data items are saved as consecutive records in a file which is named using the scientific 
name of the plants.
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5.3 Data collection
5 .3 .1  Equipment setup
The individual plants were mounted on the rotating stage of a precision positioner. 
The positioner is shown in Figure 5.1 with a plant on the rotating stage. The beam pattern 
of the signal is three dimensional but is shown in two dimensions. The sensing head is 
located on one of the ends of the positioner and is linked to the microcomputer.
The positioner is interfaced to a personal computer via the serial port and 
commands are generated in software to control it. The positioner itself is controlled by 
Slo-Syn enhanced programmable indexers which are attached to stepper motors. The 
indexers allow the user to position the centre stage accurately at a set distance from the 
sensor and the stage can also be rotated precisely. The command structure for the indexers 
is based on industry standard RS274-D.
Plants are rotated through 360 degrees and a reading is taken at each orientation 
(of the 360). After each movement of one degree, a pause of 10 seconds ensures that the 
leaves on the plant had completed their motion and had returned to a stationary position. 
The experiment was controlled through software so that it was a simple matter of 
positioning the plant in the centre of the rotating stage and initiating the program. The 
software also writes the acoustic density profile to a specified file. Care was taken to 
eliminate other disturbances such as air movements or shaking of the floor by positioning 
the equipment in a room separate from the rest of the laboratory.
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Figure 5.1 A Precision Positioner with the sensor head mounted
The environmental conditions under which the experiment was run were recorded 
so that the data could be adjusted at a later date if required. Once the plant is placed on the 
stage, a file name is entered, the software then pauses for 30 seconds for researchers to 
leave the room and close the door to establish the experimental conditions. The angle of 
the left and right sensor can be adjusted so that they point out to the side as they are for 
blind users. Care was taken to make sure that the sensors were aligned in a straight line 
with the central transmitter (Figure 5.2).
The experiments resulted in a database of 360 records for each of 100 plants 
(36000 records in total). Each of the records is the raw acoustic density profile consisting 
of 512 data values. The process took approximately one hour per plant and the data were 
collected over a period of several weeks.
Receiver Transmitter Receiver
Figure 5.2 Top View of the sensor head
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5.4 File management
The software supplied with the system was modified to control the positioner and 
also to save the acoustic density profile to a file for later processing. The data for each 
plant is saved in a separate text file. The file has 360 records, each with 512 fields.
5.5 Tabulated results
Table 5.2 shows the information collected about each of the plants. An 
explanation of each field was given in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.2 Details of plants 1 to 49 (plants 50 to 100 are shown in Table 5.3)
¡d Plant Family Common Hqt Viri Leaf Leaf No Leaves Leaves Leaf Leaf Compound Leaf Leaf Í Leaf Venation | Leaf Indumentum ' Comments
name cm cm loth wth Leaves density; orient. Shape Arranq. Leaves Apices Bases ! Marolas Patterns Ì Cross U p p e r __________________________ _______1
Section Surface ¡
88 30 8 4 45 elliptic-falcate alternate acute asvmmetric ! entire lonaitudinal flat 1 medium size leaves prominent veins_________ ___
2 Acacia cultrilormis Mimosaceae Knile-leal wattle 4f 4 ? 1 52 low horizontal obliquely trianqular to obliquely obovate alternate acute asymmetric ¡ entire reticulate sinqle central stem with small leaves
3 Acacia falcala Mimosaceae fif 25 8 3 31 low horizontal falcate obtuse to subacute lateral i 1 or 2 side branches
4f 30 1 ? 0 4 450 hiah various oval? acute to subacute ' small roundish leaves along branches, bent over
5 Acacia inorala Mimosaceae Green wattle 38 38 10 5 18 medium horizontal linear to oblonq bipinnate I___________ ¡typical wattle type leaves bipinnate
6 Acacia lonqiloiia Mimosaceae Syd Golden wattle 38 35 10 1 340 hiqh various oblonq to narrow elliptic
j longitudinal many long thin leaves
Black wattle 38 28: 10 A¡ 9 low horizontal linear oblono bipinnate minutely pubescent'typical wattle leaves similar to irrorata smaller specimen.
8 Acacia melanoxylon Mimosaceae Blackwood 43 15 8 1 20 low various subfalcate bipinnate acute lo obtuse 2 different kinds of leaves long thin and wattle type
9 Acacia podalyrifolia Mimosaceae ■Qld Silver wattle 3f 15 4 3 56 medium horizontal subfalcate acute to oubtuse symmetric glabrous ,main stem with one side branch same as one out front
3f 20 8 07 64 medium vertical narrow-oblong to eliptic obtuse ¡symmetrical looking all leaves pointing uo
11 Acronychia laevis Rutaceae Glossy Acronychia ¡ 41 40' 4 2 168 hiqh various I very specular medium sized waxy leaves
12 Agapanthus praecox dwarf Aqavaceae Dwarf Aqapanthus IS 15 1?: 1 7 medium vertical basai leaves sproutinq up from the base
: 33 44 3? 3 12 medium vertical basai i large leaves srxoutinq from the base
Amcvnaceae Prickly Alyxia ■ 88 6 2 0 8 77 low horizontal : narrow lanceolate to broad ovate whorled i ¡acute recurved glabrous tall spindly plant with a single stem, very few leaves
15 ArchontoDhoenix cunninahamiania, Arecaceae ; Banqalow Palm 38 40¡ 20 15' 5 medium 45 seqments linear basai pinnate sheathing : very large pinnately divided leaves, only about 6
? Twin-leaf Cooera 4f 18¡ 6 y 28 medium horizontal , 1 wobblv edae leaves mostly oriented in one direction
17 Azalea alba magnilica 'Ericaceae ¡Azalea 5C 40¡ 2 0.8 140 mediun : 45 spindly larqe azalea with several large sub-branches
18 Azalea cultivar splenda Ericaceae ¡Azalea 44 40: 3 1¡ 250 medium 45 bushy but not symmetric about 9 minor vertical branches
Heath Banks» 4Í 6 1 8 0 3' 67 low horizontal linear alternate: 'truncate (with notches) ! attenuate entire !flat 1 main stem with very small leaves around it
20 Banks» inlegrifolia Proteaceae ¡Coast Banks» 80 30: 10 2 212 high ¡various narrow obovate to narrow elliptic whorled entire lateral tomentose bushy plant, most of the leaves on one angled branch
21 Carpentaria acuminata Arecaceae Carpentaria Palm 50 30 20 10 4 low various 2 elliptic or narrowly lanceolate lobes basai : lobed
1 large pinnately divided leaves but not many of them
2 2 Casuarina olauca Casuarinaceae ¡SwampOak 65 35 8: 0.1 300 medium 45 elliptic sessile ; ! qlabrous needle like leaved, relatively bushy for a casuarina
2 3 Casuarina stricta Casuarinaceae Drooping Sheoak 60 50 15 0.1 160 medium 45 elliptic sessile
; very long needles mainly off the central stem
2 4 Casuarina lorulosa Casuarinaceae Forest Sheoak 40 33 6 O.T 400 hiqh 30 elliptic whorled sessile dense shapely kind of symmetrical
25Cinnamom oiivori 1 aiirareae 'Olivers Sassafras 48 10 6 1.5 7 low horizontal lanceolate to narrow elliptic onoosite acuminate retuculate ! a stick with about 6 leaves near the too
2 6 Citriobatus paucilloris Pittosooraceae OranaeThom 15 15: 0.5 0.5 300 high various ovale to obicular or obovate to broad-cuneate alternate ¡ entire I ' a very compact plant with many small leaves
2 7 Corbyline australis Aqavaceae 35 60 40 0.6 450 medium 45 basai i very long thin leaves from the base
2 8 Correa alba Rutarías : White Correa 3C 20 3 2 8 8 medium 4 5 ovale to circular or obovate rounded ¡ rounded to cuneate hairy cuoœd leaves from 3 main branches, loo sided
29 Crinum mauritianum ; Amaryllidaceae ¡ 6( 30 60 2 6 medium vertical basai ; long leaves from base from each side of the plant
30Crinum pedunculatum Amarvllidaceae Swamp Lily ¡ 3( 15' 50 3 6 low vertical , narrow-oblong ¡basai 'bluntly acuminate undulate 1 i i short stem with long leaves radiating upwards
31 Cryplocarva bidwilli Lauraceae ¡Yellow Laurel 25 12: 6 2 15 low ¡horizontal ' narrow elliptic ■ small plant with only a few leaves
32 Cryptocarya laevigatum Lauraceae ■Red-fruited Laurel ; 3< 20 6 3 56 medium : 30 ovate-elliptic to narrow-elliptic 'acuminate glabrous glossy leaves. 2 minor branches leaves angled down
3 3 Cryptocarya williwilliana Lauraceae ¡Small-leaved Laurel : 2! 15: 1.5 1 80 low ¡horizontal ovate to broad-elliptic i Ì areolate ! glabrous
small leaves many branches from trunk with leaves
S 4Cnrwnionsk anarardioidM Sapindaceae Tucker oo 2Í 14: 8 3 22 low horizontal obovate or oblonq elliptic ¡alternate! paripinnate obtuse to refuse : obtuse to cuneate entire ¡glabrous leaves on branches off main trunk sparsej  “t vupaiiiupoio cut txmjiuiuco
35Cupaniopsis parvilolia ‘ Sapindaceae 31 12 6 1 17 low horizontal' narrow-obovate to oblong-elliptic alternate paripinnate obtuse or retuse i cuneate entire qlabrous
leaves on branches off main trunk sparse
36 Diploqlottis australis Sapindaceae .Native Tamarind ; i! 20| 12; 6 5 low horizontal; oblong lo elliptic-oblong alternate paripinnate rounded asymmetric ¡entire glabrous
small plant with large leaves
 ̂7 ninlivilnttk ramnhplli Sapindaceae 61] 30: 6 1.5 77 hiqh horizontal i elMc-oblono to ovate ¡alternate paripinnate acute i asvmmetric entire 1_______ qlabrous 1 Quite a few leaves spread well throughout the brancheso i uiyiwimius yqinpucm___
3 8 Dodonaea triquetra Sapindaceae ¡Hopbush ; 3i3 31¡ 15 6, 30 high ¡horizontal elliptic ¡acuteto acuminate narrow cunéatelo attenuate entire or sinuate glabrous
I large leaves ol main stem and 2 small branches
3 9 Oodonaea viscosa ¡Sapindaceae 3!3 30 10¡ 1; 140 high 30 linear to obovate obtuse lo acuminate attenuatelo cuneate entire to toothed bushy plant with long leaves from several branches
4 0 Doryanthes palmeri Aaavaceae Soear Lilv 61C 60. 60: 6 8 medium ¡vertical 1 sword-shaped basai
i 1!___________ 1----------------------------!--------------------------- 1 ¡glabrous I large sword shaped leaves radiating from base
41 Endiandra introrsa
--------------------
Lauraceae Dorrigo Plum : 3!5 18. 8 i 47 medium : 30 narrow-elliptic to oblong elliptic 'alternate ¡bluntly acuminate i undulate obscured ! glabrous many large leaves from stems
42 Endiandra pubens Lauraceae Hairy Walnut V9 30 8 2.5 41 medium 30 elliptic alternate rounded or bluntly acuminate, areolate
glabrous small with large leaves compact and dense
/l Q Princlomon rnuonoroiHpQ Ri rt ArAAP Native Daphne . 25 12 6 0.8: 34 medium ¡vertical 1 oblono to narrow-eliotic alternate 1 simple 1 enitre i qlabrous I sinale main stem sliahtlv on and angleh o tnosie on myopotoiuci) 
4 4 Eucalyptus botryoides
nuiavcao
Myrtaceae Southern Mahogany 25 15! 1 6 37 medium horizontal i broad-lanceolate to ovate opposite
1 ; :
i 1________________ i ................. ... penniveined random leaves on many small stems from main trunk
4 5 Eucalyptus leucoxylon Myrtaceae ¡Rosea 60 24 6 5 52 low 3 Dovatelo broad-lanceolate ¡opposite
j I large roundish leaves off a single main stem
Myrtaceae Spotted Gum 48 32 20 4¡ 18 medium' 3 d elliDtic to ovate i i ! lateral ' very large leaves on small stalks from central stemH U LlH/diyptUo IlldUildlfl____
4 7 Reus rubiginosa Moraceae Port Jackson Fig 42  2 0 ; s: 3 26 high down obovate to ovate or elliptic





I a M o l  laves on a central stem
! r.lnvfif tvne Isavs atom fnrks ahnut half wav nn












ou low ;uown uuuvaie w uuuvaie-ujiiwuí 
8 medium: 30 lobes oblong
10*1011(118I 1_______________________!______________________
1 lobes i . ; i ¡ large leaves with lobes coming from central stem
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Table 5.3 Details of plants 50 to 100 (plants 1 to 49 are shown in Table 5.2)
id Plant Family Common HotWth Leaf Leaf No Leaves Leaves Leaf Leaf Compound Leaf Leaf Leaf Venation! Leaf Indumentum Comments
name cm! cm loth wth Leaves density orient. Shape Arrana. Leaves Apices Bases ___ Margins Patterns ; Cross Upper
1 Section Surface
50Grevillea hilliana Proteaceae While Silky Oak 38 35 22 2 11 medium horizontal lobes linear to lanceolate lobes recurved long thin alternate leaves with many thin lobes
51 GreviHea marmalade Proteaceae Oranqe Marmalade 40 40 10 1 5 36 medium vertical central stem with 1 large branch analed alternate leaves
5 2 Guioa semiqlauca Sapindaceae 37 15 4 1.5 2 8 low horizontal obovate to narrow-elliptic alternate pinnate obtusa entire glabrous leaves qrouped on small stems Irom main trunk
5 3 Hakea salicifolia Proteaceae Willow-leaf Hakea 46 34 6 2 48 medium 45 narrow-lanceolate to lanceolate acute lateral central stem with 1 larqe anqled branch
54Howea toresteriana Arecaceae Kentia Palm 50 50 30 30 4 medium 45 lanceolate pinnate spindly palm
5 5 Hymenosporum flavum Pittosporaceae Native Franqipani 22 8 4 1: 10 low horizontal; obovate to oblanceolale whorled acuminate or apiculale glabrous small plant with few leaves alternate folded
5 6 IndiQotera australis Fabaceae Australian Indino 29 13 1? 3 11 medium down obovate to oblona alternate pinnate ___ obtusa branches with many leaves arouoed like wattle but biqqer
5 7 Jacaranda mimosifolia Biqnoniaceae Jacaranda 40 27 1.5 0.5 500 medium horizontal jacaranda
5 8 Laccospadix australaslca Aracaceae Atherton Palm 34 38 20 8 5 low vertical linear to lanceolate pinnate small spindly palm
CoastTeaTree 30 28 ? 07 900 hiah various obovate to narrow-elliptic alternate obtuse reticulate flat or recurved bushv plant with many branches covered in leaves
6 0 Leptospermum morrisonii Myrtaceae Tea Tree 31 16 6 7 110 medium 45 narrow-elliptic to oblanceolale acute flat or recurved symmetric plant with leaves on branches
Mvrtaceae Lemon St TeaT 50 20 07 01 520 hiqh various narrow-elliptic to lanceolate refuse liai or recurvedi alabrous lots of leaves and many small branches
62 Licúala ramsayi Arecaceae Hessian Hair Fan Palm 46 48 20 20 5 medium vertical lanceolate alternate parallel i larqe hand like leaves about 6
6 3 Litsea reticulata :Lauraceae Bolly Gum BÖ 15 6 1.5 16 low horizontal: obovate to elliptic rounded obtuse relculale ; a few leaves on a stem and end of an anqled branch
CabbaoePalm 35 15 20 S1 5 low vertical oblona-elliptic? basal palmate i a coude ot very larae leaves oriented vertically
6 5 Melaleuca decora Myrtaceae 50 16 1 0.2 280 medium various linear lo narrow-elliptic alternate acute flat qlabrous 1 tiny leaves along trunk and several branches
Mvrtaceae 15 6 1 0 1 170 low various narrow-linear alternate aoiculate alabrous tinv leaves alona liny branches and trunk
6 7 Melaleuca quinquenervia Myrtaceae BtoadHeaved Paper 53 15 5 0.8 184 medium 45 lanceolate-elliptic alternate obtuse longitudinal hairy : leaves akmq symmetrical branches upright plant
6 8 Melaleuca styphelioides Myrtaceae Prickly-leaved TeaT 40 6 3 0.5 64 low horizontal lanceolate to ovate-acuminate alternate punqent longitudinal qlabrous sinqle central stem with small leaves
Rutaceae Bush Lime 35 15 1 07 206 medium horizontal obovate lo elliptic or rhombic alternate notched cuneate crenate alabrous : crazv plant with stranae zia zaa branches with leaves
70 Ficus obliqua Moraceae Small-leaved Flq 50 24 fi: 7 29 medium 30 oblonq-lanceolate to elliptic lateral plant with 2 major stems but with a big lean on it
Sanindaceae 28 18 13 4! 15 medium horizontal; elliotic-oblono to ovate-oblono opposite oaripinnate acuminate to acute acute to obtuse entire undulate reticulaie alabrous small plant with large leaves on stalks from trunk
720malanthus populitolius Euohorbiaceae Bleedinq Heart 15 8 5 4 5 medium down broad-ovate to acuminate spiral pennlveined qlabrous tiny bleeding heart
7 3 Phylianthus albillorus Euphorbiaceae 38 22 1.2 0.8 350 medium 30 leaves along stems opposite several minor stems
Pittnsnnraceae Karo 38 30 5 4 100 hiah 45 waxv leaves round numerous
7 5 Pittosporum ¡ames Pittosporaceae 55 30 1.1 0.8 160 low various many long branches with small leaves scattered
7 6 Pitlosporum revolutum PittosDoraceae Brisbane Laurel 55 22 8 4 33 medium down ovate to oblong-elliptic clustered shortly acuminate entire revolute groups ol leaves on the end of 3 branches
30 16 4 7 30 medium horizontal ovate to rhombic alternate toothed alabrous several minor branches Irom trunk with leaves on all
7 8 Pittosporum undulatum Pittosporaceae 30 12 8 2 12 medium 45 narrow-ovate to elliptic or ovate oblong alternate acute to acuminate undulate glabrous medium size leaves on main stem
Araliaceae 60 50 8' 5* 40 medium horizontal opposite imoaripinnate pinnate fairly symmetric with 5 or 6 minor branches w/leaves
8 0 Polysdas eleqans Araliaceae Celery Wood 50 25 7 3 40 medium down ovate to elliptic opposite Ibipinnale acuminate entire 1 leaves on small branches, a bit lop sided
81 Polyscias murrayi Araliaceae Pencil Cedar 30 30 7 2.5 54 high horizonlal oblong-elliptic opposite pinnate acute to acuminate truncate minutely toothed ; leaves on small branches symmetric
Biqnoniaceae China Doll 31 40 2 09 400 hiqh 30 opposite china doll, numerous leaves
8 3 Rhododendron bryophyllum Ericaceae 32 18 5 1 150 medium horizontal whorled odd shaped rhodo one large off centre branch plus others
40 25 8 3 40 medium 30 oblona lo lanceolate ■ large folded waxy leaves around end ol bunk 8 main branch
85Rhopalostylis baneri Arecaceae Norfolk Palm 25 25 20 10 4 medium vertical linear to lanceolate basal pinnate longitudinal another palm
8 6 Rhopalostylis sapida Arecaceae Nikau Palm 55 40 25 15 3 medium vertical ; linear lo lanceolate basal pinnate longitudinal ■ scrappy palm with large leaves
40 40 15 3i 38 medium 3d ; 1 larqe leaves on branches ofl main trunk
8 8 Sarcomelicope simplifolia Rutaceae 70 25 1Í 5: 22 medium 30 ovate-elliptic or obovate ¡opposite i large leaves on stalks off main bunk
Kanaaroo Apple 15 20 20 a 7 medium down : lobes lanceolate lo narrow-elliptic pinnate lobed entire alabrous larae lobed leaves on a very small plant
90 Solanum brownii Solanaceae Devil’s Needles 60 35 15 8 15 medium 30 narrow-ovate to elliptic broad-deltoid entire or sinuate large leaves with spikes on stalks from main trunk anqled
91 Solanum laciniatum Solanaceae Laa Flower. Kano. Appi 40 12 10 1 . 5 6 low horizontal lobes broad ovate lobed entire a few leaves on the end of main bunk
30 40 20 to 11 medium various lobes broad ovate lobed entire alabrous larae lobed leaves in various orientations
93Stenocarpus sinuatus Proteaceae Firewheel Tree 40 40 20 30 8 medium horizontal! oblong lanceolate alternate irregularly lobed obtuse entire longitudinal; huge lobed leaves on stalks from bunk
9 4Streblis brunonianus Moraceae Whalebone Tree 40 10 7 3 16 medium down ' elliptic lo ovate or lanceolate alternatei acuminate 1 regularly toothed; scabrous leaves hanqinq down Irom small stalks Irom trunk
40 25 ?'■ 1 208 hiqh various 1 ovate lo lanceolate opposite Iona acuminate a dense kind of plant kind of like a fig
9 & Szyqium panlculatum Myrtaceae 45 16 5' 21 94 medium various lanceolate to obovate ¡opposite' acuminate cuneate
1 lateral ! qlabrous leaves off stem and also angled branch
30 29 5¡ 6 43 medium horizontal 1 elliptic-circular? opposite pinnately trifoliate;_____________ crenate? pinnate lurry leaves in arouos of 3 at end of stems, serrated
9 8 Tristaniopsis collina Myrtaceae Mount. Water Gum 35 10 5 1.5 27 low horizonlal: narrow elliptic alternate acuminate qlabrous leaves from central bunk
99Westrinqa fruticosa Laminaceae Rosemary 15 7 1 0.2 60 low 45 rosemary - leaves from cenbal stem
lOOZiera collina Rutaceae 50 25 1.5 0.2 146 medium various
1 many small leaves along trunk and branches analed
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5.6 Referencing the data to a standard range of 400 mm
The raw data are referenced to a standard range by using the calibration curve of 
range change by amplitude given in Section 3.5.3. This is valid due to the basic physics 
of the system. In Chapter 3, the range resolution was shown to be 3.44 mm for the 
configuration used. This resolution is constant through the entire range of the sensor, ie 
two surfaces which are separated by three range cells when at a distance of 500 mm from 
the sensor, will still be separated by three range cells when they are a distance of 1200 
mm from the sensor. So, if the same plant is at two different ranges, the relative range 
information is constant. Plants at greater ranges however, will result in less of the echo 
returning to the sensor due to beam spread and attenuation over the greater distance. This 
means that some information about surfaces within the plant may be lost if the surfaces 
are small and are not distinct from background noise.
This calibration curve was established recording the amplitude of the acoustic 
density profile for a standard object at different ranges as shown in Chapter 3. All of the 
ranges in between the measurements are interpolated. The start of the plant is moved to 
the element corresponding to the required standardised distance and it is scaled so that it 
has the equivalent amplitude that it would have had at that distance, the rest of the 
elements of the plants signature are moved to the elements proceeding the start of the plant 
and are scaled appropriately for their range changes.
To do this, the start and end position of the plant’s signature is determined within 
the acoustic density profile. For each of the elements of the plant, move it to the position 
indicated by the standardised distance and scale it by multiplying the amplitude by (the 
calibration curve value at the current plant position) / (calibration curve value at the new 
element position). The pseudo code for this function is outlined in Algorithm 5.1. The 
code for this is given in Appendix C. Figure 5.3 shows the acoustic density profile of 
Indigofera australis at a range of 800 mm from the sensor, and the same acoustic density 
profile referenced to a range of 400 mm.
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Algorithm 5.1 Algorithm for range referencing function
REFERENCE THE RAW ACOUSTIC DENSITY PROFILE TO A STANDARD RANGE
This function is passed an array with a raw acoustic density 
profile and the range to which the function should reference the 
data to. The start and end of the plant is found and each element 
is moved to the standardised distance and scaled by the following 
function :
the calibration curve at the new position / 
the calibration curve at the current position 
This function assumes the existence of the following constant : 
float calibration_array[512] this is the
calibration array
Parameters :
profile this is an array which contains the acoustic
density profile
ref_range_mm this is the range that the data should
be scaled to start from in millimetres
Returns
ref_profile this is the acoustic density profile scaled
to the new distance.
BEGIN
Call the function to calculate the start position of the plant. 
Call the function to calculate the end of the plant.
Convert the passed ref_range_mm to a range cell number.
Process all of the elements in the acoustic density profile 
BEGIN
Calculate the scale factor as calibration[norm_range] 
divided by calibration[plant_range]
Element in new acoustic density profile at new range =




F igure  5.3 The acoustic density profile of Indigofera australis with the 
same profile referenced to a range of 400 mm
5.7 Summary
1. A  la rg e  d a ta b a s e  o f  d a ta  w a s  re q u ire d  so  th a t v a lid  e x p e rim e n ts  c o u ld  b e  ru n .
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2. Plants were mounted on the precision positioner and data were taken for all 
orientations of the plant (rotating from 0 to 360 degrees in 1 degree increments).
3. Detailed information about the plants was recorded to facilitate cross referencing.
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6. Ensonifying the Plant from a 
Limited Aspect
6.1 Introduction
This chapter analyses the changes in the acoustic density profile from one 
orientation and its adjacent orientation (separated only by one degree). This provides a 
benchmark for comparison with other techniques. A technique is developed for tracking 
echoes between orientations which improves the comparison between adjacent 
orientations. The adjacent acoustic density profiles are compared by calculating the 
correlation between them.
This comparison between adjacent acoustic density profiles is useful for mobile 
robotics in a fixed environment with a known path when the robot is able to sense 
regularly. In this case, the plants would be used as landmarks and as the robot moves 
around the plant, the acoustic density profile would be correlated with a previous acoustic 
density profile and a confidence measure is assigned about whether it is sensing the same 
plant and hence, is on the correct path.
6.2 Background
When developing a system which will work in an environment such as an office 
or a laboratory, it is important that the classifying technique can cope with sensing the 
plants from different orientations. This is a difficult requirement when considering the 
sensing system used.
When considering two echoes of the plant from slightly different orientations, the 
information about the different sensing locations can be used to geometrically adjust for 
the change in orientation and track echoes with a change in the sensing location.
However, even with this echo tracking, the correlation of the acoustic density 
profiles from different plant orientations is not good. Generally, the variation between
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two echoes increases with angle. A method of quantifying this variation is cross 
correlation. The method is developed in this chapter.
The correlations also provide information about the types of plants which are 
being analysed. For example, plants with a thick outer layer of foliage have acoustic 
density profiles which are more consistent through rotation, as all of the reflections come 
from a concentrated area at the outside of the plant. Those with a wide spread of leaves 
vary substantially between adjacent orientations but can often produce similar acoustic 
density profiles from opposing orientations (ie. opposite sides of the plant). In this 
chapter, the use of correlation to quantify this variation is developed.
6.3 Correlation calculation
As a plant is insonified from different orientations, the changes in the acoustic 
density profile are due to:
1. the change in orientation of the reflectors within the plant;
2. shadowing; and
3. the change in the relative difference between the transmitter / reflector / receiver for a 
given reflector orientation
The similarity of these signals from different orientations can be measured using 
correlation. The correlation (Pearson’s product moment correlation) between two signals 
X  and Y is the result of dividing the covariance between the signals by the product of the 
standard deviations and is given by Equation 6.1.
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6.1
C o v(X J )
where C o v(X J )  = - ¿ ( * ,  - * x)(yf - y y);
s = variance; and 
n = number of samples.
Correlation is a number which lies between 0 and 1 and indicates the level of 
similarity between the signals. The correlation is close to 1 when the values in vector X  
are similar to those in the corresponding position in vector Y.
When correlating the raw data, it is possible to achieve a high correlation which is 
based on noise. This situation arises where the plant is sparsely foliated or where there are 
diffuse reflectors which provide signal return near the noise floor of the system (Figure 
6 . 1).
This can be visualised by plotting 2 vectors against each other. Data which form a 
straight line which originates at the origin and projects to the top right hand comer of the 
graph is perfectly correlated [Spatz, 1993]. If all data points line on a straight line, 
correlation is “perfect” and is 1 for a line of positive slope and -1 for a line of negative 
slope.
Figure 6.1 shows 2 acoustic density profiles from Polyscias australis plotted with 
different scales. The line from the origin to the top right hand comer of the plot is the line 
along which perfectly correlated data lies. The circle in the bottom left hand comer of the 
figure with a logarithmic axis shows the points in the data which are noise, that is there 
are no detectable surfaces at the range which they represent. When this plot is displayed 
on a linear scale (as shown on the left of Figure 6.1), these points are closer to the line of 
perfect correlation than most of the actual data so the result is a correlation value which is 






Plot of 2 spectra for Polyscias Plot of 2 spectra for Polyscias
Figure 6.1 Plot of 2 acoustic density profiles of Polyscias australis
A  m o re  su ita b le  m e a su re  o f  c o rre la tio n  is  o n e  w h ic h  is ad ap ted  fro m  the  fie ld  o f  
s ig n a l p ro c e s s in g  [S tru m  &  K irk , 1989] as  it is  a  b e t te r  m e a su re  o f  the  s im ilarity  b e tw een  
th e  tw o  s ig n a ls . T h e  co rre la tio n  b e tw e e n  tw o  v e c to rs  is  fo u n d  b y  su m m in g  the  p ro d u c ts  
o f  th e  in d iv id u a l e le m e n ts . I t  is  th e n  sc a le d  to  a  ra n g e  b e tw e e n  0  an d  1 b y  d iv id in g  th o u g h  
b y  th e  v e c to r  w ith  th e  g re a te s t  ‘a u to c o r re la t io n ’. T h is  is sh o w n  in  E q u a tio n  6.2 .
5 > ,
=  6 , 2
n n
w h e re  Scale = Maximum _ o f(^  xixi, ̂  yiyi )
/=  1 1 =  1
T h is  c o rre la tio n  v a lu e  is  th e  su m  o f  th e  p ro d u c ts  a n d  w ill b ia s  th e  re su lt to w a rd s  
s ig n a l ra th e r  th a n  n o ise .
A s  a  p la n t is  ro ta te d , th e  c o rre la tio n  is c a lc u la te d  to  m e a su re  th e  s im ilarity  b e tw ee n  
tw o  s ig n a ls . O n e  a p p ro a c h  is  to  se lec t a  re fe ren c e  o rien ta tio n  an d  co m p are  th e  s ig n a ls  
f ro m  o th e r  o r ie n ta tio n s  to  it. A  d if fe re n t a p p ro a c h  is to  c o n s id e r  th e  re fe ren ce  p o in t as  the  
p re v io u s  o r ie n ta tio n  o f  th e  p la n t a current.1 in  w h ic h  c a se  th e  aco u stic  d en s ity  p ro file s  are  
re la tiv e ly  s tab le  th ro u g h  sm all ro ta tio n s  an d  th e  co rre la tio n s  are  re la tiv e ly  h ig h . T h e  
se c o n d  te c h n iq u e  is  in v e s t ig a te d  in  th is  ch a p te r , a n d  th e  f irs t  in th e  n e x t ch ap te r.
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6.4 Correlation between returns at adjacent orientations - 
Local Correlation
T w o  aco u s tic  d e n s ity  p ro f ile s  o f  an  Acacia binervata tak en  a t ad jacen t o rien ta tio n s  
a re  sh o w n  in  F ig u re  6 .2 . T h e  aco u s tic  d e n s ity  p ro file s  a re  v isu a lly  s im ila r an d  the 
c o rre la tio n  b e tw e e n  th e se  2  re c o rd s  is  a c c o rd in g ly  h ig h , c a lc u la te d  as  0 .9 4  u s in g  E q u a tio n  
6 . 2 .
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Figure 6.2 The acoustic density profiles of ad jacent orientations of
A cacia binervata  (r = 0.94)
S te p p in g  th ro u g h  th e  en tire  file  a n d  ca lcu la tin g  th e  co rre la tio n  b e tw ee n  3 6 0  
a d jacen t re c o rd s  fo r  th is  p la n t g iv e s  an  av e ra g e  co rre la tio n  co e ffic ien t o f  0 .8 1 , w ith  a 
m a x im u m  o f  0 .9 8 , a  m in im u m  o f  0 .5 7  a n d  a  s ta n d a rd  d ev ia tio n  o f  0 .0 7 . C o rre la tin g  
re c o rd s  f ro m  a d ja c e n t o r ie n ta tio n s  o f  th e  p la n t w ill b e  c a lled  lo ca l c o rre la tio n  in  th is  thesis.
L o ca l co rre la tio n  fo r  th is  p la n t is  q u ite  g o o d  as  it e x c e e d s  th e  g en era lly  accep ted  
th re s h o ld  o f  p o s itiv e  co rre la tio n  o f  0 .7 . T h e  fa c t th a t th e re  a re  tw o  ad jacen t o rien ta tio n s  
w h ic h  a re  o n ly  co rre la ted  to  a  lev e l o f  0 .5 7  in d ica te s  a  s ig n if ic a n t c h an g e  in  the  aco u stic  
d e n s ity  p ro file .
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The two records which show this low correlation coefficient are shown in Figure 
6.3. The significant differences between these 2 records and also those shown in Figure
6.2 are in the narrowband component of the signal. The narrowband threshold is 
indicated in Figure 6.3 with dashed lines and is a consequence of the specular reflections 
(reflections directly from surfaces). The signals can be considered without the 
narrowband components by averaging these components with their adjacent broadband 
returns. This results in an improvement in the correlation which goes from 0.57 (with the 
narrowband) to 0.77 (without the narrowband). Similarly, the correlation between the top 
graphs from both figures is 0.33 and once the narrowband components are removed, the 
correlation becomes 0.58 which is a considerable improvement. Removing the 
narrowband can improve the correlation but it contains important information about the 
characteristics of the surfaces so it is not practical to remove this component. It does 
illustrate however, that the correlation can be affected considerably by the presence of a 








F igure  6.3 The acoustic density profiles of adjacent orientations for
Acacia binervata  (px y = 0.57)
Range (mm)
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The average correlation between adjacent orientations was calculated for each plant 
in the database of 100 plants and the values are shown in Table 6.1 in order of decreasing 
average correlation. The average of the correlations is 0.80, with a maximum average of 
0.9 and a minimum average of 0.74. This shows that there is a considerable range of 
these correlations. The local correlation with respect to rotation is graphed for eight plants 
in Figure 6.4 (highlighted in Table 6.1).
The plants with the highest correlations are closest to the top of the table and are 
those with very few leaves. These plants are the ones which either don't have a 
narrowband component of their signal (the plants with small leaves), or have only a few 
leaves in the entire revolution which have a narrowband component (that is, the plants 
with 1 or 2 large leaves, for example, the palms).
The plants with the lowest local correlations are those which have a large number 
of narrow band specular reflectors where the leaf approximates a flat surface. This is 
because the set of specular reflectors change in the acoustic density profile on subsequent 
orientations, causing the signal to change significantly from one orientation to the next. 
The positions of the specular reflectors also change slightly in the acoustic density profile 
as their absolute range changes through rotation which results in a lower correlation.
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Table 6.1 Local Correlation (average and standard deviation) ordered by
correlation value
Plant Name Avg Std G uioa  sem ig lauca 0.80 0.10
C arpen taria  acum inata 0.90 0.06 T abebu la  ch rystrich a 0.80 0.09
M ela leu ca  s ty p h e lio id e s 0.89 0.07 C orrea a lba 0.80 0.07
Crinum  m auritianum 0.88 0.08 Szygium  p a n icu la tu m 0.80 0.08
C rinum  p ed u n cu la tu m 0.87 0.08 A g a p a n th u s p ra e c o x 0.80 0.10
L iv is to n a  sp  'C arn arvon ' 0.86 0.09 L ep to sp erm u m  m o rriso n ii 0.80 0.08
A ca c ia  cu ltr ifo rm is 0.85 0.09 R h o p a lo s ty lis  b a n e r i 0.80 0.09
A gapan th u s p ra e c o x  d w a r f 0.85 0.08 D ip lo g lo tt is  c a m p b e lli 0.80 0.08
A rch o n to p h o en ix  cu n n in g h a m ia n ia 0.85 0.09 S a rco to ech ia  h e tero p h y lla 0.80 0.07
P o ly sc ia s  a u stra lia n a 0.85 0.09 Solanum  b ro w n ii 0.80 0.09
B an ksia  e r ic ifo lia 0.85 0.08 R h o d o d en d ro n  b ryo p h yllu m 0.79 0.08
G o o d ia  lo tifo lia 0.84 0.08 G revillea  m arm alade 0.79 0.09
M elaleuca  qu in qu en ervia 0.83 0.07 D odonaea  triquetra 0.79 0.09
S ten ocarpu s sin u a tu s 0.83 0.10 C ry p to c a ry a  w illiw illia n a 0.79 0.08
M ela leu ca  eru b escen s 0.83 0.08 P o ly sc ia s  m u rrayi 0.79 0.07
T ris ta n io p s is  c o llin a 0.83 0.08 A c a c ia  lon g ifo lia 0.79 0.10
D o rya n th es  p a lm e r i 0.83 0.11 M elaleuca decora 0.79 0.09
S treb lis  b ru n on ian u s 0.83 0.10 D ip lo g lo tt is  a u s tra lis 0.79 0.08
C in n am om  o liv e r i 0.83 0.09 E u ca lyp tu s  leu coxylon 0.79 0.08
L a cco sp a d ix  a u stra la s ica 0.83 0.09 A ca c ia  p o d a ly r ifo lia 0.79 0.10
M icro c itru s a u stra lis 0.83 0.07 B a n k sia  in te g r ifo lia 0.79 0.09
C ryp to c a ry a  b id w ill i 0.83 0.08 F icus ru b ig in osa 0.79 0.09
C u p a n io p sis  a n a c a rd io id e s 0.82 0.08 P itto sp o ru m  cra ssifo liu m 0.79 0.07
S a rc o m e lic o p e  s im p lifo lia 0.82 0.09 A ca c ia  m earn sii 0.79 0.08
E u calyp tu s m acu la ta 0.82 0.09 C asuarina glauca 0.79 0.08
E u ca lyp tu s b o tr y o id e s 0.82 0.08 S zyg iu m  leuhm anni 0.79 0.08
R h ododen dron  c lo r in d a 0.82 0.07 G rev illea  b a ileya n a 0.78 0.09
P itto sp o ru m  revo lu tu m 0.82 0.08 P itto sp o ru m  Jam es 0.78 0.08
P o ly sc ia s  e leg a n s 0.82 0.08 P itto sp o ru m  rh om bifo liu m 0.78 0.09
P itto sp o ru m  undulatum 0.82 0.08 H ow ea  fo res ter ia n a 0.78 0.08
W estrin g a  fru tic o sa 0.82 0.08 A cro n ych ia  la e v is 0.78 0.07
O m alan th u s p o p u lifo liu s 0.82 0.08 R h o p a lo s ty lis  sa p id a 0.78 0.09
C itr io b a tu s  p a u c if lo r is 0.82 0.08 F icus ob liqua 0.78 0.09
G re v ille a  h illian a 0.82 0.11 Solanum  vescum 0.78 0.09
L itsea  re ticu la ta 0.82 0.09 C asuarina toru losa 0.78 0.10
A za lea  a lb a  m agn ifica 0.82 0.09 In digofera  au stra lis 0.77 0.10
C o rd y lin e  a u stra lis 0.81 0.11 A cacia  irrorata 0.77 0.08
A ca c ia  b in erva ta 0.81 0.07 A ca c ia  s tric ta 0.77 0.11
E ndiandra in trorsa 0.81 0.08 L ep to sp erm u m  p e te r so n ii 0.77 0.07
C ryp to c a ry a  la ev ig a tu m 0.81 0.08 P h ylla n th u s a lb iflo ru s 0.76 0.08
A za lea  cu ltiva r  sp len d a 0.81 0.07 Solanum  lacin ia tum 0.76 0.10
C u p a n io p s is  p a rv ifo lia 0.81 0.07 L ep to sp erm u m  la ev ig a tu m 0.76 0.07
A lyx ia  ru sc ifo lia 0.81 0.09 Solanum  avicu lare 0.76 0.08
E n diandra pu b en s 0.81 0.06 R aderm ach eria  fen ec is 0.76 0.08
H ym en o sp o ru m  f la v u m 0.81 0.10 Z iera  co llin a 0.76 0.07
H akea  sa lic ifo lia 0.81 0.08 A ca c ia  fa lca ta 0.76 0.13
A c a c ia  m ela n o x y lo n 0.80 0.09 D o d o n a ea  v isco sa 0.76 0.08
C asuarina str ic ta 0.80 0.09 L icu ala  ra m sayi 0.75 0.08
A y r te ra  d is ty l is 0.80 0.09 J a ca ra n d a  m im osifo lia 0.75 0.08
E rio s tem o n  m y o p o r o id e s 0.80 0.10 A c a c ia  h o w ittii 0.74 0.08
M ish o ca rp u s a u s tra lis 0.80 0.09
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Figure 6.4 Local correlation by angle for eight selected plants
Figure 6.4 shows the local correlation as the plant is rotated through an entire 
revolution for eight selected plants. The examples graphed were chosen because of their 
basic physical structure (Figure 6.5) and are also spaced throughout the range from high 
correlation (Crinum pedunculatum) to low correlation (Radermacheria fenecis) as 
highlighted in Table 6.1. The graphs show how much the raw acoustic density profile
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changes in respect to the previous orientation as analysis proceeds around the plant. A 
low value for the correlation indicates a significant change between one orientation and the 
next as the plant is rotated. A sequence of low correlations indicates that the acoustic 
density profile is continuing to change substantially with subsequent orientations.
The graphs show that the data is quite well correlated for a high proportion of the 
orientations. There are however, some groups of adjacent orientations with low 
correlations. This is most significant in the correlation graph of Radermacheria fenecis. 
There is a group of 15 orientations where the acoustic density profile is continuing to 
change significantly for each orientation (these orientations are between 18 and 32 degrees 
from the point where data collection commenced). This is a result of a branch which is 
protruding out toward the sensor. The branch is going out of the field of audition of the 
sensor and as the plant is rotated, echoes from less and less of that particular branch are 
received.
This branch information may be used to our advantage in a practical system where 


















Figure  6.5 Images of eight plants
In summary, most of the plants are well correlated in terms of local correlation. 
There are groups of adjacent orientations however, where the acoustic density profile
changes significantly from one orientation to the next as a sudden change in foliage 
structure is present - this however, is in contrast to the rest of the orientations where there 
are only small changes from one orientation to the next.
The results show that plants which have smaller, sparse foliage are more
correlated through rotation for single steps.
6.5 Echo tracking
When adjacent acoustic density profiles are being analysed, two slices of the plant 
from different orientations are considered. When the change in orientation is small, the
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geometric structure of the system can be used to track echoes between the acoustic density 
profiles. In this section, a method of echo tracking is developed and its effect on local 
correlation is evaluated.
For example, if there is a strong reflection from a leaf from an orientation but at 
the next orientation, the echo is no longer present at the same range, then there a high 
probability that the echo is in a nearby range cell (a different FFT line) due to a change in 
distance to that particular leaf. Note, leaves are not flat so may return acoustic energy to 
the receiver across a range of different orientations. The configuration can be analysed 
geometrically and the possible positions of that echo calculated. Echoes can then be 
matched across adjacent acoustic density profiles.
Consider Figure 6.6, which is a view of the sensing geometry from above. The 
axis of rotation of the plant is at distance R from sensing point P r  Acoustic energy is
transmitted with beam angle 6 and a surface s is detected at range r. The plant is then
rotated by angle ft and the sensor is now at sensing point P2. The echo tracking issue is to
determine the possible range at which surface s could appear (if at all) from point P2 ?
When the initial beam is transmitted from Pn s is at range r but can be anywhere 
along the arc a, so when the sensor is moved to point P 2, the surface will be somewhere 
between r . and r from point P7. If a surface is detected within that range then there is 
a high probability that it is an echo from the same surface. This means that echoes can be 
matched between one reading and the next by correcting for the difference in position. 
The distance between the two sensing points is given by :
d 2 = R2 + R2 -  2RRCosfi (from the cos rule)
d  = ^2fl2(l -  Cosp) 6 .3
We can then calculate the length of rmln using the Cosine rule ( see, for example, Thomas 
[1962]):
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rmm = d2 + r2 -  IdrCosa 6 .4
0
where a  = y  -  (—) (from simple geometry); and
| gQ _ O
where y = (--------—) (from simple geometry).
now, Equation 6.4 can be manipulated further to become :
rmin = ^ 2 R 2(1 -  Cosl°) + r2 -  2^2  R2 (l -  Cos\°)rCos(} ^  ^  -  ̂ ) 6 .5
Similarly, rmJ s  given by :
'max = J l R 2( 1 “  Cosl°) -hr2-  2 ^2 R 2(l -  Cos\°)rCos(} - - - ^  + 1) 6.6
where all angles are given in degrees.
The entire beam angle of the sensor (0) is 54.17° (note that 9 has been used to
refer to the entire beam angle of the sensor from the first side lobe on one side to the first 
one on the other side, and not just the angle from the central axis to the side lobe). For the 




Figure 6.6 The geometry of the system for tracking echoes through
ro tation
In the case of CTFM ultrasonics, there is not a single range value but an acoustic 
density profile which indicates the range to all of the visible surfaces. At point Pn the 
scene is insonified and the ranges to all of the surfaces is stored. Once the scene is 
insonified from point P2, we have a second range profile from a slightly different 
orientation. The acoustic density profiles can then be matched and echoes from the same 
surface moved so that they line up with the corresponding element in the other acoustic 
density profile. For each of the cells in P2, a group of cells from P} can be associated with
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it based on Equation 6.5 and Equation 6.6. These new “corrected” acoustic density 
profiles can be correlated to develop a more acurate correlation picture. This echo tracking 
could also be used in the situation where the leaves of the plants are moving.
An example of this range tracking is shown in Example 6.1.
R = 1000 mm 
r = 450 mm
(range to the plant axis)
(range to the surface 5 when insonified from P, )
the plant is then insonified from point P2
r .  = 442.2 mmnun (the minimum distance to surface 5 using Equation 6.5) 
rmax = 458.1 mm (the maximum distance to surface 5 using Equation 6.6) 
this range difference of 15.9 millimetres corresponds to a range of approximately 5 
FFT lines (FFT range resolution is 3.44 mm).
Consider the fragments of acoustic density profiles below 
insonified from point P7 :
cell corresponding to r = 450 mm
0.0
I
0.1 0.2 10 0.1 0.2 0.8
insonified from point P2 :
cell corresponding to r = 450 mm
Iod
9 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 p 00
In the acoustic density profi e from point P n there is a surface which returns an echo
of 10 mV in the cell corresponding to a range of 450 mm. In the acoustic density 
profile generated at point P2, there is an echo of similar amplitude which is closer to 
the sensor but within the window of 5 FFT cells so it is likely to be the same surface. 
We can adjust the new the acoustic density profile so that the echoes correspond to the 
first acoustic density profile and hence correlate better with the original signal. The 
second the acoustic density profile becomes:
cell corresponding to r = 450 mm
1
0.0 0.1 0.2 9 0.1 0.2 0.8
Example 6.1Echo tracking with orientation change
The calculation of the possible range is implemented as a C function and is shown 
in Appendix B. The pseudo code is shown below :
CALCULATE ECHO RANGE POSSIBILITY
This function calculates the threshold for determining the range over which 
a surface could be visible from one orientation to the next. The object is 
rotated around its axis (or the sensing point is moved around the object). 
This function is specific to the following two situations :
1. In the case of the object being rotated. The range to the axis of 
rotation is fixed and the object is moved through a fixed angle OR 2. In 
the case of the sensing point being moved. The range to the axis of the 
object is held constant and moved through some angle.
The acoustic density profile is captured at a set orientation. The object 
is sensed using a sensor with a fixed beam angle (passed to this
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function). The object is then rotated by a certain angle
(orientation change - which is in degrees) and a new acoustic density
profile is captured. The echoes present in the first acoustic density 
profile may be present in the second acoustic density profile but may be 
offset within a certain threshold which is calculated. The echo can be 
within a certain range of the original echo given by Equation 6.5 and Equation 6.6.
BEGIN















( (180 - orientation_change)
/ 2





maximum range = square root 
( 2 *
range_to_object_axis**2 *











( (180 - orientation_change)
/ 2





echo range possibility = maximum range - minimum range 
END
Table 6.2 shows the possible ranges for the echo when viewed from point P2 
when the plants orientation change is one degree and the axis of the plant is at 442 mm. It 
is evident that for such a small orientation change and when the plant is relatively close, 
there is an extremely small range over which the surface could appear in subsequent 
orientations. For all reasonable ranges, the echo is within two FFT lines of the original 
surface.
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Table 6.2 Range possibilities for different surface ranges for plant axis 
= 0.442 metres, orientation change = 1 degree and beam angle = 54 .17
degrees
Surface Possible Possible 0.377400 0.702207 2.065315 0.496400 0.702230 2.065381
Range ranges ranges 0.380800 0.702208 2.065319 0.499800 0.702230 2.065382
(mm) (FFT 0.384200 0.702209 2.065322 0.503200 0.702230 2.065383
lines) 0.387600 0.702210 2.065325 0.506600 0.702231 2.065384
0.272000 0.702143 2.065126 0.391000 0.702211 2.065327 0.510000 0.702231 2.065385
0.275400 0.702146 2.065137 0.394400 0.702212 2.065330 0.513400 0.702231 2.065386
0.278800 0.702150 2.065147 0.397800 0.702213 2.065333 0.516800 0.702231 2.065387
0.282200 0.702153 2.065156 0.401200 0.702214 2.065335 0.520200 0.702232 2.065387
0.285600 0.702156 2.065166 0.404600 0.702215 2.065338 0.523600 0.702232 2.065388
0.289000 0.702159 2.065175 0.408000 0.702216 2.065340 0.527000 0.702232 2.065389
0.292400 0.702162 2.065183 0.411400 0.702216 2.065343 0.530400 0.702233 2.065390
0.295800 0.702165 2.065191 0.414800 0.702217 2.065345 0.533800 0.702233 2.065390
0.299200 0.702168 2.065199 0.418200 0.702218 2.065347 0.537200 0.702233 2.065391
0.302600 0.702170 2.065207 0.421600 0.702219 2.065349 0.540600 0.702233 2.065392
0.306000 0.702173 2.065214 0.425000 0.702219 2.065351 0.544000 0.702233 2.065392
0.309400 0.702175 2.065221 0.428400 0.702220 2.065353 0.547400 0.702234 2.065393
0.312800 0.702177 2.065227 0.431800 0.702221 2.065355 0.550800 0.702234 2.065394
0.316200 0.702179 2.065234 0.435200 0.702221 2.065357 0.554200 0.702234 2.065394
0.319600 0.702182 . 2.065240 0.438600 0.702222 2.065359 0.557600 0.702234 2.065395
0.323000 0.702184 2.065246 0.442000 0.702222 2.065360 0.561000 0.702234 2.065395
0.326400 0.702185 2.065251 0.445400 0.702223 2.065362 0.564400 0.702235 2.065396
0.329800 0.702187 2.065257 0.448800 0.702224 2.065363 0.567800 0.702235 2.065396
0.333200 0.702189 2.065262 0.452200 0.702224 2.065365 0.571200 0.702235 2.065397
0.336600 0.702191 2.065267 0.455600 0.702225 2.065367 0.574600 0.702235 2.065397
0.340000 0.702193 2.065272 0.459000 0.702225 2.065368 0.578000 0.702235 2.065398
0.343400 0.702194 2.065277 0.462400 0.702226 2.065369 0.581400 0.702235 2.065398
0.346800 0.702196 2.065281 0.465800 0.702226 2.065371 0.584800 0.702236 2.065399
0.350200 0.702197 2.065286 0.469200 0.702226 2.065372 0.588200 0.702236 2.065399
0.353600 0.702199 2.065290 0.472600 0.702227 2.065373 0.591600 0.702236 2.065400
0.357000 0.702200 2.065294 0.476000 0.702227 2.065375 0.595000 0.702236 2.065400
0.360400 0.702201 2.065298 0.479400 0.702228 2.065376 0.598400 0.702236 2.065400
0.363800 0.702203 2.065302 0.482800 0.702228 2.065377 0.601800 0.702236 2.065401
0.367200 0.702204 2.065305 0.486200 0.702229 2.065378 0.605200 0.702236 2.065401
0.370600 0.702205 2.065309 0.489600 0.702229 2.065379 0.608600 0.702236 2.065401
0.374000 0.702206 2.065312 0.493000 0.702229 2.065380
The aim of the echo tracking algorithm is to align the corresponding echoes from
the two sensing points Px and P2. They are passed as arrays to the echo tracking algorithm
implemented below. The echoes from sensing point P2 (array2) are aligned so that they 
match the corresponding echoes received from sensing point P} (arrayi). These two 
sensing arrays can then be correlated. The pseudo code for this function is shown below 
and the C code for this function is in Appendix A.
ECHO TRACKING . .This function tracks signal returns between one orientation ana the next 
by adjusting for the geometry of the system. The sensor is in a fixed 
position with the plant at a certain distance. The acoustic density 
profile is captured before the plant is rotated by a fixed angle. Once 
the plant is at the new orientation, the surfaces which produced 
reflections at the previous orientations may still be present in the 
acoustic density profile but offset by 1 or a number of range cells. This 
amount by which they are offset can be passed as a fixed value (movement 









the range to the first range cell in the 
arraysthe range to the axis of the plant 
than angle in degrees through which the 
planthas been rotated between arrayi and 
array2
the beam angle of the sensor
the resolution of an individual range
cellthe data from the first orientation, 
the data from the second orientation.
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array_length the length of the arrays of data,
movement—threshold the amount of range cells which the
features can move or 0 in which 
case function Calc_movement—threshold 
will be called to calculate the 
threshold.
BEGIN
Create a new array of indexes into arrayl which indexes arrayl in descending 
order (descending—indexes).
WHILE not all elements of descending—indexes array processed 
BEGIN
IF movement—threshold = 0 THEN
possible_range = CALCULATE ECHO RANGE POSSIBILITY 
movement-threshold = (possible_range / range cell resolution) / 2END
element =
Find the position of the maximum item in array2 which:
1 • is within movement-threshold array elements of the
position of the element in arrayl; and 
2. hasn't already been moved.
Swap the element in array2 at the position corresponding to that in 
arrayl with the element at array2 which is the maximum.END
END
The average correlation for adjacent orientations was calculated for the entire 
database of 100 plants with echo tracking and is shown in Table 6.3. The average of all of 
the average correlations is 0.84 with a maximum correlation of 0.91 and a minimum 
average of 0.79. The maximum correlation is only slightly up on correlating the raw data 
without echo tracking (0.91 c f  0.9) but the average is higher(0.84 cf 0.80) and the 
minimum is considerable higher (0.79 c f  0.74). The plants in the second half of the table 
are the ones which have been affected more by the echo tracking. This is due to the fact 
that these plants have many more surfaces returning acoustic energy so the correlation is 
affected much more by a slight change in the positioning of the echoes within the acoustic 
density profile.
It is also evident that Acacia cultriformis has dropped down the table as its average 
has not increased as much as the other plants around it. This is due to the nature of the 
specimen as even though it is compact with good reflective leaves, its central trunk has 
quite a lean (Figure 6.5). This means that not only are the echoes changing due to the 
change in leaves but the overall position of the plant is changing and this is outside the 
range calculated by the caic_echo_range_possibiiity function.
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Table 6.3 Correlations adjacent records WITH echo tracking (average 
and standard deviation)
C a rpen taria  acum inata 0.91 0.06 P o ly sc ia s  m urrayi 0.84 0.07
M ela leu ca  s typ h e lio id .es 0.91 0.07 D ip lo g lo tt is  a u s tra lis 0.84 0.07
C rinum  p ed u n cu la tu m 0.89 0.06 Szygium  pan icu la tu m 0.84 0.07
C rinum  m auritianum 0.89 0.08 A c a c ia  m elan oxylon 0.84 0.08
A g a p a n th u s p ra e c o x  d w a r f 0.88 0.06 G revillea  m arm alade 0.84 0.08
L iv is to n a  sp  'C arn arvon ' 0.88 0.08 A gapan th u s p ra eco x 0.84 0.09
P o ly sc ia s  a u stra lia n a 0.88 0.09 E u ca lyp tu s  leu coxylon 0.84 0.08
G o o d ia  lo tifo lia 0.88 0.07 C asuarina stric ta 0.84 0.09
P itto sp o ru m  revo lu tu m 0.87 0.07 M ish ocarpu s au stra lis 0.84 0.08
A rc h o n to p h o e n ix  cu n n in g h a m ia n ia 0.87 0.09 A cro n ych ia  la ev is 0.84 0.06
A c a c ia  cu ltr ifo rm is 0.87 0.09 Solanum  b ro w n ii 0.84 0.08
S ten o ca rp u s sin u a tu s 0.87 0.09 L ep to sp erm u m  m o rriso n ii 0.84 0.08
B a n k sia  e r ic ifo lia 0.87 0.08 S zyg iu m  leuhm anni 0.84 0.07
M ela leu ca  qu in qu en ervia 0.87 0.06 B a n k sia  in teg rifo lia 0.84 0.08
E u ca lyp tu s m acu la ta 0.87 0.08 H ow ea  fo rester ia n a 0.84 0.07
E u ca lyp tu s b o tr y o id e s 0.87 0.07 H ym en osporu m  fla vu m 0.84 0.09
R h o d o d en d ro n  c lo r in d a 0.87 0.07 D odonaea  triquetra 0.84 0.09
M ela leu ca  eru b escen s 0.86 0.07 M elaleuca decora 0.84 0.08
C in n am om  o liv e r i 0.86 0.08 R h o p a lo s ty lis  b a n eri 0.84 0.08
T r is ta n io p s is  c o llin a 0.86 0.07 G uioa sem iglauca 0.84 0.09
S a rc o m e lic o p e  s im p lifo lia 0.86 0.09 C ryp to ca rya  w illiw illia n a 0.84 0.08
M icro c itru s  a u s tra lis 0.86 0.07 P itto sp o ru m  ja m e s 0.84 0.07
C u p a n io p sis  a n a c a rd io id e s 0.86 0.07 A ca c ia  m earn sii 0.84 0.07
A za lea  c u ltiva r  sp len d a 0.86 0.06 R h o p a lo s ty lis  sa p id a 0.84 0.08
A za lea  a lb a  m agn ifica 0.86 0.08 F icus ob liqua 0.84 0.08
E ndiandra  pu b en s 0.86 0.06 C asuarina glauca 0.84 0.08
C ry p to c a ry a  b id w ill i 0.86 0.08 E rio s tem o n  m y o p o ro id e s 0.84 0.09
S tre b lis  b ru n o n ia n u s 0.86 0.09 G rev illea  ba ileya n a 0.83 0.08
C itr io b a tu s  p a u c if lo r is 0.86 0.07 L ep to sp erm u m  la ev ig a tu m 0.83 0.06
P o ly sc ia s  e leg a n s 0.86 0.07 Solanum  avicu lare 0.83 0.07
A ca c ia  b in erva ta 0.86 0.06 A ca c ia  p o d a ly r ifo lia 0.83 0.09
L a cco sp a d ix  a u stra la s ica 0.86 0.08 A cacia  irrorata 0.83 0.08
E ndiandra  in trorsa 0.86 0.07 Solanum  vescum 0.83 0.08
C ry p to c a ry a  la ev ig a tu m 0.86 0.07 P itto sp o ru m  rhom bifo liu m 0.83 0.08
P itto sp o ru m  undulatum 0.85 0.07 F icus ru big in osa 0.83 0.08
D o ry a n th e s  p a lm e r i 0.85 0.10 L ep to sp erm u m  p e te r so n ii 0.83 0.07
C orrea  a lba 0.85 0.06 P h ylla n th u s a lb iflo ru s 0.83 0.08
H akea  sa lic ifo lia 0.85 0.07 A c a c ia  lon g ifo lia 0.83 0.10
O m a la n th u s p o p u lifo liu s 0.85 0.08 Z iera  co llin a 0.83 0.07
L itsea  re ticu la ta 0.85 0.08 D o d o n a ea  v isco sa 0.83 0.07
S a rc o to e c h ia  h e te ro p h y lla 0.85 0.06 Indigofera  au stra lis 0.82 0.09
W estrin g a  fr u tic o s a 0.85 0.08 R aderm ach eria  fen ec is 0.82 0.08
C u p a n io p s is  p a rv ifo lia 0.85 0.07 L icuala  ram sayi 0.82 0.07
T abebu la  ch rys tr ich a 0.85 0.08 Solanum  lacin ia tum 0.82 0.09
G re v ille a  h illia n a 0.85 0.10 C asuarina torulosa 0.82 0.10
D ip lo g lo t t is  c a m p b e l li 0.85 0.07 J a ca ra n d a  m im osifo lia 0.82 0.08
R h o d o d e n d ro n  b ry o p h y llu m 0.85 0.07 A c a c ia  h o w ittii 0.82 0.08
A y r te ra  d is ty l is 0.85 0.08 A ca c ia  s tric ta 0.81 0.11
A ly x ia  ru sc ifo lia 0.85 0.08 A ca c ia  fa lca ta 0.79 0.12
P itto sp o r u m  cra ss ifo liu m 0.85 0.06
C o rd y lin e  a u s tra lis 0.85 0.10
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Table 6.4 Comparison of signals from 8 individual 
plants with and without echo tracking
raw  signals raw  signals w ith  echo 





Crinum pedunculatum 0.87 0.08 0.89 0.06
Acacia cultriformis 0.85 0.09 0.87 0.09
Polyscias australiana 0.85 0.09 0.88 0.09
Goodia lotifolia 0.84 0.08 0.88 0.07
Diploglottis campbelli 0.8 0.08 0.85 0.07
Pittosporum crassifolium 0.79 0.07 0.85 0.06
Leptospermum petersonii 0.77 0.07 0.83 0.07
Radermacheria fenecis 0.76 0.08 0.82 0.08
The average correlation of all of the selected plants is improved by using echo 
tracking. The comparison of the selected eight plants (Table 6.4) are consistent with the 
overall trend where the plants which have more reflective surfaces have their correlation 
improved more than those plants which have less reflective surfaces. In general, echo 
tracking improves both the average correlation and the standard deviation of the 
correlation. The graphs of correlation with angle for these plants are shown in Figure 6.7. 
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Figure 6.7 C orrelation between adjacent orientations by angle for eight
different p lants W ITH echo tracking
6.6 Conclusion
Correlation can provide information about how plants change locally with 
orientation. Local correlation gives us an indication of how the acoustic density profile 
changes with small changes in orientation and whether a plant is locally acoustically
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symmetric (or consistent) but does not tell us whether the plant is globally acoustically 
symmetric. Consequently, a plant which displays high local symmetry is a very good 
landmark as the sensor may be a few degrees from the expected orientation and still get 
good correlation and hence recognition. Partial symmetry is acceptable for mobile robot 
navigation since the robot will only sense a sector of the plant (usually less than 180° of 
it).
Echo tracking also enhances the ability of the system to work in an outdoor 
environment or any environment which may cause some movement of the leaves. The 
algorithm which calculates the range over which the leaves may have moved could be 
configured for this situation by determining some kind of movement threshold. This 
would result in a significantly higher performance of the overall sensing system.
Local correlation provides information about the local consistency of the signal but 
provides no information of how well the acoustic density profile correlates with other 
orientations which may not be adjacent such as 90° around the plant or even the view 
from the other side of the plant (global correlation). This is considered in Chapter 7.
6.7 Summary
1. Correlation can be used to analyse the way that plants change through rotation.
2. Plants with more reflective surfaces produce echoes that are less consistent through 
local orientation change.
3. Echoes can be tracked between adjacent orientations to improve correlation
4. Local correlation provides no information about how the plant changes globally, that is 
between orientations that are not adjacent.
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7. Ensonifying the plant from any
aspect
7.1 Introduction
This Chapter expands the concepts developed in Chapter 6 where local correlation 
of the raw acoustic density profile was examined. In this chapter, global correlation is 
investigated. This provides information about the overall acoustic symmetry of the plant 
as global changes of similarity are examined.
When a mobile robot is sensing irregularly or is moving at high speed in a static, 
known environment, plants can be used as natural landmarks for localisation. In Chapter 
6, echoes from plants over a small orientation change were correlated. Also, an algorithm 
was developed to track individual echoes over subsequent orientations with good results. 
In this chapter, it is shown that global correlation of the raw acoustic density profile is 
generally weak. The plants with a high number of reflective surfaces are worse than those 
with smaller reflective surfaces. This is however considerably improved by using features 
which characterise the acoustic density profile as a small number of calculated measures 
of the acoustic density profile, and this is outlined in Chapter 8.
7.2 Correlation between non-adjacent acoustic density 
profiles - Global Correlation
In the previous chapter, the case of correlating signals from adjacent orientations 
of the plant was considered (local correlation). In this section, the case of correlating 
signals which are from completely different orientations is considered. One orientation is 
selected as the reference, and all of the other orientations in the revolution can be 
correlated against that orientation. This will provide a measure of.
global symmetry;
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partial symmetry; and 
rate of change of symmetry.
Figure 7.1 shows the graphs of the correlation of the eight plants studied in 
Chapter 6 correlated against a reference point selected arbitrarily as an orientation of 256 
degrees - the reference point is marked with a dashed line.
The x  axis shows the orientation of the plant from 1 to 360 degrees (an entire 
revolution). All of the graphs have one thing in common - several of the records on each 
side of the reference point are highly correlated to it, but drop off significantly with 
angular rotation. This is in contrast to the local correlation in Chapter 6 where records 
were highly correlated throughout an entire revolution. This high correlation is due to the 
fact that the acoustic density profile changes gradually as the plant orientation is changed 
so the overall change is not observed. The global correlation measures provide more 
information about the way that the plant changes through rotation.
Each of the plants show slightly different properties through rotation and these 
properties are consistent with the physical properties of the plant. The graphs can be 
considered in combination with Figure 7.2 where orientation 100 was chosen randomly 
as the reference point. The change in correlation reveals information about the physical 
properties of the plants. For comparison, the raw acoustic density profiles are shown in 
Figure 7.3. An explanation of the shape of the graphs is provided below
7.2.1 Plant changes through rotation
In this section, the global correlations for each of the plants studied in Chapter 6 is 
analysed.
7 .2 .1 .1  Crinum pedunculatum
Crinum pedunculatum has smooth leaves which are very long and thin with the tips 
oriented vertically. The cross section of the leaf is rounded evenly which means that the 
leaves will reflect at multiple orientations. In general, the leaves do not protrude 
horizontally from the central stem so they allow little opportunity for the acoustic energy 
to penetrate and reflect from other surfaces within the plant except at certain orientations.
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The acoustic density profile does change through rotation due to the changing orientations 
of leaves and leaf edges which cause different amounts of acoustic energy to be reflected. 
There are three primary leaves, two of which are opposite each other with the third leaf 
being orthogonal. This means that for any particular signal return, there is a good chance 
that there will be two other signal returns from different orientation which are very similar 
as they will be insonifying similar foliage. This is shown in the figure with several 
orientations being highly correlated to the reference even though they are acoustic density 
profiles from completely different orientations, for example, orientations 180 and 256 are 
highly correlated even though they are 76° apart.
7 . 2 .1 .2  Acacia cultriformis
Acacia cultriformis is a very compact plant with flat leaves which form a regular pattern 
around the central trunk. Similarly to Crinum pedunculatum, once the orientation changes 
by a small amount, the correlation between the signals is very low. The flat surface of the 
leaf is orthogonal to the sensor which results in a larger signal received at the sensor. In 
the case of the orientation 100 being used as a reference, a group of orientations around 
330 degrees from the initial orientation, are shown to be similar to that of the reference. 
Both of the peaks are relatively symmetric which mean that the returns are becoming more 
similar to the reference up to a certain point, after which they slowly become more 
dissimilar. Most of the other orientations within the plant produce very different signals 
so the correlation is low. This can be partially attributed to the lean on the specimen tested 
since the correlation only considers the raw acoustic density profile.
7 . 2 .1 .3  Polyscias australiana ,
Polyscias australiana has evenly spread medium size leaves which are oriented in the 
horizontal plane to catch light compared to acoustic energy projected from the side of the 
plant. This means that there is often very little surface area for the acoustic energy to 
return from, but those which do reflect acoustic energy are distributed throughout the 
entire plant. Both of the reference orientations have the correlation reduced significantly as
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the plant is rotated. There are also other orientations which are highly correlated with the 
set reference point which are on the opposite side of the plant.
7 .2 .1 .4  Goodie lotifolia
Goodia lotifolia has very small leaves which are spread from the central trunk on small 
stems. As you move away from the reference points, the correlation becomes gradually 
smaller. There are no other orientations which are highly correlated with the chosen 
reference points but the correlation does not drop down as low as the first plants.
7 .2 .1 .5  Diploglottis campbelli
Diploglottis campbelli is more of a bushy plant with many leaves distributed throughout. 
The acoustic density profile of the plant in Figure 7.3 shows that signals are received 
from many of the surfaces within the plant from range differences of over 200 
millimetres. The correlation charts show that the correlation reduces relatively consistently 
with the distance from the reference orientation.
7 .2 .1 .6  Pittosporum crassifolium
Pittosporum crassifolium is a plant with very dense foliage so acoustic energy will be 
returned primarily from the front and the sides of the plant. The foliage is relatively 
consistent as the plant is rotated and this is reflected by the correlation graphs. Beside the 
notable peak at the point where the reference is correlated with itself, the graphs are 
relatively consistent with the correlation hovering around the 0.5 mark for the entire 
revolution. The other point of note is the large dip in correlations at orientation 144. This 
is a result of an area of inconsistency in the foliage.
7 . 2 .1 .7  Leptospermum petersonii
Leptospermum petersonii is a plant with many small leaves spread throughout the entire 
volume of the plant. More of the acoustic energy penetrates the outer layer of foliage than 
does with Pittosporum crassifolium and the resulting correlations are correspondingly 
different. There is a more distinct peak in the correlations which means that the records 
close to the reference record are more similar to it and the correlations drop away further 
through rotations of larger angles
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7 .2 .1 .8  Radermacheria fenecis
Radermacheria fenecis is a compact plant with many small leaves. The leaves shadow 
those behind in a similar fashion to the Pittosporum crassifolium resulting in a narrow 
peak where the reference point is correlated with itself and sharply drops off on either side 
of the reference. The rest of the orientations are all relatively consistently correlated with 
all of the other records around the 0.5 mark.
The plants with small reflective areas are more consistent when the signals are 
correlated with adjacent signals (local correlation) as there are less surfaces overall to be 
correlated. This is in contrast to correlating against fixed orientations - the plants with 
small reflective areas are far less consistent. When there are many leaves within a plants 
volume, the shadowing of a leaf or if a leaf reflects all of the signal away from the sensor 
then there is a good chance that another leaf will return some acoustic energy to the 
receiver in its place.
Even though there is a high correlation between adjacent orientations of the plant, 
the results are extremely poor when some fixed orientation of the plant is chosen. This 
indicates that viewing the plant from more than a few degrees each side of the original 
sensing point will produce a significantly different return. It is therefore necessary to 
characterise the signal using some data which is more stable through rotation of the plant.
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Figure  7.1 Eight plants correlated  against the orientation at 256 degrees
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Crinum Pedunculatum Acacia cultriformis
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Figure 7.2 Eight plants correlated against the orientation at 100 degrees
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F igure  7.3 P a rt of the acoustic density profiles for all eight plants for
orientation  100
For the correlations outlined in this section, the reference points were chosen 
randomly. This was done to show how quickly the signal changes with respect to the 
angle from which the plant is viewed. For improved results, a more advanced way of 
selecting the reference point may be required such as choosing the point based on the 
orientation which shows the best local correlation over a wide angle.
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7.3 Conclusion
Global correlation provides a measure of how the whole plant varies through 
rotation ie. it provides a measure of the change of echo throughout an entire revolution of 
the plant. Most plants produce poor results when all orientations of the plant are correlated 
against a selected orientation. This is because a small change in range places the echoes in 
different range cells so acoustic density profiles’ will be poorly correlated once an angle 
more than several degrees from the reference is used. The information in the acoustic 
density profile can be more reliably interpreted by considering the pattern of the foliage. 
This is done by capturing the characteristics of the density profile and is detailed in 
Chapter 8.
7.4 Summary
1. Global correlation provides a measure of how the signal changes through larger 
rotations of the plant.
2. Many of the plants are highly correlated with orientations close to the reference 
orientation.





Correlation between the acoustic density profiles from adjacent orientations of 
plants gives good results as shown in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 however, shows that results 
are poor when the acoustic density profile from orientations of the plant more than several 
degrees from a reference orientation are correlated. In order to improve the correlation, 
more orientation independent information about the plants needs to be extracted. This will 
also facilitate plant recognition in general as the plant can be characterised by a smaller 
amount of data. More orientation independent information can be obtained by calculating 
different measures of the acoustic density profile which characterise the patterns. Once 
measures (or features) are calculated, they are analysed in terms of their rotation 
invariance and their ability to differentiate plants from all orientations.
Once the best features are selected, they are used to correlate plants using a single 
orientation as the reference (global correlation) and a significant improvement is achieved 
over correlation of the raw acoustic density profile as was shown in Chapter 7. In Chapter 
9, the features are related to the physical structure of the plant.
8.2 Feature extraction in order to characterise plants
Feature extraction is a transformation which concentrates discriminatory 
information from an input into relatively few features [Qiang, 1995]. Its purpose is to 
reduce data by measuring certain features (or properties) that distinguish between the 
input patterns. Classification systems which have fewer parameters are more tractable and 
have better generalisation. It can also be advantageous to sacrifice some information to 
keep the system parameters to a minimum [Etemad et al, 1995]. When the number of 
features is high, it is hard to get good estimates for the decision rule(s) as the search space 
is too large. If the observations are reduced to a smaller number of features the decision 
rule will become more reliable [Therrien, 1989].
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The goal of a feature extraction module is to reduce the number of data items in the 
input vector, while capturing its important properties. This is done by calculating the new 
features directly from an input pattern. Consider the plants shown with their acoustic 
density profiles in Figure 8.1. It is visually obvious from the acoustic density profile that 
the Melaleuca quinquenervia has a much higher peak than the Casuarina stricta, so a 
feature which would distinguish these two particular acoustic density profiles is the 
maximum amplitude of the acoustic density profile. This feature is 5.3 mV for the 
Casuarina stricta, and 9.9 mV for the Melaleuca quinquenervia. If this feature is 
consistent through rotation then this is a good feature to distinguish these two particular 
plants.
F igure 8.1 Im ages and acoustic density profiles for two plants
There are several ways to establish the candidates for the feature vector. The major
ones are summarised by [Famili, 97, et al ] as :
Data Driven : where data analysis is used to focus on the interrelationship between 
parameters in the data set and the new features are derived based on existing ones;
Knowledge Driven : where a system expert applies knowledge to construct the new 
representation space; and
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Hypothesis Driven : where the system incrementally transforms the representation 
space by analysing the results in one iteration and applies deduced results to the 
next iteration.
The approach used in this work was to study the acoustic density profile of 
different objects and define measures to characterise the shape of the patterns. This is a 
Knowledge Driven approach to feature selection and has also been used by others when 
dealing with acoustic information. It has been used in the field of non-destructive 
evaluation [Chan e ta l, 1982] for the identification of different types of aeroplanes [Scott 
et al, 1993], and for the identification of different types of transport noise (heavy vehicle, 
aeroplanes and a mixture of traffic) [Mohajeri et al, 1996]. Knowledge driven feature 
extraction is commonly used in other fields such as machine vision [Parker, 1997].
The major advantage of this approach is that the calculated features can be 
interpreted more easily by a human looking at the output of a classifier. For example, it 
may be seen that the differences between two different plants is given by the length of the 
acoustic density profile - this can then be related to the physical depth of the plant.
In Chapter 3 the basic information in the signal was discussed, in particular the 
area of acoustic density profile differences between plants. This background information 
has been combined with the results of correlating the raw acoustic density profiles to 
develop a set of 67 features. The acoustic density profile has the potential to change 
substantially from one view to another when significant orientation changes occur. If the 
patterns can be represented in more basic terms, then the plant’s acoustic density profiles 
will be represented more robustly. The entire feature set was developed using the physical 
plant geometry as a basis and this is detailed in Section 8.2.1. Once the feature set was 
developed, it was reduced down to a manageable set using mathematical techniques 
developed from visualisation of the distributions. This reduces the feature set from 67 
down to 19 and is detailed in Section 8.4.1.
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8.2.1 Calculation of the features
This section lists a comprehensive set of features and the physical properties of the 
plant that they are trying to capture. The features were developed based on the reflected 
acoustic density profiles by considering the analysis in Chapter 3. They are postulated 
based on the shapes and spread of the acoustic density profile patterns. The purpose is to 
consider many different measures of the pattern and then look at how well each of them 
characterise the plants. They are listed in no particular order. Each of the features are 
listed with some brief notes on what they are trying to measure (Table 8.1). Once the 
feature set is reduced, further analysis of the important features is given in Section 8.4.1.
This contrasts to [Kao etal, 1996] who calculates the autocorrelation of the signal 
and then used the resulting autocorrelation as an input vector to their classification 
process. Calculating features based on the raw acoustic density profiles directly makes it 
simpler to relate the results back to the acoustic density profiles and hence gain an 
understanding of the way that the signal reflects from different plant structures. Also, the 
autocorrelation applies well when they are attempting to interpret scenes from man made 
objects such as steps and cars.
Some of the features given in Table 8.1 are measured relative to a standard 
calibration measure in order to make them independent of minor variations in the 
particular transducers that are being used for the experiments. The calibration measure, m, 
was selected as the amplitude detected at the transducer when a large specular surface is 
insonified at a range of 0.500 metres and the constant 10000 is a scaling factor. This 
calibration value was established when the plant database was collected in Chapter 5 and 
was found to be 100 mV.
The full set of features
N otes
Thresholds.
These 10 features are the number of lines in the 
acoustic density profile above a set threshold t mV where 
t = 59 * m / 10000, 78 * m / 10000, 98 * m / 10000, 
117 * m / 10000, 156 * m I 10000, 195 * m / 10000, 
295 * m l  10000, 300 * m l  10000, 490 * m l  10000 and
Table 8.1
F e a t N am e
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580 * m / 10000 mV where m is the calibration measure 
= lOOmV for the sensors used in this research. These 
thresholds were chosen based on approximately equal 
intervals. Full details of the function used to reference the 
acoustic density profile for range is given in Chapter 5.
These features give an indication of the 
specularity of the surfaces, the number of surfaces, the 
orientation of the surfaces, the size of the individual 
surfaces and the depth of the plant. Different threshold 
levels serve to differentiate plants with different spreads of 
those properties.
For example, compare a plant with many small 
leaves to one with several large leaves. The acoustic 
density profile for the plant with the small leaves will 
have much lower amplitudes than that for the plant with 
large leaves. Also, depending on the spread of the leaves 
through the plant, the signals may be spread through the 
acoustic density profile to reflect the depth of the plant.
Consider two plants with the same depth, one 
with small leaves and one with large leaves. Both plants 
will have similar values for low thresholds as this is a 
function of the number of reflecting surfaces. As the 
threshold is increased however, the value of the feature will 
reduce far more quickly for the plant with small leaves as it 
has fewer leaves which produce large amplitudes.
The number of major peaks.
An amplitude is defined as a major peak if it is 
greater than 195 * m / 10000 mV (where m is the 
calibration measure =100 mV for the sensors used in this 
research) and five of the range cells on each side of it (17 
mm each side) are less than it.
If the acoustic density profile of a plant contains 
more than one major peak, the number of peaks is an 
indication of the layers of foliage. A layer of foliage may 
occur when there is a group of coincident leaves which 
reflect the signal back to the receiver.
Sum all of the amplitudes.
This feature is the size of the “area under the 
curve” and is the sum of all of the reflectors in the field of 
audition. This is a function of leaf size, orientation, 
surface texture and the occlusion generated by the structure 
of the plant. This is proportional to the sum of all of the
visible surfaces and is known as the acoustic area.......
The maximum value of the acoustic density profile.
This indicates the amplitude of the greatest 
audible surface within the field of audition. It is a function 
of the specularity, size and orientation of the surface at the 
corresponding range.
Thresholds for signal spread
Accumulate the amplitude values within n range 
cells each side of the centre and calculate the result to be 
the percentage of this sum to the sum of the total acoustic 
density profile, n — 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40. The 
number of points chosen was based on the approximate 
depth of the plants, n = 10 represents a depth of 6.88cm 
(one range line represents 3.44 mm), and n = 40 represents 
























These features give an indication of how spread 
the acoustic density profile is about the centre; this 
provides information about the density of the physical 
plant. It is a measure of the wide band content of the echo. 
The range line of the end of the plant minus the range line 
of the start of the plant. This is the acoustic depth of the 
plant.
This gives an indication of the depth of the plant. 
Note that this would only be for plants which are 
relatively sparse. Plants with a large number of leaves 
will prevent acoustic energy from penetrating to the back 
of the plant.
The distance between the maximum value and the start of 
the plant in the acoustic density profile.
: This will give a measure of how compact the
plant is and also the depth of the plant (see Feature 21)
The length of the acoustic density profile divided by the 
number of major peaks.
This will give a measure of the distance between 
the layers in the foliage.
Returns the height of the acoustic density profile 
which contains this percentage of the data mass. 
Percentages = 80, 70, 60, 50, 40, 30. For example, when 
the percentage is 80, the result will be the amplitude at 
which 80% of the sum of the data falls below.
This gives an indication of the specularity, 
orientation and size of the leaves as well as the number of 
leaves
The average amplitude of the acoustic density profile 
between the start and of the plant.
This gives information about the size,
orientation, specularity and spread of the leaves.............
: The median amplitude
This measure is similar to feature 30 and gives 
information about the size, orientation, specularity and
spread of the leaves. ............... .....  ...... ........ ....
I The standard deviation of the amplitudes.
This gives information about how much the
’ acoustic density profile varies ...  ..... ............ .....
The variance of the amplitude .... ..............  ......  ....
The coefficient of variation of the amplitudes 
The mean absolute deviation of the amplitudes
The skew of the amplitudes.............  ......... ......
The average position from the start of the plant to the 
narrowband lines.
This gives an indication of the position of the 
specular reflectors within the acoustic density profile.
The average range. This is half way between the start and 
end of the acoustic density profile.
The median range. .....................
The standard deviation of the ranges in the acoustic density
profile ....................
The variance of the ranges in the acoustic density profile 
The coefficient of variation of the ranges in the acoustic 
density profile









The skew of the ranges in the acoustic density profile 
Count the number of lines in the acoustic density profile 
which are above:
one quarter of the height of the maximum 
amplitude;












5 6 ...... ratio_range_stdev_avg_amp
5 7 ratio_range_stdev_length
58-60 slope_25_peak ; slope_50_peak 
] slope_75_peak
61-63 . slope_25_peakA ; slope_50_peakA 
| slope_75_peakA
64-66 ■ range_25_acoustic_area i range_50_acoustic_area 
\ range_7 5_acoustic_area
; 6 7 .. \ no_of_maj or_peaks2
three quarters of the height of the maximum
■ amplitude respectively. .......  .......  .
; The ratio of the maximum amplitude of the acoustic 
density profile to the length of the acoustic density profile 
:> The ratio of the average amplitude of the acoustic density
I profile to the length of the acoustic density profile........
The ratio of the maximum amplitude of the acoustic
density profile to the average amplitude....... ....... .....
\ The ratio of the maximum amplitude of the acoustic 
density profile to the sum of the acoustic density profile 
The ratio of the average amplitude to the sum of the
acoustic density profile............... .... .............. ... ........
The ratio of the length of the acoustic density profile to
the sum of the acoustic density profile ..... ..... ..............
The ratio of standard deviation of the ranges in the 
acoustic density profile to the sum of the acoustic density
profile .........  . ...... ........
The ratio of the standard deviation of the ranges in the 
acoustic density profile to the maximum amplitude 
The ratio of the standard deviation of the ranges in the
acoustic density profile to the average amplitude ............
The ratio of the standard deviation of the ranges in the 
acoustic density profile to the length of the acoustic
density profile........ ....... ...... ...... ................ .........  ...
1 The rise slope between the range cell at 25% of the 
| maximum and the maximum; 50% if the maximum; and 
75% of the maximum respectively. This gives an 
| indication of the slope of the acoustic density profile from
! various points and hence the density of the plant................
The rise slope between the range cell at 25% of the 
maximum and the maximum (note that in this case the 
; maximum is actually the average of five points around the
i average. ....... ....... .............  ............................. ..............
{ The range cell from the start at which 25% of the total 
i area is observed; that where 50% of the area is observed,
•- and that where 75% of the area is observed...........................
i The number of major peaks.
| An amplitude is defined as a major peak if it is
greater than 156lin mV (where tn is the calibration 
; measure = 100 mV for the sensors used in this research) 
and five of the range cells on each side of it (17 mm each 
side) are less than it.
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8.2.2 Data preprocessing
Raw data from the sensor is generally in the range of 0 to 100 mV (100 mV is the 
signal echoed from a flat wall at a distance of 0.5 m from the sensor). Once the features 
are calculated, each of the individual features has its own range of values with its own 
units. For example, no_above_thresholdl is a count; sum_of_density profile is a 
value in Volts; and percentage_within_threshi is a percentage. In order to make 
decisions about the data, all of the features need to be in the same scale. It is very difficult 
to compare a count, to a value in mV, to a percentage so all of the features are normalised 
to the same scale. I have chosen to scale the data so that most of the values lie between 0 
and 100 for this group of 100 plants. The specific scaling algorithm is outlined in Table 
8 .2 .
The intent of the scaling outlined in Item 3 of Table 8.2 is based on scaling with 
respect to the mean and standard deviation of the range of values. When the 
transformation is applied using the maximum value for the feature as the scaling factor, 
the result is affected very badly by outliers. That is, if there is one record with a very large 
value, all of the other records will be accordingly reduced so that they lie over a very 
small scale. Using the mean and the standard deviation eliminates the problem of an 
outlier being used as a scaling factor and it is more likely that the data will be relatively 
evenly spread throughout the range of 0 to 100. This algorithm does however mean that 
some extreme raw values will be scaled to numbers over 100.
In the implementation described in this chapter, Steps one and two of the 
algorithm were performed in advance of processing each of the plants individually. 
Sensed data for all 100 plants is read, features are calculated for all records of all plants 
and the mean and standard deviation of all 36000 records are calculated. A file is then 
written which contains x  + ( 2 * 5 )  for each of the 67 features, these scaling factors are 
shown in Table 8.3. The algorithm to scale the data using the scaling factors is shown in 
Algorithm 8.1.
A block diagram of the entire pre-processing is shown in Figure 8.2. Sensor data 
is the input to the process, with an example of Indigofera australis shown adjacent. It is
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referenced to the standardised range of 400 mm and the features are calculated. Most of 
the features are not visible because the scale of the graph is very large due to some large 
features. The scaling data shown in Table 8.3 is used to scale each of the features into the 
range of 0 to 100 before further processing.
Note that an alternative and more conventional statistical approach would be to use 
Equation 8.1 to standardise the features to have a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 
one. In order to make most of the data fall between zero and 100, it would be multiplied 
by 25 (to result in a standard deviation of 25) and then 50 would be added to it (so the 
average is 50 instead of 0).
z = x ij +  x i
s;
where jc. is the mean of all of the data for feature /; and
8.1
si is the standard deviation
Table 8.2 The algorithm for scaling the data
S te p D ata
1 Establish a data set with all of the data 
under consideration.
Each row will contain the features calculated from 
the raw sensor reading.
= UlnX2m-X67n}
where n is the number of records in the dataset.
2 Calculate the average and standard 
deviation for each feature in the dataset 
(each column).
This results in two rows :
one has the averages for the entire dataset
x =  {X i, X 2,... X67};and
the other has the standard deviations for the entire 
dataset s = {s1?s
3 Scale the original dataset so that most of 
the values lie between 0 and 100 using the 
formula below.
( xtj * 1 0 0
X ‘J~ x i + (2 *s,)
where i is the number of features; 
j  is the number of records in the dataset; 
x ; is the average of feature i; and 
5, is the standard deviation of feature i.
All of the features end up in the required range.
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Table 8.3 All 67 features and their x + (2 * s)
Feature name X+(2*s) udeno above thresholdl 72.965 mean_abs dev amplitude 66.966
no above threshold2 63.651 skew amplitude 11.472
no above threshold3 54.314 avg_posn_narrowband 44.976
no above threshold4 47.363 average range 150.977
no above thresholds 36.735 median range 149.933
no above threshold6 29.133 stdev range 24.654
no above threshold7 17.771 variance range 551.621
no above thresholds 11.712 coeff of var range 0.206
no above threshold9 8.183 mean abs dev range 20.564
no above thresholdl0 6.004 skew range 3.497
no of major peaksl 6.484 count quarter height 33.642
sum of density profile 4484.800 count half height 12.401
maximum amplitude 508.572 count 3quarter height 4.926
percentage within threshl 124.803 ratio max amp len 17.820
percentage within thresh2 151.302 ratio avg amp len 3.959
percentage within thresh3 173.764 ratio max amp avg 9.269
percentage within thresh4 194.641 ratio max amp sum profile 0.275
percentage within thresh5 216.295 ratio avg amp sum profile 0.077
percentage within thresh6 237.042 ratio length sum profile 0.047
percentage within thresh7 258.565 ratio range stdev sum pro 0.013
length of density profile 100.371 file
front to peak dist 49.934 ratio range stdev max amp 0.184
repetition of layers 36.885 ratio range stdev avg amp 0.819
threshold data massl 202.748 ratio range stdev length 0.305
threshold data mass2 141.534 slope 25 peak 239.893
threshold data mass3 99.160 slope 50 peak 318.073
threshold data mass4 69.031 slope 75 peak 339.739
threshold data mass5 47.161 slope 25 peakA 51.231
threshold data mass6 30.929 slope 50 peakA 79.101
average amplitude 79.441 slope 75 peakA 91.012
median amplitude 50.684 range 25 acoustic area 30.451
stdev amplitude 104.290 range 50 acoustic area 46.200
variance amplitude 16519.100 range 75 acoustic area 63.745
coefficient of var amplit 1.574 no of major peaks2 7.340
Algorithm 8.1 O utline o f the function to calculate the scaled feature records
CALCULATE SCALED FEATURES FROM ACOUSTIC DENSITY PROFILE
This function is passed an acoustic density profile consisting
of 512 amplitude values. It calls a function to reference the
acoustic density profile so that the plant is at a standard 
range (see Chapter 5), then calls a function to calculate the 
features and then scales the features so that most of them lie 
between 0 and 100. The scaling factors are then applied - a 
scaling factor for each feature (see Table 8.3) and the range 
referenced scaled features are returned
profile the name of a file which contains the
acoustic density profile
Outputs
an array of scaled features calculated from the 
range referenced acoustic density profile
BEGIN
Call REFERENCE THE RAW ACOUSTIC DENSITY PROFILE TO A STANDARD 
RANGE (Ch 5)
Call a function to calculate features from the range referenced 
acoustic density profile.
FOR each feature calculated.
BEGIN
new feature value = feature value / scaling factor * 100.
END
Return the new feature array. END
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F igure  8.2 Schematic of the data  pre-processing with an example for 
Indigofera australis shown on the right hand side
8.3 Preliminary analysis of features
The scaled features were calculated for the data in the plant database described in 
the previous chapter. Features were calculated for each of the 36000 records and the
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results analysed in several different ways. It is very difficult to visualise large numbers of 
variables, so often a good place to start is with the distribution of a single variable 
[Cohen, 95]. This section introduces a visualisation of data from four plants (out of the 
total of 100) to show how plants can be separated using the features calculated in a small 
number of dimensions. More advanced techniques are required when a larger number of 
plants need to be differentiated as more features are required to distinguish them. Analysis 
will be expanded to deal with all 100 plants in a subsequent section.
Four plants were selected for the initial analysis :
1. Cryptocarya williwilliana (Small-leaved Laurel);
2. Leptospermum laevigatum (Coast Tea-tree);
3. Szygium leuhmanni', and
4. Westringa fruticosa (Rosemary).
Images of the plants are shown in Figure 8.3.
C r y p to c a r y a  L e p to s p e r m u m  la e v ig a tu m  S z y g iu m  le u h m a n n i W e s tr in g a  f r u tic o s a
w i l l iw i l l ia n a
Figure 8.3 Im ages of the plants under consideration
A frequency histogram allows the number of occurrences of different values 
within a distribution to be illustrated on a graph. Initially, all the data was scaled using the 
algorithm in Section 8.2.2. Figure 8.4 shows the histogram for all 360 records of the four 
plants for feature 1 (no_above_threshoidi). The x-axis represents the value of
8 -1 2
no_above_thresholdi and shows values in the range of 0 to 105. The frequency bins 
are five wide and each is a count of the number of records in the dataset which fall within 
that particular range of values. The bins are labelled with the upper limit of the bin, for 
example the first bin is labelled five and any value within the range of 0 to 5 will fall in 
that bin. That is, the bin labelled five accumulates one unit for every value of 
no_above_thresholdi between 0 and 5. All 360 records for each plant are included with 
different plants shown in different colours.
Frequency Histogram - 4 plants
no above threshold!
□ plant 1 
■  plant 2
□ plant 3
□ plant 4
Figure 8.4 Frequency distribution of feature 1 (no_above_thresholdl)
Gaps in the distribution are usually suggestive of features in the data [Cohen, 95] 
and the data in the figure appears to fall into three distinct groups. Analysis of the 
individual plants shows that two of the plants fall in their own separate positions in the 
histogram {Leptospermum laevigatum and Szygium leuhmanni). The other two plants 
(Cryptocarya williwilliana and Westringa fruticosa) overlap ie. for bins 15, 25, 30 and 35 
there are some records from Cryptocarya williwilliana and Westringa fruticosa which 
have those values. So if we have an acoustic density profile which we calculate as having 
no_above_threshoidi = 25, then we know that it is one of the two plants, but we can 
not say which one it is using this feature only. This is clearly illustrated in Figure 8.5 
which shows each of the plants on separate graphs. In summary :
Leptospermum laevigatum is characterised by high values of this feature (around 90);
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Szygium leuhmanni is characterised by medium values of this feature (around 50); 
and
Both of the remaining plants are characterised by lower values of this feature (around
20).
Based on this single feature (no above threshoidi) two of the plants can be 
identified (Leptospermum laevigatum and Szygium leuhmanni) as different and also as 
different from the other two plants. However, it is not possible to differentiate between 
Cryptocarya williwilliana and Westringa fruticosa as they both produce similar values for 
this particular feature. In order to separate them, another feature needs to be considered.
250 
200
! I  150 
5  100 
50 
0







Figure 8.5 Frequency H istogram s for each of the individual plants for
F ea tu re  1 (n o a b o v e th re s h o id i)
The data for each of the plants can be represented concisely using statistical measures and 
these are shown in Table 8.4.
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Table 8.4 Summary Statistics for four plants for feature 1 
( n o a b o v e t h r e s h o l d l )
Sum m ary S tatistic C r y p t o c a r y a
w i l l i w i l l i a n a
L e p t o s p e r m u m
l a e v i g a t u m
S z y g i u m
l e u h m a n n i
W e s t r i n g a
f r u t i c o s a
M ean 26.55 87.57 48.47 17.85
Standard D eviation 2.81 8.39 4.42 3.78
M in im u m 17.88 65.55 37.74 7.95
M axim um . 33.77 108.26 67.54 28.80
C ou n t 360 360 360 360
In order to separate the remaining plants, another feature is added to the analysis 
(no_above_threshoid2). The plot of the two features are shown in Figure 8.6. This 
graph shows that there is still an overlap between the two plants in the lower left hand 
comer of the figure so either another feature should be added or a different feature added. 
Note that I have not attempted to select features based on any criterion (for example, 
orthogonal features could have been selected) but have simply selected consecutive 
features in the dataset in order to demonstrate the process of higher dimension 
visualisation. Selection of the best feature for any particular classes of plants depends on 
the physical properties of the plants which you are trying to separate. This is discussed 
further in Chapter 10. Heuristic techniques for selecting features based on their 
discriminating power are also discussed there.
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Figure 8.6 Feature 1 vs Feature 2 for the four plants
Adding another feature gives the result shown in Figure 8.7. There is still a some overlap 
between the groups so another feature still needs to be added.
Figure 8.7 Feature 1 vs Feature 2 vs Feature 3 for the four plants
This simplified example shows that the powerful tool of data visualisation can be 
used to isolate individual plants based on the features calculated from their raw acoustic
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density profile. This technique is satisfactory when working with a small number of 
plants and with features which discriminate well. When a large number of plants and/or 
variables are available, more sophisticated methods are required.
Features should be selected based primarily on their discriminatory power rather 
than simply selecting the first feature, and then adding them one by one as I have done in 
the above example.
At times, data will separate nicely on a graph allowing a straight line to separate 
groups in one dimension, two dimensions, or n dimensions. These are examples of 
classes which are linearly separable and classification can be performed using a simple 
linear classifier. The more common situation is where the groups are intertwined in such a 
way that they can not be separated by a straight line [Wasserman, 89]. In this case more 
complex classifiers (such as multi-layer neural networks) are required to perform the 
classification.
A good measure of the discrimination between classes (plants) is based on the 
discriminating ability of a pattern classification system, and this is considered in detail in 
Chapter 10.
8.4 Qualities of the feature data
Since plants may be insonified at any angle it is important for features to remain 
constant or change in a known way independently of the orientation of the plant. Features 
can be either invariant throughout an entire revolution of the plant or a partial revolution. 
When plants are being used as landmarks for navigation, they will only be sensed through 
a certain angle, as illustrated in Figure 8.8.
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Figure  8.8 M obile robot with planned path  and region of observation for
plants shown.
The design goal is to develop a feature reduction technique which optimises the 
feature list in favour of features which are invariant throughout an entire revolution. 
Details about practical implementation are provided in Chapter 11.
8.4.1 Feature filtering
The Feature Filtering method of reducing features is independent of any pattern 
classification technique and is one of the earliest approaches to feature selection [Langley, 
1994]. This section describes a feature filtering technique to reduce the total number of 
features from 67 to 19.
In general, the choice of features is complex because even though an individual 
feature may appear to be non-discriminatory, when it is combined with other features, it 
may assist in classifying an echo as being from a particular plant or group of plants. If a 
feature is poor enough however, there is a good chance that it will not contribute in any 
meaningful way to the classification process. Consideration of all possible combinations 
of variables can be a time consuming process when there is a large number of them. So a 
first pass reduction of the features becomes a necessity and is described in this section.
One way of reducing the number of features is to use only features which will 
provide discrimination within the population and are representative of the particular plant, 
that is, features which allow separation of a plant or group of plants from the rest of the 
plants and features which are relatively constant through rotation. All 67 features were
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calculated for each plant and the results collated. In this section, features are analysed 
independently and the ones which are shown to be poor performers are discarded.
Figure 8.9 shows a graph of the average and standard deviation of feature 1 
(no_above_threshoidi) for all 100 plants. The plants are shown on the jc-axis and are 
arranged in increasing order of the average value of the feature. The error bars on the 
chart show one standard deviation each side of the average. Plant names are shown on the 
axis as numbers and the cross reference table is shown on the left hand side. Note that the 
data have been referenced for range and scaled (Section 8.2.2).
It is evident that over the entire population of 100 plants, the entire range of values 
is represented (they are spread throughout the range) and the standard deviations are 
relatively small. If you wish to distinguish two plants, say Banksia ericifolia and 
Leptospermum laevigatum then they can be separated quite well using this feature alone 
{Banksia ericifolia is the plant with the lowest value and Leptospermum laevigatum is the 
one with the highest value). If plants are far enough apart then a good classification can be 
made with that feature. A second feature could then be used for confirmation. If the plants 
are close then additional features are needed to separate them.
This feature (Figure 8.9) is in stark contrast to some other features such as feature 
47 (count_3quarter_height) which has virtually no ability to discriminate plants 
(Figure 8.10).
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Figure 8.9 Feature 1 (n o a b o v e th re s h o ld l)  for all 100 plants
N o N a m e N o N a m e
19 B a n k s ia  e r ic i fo lia 8 A c a c ia  m e la n o x y lo n
66 M e la le u c a  e ru b e sc e n s 67 M e la le u c a  q u in q u e n e rv ia
30 C rin u m  p ed u n c u la tu m 26 C itr io b a tu s  p a u c if lo r is
68 M e la le u c a  s ty p h e l io id e s 77 P itto sp o ru m  rh o m b ifo liu m
36 D ip lo g lo ttis  a u s tra lis 70 F ic u s  o b liq u a
21 C a rp e n ta ria  a c u m in a ta 85 R h o p a lo s ty lis  h a n e r i
25 C in n a m o m  o liv e r i 76 P itto sp o ru m  revo lu tu m
2 A c a c ia  c u llr ifo rm is 93 S ten o c a rp u s  s in u a lu s
12 A g a p a n th u s  p r a e c o x  d w a r f 71 M ish o ca rp u s  a u stra lis
98 T r is ta n io p s is  c o llin a 9 A c a c ia  p o d a ly r i fo l ia
99 W estr in g a  fr u tic o s a 41 E n d ia n d ra  in trorsa
72 O m a la n lh u s  p o p u lifo liu s 17 A za le a  a lb a  m a g n ific a
91 S o la n u m  la cin ia tu m 24 C asu a rin a  to ru losa
29 C rin u m  m a u ritia n u m 45 E u c a ly p tu s  leu c o x y lo n
13 A g a p a n th u s  p r a e c o x 73 P h y lla n lh u s  a lb if lo ru s
6 4 L iv is to n a  sp  'C a rn a rvo n ' 6 A c a c ia  lo n g ifo lia
35 C u p a n io p s is  p a rv ifo lia 88 S a rc o m e lic o p e  s im p lifo lia
27 C o rd y lin e  a u s tra lis 92 So la n u m  vescum
48 G o o d ia  lo tifo lia 96 S zyg iu m  p a n icu la tu m
16 A y r te r a  d is ty lis 75 P itto sp o ru m  ja m e s
55 H ym e n o sp o ru m  fla v u m 79 P o ly sc ia s  a u stra lia n a
52 G u io a  se m ig la u c a 49 G re v il le a  b a ile y a n a
31 C ry p to c a ry a  b id w ill i 86 R h o p a lo s ty lis  sa p id a
15 A r c h o n to p h o e n ix  c u n n in g h a m ia n ia 22 C a su a rin a  g la u ca
44 E u c a ly p tu s  b o try o id e s 28 C orrea  a lba
50 G re v il le a  h illia n a 95 S zyg iu m  leu h m a n n i
84 R h o d o d e n d ro n  c lo rin d a 53 H a k e a  sa lic ifo lia
78 P itto sp o ru m  un d u la tu m 80 P o ly sc ia s  e le g a n s
33 C r y p to c a ry a  w ill iw ill ia n a 38 D o d o n a ea  trique tra
43 E rio ste m o n  m y o p o ro id es 47 F icu s ru b ig in o sa
23 C a su a rin a  s lr ic ta 100 Z ie ra  c o llin a
63 L ilse a  re tic u la ta 32 C ry p to ca ry a  la ev ig a tu m
14 A ly x ia  ru sc ifo lia 61 L e p lo sp e rm u m  p e te rso n ii
51 G re v illea  m a rm a la d e 1 A c a c ia  b in erv a la
40 D o ry a n th es  p a lm e r i 39 D o d o n a e a  viscosa
34 C u p a n io p s is  a n a c a rd io id e s 7 4 P itto sp o ru m  c ra ssifo liu m
89 S o la n u m  a v ic u la re 4 A c a c ia  h o w itt i i
58 L a c c o sp a d ix  a u s tra la s ic a 37 D ip lo g lo ttis  c a m p b e lli
60 L ep lo sp erm u m  m o rriso n ii 97 T a behu ta  ch rys tr ic h a
83 R h o d o d e n d ro n  b ryo p h yllu m 20 B a n k s ia  in te g r ifo lia
9 4 S tre b lis  b ru n o n ia n u s 42 E nd ia n d ra  p u b e n s
54 H o w e a  fo re s le r ia n a 5 A c a c ia  irrora ta
65 M e la le u c a  d e c o ra 57 J a c a ra n d a  m im o s ifo lia
3 A c a c ia  fa lc a ta 11 A c ro n y c h ia  ta ev is
56 In d ig o fe ra  a u s tra lis 81 P o lysc ia s  m u rra y i
69 M ic ro c itru s  a u s tra lis 87 S a rc o to e c h ia  h e te ro p h y lla
7 A c a c ia  m e a rn s ii 82 R a d e rm a c h e r ia  fe n e c is
90 S o la n u m  b ro w n ii 18 A za le a  c u ltiva r  sp len d a
10 A c a c ia  s lr ic ta 62 L icú a la  ra m sa y i
46 E u c a ly p tu s  m a c u la ta 59 L e p lo sp erm u m  laeviga tum
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F igure  8.10 Feature  47 (count_3quarter_height) for all 100 plants
No N am e No N am e
21 C a rp e n ta r ia  a c u m in a ta 97 T a b e  b u ia  c h r y s tr ic h a
68 M e la le u c a  s ty p h e l io id e s 43 E r io s te m o n  m y o p o ro id e s
29 C r in u m  m a u r i t ia n u m 92 S o la n u m  ve sc  urn
79 P o ly sc ia s  a u s tr a l ia n a 9 A c a c ia  p o d a ly r i fo l ia
25 C in n a m o m  o liv e r i 17 A z a le a  a lb a  m a g n i f ic a
30 C r in u m  p e d u n c u la tu m 99 W e str in g a  f r u t ic o s a
13 A g a p a n th u s  p r a e c o x 67 M e la le u c a  q u in q u e n e r v ia
48 G o o d ia  lo ti fo l ia 98 T r is ta n io p s is  c o ll in a
76 P itto s p o ru m  r e v o lu tu m 35 C u p a n io p s is  p a rv ifo lia
40 D o r y a n th e s  p a lm e r i 47 F ic u s  ru b ig in o sa
51 G r e v il le a  m a r m a la d e 83 R h o d o d e n d r o n  b ry o p h y llu m
27 C o rd y lin e  a u s tra lis 87 S a r c o to e c h ia  h e te r o p h y lla
2 A c a c ia  c u ltr i fo r m is 91 S o la n u m  la c in ia tu m
24 C a su a r in a  to ru lo sa 54 H o w e a  fo r e s te r ia n a
41 E n d ia n d r a  in tro rsa 49 G re v il le a  b a ile y a n a
44 E u c a ly p tu s  b o try o id e s 71 M ish o c a rp u s  a u stra lis
50 G r e v il le a  h i l l ia n a 55 H y m e n o sp o r u m  f la v u m
34 C u p a n io p s is  a n a c a rd io id e s 77 P itto s p o ru m  r h o m b ifo l iu m
6 A c a c ia  lo n g ifo lia 53 H a k e a  sa lic i fo lia
12 A g a p a n th u s  p r a e c o x  d w a r f 75 P itto s p o ru m  J a m e s
64 L iv is to n a  sp  'C a r n a r v o n ' 82 R a d e r m a c h e r ia  f e n e c i s
3 A c a c ia  f a lc a ta 32 C r y p to c a r y a  la e v ig a tu m
46 E u c a ly p tu s  m a c u la ta 60 L e p to sp e r m u m  m o r r iso n ii
88 S a r c o m e lic o p e  s im p li fo l ia 89 S o la n u m  a v ic u la re
72 O m a la n th u s  p o p u l i fo liu s 85 R h o p a lo s ty lis  b a n e r i
94 S tre b lis  b r u n o n ia n u s 7 A c a c ia  m e a r n s ii
15 A r c h o n to p h o e n ix  c u n n in g h a m ia n ia 81 P o ly sc ia s  m u r r a y i
69 M ic r o c itr u s  a u s tra lis 65 M e la le u c a  d e c o ra
38 D o d o n a e a  tr iq u e tra 86 R h o p a lo s ty lis  sa p id a
70 F ic u s  o b liq u a 56 In d ig o fe ra  a u s tra lis
93 S te n o c a rp u s  s in u a tu s 96 S z y g iu m  p a n ic u la tu m
45 E u c a ly p tu s  le u c o x y lo n 26 C itr io b a tu s  p a u c if lo r is
84 R h o d o d e n d r o n  c lo r in d a 11 A c r o n y c h ia  la ev is
23 C a su a r in a  s tr ic ta 39 D o d o n a e a  v iscosa
36 D ip lo g lo ttis  a u s tr a lis 42 E n d ia n d ra  p u b e n s
58 L a c c o s p a d ix  a u s tra la s ic a 5 A c a c ia  irro ra ta
31 C r y p to c a r y a  b id w ill i 33 C r y p to c a ry a  w ill iw ill ia n a
19 B a n k s ia  e r ic i fo lia 61 L e p to sp e r m u m  p e te r s o n ii
52 G u io a  se m ig la u c a 22 C a su a r in a  g la u c a
10 A c a c ia  s tr ic ta 28 C o rre a  a lb a
16 A y r te r a  d is ty lis 62 L ic u a la  ra m sa y i
90 S o la n u m  b ro w n ii 95 S z y g iu m  le u h m a n n i
20 B a n k s ia  in te g r ifo lia 14 A ly x ia  r u s c ifo lia
66 M e la le u c a  e ru b e s c e n s 4 A c a c ia  h o w itt i i
78 P itto sp o ru m  u n d u la tu m 74 P itto sp o ru m  c ra ss ifo liu m
1 A c a c ia  b in e r v a ta 73 P h y l la n th u s  a lb if lo ru s
63 L i ts e a  re tic u la ta 57 J a c a ra n d a  m im o s i fo l ia
80 P o ly sc ia s  e le g a n s 59 L e p to s p e r m u m  la e v ig a tu m
8 A c a c ia  m e la n o x y lo n 18 A z a le a  c u lt iv a r  sp le n d a
37 D ip lo g lo t t is  c a m p b e l l i 100 Z ìe r a  c o ll in a
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In Figure 8.10, the entire population of plants have almost the same value with 
them all overlapping and between 15 and 100. They also have an extremely large range of 
values within each plant as illustrated by the large standard deviations. This shows that 
the feature is not consistent through rotation of the plant. Using this feature, none of the 
100 plants can be distinguished from any other plant. This feature is so poor that it is 
unlikely that it would be of any use in combination with the other features so would be a 
good candidate for removal before wasting time processing it with a classifier, 
shows a selection of other features (of the 67) to illustrate the distributions. As you move 
from the graph in the top left of the figure to the one in the bottom right, the features 
become progressively worse at separating individual plants.
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F igure  8.11 D istributions of some values for some different features
When considering features for removal, it is important to consider not only the 
range of values which different plants have for the feature but also the standard deviations 
of the plants. In, count quarter_height has a good slope but a bad standard deviation 
so all of the plant overlap. The converse situation exists for median_range where the 
standard deviations are small but the slope of flat so the plants can not be distinguished. 
Both of these features are poor but for different reasons, and a measure is required based 
on these two properties of the distributions to select the best features. The features are 
considered based o n :
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1 how much they change through rotation - measured by standard deviation; 
and
2 how well they separate different plants - measured by slope of line.
In order to select the features which are candidates for removal, a separability
criterion was developed which considers the slope of the graph and the overlap of the 
standard deviations.
The plant averages for a particular feature are given by the vector a : 
a = {ap a2, ..., an} where n is the number of plants.
Note that for all a, aj < ai+1 (ie. the averages are sorted into ascending order).
The standard deviation of the feature for a particular plant is given by the vector s : 
s = {Sp s2, ..., sn} where n is the number of plants 
Since the values are ordered, a simple measure would be to compare the difference 
between the first and last average : 
d = a ioo " a i
This does not however, consider the spread of the values (the standard deviation) for that 
feature over all of the plants. An initial improvement would be to consider the amount of 
crossover which is obtained when the standard deviation of the first plant is added to its 
average and the standard deviation of the last plant is subtracted from its average. This is 
illustrated by
d  =  ( a ioo " s ioo) “ ( a i s i )
This is reasonable except for the fact that the plants at either end of the scale are 
usually so extreme that they could be considered to be outliers. To reduce the effects of 
the outliers, the standard deviations used can be averaged across the highest 20 plants and 
the lowest 20 plants. This is illustrated in Equation 8.2.
separability criterion =  (avg(a81,a82,...a100) - avg(s81,s82,...sl00)) - 8.2
(avg(a1,a2,...a20) - avg(sps2,...s20))
The results can be plotted and thresholds established at the points where the 
separability drops sharply. Table 8.5 shows the separability criterion for all 67 features
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ordered from the highest separability to the lowest (ie. the best feature to the worst 
according to this criterion).
Table 8.5 Separability criterion for all 67 features
R an S ep  Feature Nam e N o
k C rit
1 45 32 n o_above_threshold3 3
2 45.16 n o_above_threshold4 4
3 44.86 no_ ab ove_threshold2 2
4 43.72 no_ above_threshold5 5
5 43 29 no_above thresholdl 1
6 42.04 no_ above_thr e s h o l d6 6
7 39 38 sum_of_density profile 12
8 37 76 variance range 41
9 35 59 no_ above threshold7 7
10 32 96 front_to_peak dist 22
11 32 83 len9bb °f density profile 2 \
12 32 52 stdev_range 40
13 32 20 mean abs dev range 43
14 29 47 coeff_of_var_range 42
15 28 36 ran9e 7 5 acoustic area 66
16 28 27 no_ above_threshold8 8
17 27 64 no m a jor_peaks2 67
18 26 35 no m a jor peaksl 11
19 22 47 no above threshold9 9
20 20 77 ran9e acoustic_area 65
21 19 51 P ercentage_within_threshl 14
22 19 47 ratio range_stdev_avg_amp 5^
23 18 49 percentage_within_thresh2 15
24 18 22 ratio avg amp_sum_profile 52
25 16 88 rati° range_stdev_sum_pro 54file
26 16 80 mean abs_dev_amplitude 35
27 16 63 no above_thresholdl0 10
28 15 44 threshold_data_mass5 28
29 15 36 percentage_within_thresh3 16
30 15 24 threshold d a ta_mass6 29
31 15 14 threshold_data_mass4 27
32 15 13 ratio_max_amp_sum_profile 51
33 15 03 ratio_avg_amp_len 49
34 15 01 average_amplitude 30
35 13 99 threshold_data_mass3 26
36 13 86 ratio length_sum_profile 53
37 12 72 range 25 acoustic_area 64
38 12 62 ratio max_amp_len 49
39 12 53 av9 posn narrowband 37
40 12 14 P ercentage within_thresh4 17
41 12 01 threshold_data_mass2 25
42 11 14 stdev_amplitude 32
43 9 43 percentage_within_thresh5 18
44 g gl threshold_data_massl 24
45 7 47 percentage_within_thresh6 19
46 6.80 count_quarter_height 45
47 6.76 variance_amplitude 33
48 6.05 P ercentage_within thresh7 20
49 5 59 ratio_range_stdev max amp 55
50 2 7g maximum_amplitude 13
51 I g Q  ratio_range_stdev length 57
52 -2.38 c oefficient_of var amplit ude 34
53 -8 37 ratio max amp avg 50
54 -9 19 average range 38
55 -9.76 skew amplitude 36
56 -9 76 me hian range 39
57 -12 26 slope_25 peakA 61
58 -13 10 count half height 46
59 -15 12 shew range 44
60 -16 56 repetition_of_layers 23
61 -17 96 sl°Pe 7 5 peak 60
62 -20 36 sl°Pe_50_peakA 62
63 -21 41 slope_25_peak 58
64 -22 01 sl°Pe_50_peak 59
65 -23 93 m e hian amplitude 31
66 -24 00 sloP e 7 5 peakA 63
67 -31 12 count 3quarter_height 47
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The measure of separability of features can be used as a guide to the quality of the 
features. It is not a measure of the absolute quality of the feature as it does not consider 
relationships which may exist in higher dimensions but it can indicate the features which 
are poor and need not be considered. Figure 8.12 is a graph of the separability criterion 
by feature in the same order as the table above. The quality of the features reduce from left 
to right and sudden drops in the separability criterion indicate places where features after 
the drop are significantly less useful than the features immediately preceding the drop. 
Some of these drops are highlighted on the graph with vertical dashed lines. These drops 
highlighted with vertical dashed lines indicate the best places for differentiating between 
good and poor features using this separability criterion.
F igure 8.12 Separability criterion by feature
There are several potential points for choosing features indicated by the dashed 
lines. I chose the point at around feature 19 to be the cut off line to be a trade off between 
too many features and losing too much discriminatory information. Since this feature 
reduction technique simply identifies poor features and does not consider higher 
dimension relationships between the variables, good information could be discarded by
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keeping too few features. Similarly, to keep too many features would result in significant 
computations and possible over fitting of the data to the training sets.
These first 19 features are the ones which will be considered for further analysis 
and are shown in Table 8.6.
Table 8.6 The features which characterise plant acoustic density
profiles
F ea tu re D e sc rip tio n
no_above_thresholdl - 9 These features are counts of the number of range cells in the acoustic 
density profile at a specified threshold t, where t = 59 * m / 10000,78 
* m / 10000, 98 * m l  10000, 117 * m / 10000, 156 * m l  10000, 
195 * m / 10000, 295 * m / 10000, 300 * m 1 10000, 490 * m / 
10000 and 580 * m 1 10000 mV (where m is the calibration measure). 
These features give an indication of the magnitude of the reflections at 
different ranges. This is related to the size and specularity of the 
leaves, the number of leaves, and the orientation of the leaves.
sum of density profile This is the sum of all of the range cells in the acoustic density profile 




mean abs dev range, 
coeff of var range
These features measure the variation of the detected reflections from 
the central point of the acoustic density profile. It is an indicator of 
the spread of ranges over which a signal is received.
front to peak dist This is the distance from the first detectable surface to the surface with 
the highest amplitude. This indicates the rate at which the foliage 
builds up over subsequent range cells. This shows how quickly the 
leaves become dense.
length of density_profile This is a measure of the range over which reflections are detected. In 
the case of sparse plants, it gives the depth of the plant. The acoustic 
depth.
range 75 acoustic_area The range cell from the first detected reflecting surface where 75% of 
the sum of the acoustic density profile is accumulated. This is a 
measure of the compactness of the plant.
no of major_peaksl, 
no of major_peaks2 A range line is a major peak if its amplitude is greater than 195 / m mV and five of the range lines (17.2 mm) on each side of it are less 
than it. It is a count of range cells which have reflections significantly 
stronger than those around it and is a measure of the grouping of 
leaves. Note that no_of_major_peaks2 is the same except that the 
amplitude has to be greater than 156 * ml  10000 mV to be counted.
The features tabled, measure different properties of the pattern (acoustic density 
profile). The following features measure the reflective surfaces within the field of 
audition. They contain information about the size, number and orientation of the visible 
surfaces :
no above_thresholdl - 9; 
sum of density_profile; and
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no_of_major_peaksl - 2.
The following features are a measure of how the surfaces are distributed within 








The feature filtering has removed all of the features which are either poor 
discriminators or change significantly depending on the orientation from which the plant 
is insonified. Feature which are kept are those which may be useful for plant 
classification. In the following sections, the performance of the features will be analysed 
using local and global correlation.
8.5 Local correlation using features
In Chapters 6 and 7, correlation was used to show how the acoustic density 
profile changes through a change in orientation of the plant specimen. In this section, the 
19 scaled features are analysed using local correlation (Table 8.7). The average correlation 
is 0.88 with a standard deviation of 0.04, a maximum of 0.97 and a minimum of 0.72. 
This is significantly better than the raw data which was detailed in Chapter 6 (average
0.80, or average 0.84 with echo tracking). The standard deviation is also significantly 
lower within each of the plants than with the raw data. Unlike the correlation using the 
raw acoustic density profile, large and small leaf plants; sparse and dense plants are 
distributed throughout the range of values because the features characterise all types of 
plants well. The correlation of features provides a better picture of how consistent the 
plants reflect the signal through changes of orientation.
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Table 8.7 Correlations adjacent feature vectors - average and standard
deviation
A za le a  cu ltiva r  sp len d a 0.93 0.08
L ep to sp erm u m  la ev ig a tu m 0.93 0.08
E n dian dra  pu b en s 0.93 0.08
P itto sp o ru m  cra ss ifo liu m 0.93 0.08
A c a c ia  b in erva ta 0.93 0.07
T abebu la  ch rys tr ich a 0.93 0.08
A ca cia  irrora ta 0.93 0.08
D ip lo g lo t t is  c a m p b e lli 0.92 0.08
R a d erm a ch er ia  fe n e c is 0.92 0.08
C ry p to c a ry a  la ev ig a tu m 0.92 0.08
C orrea  a lba 0.92 0.08
A c ro n y c h ia  la e v is 0.92 0.08
J a ca ra n d a  m im o sifo lia 0.92 0.08
A c a c ia  h o w itti i 0.92 0.08
F icu s ru b ig in o sa 0.92 0.09
S a rc o to e c h ia  h e te ro p h y lla 0.92 0.09
C asuarina glauca 0.92 0.08
P o ly sc ia s  m u rra yi 0.91 0.09
M ela leu ca  qu inquenervia 0.91 0.09
L ep to sp e rm u m  p e te r s o n ii 0.91 0.08
H akea  sa lic ifo lia 0.91 0.09
B a n k sia  in te g r ifo lia 0.91 0.10
L icu a la  ra m sa yi 0.91 0.09
A c a c ia  p o d a ly r ifo lia 0.91 0.09
P o ly sc ia s  e leg a n s 0.91 0.09
D o d o n a e a  v isco sa 0.91 0.09
P h y lla n th u s a lb if lo ru s 0.91 0.09
A c a c ia  m ela n o x y lo n 0.91 0.09
Z iera  co llin a 0.91 0.09
E ndiandra in trorsa 0.90 0.09
S zyg iu m  p a n icu la tu m 0.90 0.09
P itto sp o ru m  ja m e s 0.90 0.09
C itr io b a tu s  p a u c if lo r is 0.90 0.09
S zyg iu m  leu h m an n i 0.90 0.09
C asuarina  toru losa 0.90 0.09
C asu arin a  s tr ic ta 0.90 0.09
D o ry a n th e s  p a lm e r i 0.90 0.09
G re v ille a  b a ileya n a 0.90 0.09
In d ig o fera  a u stra lis 0.90 0.09
D o d o n a ea  triquetra 0.90 0.10
S tre b lis  b ru n o n ia n u s 0.89 0.09
S a rc o m e lic o p e  s im p lifo lia 0.89 0.10
A ca c ia  s tr ic ta 0.89 0.09
M ela leu ca  d ecora 0.89 0.09
A ly x ia  ru sc ifo lia 0.89 0.09
M ish o ca rp u s a u s tra lis 0.89 0.09
P itto sp o r u m  rh o m b ifo liu m 0.89 0.10
E rio s te m o n  m y o p o r o id e s 0.89 0.09
C ry p to c a r y a  w illiw ill ia n a 0.88 0.10
L ep to sp e rm u m  m o rr iso n ii 0.88 0.09
R h o p a lo s ty lis  sa p id a 0.88 0.14
A r c h o n to p h o e n ix 0.88 0.12
cu n n in g h a m ia n ia  
P o ly sc ia s  au stra lia n a 0.88 0.12
C rinum  m auritianum 0.88 0.14
A ca c ia  fa lc a ta 0.88 0.14
A ca c ia  m ea rn sii 0.88 0.10
R h o d o d en d ro n  b ryo p h y llu m 0.88 0.11
A za lea  a lb a  m agn ifica 0.88 0.15
L iv is to n a  sp  'C a rn a rv o n ' 0.88 0.14
G u ioa  sem ig lauca 0.87 0.10
L itsea  re ticu la ta 0.87 0.13
C u p a n io p sis  a n a ca rd io id es 0.87 0.12
P itto sp o ru m  undulatum 0.86 0.12
L a cco sp a d ix  au stra la s ica 0.86 0.12
P itto sp o ru m  revo lu tu m 0.86 0.16
A c a c ia  cu ltr ifo rm is 0.86 0.11
C o rd y lin e  a u stra lis 0.86 0.12
R h o p a lo s ty lis  b a n e r i 0.86 0.15
Solanum  b ro w n ii 0.86 0.12
Solanum  vescum 0.86 0.12
E u ca lyp tu s  leu co x ylo n 0.86 0.17
H ym en o sp o ru m  fla v u m 0.86 0.11
G o o d ia  lo tifo lia 0.86 0.12
E u calyp tu s m acu la ta 0.85 0.18
Solanum  a v icu la re 0.85 0.11
G re v ille a  h illian a 0.85 0.12
B a n k sia  e r ic ifo lia 0.85 0.12
A c a c ia  lo n g ifo lia 0.85 0.14
F icus ob liqu a 0.85 0.14
A g a p a n th u s p ra e c o x 0.85 0.13
T ris ta n io p s is  co llin a 0.85 0.11
C u p a n io p s is  p a rv ifo lia 0.84 0.13
M icro c itru s  a u stra lis 0.84 0.14
E u ca lyp tu s  b o tr y o id e s 0.84 0.14
S ten o ca rp u s sinuatus 0.83 0.14
C ry p to c a ry a  b id w ill i 0.83 0.13
O m alan th u s p o p u lifo liu s 0.82 0.16
H o w ea  fo re s te r ia n a 0.81 0.22
M ela leu ca  s ty p h e lio id e s 0.81 0.14
W estrin ga  fru tic o sa 0.81 0.14
Solanum  lacin ia tu m 0.80 0.17
A y r te ra  d is ty lis 0.80 0.16
C arpen taria  acum inata 0.80 0.18
M ela leu ca  eru bescen s 0.80 0.15
A gapan th u s p ra e c o x  d w a r f 0.80 0.20
C in n am om  o liv e r i 0.79 0.16
R h ododen dron  c lo r in d a 0.79 0.23
Crinum  peduncu la tum 0.78 0.21
G rev illea  m arm alade 0.78 0.25
D ip lo g lo tt is  a u s tra lis 0.72 0.26
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Local correlation can be graphed to get a picture of how the correlations change 
through rotation and this is shown in Figure 8.13 for the selected eight plants. Figure 
8.14 shows the same information with the local correlation of the raw acoustic density 
profile from Figure 6.4. The figure shows that the local correlation is better using features 
than it is with the raw acoustic density profile as input.
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Figure  8.14 Local correlation  for the eight plants using 19 features 
(black) and the raw  acoustic density profde (grey) from Figure 6.4
8.6 Global Correlation using features
Global correlation can also be calculated for the features. The same eight plants 
with orientation 256 as the reference point are shown in Figure 8.15. The most important 
characteristic of the graph is that there is not a gradual reduction in the correlation with
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increasing reference point separation as there was for global correlation with the raw 
acoustic density profile in Chapter 7. The correlation is more consistent throughout the 
entire revolution.
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F igure  8.15 C orrela tions for eight p lants using orientation 256 as the
reference
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Polyscias a u s tra lia n a
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F igure  8.16 C orrelation for eight plants using orientation 256 as the 
reference - black is the feature data and grey is the raw acoustic density
profile (Figure 7.1)
Figure 8.16 shows the global correlation using orientation 256 as the reference for 
both the raw acoustic density profile and the calculated features. The features are 
significantly better than the raw acoustic density profile which means that they capture 
more rotation invariant information from the acoustic density profile.
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F igure  8.17 C orrelation for the eight plants using orientation 100 as the 
reference - black is the feature data and grey is the raw acoustic density
profile
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8.7 Global correlation using a template - Template 
Correlation
Instead of selecting a particular orientation as the reference point, a template can be 
built which attempts to represent the features through rotation. The template is simply the 
average of all of the features for a particular plant for all 360 orientations. The template 
characterises the features and is used as the reference orientation. Each of the 360 
orientations are then correlated against this template.
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Figure  8.18 C orrelation for eight plants using the tem plate as the
reference
All of the plants can be correlated against their templates as outlined above and the 
results are shown in Table 8.8. This is a more realistic measure of how the plants change 
through rotation because the template represents the features over all orientations. The 
plants at the top of the list are the ones which return consistent signals through rotation 
and the ones lower down in the table are less consistent.
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The plants at the top of the table have a large number of leaves and no minor 
branches. There are plenty of surfaces to reflect signals. Plants with less leaves have a 
smaller amount of signal to return which means that some orientations return strong 
signals from leaves, while at other orientations, they produce no signal at all. Some 
sparse plants can however be consistent through rotation provided that there are no 
branches protruding from their trunk.
Table 8.8 Correlation against templates - average and standard deviation
L ep to sp erm u m  la ev ig a tu m 0.92 0.08
S zyg iu m  leu h m a n n i 0.92 0.09
T abebu la  ch rys tr ich a 0.91 0.09
J a ca ra n d a  m im o sifo lia 0.90 0.09
C ry p to c a ry a  la ev ig a tu m 0.90 0.09
A c a c ia  h o w itti i 0.90 0.09
C ry p to c a ry a  w illiw ill ia n a 0.90 0.09
C orrea  a lba 0.90 0.09
P itto sp o ru m  cra ss ifo liu m 0.89 0.10
Z iera  co llin a 0.89 0.09
M ela leu ca  qu inquenervia 0.89 0.10
A ca c ia  b in erva ta 0.88 0.08
D odon aea  triquetra 0.88 0.10
E ndiandra  in trorsa 0.88 0.10
R a d erm a ch eria  fe n e c is 0.88 0.10
G re v ille a  b a ileya n a 0.88 0.09
S a rc o to e c h ia  h e te ro p h y lla 0.88 0.10
C asuarina g lauca 0.88 0.09
M ela leu ca  d eco ra 0.88 0.10
L icu a la  ra m sa yi 0.88 0.10
F icu s ru b ig in o sa 0.87 0.10
C asuarina  str ic ta 0.87 0.09
D ip lo g lo t t is  c a m p b e lli 0.87 0.10
A ly x ia  ru sc ifo lia 0.87 0.10
D o d o n a e a  v is c o sa 0.87 0.10
P h y lla n th u s a lb if lo ru s 0.87 0.09
C itr io b a tu s  p a u c if lo r is 0.87 0.10
P o ly sc ia s  m u rra y i 0.86 0.10
Solanum  a v icu la re 0.86 0.10
P itto sp o ru m  rh o m b ifo liu m 0.86 0.10
A za le a  c u ltiva r  sp len d a 0.86 0.11
S a rc o m e lic o p e  s im p lifo lia 0.86 0.11
S zyg iu m  p a n icu la tu m 0.86 0.10
L e p to sp e rm u m  m o rr iso n ii 0.86 0.10
M ish o ca rp u s a u s tra lis 0.86 0.10
A c a c ia  m ea rn sii 0.86 0.10
E rio s te m o n  m y o p o r o id e s 0.86 0.10
L e p to sp e rm u m  p e te r s o n ii 0.86 0.10
A c a c ia  s tr ic ta 0.85 0.10
H akea  sa lic ifo lia 0.85 0.10
R h o d o d en d ro n  bryo p h yllu m 0.85 0.11
P itto sp o ru m  Jam es 0.85 0.1 1
In digofera  au stra lis 0.84 0.1 1
P o ly sc ia s  e leg a n s 0.84 0.11
C asuarina torulosa 0.84 0.10
H ym en osporu m  fla vu m 0.84 0.11
A cacia  irrorata 0.84 0.11
L itsea  re ticu la ta 0.83 0.12
A c a c ia  p o d a ly r ifo lia 0.83 0.11
S treb lis  brunon ianus 0.83 0.12
B an ksia  e ric ifo lia 0.83 0.11
E ndiandra pubens 0.83 0.11
P o ly sc ia s  austra lian a 0.83 0.12
A c a c ia  m elan oxylon 0.83 0.1 1
P itto sp o ru m  undulatum 0.83 0.12
S ten ocarpu s sinuatus 0.82 0.13
C o rd ylin e  au stra lis 0.82 0.12
G o o d ia  lo tifo lia 0.82 0.13
C u pan iopsis a n a ca rd io id es 0.82 0.12
M ela leu ca  styp h e lio id es 0.82 0.13
A c a c ia  cu ltriform is 0.81 0.11
A c a c ia  lon g ifo lia 0.81 0.13
O m alan th u s p o p u lifo liu s 0.81 0.14
P itto sp o ru m  revolu tum 0.81 0.13
G u ioa  sem iglauca 0.81 0.11
T ris ta n io p s is  co llin a 0.81 0.12
A cro n ych ia  la ev is 0.80 0.10
M ela leu ca  erubescens 0.80 0.13
E u ca lyp tu s b o tryo id es 0.79 0.13
L a cco sp a d ix  austra lasica 0.79 0.12
W estrin ga  fru tic o sa 0.79 0.12
A za lea  a lba  m agnifica 0.79 0.15
E u calyp tu s m aculata 0.78 0.16
G re v ille a  h illiana 0.78 0.13
C u p a n io p sis  p a rv ifo lia 0.78 0.13
C in n am om  o liv e r i 0.78 0.14
L iv is to n a  sp  'C arnarvon' 0.78 0.19
D o rya n th es  p a im e r i 0.78 0.14
R h o p a lo s ty lis  sa p id a 0.78 0.15
M icro c itru s  a u stra lis 0.78 0.15
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R h o p a lo s ty lis  b a n e r i 0.77 0.15 Crinum  m auritianum 0.72 0.19
C ry p to c a r y a  b id w ill i 0.77 0.14 C arpen taria  acum inata 0.70 0 .14
A rc h o n to p h o e n ix  cu n n in g h a m ia n ia 0.77 0.14 R h ododen dron  clo r in d a 0.70 0.18
Solan u m  vescum 0.77 0.13 D ip lo g lo tt is  a u s tra lis 0.70 0.22
B a n k sia  in te g r ifo lia 0.77 0.14 A gapan th u s p ra e c o x  d w a r f 0.69 0.18
A ca c ia  fa lc a ta 0.77 0.17 Solanum  lacin ia tu m 0.68 0.19
E u c a ly p tu s  leu co x ylo n 0.76 0.19 F icus ob liqua 0.67 0.20
S olan u m  b ro w n ii 0.74  0.14 A y rte ra  d is ty l is 0.67 0.20
H o w ea  fo re s te r ia n a  ' 0.74  0.22 G revillea  m arm alade 0.66 0.20
A g a p a n th u s p ra e c o x 0.73 0.14 Crinum  peduncu la tum 0.61 0.18
8.8 Properties of the features through rotation
The feature data captures the properties of the acoustic density profile which are 
relatively rotation invariant. The features are measures of different properties of the raw 
acoustic density profile and do not vary considerably with a change in orientation like the 
raw data. The graphs show that the correlation of signals from adjacent orientations are 
high compared to the raw acoustic density profile and the correlation values calculated 
using the features do not reduce significantly with rotation. This means that it is 
considerably easier to use them to identify plants from any orientation.
8.9 Correlation between different plants
It was shown in Section 8.5 that features are much more consistent through 
rotation of the plant than the raw acoustic density profile. The other important piece of 
information about the features is how they correlate with different plants. That is, for 
features to be good discriminators, not only do they have to be highly correlated for 
different orientations of the same plant but they must also have a low correlation with 
echoes from other plants.
A template was created for each plant (as in Section 8.5) and this was correlated 
against all of the records for the 99 other plants in the database and the average correlation 
was calculated. The results are shown in Table 8.9. The rows represent the templates 
which are created for each plant and the columns are the data set of 360 orientations. So 
for example, the value in the cell at the intersection of row number 19 {Banksia ericifolia) 
and column number four {Acacia howitti) gives the average correlation of correlating the 
template of Banksia ericifolia with all of the records of Acacia howitti. The value in row
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number four and column number 19 is the result of correlating the template of Acacia 
howitti with all of the records from Banksia ericifolia. The way that the data in the table 
were calculated is illustrated in Figure 8.19.
B a n k s ia  e r ic i fo l ia
F igure  8.19 The in terpretation  of Table 8.9
The most favourable result is the lowest result as this means that it is unlikely that 
a record from one plant will be mis-interpreted as one from another plant. The low result 
(0.1 for these two plants when both Banksia ericifolia and Acacia howitti are used as the 
template) is aided by the fact that these two plants are extremely well correlated over 
successive orientations ie. Banksia ericifolia is correlated at 0.83 and Acacia howitti is 
correlated at 0.9 over all orientations (Table 8.8), that is, both of the plants are rotationally 
invariant.
In Table, the correlations greater than 0.7 are highlighted. This shows that the 
feature data produced for these plants are similar to each other, so the plants appear 
similar to the sensor based on these calculated features.
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Table 8.9 Correlation between the templates of all 100 plants
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In this chapter, feature extraction was discussed and 67 features were calculated 
from the acoustic density profile. The aim of the features is to characterise the pattern of 
the range information so that it is immune to minor perturbations such as small range and 
amplitude variations between adjacent samples. The features were analysed and reduced 
to a group of 19 features which will be considered for further analysis. Local correlation, 
global correlation and template correlation were performed on the thesis and results 
tabulated.
The features are more representative of the plants than the raw acoustic density 
profile and will be analysed further in Chapter 9. In Chapter 10, classification of different 
plants is performed before the applications of this thesis are summarised in Chapter 11.
8.11 Summary
1. Features can simply characterise complex patterns.
2. Feature reduction techniques can limit the search space by eliminating poor features.
3. Features characterise the plants well through orientation changes.
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9. Mapping of Signal Features to 
Plant Physical Structure
9.1 Introduction
In previous chapters, a transformation from the physical plant structure to the 
acoustic density profile was developed based on the acoustic density profile model. This 
can be considered a forward transformation from plant structure, to echo, to acoustic 
density profile. However, the inverse transformation is required to relate the physical 
structure of a plant to its echo. In this chapter, the inverse transformation is established, 
that is, a transformation from acoustic density profile to plant physical structure is 
defined. This allows the sensing system to quantify the significant features of an 
unknown plant that is within the sensors field of audition.
9.2 Background
The frequency spectra of the echo was discussed in Chapter 3 in terms of 
representing the acoustic density profile. A relationship between the plants physical 
structure and the echo was developed into a model shown in Figure 9.1.
C 7
Plant ----------- » Echo ---------» Signal
F igure  9.1 The forw ard  transform  s ta rts  with a plant, an echo is 
reflected, and  th a t echo is converted into a signal as outlined in C h ap te r 3
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In Chapter 8, a set of 19 features were developed. These are calculated from the 
acoustic density profile and thus can be called signal features. The inverse transformation 
can then be decomposed into two separate transformations :
1. Signal features to acoustic features; and
2. Acoustic features to plant physical features.
The difficulty with many inverse transforms is that they do not result in a one to 
one mapping and therefore the result is not unique. If such a transformation can be 
achieved however, at least in concept, then we are well along the way to understanding 
echolocation and a scientific basis for plant discrimination.
The height of a range line in the acoustic density profile is the most fundamental 
signal feature. Examination of the signal processing (FFT) shows that the height of the 
range line is directly proportional to the energy in the reflected signal. From the model of 
an acoustic density profile (Chapter 3), we can say that it is a transformation of the 
acoustic area of the plant at that range. Thus the first transform is simple and is from 
signal amplitude to acoustic area. That is, a transformation from signal feature to acoustic 
feature (1) above.
The second transform is more complex. The acoustic area is composed of the 
sections of leaves that reflect the acoustic energy which sums to give an echo at that range 
(that is, the acoustic area at that range). The acoustic area is a function of the geometric 
area of the leaves of the plant, but not a simple function.
For a section of a leaf to reflect toward the receiver it must be oriented near normal 
to the axis of the receiver as the surface is specular. In air, surface texture of the leaf has 
the effect of spreading the echo over a greater angle resulting in a lower signal level. The 
echo strength is also reduced by the curvature of the specular surfaces due to the reduced 
surface area. The transformation function is further complicated by acoustic shadowing 
(energy not reaching leaves) and multiple echo paths (energy reflecting off several leaves 
before reaching the receiver).
Thus, for this simple measure (the height of a range line), we have a one to one 
transform from signal feature (amplitude of the range line) to acoustic feature (acoustic
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area). We then have a complex mapping from acoustic feature to physical plant feature 
(near normal area, diffraction, leaf curvature, acoustic shadowing, and multiple echoes). 
When more than one range line is considered however, we can use the relative 
information in the range lines to develop a model of the overall physical structure of the 
plant as detailed below.
An initial analysis of the features developed in Chapter 8 showed that they are 
representative of the plants that were insonified. This chapter shows that the features 
provide useful information directly, for example, iength_of_density_profiie gives 
the acoustic depth of the plant (which is less than or equal to the actual plant depth), while 
other features such as the threshold features give an indication of several different 
properties of the plant’s physical structure, the density of the surfaces within the plant and 
the size of the reflective surfaces.
The acoustic density profile of the plant provides information about surfaces 
within the field of audition of the sensor. This can be related directly to Freedman’s model 
[Freedman, 1962b] which states that as the normal cross-sectional area is increased, the 
amount of acoustic energy which returns to the receiver is increased, and hence a higher 
amplitude in the range cell which corresponds to that physical range. Also reflections 
occur at discontinuities in the cross sectional area and any of its derivatives. Thus, each 
range line represents an increase in the reflecting area.
In this Chapter, several features (from the 19) are analysed with their relationship 
to plant physical structure. These particular features are selected because there is a direct 
link between them and a physical property of the plant. Many of the overall set of features 
measure similar properties of the plant but measure them in slightly different ways so are 
difficult to interpret directly. However when these features are combined with the entire 
set, they allow for very fine discrimination of plants by a classifier and this is shown in 
Chapter 10. The following features calculated from the acoustic density profile are 
analysed in this chapter:
length_of_density_profile 
no above thresholdl - 9
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no_of_major_peaksl - 2 
sum_of_density_profile
The result of this chapter is a mapping from signal to plant structure (Figure 9.2). 
The mapping does not provide a complete description of the physical plant as that is not 
within the capability of the sensor, but does provide information about the structure of the
plant which can be used by a practical system.
F igure 9.2 The inverse transfo rm  from  signal to the physical struc tu re  of 
the plant. This chapter outlines a m ethod for determ ining inform ation 
about the struc tu re  of the p lan t from the signal
9.3 Length of the acoustic density profile
The length of the acoustic density profile is calculated as the distance between the 
first and the last range line and hence is, the acoustic depth of the plant. If there are 
surfaces which reflect acoustic energy at both extremities of the plant, then it is a measure 
of the depth of the plant. In practice however, it gives the distance between the first and 
last detectable surface so is an indication of the minimum depth (or lower bound depth) of 
the plant.
Figure 9.3 shows a graph of the average of this feature 
(iength_of_density_prof ile) for each of the plants in the database with the standard 
deviation of this minimum depth shown as error bars. The data used to produce the graph 
are also shown in Table 9.1. The figure shows that most of the plants are relatively 
consistent through rotation as they all have small standard deviations. The plant depth 
which has been calculated from the acoustic density profile ranges between 42 millimetres 
and 351 millimetres with most of the plants being evenly spread between the two 
extremes. Figure 9.5 shows the variation of this feature with rotation for one specimen of
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Pittosporum crassifolium. It shows that the feature is close to 250 mm for most 
orientations but varies between 200 and 300 mm.
For plants which have a very thick outer layer of leaves, less acoustic energy 
penetrates through the plant, so the acoustic density profile mostly contains information 
about the external structure of the plant. The echo reflected from the plant will consist of 
direct reflections from the surfaces which are directly visible from the sensor and some 
diffraction from the back of the plant. Most of the energy in the echo will be from direct 
reflection from the front of the plant and leaves which protrude from the side of the plant. 
This was shown in Section 3.9.
Plants which have a more sparse leaf structure allow more of the acoustic energy 
to penetrate into its internal structure and acoustic energy can then reflect directly from 
leaves within and at the back of the plant. Since these plants are sparse however, there are 
not always surfaces (leaves) which can reflect the acoustic energy back to the sensor at 
either the front of the plant, or the back of the plant (or both) so the length calculated from 
the acoustic density profile is indeed less than that measured by a ruler and can cause a 
significant variation of the value for this feature depending on the orientation of the plant. 
At some orientations the plant appears deep, and at others it appears narrow.
The calculated values are compared against to plant depth as measured (Figure 
9.4). This figure shows the measured plant depth on the horizontal axis and the average 
minimum plant depth (acoustic depth) calculated from the acoustic density profile on the 
vertical axis. Error bars on the x  axis represent the estimated error for measurement with a 
ruler, and error bars on the y axis are the standard deviation of the feature for the plant 
through an entire revolution of the plant.
In order to interpret the results and to justify the size of the error bars, the 
following discussion defines the measurement techniques used. It is not possible to get an 
average plant depth measure using a ruler as it is not practical to measure all orientations 
of the plant accurately. Instead, the physical measurements of plant depth are based on the 
maximum depth of the plant, that is, the plant depth was measured from above at the 
orientation which produced the maximum value. There may be many other orientations of
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the plant whose measured depth are less than this value so it is expected that the average 
value calculated from the acoustic density profile will be less than this value unless the 
plant is perfectly symmetric (that is, the same measure is produced from all orientations of 
the plant).
The images of some of the outlying plants are shown in Figure 9.4 and will be 
discussed further below. The dashed line shown indicates the line on which plants would 
be positioned if the value calculated from the acoustic density profile is equal to the plant 
depth measured with the ruler. In practice, the plants do not all lie along that line as the 
iength_of_density_profile indicates the average acoustic depth of the plant. This 
acoustic plant depth may not be equal to the measured plant depth so most of the sample 
points lie on the lower right hand side of that line. It can be seen on the graph that many 
of the points lie close to the line but the majority of the points lie below it.
The plants which lie close to the line are the ones which are more consistent 
through rotation and tend to have a greater number of larger leaves than the rest of the 
samples. This can be seen by the images shown on the graph. The plants which lie to the 
extreme lower right hand comer have few reflective surfaces to return good acoustic 
energy to the receiver, resulting in leaves only occasionally being detected at the 
extremities of the plant. All of the plants shown in that comer of the graph have large 
leaves which are on an angle to the horizontal which reflects most of the acoustic energy 
either down towards the ground or up into the air instead of back to the receiver. There 
are also gaps between the protruding leaves, so there are orientations where little (if any) 
acoustic energy is reflected towards the receiver.
The plants which lie above the line (that is, their measured plant depth is less than 
that calculated from the acoustic density profile) are plants which were difficult to measure 
accurately with a ruler and were actually deeper than that measured. However, these 
measurements are within the error limits as shown by the error bars.
In summary, this feature provides an indication of the minimum possible depth of 
the plant. The plant may be deeper than this value indicates but it is not less than the value 
of length of density profiie. In addition to this, plants which are away from the
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central line, particularly those in the bottom right hand comer of the graph would not be 
good plants to use in an application which requires reasoning about the properties of the 
plant as the signal does not provide a true indication of the structure of the plant.
As discussed earlier, plants which have sparse foliage are likely to be more 
inconsistent for this feature through orientation from which the plant is insonified as 
reflective surfaces from the extremities of the plant (particularly the front and rear) appear 
and disappear in the acoustic density profile. This means that the plants which are sparse 
will have a high standard deviation relative to their average. This is also called the 
coefficient of variation. Those plants with a low coefficient of variation are dense plants. 
This is shown in Table 9.2. Sparse plants are at the top of the table (high coefficient of 
variation) and plants with more dense foliage are at the bottom. Even though this measure 
gives a simple measure of the foliage density, it is not particularly useful for a practical 
system as the average and standard deviation have been calculated using echoes from all 
360 orientations of each plant. If it is possible for the sensing system to sense the plant 
over a group of orientations, then it is feasible that an estimate of the average and standard 
deviation for the plant can be established and the system could reason about the density of 
the foliage. Another measure of the foliage density can be calculated from the threshold 
features in the next section and can be calculated from a single insonification of the plant.
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Figure  9.3 The average minimum  p lant depth for all 100 plants (erro r bars are  standard  deviation)
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Measured Plant Depth versus Calculated from Spectrum (length of spectrum)
Figure  9.4 M easured plant depth versus depth calculated from the acoustic density profile with images of ou tly ing  
plants. E rro r bars on the x-axis represent the estimated e rro r for m easurem ent and the e rro r bars on the y-axis are the 
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Table 9.1 Average a c o u s t ic  plant depth for 100 plants
(length_of_density_profile) with measured plant depth
Plant Name A v g S t d e v M e a A c a c ia  p o d a ly r ifo lia 158.9 31.0 150
B a n k sia  e r ic ifo lia 42.2 9.5 60 P itto sp o r u m  rh o m b ifo liu m 159.6 28.5 160
M ela leu ca  eru bescen s 46.5 14.4 60 M ic ro c itru s  a u stra lis 159.8 57.5 150
M e la le u c a  s ty p h e lio id e s 49.9 14.5 60 G rev illea  m arm alade 163.1 80.3 400
C rinum  pedu n cu la tu m 50.4 27.9 150 M ish o c a rp u s  a u stra lis 167 36.7 180
A c a c ia  cu ltr ifo rm is 58.7 16.1 40 P h y lla n th u s  a lb if lo ru s 169.6 20.4 220
C in n a m o m  o liv e r i 62.7 24.5 100 E u ca lyp tu s  m acu la ta 170.8 67.7 320
W estrin g a  fr u tic o s a 65.5 21.8 70 C asu arin a  to ru losa 171.1 36.4 330
D ip lo g lo tt is  a u s tra lis 67.5 36.9 200 R h o p a lo s ty l is  b a n e r i 173.6 56.9 250
T r is ta n io p s is  c o llin a 71.8 18.0 100 H o w ea  fo re s te r ia n a 174.7 74.0 500
C rinum  m auritianum 78.0 24.6 300 S zyg iu m  p a n icu la tu m 175.7 35.7 160
A ga p a n th u s p ra e c o x  d w a r f 80.5 36.2 150 E n dian dra  in trorsa 176.6 31.8 180
L iv is to n a  sp  'C arn arvon ' 86.4 22.2 150 S olan u m  vescu m 191.8 59.1 400
O m a la n th u s p o p u lifo liu s 89.3 27.7 80 C o rrea  a lba 198.2 30.5 200
C arpen taria  acum inata 89.7 48.9 300 S ten o ca rp u s sin u a tu s 198.9 60.2 400
Solanum  lacin ia tu m 93.8 43.8 120 A c a c ia  lo n g ifo lia 199.6 60.7 350
A g a p a n th u s p ra e c o x 95.7 33.6 440 E u c a ly p tu s  leu co x y lo n 202.7 69.7 240
C o rd y lin e  a u stra lis 97.9 32.8 600 S zyg iu m  leu h m an n i 203.5 31.7 250
H ym en o sp o ru m  fla v u m 98.2 23.5 80 C asuarina g lauca 209.7 25.5 350
E rio s tem o n  m y o p o ro id e s 109.8 19.7 120 P itto sp o ru m  ja m e s 210.4 37.6 300
A lyx ia  ru sc ifo lia 110.1 17.7 60 G re v ille a  b a ileya n a 211.8 37.5 220
C ry p to c a ry a  b id w ill i 110.7 40.7 120 F icu s ob liq u a 212.1 106.9 240
G u ioa  sem ig lau ca 110.7 29.2 150 A za le a  a lb a  m agn ifica 217.3 74.8 400
C u p a n io p s is  p a rv ifo lia 110.7 38.4 120 P itto sp o ru m  revo lu tu m 219.5 64.0 220
G o o d ia  lo tifo lia 111.7 33.8 120 S a rc o m e lic o p e  s im p lifo lia 223.4 52.0 250
A y r te r a  d is ty lis 113.5 62.6 180 D o d o n a ea  triquetra 224.2 34.8 310
C ry p to c a r y a  w illiw ill ia n a 113.9 16.7 150 L e p to sp e rm u m  p e te r so n ii 224.8 30.9 200
D o ry a n th e s  p a lm e r i 115.6 32.9 600 Z ie ra  co llin a 225.4 32.5 250
A r c h o n to p h o e n ix 118.9 45.1 400 H a k ea  sa lic ifo lia 228.4 46.9 340
cu n n in g h a m ia n ia R h o p a lo s ty lis  sa p id a 230.2 66.6 400
P itto sp o ru m  undulatum 120.7 31.1 120 F icu s ru b ig in o sa 230.7 37.2 200
G re v ille a  h illian a 124.1 45.1 350 P o ly s c ia s  e leg a n s 232.7 37.2 250
L ep to sp erm u m  m o rr iso n ii 125.1 19.7 160 C ry p to c a r y a  la ev ig a tu m 236.2 34.8 200
In d ig o fera  a u stra lis 125.8 18.9 130 P o ly sc ia s  a u stra lia n a 237.6 66.9 500
L a cco sp a d ix  a u stra la s ica 126.0 44.1 380 A c a c ia  b in erva ta 240.3 31.6 300
S tre b lis  bru n on ian u s 129.7 29.4 100 D o d o n a e a  v isco sa 243 37.0 300
M ela leu ca  deco ra 132.8 21.3 160 P itto sp o r u m  cra ss ifo liu m 248.2 28.5 300
C asu arin a  str ic ta 133.2 21.3 500 A c a c ia  h o w itti i 251.9 34.5 300
L itsea  re ticu la ta 139.4 34.6 150 J a c a ra n d a  m im o sifo lia 273.9 28.6 270
A c a c ia  s tr ic ta 140.1 25.4 200 E n dian dra  p u ben s 275.4 50.3 300
R h o d o d en d ro n  c lo r in d a 141.9 64.6 250 T a b eb u la  ch rys tr ich a 279.8 35.7 290
M ela leu ca  qu in qu en ervia 142.6 15.7 150 D ip lo g lo t t is  c a m p b e lli 282.1 45.5 300
C u p a n io p sis  a n a c a rd io id e s 143.5 35.1 140 B a n k s ia  in te g r ifo lia 290.8 88.9 300
Solanum  a v icu la re 143.6 32.0 200 A c ro n y c h ia  la e v is 302.7 80.9 400
A c a c ia  m e la n o x y lo n 144.8 37.0 150 P o ly sc ia s  m u rra y i 302.7 50.1 300
A c a c ia  fa lc a ta 147.4 53 .4 250 A ca c ia  irrora ta 306.2 62.4 380
E u c a ly p tu s  b o tr y o id e s 148.7 55.5 150 R a d erm a ch er ia  fe n e c is 308.3 46.4 400
C itr io b a tu s  p a u c if lo r is 150.0 25.2 150 L icu a la  ra m sa y i 325.3 85.9 480
A c a c ia  m ea rn sii 156.3 34.7 250 S a rc o to e c h ia  h e te ro p h y lla 334.9 51.7 400
S o la n u m  b ro w n ii 158.1 67.7 350 A za le a  c u ltiva r  sp len d a 342.9 83.4 400
R h o d o d e n d ro n  b ry o p h y llu m 158.5 39.6 180 L e p to sp e rm u m  la ev ig a tu m 351.4 41.7 280
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Table 9.2 Plants length of density profile ordered by coefficient of variation
Plant Name
C rinum  pedu n cu la tu m  
A y r te r a  d is ty l is  
D ip lo g lo tt is  a u s tra lis  
C a rp en ta ria  acum inata  
F icu s o b liqu a  
G rev illea  m arm alade  
Solanum  lac in ia tu m  
R h o d o d en d ro n  c lo r in d a  
A g a p a n th u s p ra e c o x  d w a r f  
S olan u m  b ro w n ii  
H o w ea  fo re s te r ia n a  
E u ca lyp tu s m acu la ta  
C in n a m o m  o liv e r i  
A r c h o n to p h o e n ix  
cu n n in g h a m ia n ia  
E u c a ly p tu s  b o tr y o id e s  
C ry p to c a ry a  b id w ill i  
G re v ille a  h illian a  
A ca c ia  fa lc a ta  
M icro c itru s  au stra lis  
A g a p a n th u s p ra e c o x  
L a cco sp a d ix  a u stra la s ica  
C u p a n io p s is  p a rv ifo lia  
A za le a  a lb a  m agn ifica  
E u c a ly p tu s  leu co x y lo n  
C o rd y lin e  a u s tra lis  
W estr in g a  f r u tic o s a  
R h o p a lo s ty lis  b a n e r i  
C rinum  m auritianum  
O m a la n th u s p o p u lifo liu s  
M ela leu ca  eru b escen s  
Solanum  vescu m  
B a n k sia  in te g r ifo lia  
A c a c ia  lo n g ifo lia  
S ten o ca rp u s sin u a tu s  
G o o d ia  lo tifo lia  
P itto sp o ru m  revo lu tu m  
M e la le u c a  s ty p h e lio id e s  
R h o p a lo s ty lis  sa p id a  
D o ry a n th e s  p a lm e r i  
P o ly sc ia s  a u stra lia n a  
A c a c ia  cu ltr ifo rm is  
A c ro n y c h ia  la e v is  
L icu a la  ra m sa y i 
G u io a  sem ig la u ca  
P itto sp o ru m  undulatum  
L iv is to n a  sp  'C a rn a rv o n ' 
A c a c ia  m ela n o x y lo n  
T r is ta n io p s is  c o llin a  
R h o d o d e n d ro n  b ry o p h y llu m  
L itse a  re ticu la ta



















































C u p a n io p s is  a n a c a rd io id e s  
A za le a  c u ltiv a r  sp len d a  
H ym en o sp o ru m  fla v u m  
S a rc o m e lic o p e  s im p lifo lia  
S tre b lis  b ru n o n ia n u s  
B a n k sia  e r ic ifo lia  
Solanum  a v icu la re  
A c a c ia  m ea rn sii 
M ish o ca rp u s a u s tra lis  
C a su arin a  toru losa  
H a k ea  sa lic ifo lia  
A ca c ia  irrora ta  
S zyg iu m  p a n icu la tu m  
A c a c ia  p o d a ly r ifo l ia  
E n dian dra  p u b en s  
A c a c ia  s tr ic ta  
E ndiandra  in trorsa  
E rio s te m o n  m y o p o r o id e s  
P itto sp o ru m  ja m e s  
P itto sp o r u m  rh o m b ifo liu m  
G re v ille a  b a ileya n a  
C itr io b a tu s  p a u c if lo r is  
P o ly sc ia s  m u rra y i 
D ip lo g lo t t is  c a m p b e lli  
F icu s ru b ig in o sa  
A ly x ia  ru sc ifo lia  
M ela leu ca  d eco ra  
C asu arin a  s tr ic ta  
P o ly s c ia s  e le g a n s  
L ep to sp e rm u m  m o rr iso n ii 
S zyg iu m  leu h m a n n i 
D o d o n a ea  triquetra  
S a rc o to e c h ia  h e te ro p h y lla  
C orrea  a lba  
D o d o n a e a  v isco sa  
R a d erm a ch er ia  fe n e c is  
In d ig o fera  a u stra lis  
C ry p to c a ry a  la ev ig a tu m  
C ry p to c a ry a  w illiw ill ia n a  
Z iera  co llin a
L e p to sp e rm u m  p e te r s o n ii  
A c a c ia  h o w itti i  
A c a c ia  b in erva ta  
T a b eb u la  ch rys tr ich a  
C asuarina g lauca  
P h y lla n th u s  a lb if lo ru s  
L e p to sp e rm u m  la ev ig a tu m  
P itto sp o ru m  cra ss ifo liu m  
M ela leu ca  q u in qu en ervia  

















































142.6 15.6 0 .1094
273.9 28.6 0 .1044
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9.4 Number of lines in the acoustic density profile above a 
fixed threshold
There are nine features (of the 19 under consideration) which are based on the 
number of range lines on an acoustic density profile which are above a set threshold. This 
process of calculating thresholds, discards relative range information and provides a 
succinct measure of the surfaces within the plant but does not use relative positioning 
information. These features are counts of the number of range lines where the acoustic 
area is greater than the given threshold and give an indication of:
1. the specularity of the surfaces;
2. the number of surfaces;
3. the orientation of the surfaces; and
4. the size of the surfaces
Each of the threshold constants are scaled by the calibration measure, m, as 
documented in Chapter 8, where m is the amplitude detected from a large specular surface
0.500 metres from the sensor. For the sensor used with this research, m was measured to 
be 100 mV. The features and the corresponding threshold values are shown in Table 9.3.
The pseudo code for the function to calculate one of these features is shown in 
Algorithm 9.1. The function which implements this algorithm is called several times, once 
for each of the thresholds that are passed to the function. Note that these thresholds have 
been developed from range data which have been referenced to the standard distance of 
400 mm (the algorithm to reference the data to a standard range is discussed in Chapter 
5). The code which implements the function is given in Appendix C.
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Table 9.3 Threshold features and the 
threshold levels
Feature Nam e Value in mV
no above thresholdl 59 / m
no above threshold2 78 / m
no above threshold3 98 / m
no above threshold4 1 1 7 /m
no above thresholds 156 / m
no above threshold6 195 / m
no above threshold7 2 9 5  / m
no above thresholds 300 / m
no above threshold9 490 / m
Algorithm 9.1 Algorithm for calculating threshold features.
CALCULATE THRESHOLD FEATURE
This function calculates the number of range lines in an acoustic 
density profile which are above a given threshold level. The 
count is only made for range lines which are between the start 
and end of the plant's echo.
Parameters :
profile this is an array which contains the acoustic
density profile.
threshold this is the threshold above which lines are 
counted.
m this is the calibration measure. It is the
amplitude received by the system when 
pointing at a large specular 
surface at a range of 0.5 metres.
Returns :
the count of the number of elements greater than threshold 
between the start and end of the plant.
BEGIN
Initialise the count to 0.
Call the function to calculate the position of the start of 
the plant.
Call the function to calculate the position of the end of 
the plant.
Process elements from start_index to end_index.
BEGIN







In Chapter 3, the content of the raw signal was discussed in detail with particular 
emphasis on the analysis of “range cells” which provide information about the properties 
of the surfaces corresponding to the physical range that is represented by each individual 
range cell. The amplitude of a line in the acoustic density profile represents the acoustic
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area at a particular range. These threshold features are a count of the number of range cells 
which have amplitudes above a particular threshold and are hence a measure of all of the 
above properties of the surfaces within the particular range cell. This means that plants 
with several small leaves at a certain range could have a larger echo than one with a single 
large leaf at that range. This is because the normal area of the larger leaf may be smaller 
than the sum of the normal areas of the surfaces of the small leaves. So even though the 
large leaves have a larger overall surface area, they may be at an orientation which does 
not reflect a large amount of acoustic energy back to the sensor, that is, the two smaller 
leaves combined, have a larger acoustic area.
Different threshold levels serve to differentiate plants with different spreads of the 
properties outlined above. The general cases for different plant structures are modelled in 
Figure 9.6. The figure shows six general cases (a - f) with the graph on the left hand side 
representing the raw acoustic density profile and the graph on the right being an indication 
of the calculated threshold feature values which result from the given acoustic density 
profile. On this graph, the nine threshold features are spaced equally along the x  axis (an 
example of these features for a real plant can be seen in Figure 9.13). On the right hand 
side of Figure 9.6 is a description of the physical plant characteristics that produce the 
given acoustic density profile.
In Figure 9.6:
(a) shows the acoustic density profile for a plant with small reflective surfaces 
spread evenly over all of the ranges cells. This results in a high count for low 
threshold values and a low count for higher thresholds. For this particular 
example, the features are constant until the threshold level reaches a critical 
value, at which point the value of the feature drops to zero;
(b) , the reflective surfaces are more sparse, so the count is much lower 
overall with a similar drop down to zero once the threshold reaches a critical 
value;
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(c) shows a plant which has much larger reflective surfaces throughout the 
entire plant and hence returns more acoustic energy. For this plant, all of the 
features are high as the amplitudes are larger than the highest threshold;
(d) shows a specimen with large reflective surfaces which are sparse so 
overall has a much lower count.;
(e) is a mixture of small and large reflective surfaces. Initially, the value of 
the feature is high but as the threshold rises above that of the smaller reflective 
surfaces, there is a drop in the count so that only the range cells which contain 
larger reflective surfaces are included in the count; and
(f) shows a similar situation with more sparse reflective surfaces which 
means that the overall counts are lower.
This model shows the general cases only. In practice however, the range cells in 
the acoustic density profiles from a plant will not contain either large or small values but a 
continuum of amplitudes and these will fall at different places throughout the acoustic 
density profile. The acoustic density profile of most plants will be somewhere between 
one of the general cases given and will not align exactly with any of them. Plants can be 
viewed from all orientations and leaf surfaces are not orthogonal to the sensor from all 
orientations, so a plant which is composed entirely of large surfaces will often produce 
low amplitudes. A similar situation occurs for plants with small surfaces where a large 
number of them may be present in a range cell, resulting in a high amplitude. This means 
that instead of having sharp steps in the threshold feature counts as illustrated in the 
model, there is a gradual change between amplitude values and this is illustrated when the 
features are graphed for particular acoustic density profiles in Section 9.4.1.1. This effect 
is also amplified by the fact that there is no clear differentiation between “large” 
amplitudes and “small” amplitudes, but there is a continuous scale of amplitudes. A less 
abstract model is shown in Figure 9.8. This model is more realistic as it illustrates what 
happens when the amplitudes are not all of the same approximate height, that is, there is 
some variation. Data from actual plants have far more variation than shown in this less
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abstract model but the same general classes can be extracted. A selection of plants are 
analysed in more detail in Section 9.4.1.1.
Figure 9.7 shows the relationship between the acoustic density profile (and hence 
the physical properties of the plants) and the calculated features for plants which are 
narrower than the ones modelled in Figure 9.6. The acoustic density profiles have similar 
properties to those shown in Figure 9.6, but all of the amplitudes are lower in direct 
proportion to the depth of the plant. It is important to note that plants of similar structure 
can have higher feature values calculated for them due to the overall depth of the plant. In 
order to normalise the plant depth from the analysis, the acoustic density profiles can be 
divided through by the feature iength_of_density_profile. These new normalised 
features can then be compared directly to plants of similar physical properties but of 
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F ig u re  9.6 An ab strac t model of the relationship between p lant type and 
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F igure  9.8 A less ab strac t model th an  th a t shown in Figure 9.6 for deep
p lan ts
In the following section, a selection of sample plants are analysed and the 
information in the threshold features discussed. It will be shown that plants with similar 
physical characteristics have similar acoustic density profiles and this can be made 
independent of the depth of the plant by normalising the threshold feature by the length of 
the acoustic density profile. In the process of analysing the features, six basic plant 
structures have been defined. They are listed in Table 9.4 along with identifiers which 
have been assigned to them.
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Table 9.4 Six general plant structures
i R eference from ! R e fle c to rs * Spread A ssigned
Figu re 9.6 Nam e
a ; small reflective surfaces spread evenly A
: b * small reflective surfaces gaps between the surfaces B
c large reflective surfaces : spread evenly C
: d : large reflective surfaces ; gaps between the surfaces D
e small and large reflectors ! spread evenly E
1 f , small and large reflectors gaps between the surfaces F
A graph of all nine features for the 100 plants is shown in Figure 9.9. Because a 
graph of 100 plants is too cluttered, the features are shown for graphs of ten plants. The 
most significant point to note on the graphs are the first (no_above_threshoidi) and the 
last features (no_above_threshoid9), but there is also some important information in the 
remaining seven features as they provide information about how the acoustic density 
profile is changing between the two extremes. Figure 9.10 shows a different visualisation 
of the same information for a subset of the entire plant database. It can be seen more 
clearly on these graphs that the steps between adjacent features are not linear but map out 
a function which can provide more detail about the physical characteristics of the plant. 
Lines drawn are a linear mapping between the first and the last feature shown.
In Section 9.4.1.1, an analysis of deep plants is performed and related to the 
generalisations in Figure 9.6. In Section 9.4.1.2, a similar analysis of several shallow 
plants is performed and the characteristics can be related to Figure 9.7. The values of 
these thresholds however, can be normalised with respect to the depth of the plant 
(length of density profile) and all of the plants can be compared on an equal basis
i.e. the measures become independent of the depth of the plant. A set of depth 
independent rules emerge which can be used to classify plants as one of the general types 
in Algorithm 9.3.
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F igure  9.9 G raphs of the values of the threshold  features 
no_above_ th resho ld l - no_above_threshold9 for all 100 plants, shown 10 
p lants per g raph , x  axis is the feature  num ber, y  axis is the count.
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F igu re  9.10 B ar graphs of the features for selected plants in o rder to 
show the rela tionsh ip  between the nine threshold  features, y  axis is the
count and x  axis is the features.
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9 .4 .1 .1  Analysis of a selection of deep sam ple plants
In  th is  s e c tio n , th e  th re s h o ld  fe a tu re s  c a lc u la te d  f ro m  a  g ro u p  o f  s ix  d eep  p la n ts  is 
an a ly se d . A  d e e p  p la n t  h a s  b e e n  c h o s e n  to  b e  o n e  w h ic h  h a s  an  aco u stic  d e p th  o f  a t least 
170 m m . W ith in  th e  s u b s e t o f  d e e p  p la n ts ,  s ix  o f  th e m  w e re  se lec ted  a n d  are  an a ly se d  
b e lo w .
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Figure 9.11 P it to s p o r u m  (J a m e s  S te r l in g ’ w ith (a) a sample of its acoustic 
density profile, (b) the nine threshold  features calculated from th a t the 
acoustic density profile and (c) the averages of the nine features through 
an entire  revolution of the p lan t with standard  deviation shown as e rro r
b a rs .
A n  a c o u s tic  d e n s ity  p ro f ile  f ro m  o n e  o r ie n ta tio n  o f  Pittosporum ‘James Sterling’ 
is  sh o w n  in  F ig u re  9 .1 1  (a ) a lo n g  w ith  its  im a g e , fe a tu re s  w h ic h  a re  c a lc u la te d  fo r  th is  the  
aco u s tic  d e n s ity  p ro f ile  (b ) , a n d  th e  a v e ra g e s  o f  th e s e  fe a tu re s  fo r  all o r ie n ta tio n s  o f  the
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plant (c). The image shows that the sample is a relatively deep plant with many small 
reflective surfaces.
The acoustic density profile shown in the figure shows that surfaces are detected 
over a large depth of approximately 65 range lines (or 223 mm).
When considering the acoustic density profile shown in Figure 9.11, most of the 
amplitudes are relatively low. The first feature (no_above_threshoidi) is quite high as 
all of the range lines within the plant are above the base threshold of 0.59 mV. As the 
threshold is increased, the number of lines included in the count is less. Between the 
features no_above_threshold4 (threshold 1.17 mV) and no_above_threshold5 (1.56 
mV), there is a significant drop in the count. This can be seen on the acoustic density 
profile where, many of the amplitudes are around 1.17 mV. Because the plant has only 
few, small reflecting areas in any particular range cell, there are few (if any) lines above 
the higher threshold features (no_above_threshoid7, 8 and 9).
This plant specimen can be characterised by certain properties of the acoustic 
density profile and the properties of the acoustic density profile can provide information 
about the physical characteristics of the plant.
The acoustic density profile covers a wide group of ranges, so the plant is not 
narrow. no_above_threshoidi is 36 which indicates that there is at least 124 mm 
between the first and last detectable surface at this particular orientation.
no_above_threshoid9 is small (it is zero in the example shown). This indicates 
that there are no range cells in the acoustic density profile where there are any surfaces 
with significant acoustic area. This indicates one of several possibilities : 
that the plant is sparse; or 
that the surfaces are small; or 
they are not oriented towards the receiver.
Table 9.5 (on page 9-34) shows all of the plants with their corresponding values 
of the features no_above_threshoidi and no_above_threshoid9. Each of the columns 
of plant names are ordered by the value of the feature for the particular plant. On the left 
hand side of the table, is a list of all 100 plants and their corresponding average value for
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the feature no_above_threshoidi. Plants at the top of the graph have low values for the 
feature and plants at the bottom of the table, have high values for the feature. The columns 
on the right hand side of the table show similar information for no_above_threshoid9. 
The centre column consists of lines drawn between two cells of plants of the same name 
for fast reference. For example, the plant Banksia ericifolia is in the first row of the left 
hand side of the table as it has the smallest average for the feature 
no_above_threshoidl. It is in row seven on the right hand side of the table and the line 
between the two cells shows how much the feature changes with respect to the other 
plants in the set. The values of the features can be considered relative to the other plants in 
the set as the values of no_above_threshoid9 are relatively small as they are unsealed. 
The sample plants are highlighted by the plant type and the lines between these sample 
plants are bold. The types for the deep plants are noted in upper case with the narrow 
plants in lower case.
The plant currently under consideration (Pittosporum ‘James Sterling’) is in row 
71 on the left hand side of the table and row 20 on the right hand side. So in relation to 
the other plants in the set, it has a high value for no_above_threshoidi and has a 
relatively low value for no_above_threshoid9. Referring back to Figure 9.6, we see 
that plants with large counts for small amplitudes and small counts for large amplitudes 
are of type A (as defined in Table 9.4). The description of plants of type A, is of small 
surfaces spread evenly though out the depth of the plant.
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9 .4 .1 .1 .2  Microcitrus australis (type B)
(a)
(b)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  
Threshold  fea tu re
F igure  9.12 M ic r o c i tr u s  a u s tr a l is  w ith (a) a sample of its acoustic density 
profile, (b) the features calculated from  th a t acoustic density profile, and 
(c) the averages of the nine features th rough  an entire revolution with 
standard  deviation shown as e rro r bars
As shown in Figure 9.12, leaves within Microcitrus australis are relatively sparse 
with small reflective surfaces which reflect only a small amount of the acoustic energy 
back to the receiver. There is acoustic energy reflected from over a relatively large depth 
but many of the returns are below the first threshold. Out of 33 range cells, only 24 of 
them are above the first threshold. All of the returns are of very low amplitude. For the 
acoustic density profile shown, the count starts from a very low level and quickly drops 
down to zero for threshold 8 and 9.
Table 9.5 lists the plants in order of the first and last threshold features and shows 
that this plant has a low value with respect to the others in the population (row 19) and
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ends up with an extremely low value for no_above_threshoid9 (row 4). This acoustic 
density profile/feature pattern is shown to be type B in Figure 9.6.
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Figure  9.13 Leptosperm um  laevigatum  with (a) a sam ple of its acoustic 
density profile, (b) the features calculated from  th a t acoustic density 
profile and (c) the averages of the nine features through an entire 
revolution of the p lan t with s tandard  deviation shown as e rro r  bars.
An acoustic density profile from one orientation of Leptospermum laevigatum is 
shown in Figure 9.13(a) along with its image, (b) the features which are calculated from 
this acoustic density profile and (c) the averages of these features for all orientations of the 
plant. The plant has many leaves which produce a significant echo over quite a depth. In 
general, when there is more than one surface at a particular range, then the echo received 
is proportional to the total surface which reflects acoustic energy and this explains why 
the amplitude is so high.
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The first threshold feature (no above threshoidi) is very high due to the fact 
that the plant is so deep and there are reflecting surfaces within the entire plant. There is a 
gradual decrease in the count of lines above different thresholds and the feature which 
measures the largest threshold (no_above_threshold9) is relatively high due to the 
strong echoes which are reflected from the plant.
When you look at this plant in Table 9.5, You will note that it has an extremely 
high value for both of the features shown. Referring again to Figure 9.6, the plant types 
which show large values for both of these features are type C. That is, dense plants with 
large reflecting surfaces at all ranges throughout the plant. Note that even though this 
plant has a small leaves, the large number of them at any particular range from the sensor 
contribute to make a large reflective surface.
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F igure  9.14 R h o p a lo s ty l is  b a n e r i  with (a) a sam ple of its acoustic density 
profile, (b) the features calculated from th a t acoustic density profile and 
(c) the averages of the nine features through an entire  revolution of the 
p lan t with s tandard  deviation shown as e rro r  bars.
Rhopalostylis baneri is shown in Figure 9.14. The plant has some large leaves 
which produce a large echo. There are also open spaces between the leaves which do not 
reflect any acoustic energy back to the sensor. This is shown in the acoustic density 
profile (Figure 9.14(a)) where a leaf at approximately 380 mm from the sensor produces a 
significant amplitude (9 mV). This is followed by some smaller reflections and a region 
where there are no surfaces that reflect acoustic energy back to the sensor between 450 
mm and 510 mm. Another small surface is detected at a range of 540 mm and a group of 
surfaces between 610 mm and 680 mm.
The first threshold feature (no_above_threshoidi) is not particularly high due to 
the fact that there are areas in the acoustic density profile where there are no echoes. It can
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be seen that the threshold features for this plant reduce more gradually for this plant than 
they do for other plants among the group of 100.
When you look at this plant in Table 9.5, It has medium value for both of the 
features shown. Referring again to Figure 9.6, the plant types which show medium 
values for both of these features are type D. A deep plant with large reflective surfaces 
with gaps between the surfaces.
9 .4 .1 .1 .5  R aderm acheria  fenecis (type E)
F igu re  9.15 Raderm acheria fenecis  with (a) a sam ple of its acoustic 
density profile, (b) the features calculated from th a t acoustic density 
profile and (c) the averages of the nine features through an entire 
revolution of the p lan t with s tandard  deviation shown as e rro r bars.
Radermacheria fenecis is a deep plant with many small reflective surfaces. The 
result is an acoustic density profile which contains a mixture of both high and small 
amplitudes. The value of the first feature is high due to the large number of reflective
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surfaces. This is followed by a gradual reduction in the count as the threshold is 
increased.
Table 9.5 shows that this plant has a high ranking for the first threshold feature 
(ranked 97) and has a medium ranking for the last feature (ranked 73). This means that 
there are a considerable number of large returns even for high threshold values. Referring 
again to Figure 9.6, the plant types which show these characteristic features are type E, 
that is a deep plant with both large and small reflective surfaces.
9 .4 .1 .1 .6  Solanum  vescum (type F)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  
T hreshold  fea tu re
F igure  9.16 S o la n u m  v e s c u m  w ith (a) a sample of its acoustic density 
profile, (b) the features calculated from  tha t acoustic density profile and 
(c) the averages of the nine features through an entire revolution of the 
p lant with s tandard  deviation shown as e rro r  bars.
Solanum vescum is a deep plant with large horizontal leaves, with most of the 
plant surfaces not producing any echoes at all. The result is an acoustic density profile
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which contains a small number of returns of both high and small amplitudes. The value of 
the first feature is medium due to a number of reflective surfaces. There is a gradual 
reduction in the count as the threshold is increased.
Table 9.5 shows that this plant has a medium ranking for the first threshold 
feature (ranked 64) and has a medium-low ranking for the last feature (ranked 40). This 
means that there are a number of large returns even for high threshold values. Referring 
again to Figure 9.6, the plant types which show these characteristic features are type F , 
that is a deep plant with large and small reflective surfaces with gaps between the 
surfaces.
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Table 9.5 Plants listed by no_above_thresholdl and no_above_threshold9 with lines linking the same plants in
different tables
n o  a b o v e  t h r e s h o l d l A  v a S t d n o  a b o v e  t h r e s h o l d 9 A v q S t d
B a n k s ia  e r ic i fo l ia 1 0 .1 1 .9 D ip lo g lo t t is  a u s t ra l is 0 .2 0 .5
M e la le u c a  e ru b e s c e n s 1 0 .2 2 .5 S o la n u m  a v ic u la re 0 .3 0 .6
C r in u m  p e d u n c u la tu m 1 0 .6 5 .8 C r y p to c a r y a  w i l l iw i l l ia n a 0 .6 0 .8
M e la le u c a  s tv D h e lio id e s 1 1 .3 2 .8 C u p a n io p s is  p a rv ifo lia 0 .6 0 .8
D ip lo g lo t t is  a u s t r a l is 1 1 .5 6 .5 Y  \ M e la le u c a  e ru b e s c e n s 0 .8 0 .9
C in n a m o m  o liv e r i 1 2 .4 4 .2 \ \ \  / A y r te r a  d is t y l is 0 .8 0 .9
C a rp e n ta r ia  a c u m in a ta 1 3 .9 4 .2 B a n k s ia  e r ic i fo l ia 0 .8 1 .1
A c a c ia  c u l t r i fo r m is 1 4 .1 3 .0 A c a c ia  m e a rn s ii 0 .9 1 .0
W e s tr in a a  f ru t ic o s a 1 5 .0 2 .8 S o la n u m  la c in ia tu m 1 .0 1 .0
A g a p a n th u s  p ra e c o x  d w a r f 1 5 .6 6 .4 R h o d o d e n d ro n  b ry o p h y llu m 1 .0 1 .4
T r is ta n io p s is  c o l l in a 1 5 .8 3 .8 T r is ta n io p s is  c o l l in a 1 .0 1 .3
O m a la n th u s  p o p u lifo liu s 1 6 .2 4 .7 \  \ A  - ' ^ r \  /  Z L  ‘ / / O m a la n th u s  p o p u lifo liu s 1 .1 1 .1
S o la n u m  la c in ia tu m 1 7 .0 7 .4 G o o d ia  lo t ifo lia 1 .1 1 .1
C r in u m  m a u r it ia n u m 1 8 .7 5 .6 E u c a ly p tu s  b o tr y o id e s 1 .2 0 .9
A g a p a n th u s  p ra e c o x 1 9 .0 6 .4 C in n a m o m  o liv e r i 1 .2 1 .0
a  C u p a n io p s is  p a rv ifo lia 2 0 .2 6 .9 C u p a n io p s is  a n a c a rd io id e s 1 .3 1 .0
L iv is to n a  s p  'C a rn a rv o n ' 2 0 .4 4 .6 C r y p to c a r y a  b id w il l i 1 .3 1 .2
A v r te r a  d is t y l is 2 0 .4 1 2 .1 \ Y ^ \  \  /  /  i l ^ ' Z  J  E M ic r o c it r u s  a u s t r a l is 1 .4 1 .3
G o o d ia  lo t ifo lia 2 0 .8 5 .2 S te n o c a rp u s  s in u a tu s 1 .5 1 .2
C o rd v l in e  a u s t ra l is 2 0 .8 5 .3 \ \ \  \  j k r  / A /  / / , f P it to s p o ru m  ia m e s 1 .7 0 .8
H v m e n o s p o ru m  f la v u m 2 1 .2 4 .5 L e p to s p e rm u m  m o r r is o n ii 1 .7 1 .4
C r y p to c a r y a  b id w il l i 2 2 .4 6 .7 A ly x ia  r u s c ifo l ia 1 .7 1 .6
G u io a  s e m iq la u c a 2 2 .5 5 . 8 Y  Y L its e a  re t ic u la ta 1 .7 1 .8
E u c a ly p tu s  b o try o id e s 2 2 .5 8 .3 H y m e n o s p o ru m  fla v u m 1 .9 1 .4
G re v i l le a  h i l l ia n a 2 2 .8 6 .4 R h o d o d e n d ro n  c lo r in d a 1 .9 1 .9
P it to s p o ru m  u n d u la tu m 2 3 .5 4 .9 Y  /  X \ j  ) r k ' ' <' / / /  1  ' M e la le u c a  s ty p h e lio id e s 1 .9 1 .9
R h o d o d e n d ro n  c lo r in d a 2 3 .6 1 0 .1 - V u Y  \  i ô r N Î .  \  Ë a i ë  — P it to s p o ru m  u n d u la tu m 2 .0 1 .7
A rc h o n to p h o e n ix  c u n n in a h a m ia n ia 2 3 .8 7 .5 F ic u s  o b liq u a 2 .0 2 .0
C r y p to c a r y a  w i l l iw i l l ia n a 2 4 .9 2 .9 P h y lla n th u s  a lb if lo ru s 2 .0 1 .9
L its e a  re t ic u la ta 2 5 .3 5 .6 G re v il le a  m a rm a la d e 2 .0 1 .5
E r io s te m o n  m y o p o ro id e s 2 5 .3 3 .6 G u io a  s e m ig la u c a 2 .2 1 .5
C a s u a r in a  s tr ic ta 2 5 .6 4 .0 A c a c ia  m e la n o x y lo n 2 .2 2 .7
S o la n u m  a v ic u la re 2 5 .6 5 .0 A c a c ia  ir r o r a ta 2 .2 1 .2
C u p a n io p s is  a n a c a rd io id e s 2 5 .7 7 .1 S o la n u m  b ro w n ii 2 .2 1 .9
G re v il le a  m a rm a la d e 2 5 .8 1 2 .4 A q a p a n th u s  p ra e c o x  d w a r f 2 .3 2 .0
L a c c o s p a d ix  a u s tra la s ic a 2 6 .0 6 .4 E n d ia n d ra  in tro rs a 2 .3 1 .0
A lv x ia  r u s c ifo l ia 2 6 .1 3 .8 H o w e a  fo re s te r ia n a 2 .3 1 .6
D o ry a n th e s  p a lm e r i 2 6 .8 7 .1 A z a le a  a lb a  m a g n if ic a 2 .3 1 .3
R h o d o d e n d ro n  b ry o p h v llu m 2 7 .5 6 .8 S a rc o m e lic o p e  s im p li fo l ia 2 .5 1 .5
L e p to s p e rm u m  m o rr is o n ii 2 8 .7 4 .4 \\fJe— )K// f \ V  V /  ü i  F S o la n u m  v e s c u m 2 .5 1 .8
H o w e a  fo re s te r ia n a 2 9 .1 1 2 .5 C a rp e n ta r ia  a c u m in a ta 2 .5 2 .1
S tre b lis  b ru n o n ia n u s 2 9 .6 5 .8 M is h o c a rp u s  a u s t ra l is 2 .7 1 .5
B M ic r o c it r u s  a u s t r a l is 2 9 .6 1 0 .3 Z ie ra  c o ll in a 2 .8 2 .0
A c a c ia  fa lc a ta 3 0 .0 9 .4 P it to s p o ru m  re v o lu tu m 2 .9 2 .1
S o la n u m  b ro w n ii 3 0 .0 1 0 .0 P o ly s c ia s  a u s t ra lia n a 2 .9 2 .3
M e la le u c a  d e c o ra 3 0 .2 4 .5 C o rre a  a lb a 2 .9 1 .9
In d ig o fe ra  a u s t ra l is 3 1 .0 3 .7 E u c a ly p tu s  le u c o x y lo n 3 .0 1 .9
A c a c ia  m e a rn s ii 3 1 .1 6 .1 C r in u m  p e d u n c u la tu m 3 .0 1 .6
A c a c ia  s t r ic ta 3 1 .6 4 .4 C a s u a r in a  s t r ic ta 3 .0 1 .6
E u c a ly p tu s  m a c u la ta 3 2 .1 9 .5 H a k e a  s a lic ifo lia 3 .1 1 .7
A c a c ia  m e la n o x y lo n 3 2 .9 7 .1 A q a p a n th u s  p ra e c o x 3 .2 1 .9
S te n o c a rp u s  s in u a tu s 3 3 .7 8 .6 A \ \ A M / \ æ \ \ / / / a  m d R h o p a lo s ty lis  b a n e r i 3 .3 2 .5
F icu s  o b liq u a 3 3 .8 1 7 .6 W e s tr in q a  f ru t ic o s a 3 .3 2 .2
M e la le u c a  q u in q u e n e rv ia 3 4 .3 4 .1 \  \ P it to s p o ru m  rh o m b ifo l iu m 3 .3 1 .8
P it to s p o ru m  rh o m b ifo l iu m 3 4 .3 5 .0 A  /  \  \ T a b e b u la  c h ry s t r ic h a 3 .5 1 .8
c  C it r io b a tu s  p a u c if lo r is 3 4 .4 5 .1 A c ro n y c h ia  la e v is 3 .6 2 .2
D R h o p a lo s ty lis  b a n e r i 3 4 .8 9 .8 A c a c ia  c u l t r i fo r m is 3 .6 1 .7
M is h o c a rp u s  a u s t ra lis 3 5 .8 6 .6 C a s u a r in a  to ru lo s a 3 .9 2 .1
E n d ia n d ra  in tro rs a 3 6 .6 5 .8 G re v i l le a  h i l l ia n a 4 .0 2 .3
A c a c ia  p o d a ly r i fo l ia 3 7 .0 7 .1 S a rc o to e c h ia  h e te ro p h v lla 4 .0 2 .0
P it to s p o ru m  re v o lu tu m 3 7 .4 1 3 .0 E u c a ly p tu s  m a c u la ta 4 .1 3 .0
E u c a ly p tu s  le u c o x y lo n 3 8 .2 1 5 .2 P o ly s c ia s  m u rra v i 4 .2 2 .9
C a s u a r in a  to ru lo s a 3 8 .2 7 .4 M e la le u c a  q u in q u e n e rv ia 4 .2 3 .7
F  S o la n u m  v e s c u m 3 8 .5 1 1 .0 M e la le u c a  d e c o ra 4 .3 1 .7
A c a c ia  lo n q ifo lia 3 8 .7 9 .2 ' / j  t v  /  m \  \ \  \ y v  \  /  /  ^ c C it r io b a tu s  p a u c if lo r is 4 .3 2 .5
S a rc o m e lic o p e  s im p li fo l ia 3 9 .2 9 .0 P o ly s c ia s  e le g a n s 4 .6 2 .2
A z a le a  a lb a  m a q n if ic a 4 0 .2 1 1 .6 A rc h o n to p h o e n ix  c u n n in a h a m ia n ia 4 .6 2 .0
P h y l la n th u s  a lb if lo ru s 4 0 .2 4 .8 E n d ia n d ra  p u b e n s 4 .7 2 .6
P o lv s c ia s  a u s t ra l ia n a 4 1 .6 1 1 .3 B a n k s ia  in te q r i fo l ia 4 .7 2 .3
S z y q iu m  p a n ic u la tu m 4 1 .7 6 .7 C ry p to c a ry a  la e v iq a tu m 4 .8 2 .0
A  P it to s p o ru m  ja m e s 4 1 .8 8 .5
y  / /  V  —n $ X 7 r \ R M \ G re v ille a  b a ile y a n a 4 .8 2 .5





C o rre a  a lb a 4 5 .2 5 .4 A c a c ia  lo n q ifo lia 5 .0 2 .2
S z y g iu m  le u h m a n n i 4 5 .8 4 .6 D o d o n a e a  tr iq u e tra 5 .0 2 .2
R h o p a lo s ty lis  s a p id a 4 6 .2 1 1 .3 C o rd v l in e  a u s t ra l is 5 .3 2 .6
H a k e a  s a l ic ifo lia 4 6 .6 8 .2 E r io s te m o n  m y o p o ro id e s 5 .3 2 .7
D o d o n a e a  tr iq u e tra 4 7 .0 5 .3 D ip lo g lo t t is  c a m p b e lli 5 .5 3 .9
P o lv s c ia s  e le q a n s 4 7 .3 9 .6 S z y q iu m  le u h m a n n i 5 .5 3 .0
Z ie ra  c o ll in a 5 0 .4 6 .9 R h o p a lo s ty lis  s a p id a 5 .6 2 .3
F ic u s  ru b iq in o s a 5 0 .4 5 .4 P it to s p o ru m  c r a s s ifo l iu m 5 .7 2 .5
C ry p to c a ry a  la e v ig a tu m 5 2 .5 6 .3 S tre b lis  b ru n o n ia n u s 5 .7 2 .6
L e p to s p e rm u m  p e te rs o n ii 5 3 .0 6 .6 - ~ ~ K  —/ / t f - \  \ -  % \ L e p to s p e rm u m  p e te rs o n ii 5 .7 3 .3
A c a c ia  b in e rv a ta 5 6 .1 6 .4 \  / /  i  \  \ \ L a c c o s p a d ix  a u s tra la s ic a 6.1 2 .9
D o d o n a e a  v is c o s a 5 6 .2 7 .3 A z a le a  c u lt iv a r  s p le n d a 6 .4 3 .0
P it to s p o ru m  c r a s s ifo l iu m 5 8 .3 6 .2 In d iq o fe ra  a u s t ra l is 6 .6 2 .9
D ip lo g lo t t is  c a m p b e lli 5 8 .7 9 .4 C r in u m  m a u r it ia n u m 6 .6 3 .3
A c a c ia  h o w it t i i 5 9 .1 7 .4 L iv is to n a  s p  'C a rn a rv o n ' 5 .7 3 .3
T a b e b u la  c h ry s t r ic h a 6 1 .1 6 .5 A c a c ia  s t r ic ta 5 .8 2 .9
E n d ia n d ra  p u b e n s 6 1 .3 1 0 .5 A c a c ia  fa lc a ta 7 .5 3 .2
B a n k s ia  in te q r i fo l ia 6 1 .5 1 6 .9 S z y q iu m  p a n ic u la tu m 7 .5 3 .4
A c a c ia  i r r o r a ta 6 3 .6 1 2 .6 J a c a ra n d a  m im o s ifo l ia 7 .8 2 .8
A c ro n y c h ia  la e v is 6 4 .9 5 .0 F ic u s  ru b iq in o s a 8 .0 3.1
P o ly s c ia s  m u r ra y i 6 5 .3 0 .5 D o ry a n th e s  p a lm e r i 8 .6 3 .7
J a c a ra n d a  m im o s ifo lia 6 5 .7 3 .2 A c a c ia  p o d a ly r i fo l ia 9 .3 3 .6
S a rc o to e c h ia  h e te ro p h y lla 6 7 .4 1.1 A c a c ia  b in e rv a ta 1 0 .0 4 .1
E R a d e rm a c h e r ia  fe n e c is 7 0 .2 3 .9 A c a c ia  h o w it t i i 1 0 .9 3 .0
L ic u a la  ra m s a y i 7 2 .0 5 .0 D o d o n a e a  v is c o s a 1 1 .7 3 .8
A z a le a  c u lt iv a r  s p le n d a 7 4 .2 1 .8 L e p to s p e rm u m  la e v ig a tu m 1 7 .9 5 .3
C  L e p to s p e rm u m  la e v iq a tu m 8 4 .9 “  - L ic u a la  ra m s a y i 1 8 .0 4 .3
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In this section, the threshold features calculated from some shallow plants is 
analysed. A shallow plant is one which has an acoustic depth of at most 170 mm.
9 .4 .1 .2 .1  C upan iopsis parv ifo lia  (type A)
9 . 4 . 1 . 2  Analysis of a selection of shallow sample plants
F igure  9.17 C u p a n io p s is  p a r v i f o l ia  with (a) a sam ple of its acoustic 
density profile, (b) the features calculated from  th a t acoustic density 
profile, and  (c) the averages of the nine features through an entire 
revolution with s tandard  deviation shown as e rro r  bars
As shown in Figure 9.17, the plant is relatively compact with small reflective 
surfaces which return acoustic energy back to the sensor. This is because none of the 
leaves are orthogonal to the sensor. The reflected signal is all of very low amplitude. For 
the acoustic density profile shown, the count starts from a very low level and quickly 
drops down to a very low level (close to 0). Table 9.5 shows that this plant has a low
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value with respect to the others in the population (row 19) and ends up with an extremely 
value for no_above_threshold9 (row 4). This acoustic density profile/feature pattern is 
shown to be type A in Figure 9.7.
9 .4 .1 .2 .2  C itrio b a tu s  p auc iflo ris  (type C)
F igure  9.18 C itriobatus paucifloris  with (a) a sam ple of its acoustic 
density profile, (b) the features calculated from  th a t acoustic density 
profile, and  (c) the averages of the nine features through an entire 
revolution with s tan d ard  deviation shown as e rro r  bars.
Citriobatus paucifloris is a compact plant with many surfaces returning acoustic 
energy to the receiver. All of the returns are of a high amplitude because of the large 
number of surfaces at each range. It has a low number for the count of range lines for all 
of the features because it is so shallow. The count does not drop as significantly as other 
plants because many of the range cells contain high amplitudes. When this is compared 
against the models in Figure 9.7, this plant is of type C.
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Detailed analysis of the models of plant types in Figure 9.6 and Figure 9.7 shows 
that there is not enough information in the threshold features alone to classify a plant as 
one of the major types. For example, a deep plant of type B, has the same threshold 
features as a narrow plant of type A. Similar situations occur for distinguishing narrow 
plants of type C from deep plants of type C. This is complicated further by the fact that 
true acoustic density profiles are often somewhere between one of the generalised models.
In order to eliminate the plant depth issue, the threshold features can be 
normalised by dividing by the acoustic depth of the plant (the feature 
iength_of_density_profile). Table 9.6 shows similar information to Table 9.5 
except that the threshold features have been divided through by 
iength_of_density_profiie. It is immediately obvious that the plants of similar type 
are now in a similar position in the table (they are much closer together) for both 
no_above_threshoidi and no_above_threshoid9. The type A plants are now situated 
together at the bottom of the acoustic density profile and the type C plants are at the top 
whether they are deep or shallow. This confirms that normalisation for depth can be 
useful for differentiating between plants.
The same information is also shown in Figure 9.19. Plants are labelled with their 
number (see Chapter 5 for a cross reference of plant identifiers). Plants with small 
reflective surfaces and sparse foliage are in the bottom left hand comer of the graph and 
the other plant types are labelled into their major groups. The lines shown on the graph 
represent the average value for the samples from each of the axes. These lines separate the 
major groups but in reality, there is a continuum of levels between large and small, and 
dense and sparse. The graph shows that of the data from the plant samples, those which 
are the smallest and most sparse are nearest to the origin, and similarly those with the 
most dense foliage and largest surfaces are those which are closest to the top right hand 
comer.









Table 9.6 Plants listed by no above thresholdl and no_above_threshold9, both divided by
length_of_density profile
t h  r e  s h 1 / l e n g t h _ d e n s i t y _  p r o f i l e A v g
E u c a ly p tu s  b o try o id e s 0 . 5 2 1 0
C a rp e n ta r ia  a c u m in a ta 0 . 5 3 2 0
G re v il le a  m a rm a la d e 0 . 5 4 4 0
F ic u s  o b liq u a 0 . 5 4 8 0
R h o d o d e n d ro n  c lo rin d a 0 . 5 7 2 0
H o w e a  fo re s te r ia n a 0 . 5 7 3 0
S te n o c a rp u s  s in u a tu s 0 . 5 8 2 0
D ip lo g lo tt is  a u s tra lis 0 . 5 8 6 0
P itto s p o ru m  re v o lu tu m 0 . 5 8 6 0
R h o d o d e n d ro n  b ry o p h y llu m 0 . 5 9 7 0
P o ly s c ia s  a u s tra lia n a 0 . 6 0 3 0
S a rc o m e lic o p e  s im p lifo lia 0 . 6 0 3 0
S o la n u m  a v ic u la re 0 . 6 1 4 0
C u p a n io p s is  a n a c a rd io id e s 0 . 6 1 7 0
A y r t e r a  d is ty lis 0 . 6 1 9 0
S o la n u m  la c in ia tu m 0 . 6 2 3 0
L its e a  re t ic u la ta 0 . 6 2 5 0
O m a la n th u s  p o p u lifo liu s 0 . 6 2 5 0
a C u p a n io p s is . p a rv ifo lja 0 . 6 2 8 0  '
G r e v i l le a  h illia n a 0 . 6 3 2 0
A z a le a  a lb a  m a g n ific a 0 . 6 3 6 0
B M ic ro c it ru s  a u s tra lis 0 . 6 3 8 0
G o o d ia  lo tifo lia 0 . 6 3 9 0
E u c a ly p tu s  m a c u la ta 0 . 6 4 6 0
E u c a ly p tu s  le u c o x y lo n 0 . 6 4 8 0
S o la n u m  bro w n ii 0 . 6 5 4 0
C a s u a r in a  s tr ic ta 0 . 6 6 0 0
A g a p a n th u s  p ra e c o x  d w a rf ...... 0 . 6 6 5 0
A c a c ia  lo n g ifo lia 0 . 6 6 7 0
P itto s p o ru m  u n d u la tu m 0 . 6 6 9 0
C in n a m o m  o liv e ri 0 . 6 7 9 0
A g a p a n th u s  p ra e c o x 0 . 6 8 2 0
A P itto s D o ru m  ¡a m e s 0 . 6 8 3 0  '
A c a c ia  m e a rn s ii 0 . 6 8 4 0
A rc h o n to p h o e n ix  c u n n in q h a m ia n ia 0 . 6 8 9 0  ,
F R h o p a lo s ty lis  b a n e ri 0 .6 9 0 0
D S o la n u m  v e s c u m 0 .6 9 0 0
R h o p a lo s ty lis  s a p id a 0 .6 9 1 0
S a rc o to e c h ia  h e te ro p h y lla 0 . 6 9 2 0
G re v il le a  b a ile y a n a 0 . 6 9 4 0
C ry p to c a r y a  b id w illi 0 . 6 9 8 0
A c a c ia  fa lc a ta 0 . 6 9 9 0
G u io a  s e m iq la u c a 0 . 6 9 9 0
P o ly s c ia s  e le q a n s 0 .6 9 9 0
H a k e a  s a lic ifo lia 0 . 7 0 1 0
L a c c o s p a d ix  a u s tra la s ic a 0 . 7 1 1 0
_ Q .7 1 4 Q „
A c a c ia  ¡norata 0 . 7 1 5 0  '
D ip lo g lo ttis  c a m p b e lli 0 . 7 1 6 0
C rin u m  p e d u n c u la tu m 0 . 7 2 1 0
D o d o n a e a  tr iq u e tra 0 . 7 2 1 0
B a n k s ia  in te g r ifo lia 0 . 7 2 7 0
C o rd y lin e  a u s tra lis 0 . 7 3 1 0  ,
A c ro n y c h ia  la e v is 0 . 7 3 7 0  )
M is h o c a rp u s  a u s tra lis ______ 0 . 7 3 7 0  _ '
P it to s p o ru m  rh o m b ifo liu m 0 . 7 3 9 0  -
C a s u a r in a  g la u c a 0 . 7 4 0 0  -
J H y m e n o s p o ru m  fla v u m 0 . 7 4 2 0  '
P o ly s c ia s  m u rra y i 0 . 7 4 2 0  '
A z a le a  c u lt iv a r  s p le n d a 0 . 7 4 5 0  1
T a b e b u la  c h ry s tr ic h a 0 . 7 5 1 0  '
F ic u s  ru b iq in o s a 0 . 7 5 2 0  /
C ry p to c a r y a  w il l iw il l ia n a 0 . 7 5 3 0  /
M e la le u c a  e ru b e s c e n s 0 . 7 5 8 0  /
T r is ta n io p s is  c o llin a 0 . 7 5 9 0
L ic ú a la  ra m s a y i 0 . 7 6 1 0  .
C r y p to c a ry a  la e v ig a tu m 0 . 7 6 4 0  \
E n d ia n d ra  p u b e n s 0 . 7 6 5 0  ,
.C a s u a r in a  to ru lo s a 0 . 7 6 7 0  /
Z ie ra  c o llin a 0 . 7 6 9 0
S z y g iu m  le u h m a n n i 0 . 7 7 4 0  "
A c a c ia  s tr ic ta 0 . 7 7 5 0  \
M e la le u c a  s ty p h e lio id e s 0 . 7 7 6 0  Ï
A c a c ia  m e la n o x y lo n 0 . 7 8 1 0
M e la le u c a  d e c o ra 0 . 7 8 2 0
R a d e rm a c h e r ia  fe n e c is 0 . 7 8 3 0  i
E S tre b lis  b ru n o n ia n u s 0 . 7 8 3 0  7
C o rre a  a lb a 0 . 7 8 4 0  /
W e s tr in g a  fru t ic o s a 0 . 7 8 6 0  7 .
L e p to s p e rm u m  m o rris o n ii 0 . 7 8 8 0
c C itr io b a tu s  p a u c if lo r is 0 . 7 8 9 0  /
E r io s te m o n  m y o p o ro id e s 0 . 7 9 4 0  -
D o d o n a e a  v is c o s a 0 . 7 9 5 0  ^
D o ry a n th e s  p a lm e r i 0 . 7 9 6 0  x
A c a c ia  p o d a ly r ifo lia 0 . 8 0 2 0  x
A c a c ia  b in e rv a ta  _ 0 . 8 0 3 0_ A c a c ia . h o w ittii ... 0 . 8 0 7 0  f
P itto s p o ru m  c ra s s ifo liu m 0 . 8 0 9 0  /
L e p to s p e rm u m  p e te rs o n ii 0 . 8 1 1 0  \
L iv is to n a  sp  'C a rn a rv o n ' 0 . 8 1 2 0  I
A ly x ia  ru s c ifo lia 0 . 8 1 4 0  /
P h y lla n th u s  a lb if lo ru s 0 . 8 1 5 0  /
S z y g iu m  p a n ic u la tu m 0 . 8 1 6 0  f
B a n k s ia  e r ic ifo lia 0 .8 2 1 0
C r in u m  m a u rit ia n u m 0 .8 2 4 0  ■ /
J a c a r a n d a  m im o s ifo lia 0 .8 2 6 0  /
M e la le u c a  q u in q u e n e rv ia D .8 2 7 0  '
A c a c ia  c u lt r ifo rm is 0 . 8 2 8 0
c L e p to s p e rm u m  la e v ig a tu m 0 . 8 3 1 0  f
n d ig o fe ra  a u s tra lis 0 . 8 4 7 0  ^
t h r e s h 9 / l e n g t h _ d e n s i t y _ p r o f i l e A v g
S o la n u m  a v ic u la re 0 . 0 0 3 0
_ D ip lo g lo tt is  a u s tra lis 0 . 0 0 5 0
C r y p to c a r y a  w i l l iw i l l ia n a 0 . 0 0 6 7
À a C u p a n io p s is  p a rv ifo lia 0 . 0 0 8 2
A c a c ia  m e a rn s ii 0 . 0 1 0 6
A y r t e r a  d is ty lis 0 . 0 1 1 9
R h o d o d e n d ro n  b ry o p h y llu m 0 . 0 1 2 5
I a
P itto s p o ru m  ja m e s 0 . 0 1 4 2
S te n o c a rp u s  s in u a tu s 0 . 0 1 4 8
A c a c ia  ir ro ra ta 0 . 0 1 5 0
E u c a ly p tu s  b o try o id e s 0 . 0 1 7 0
/ B M ic ro c it ru s  a u s tr a lis 0 . 0 1 7 7
C u p a n io p s is  a n a c a rd io id e s 0 . 0 1 9 3
S o la n u m  la c in ia tu m 0 . 0 1 9 3
F ic u s  o b liq u a  . 0 .0 .2 0 2
G o o d ia  lo t ifo lia _______ 0 . 0 2 1 7
M e la le u c a  e ru b e s c e n s 0 . 0 2 2 0
S a r c o m e lic o p e  s im p lifo lia 0 .0 2 3 1
j - A z a le a  a lb a  m a g n ific a 0 . 0 2 3 5
A c ro n y c h ia  la e v is 0 . 0 2 3 7
O m a la n th u s  p o p u lifo liu s 0 . 0 2 4 6
T a b e b u la  c h ry s tr ic h a 0 . 0 2 4 8
C ry p to c a r y a  b id w illi 0 . 0 2 5 2
L e p to s p e rm u m  m o rr is o n ii 0 . 0 2 5 3
P o ly s c ia s  a u s tra lia n a 0 . 0 2 5 7
P h y lla n th u s  a lb if lo ru s 0 .0 2 6 1
L its e a  re t ic u la ta 0 . 0 2 6 3
S a rc o to e c h ia  h e te ro p h y lla 0 . 0 2 6 3
Z ie r a  c o llin a 0 . 0 2 6 9
R h o d o d e n d ro n  c lo rin d a 0 .0 2 7 1
G re v il le a  m a rm a la d e 0 . 0 2 7 4
P itto s p o ru m  re v o lu tu m 0 . 0 2 7 6
E n d ia n d ra  jn tro rs a  _ 0 , 0 2 7 8
T r is ta n io p s is  c p llin a 0 . 0 2 7 8  j
H o w e a  fo re s te r ia n a 0 . 0 2 8 3  j
H a k e a  s a lic ifo lia 0 . 0 2 9 0
A ly x ia  ru s c ifo lia 0 . 0 2 9 3
S o la n u m  bro w n ii 0 . 0 2 9 3
S o la n u m  v e s c u m 0 . 0 3 0 0
r
P o ly s c ia s  m u rra y i 0 . 0 3 0 8
C o r re a  a lb a 0 . 0 3 0 9
E u c a ly p tu s  le u c o x y lo n 0 . 0 3 1 4
A c a c ia  m e la n o x y lo n 0 . 0 3 1 6
P itto s p o ru m  u n d u la tu m 0 . 0 3 4 7
» E R a d e rm a c h e r ia  fe n e c is 0 . 0 3 4 9
B a n k s ia  in te g r ifo lia 0 , 0 3 5 3
M is h o c a rp u s  a u s tra lis 0 . 0 3 5 9  ,
B a n k s ia  e r ic ifo lia 0 . 0 3 6 7  i
E n d ia n d ra  pubens 0 . 0 3 6 8  j
H y m e n o s p o ru m  fla v u m 0 .0 3 8 1
’  D _ R h g p a lo s tyJ is  b a n e r i 0 . 0 3 8 9  J
D ip lo g lo tt is  c a m p b e lli 0 . 0 3 9 6  j
G u ip a  s e m ig la u c a 0 . 0 4 1 0  j
C in n a m o m  o liv e ri 0 . 0 4 1 2
A z a le a  c u lt iv a r  s p le n d a 0 . 0 4 1 8
P o ly s c ia s  e le g a n s 0 . 0 4 2 0
P itto s p o ru m  rh o m b ifo liu m 0 . 0 4 3 2
C as_uarina to ru lo s a 0 .0 4 4 1
C r y p to c a ry a  la e v ig a tu m 0 . 0 4 4 3
P it to s p o r u m ^  c ra s s ifo liu m ___________ ______ 0 . 0 4 8 3  _
D o d o n a e a  tr iq u e tra 0 . 0 4 8 5
C a s u a n n a ^  s tr ic ta _____ 0 . 0 4 9 6
G re v il le a  b a ile y a n a 0 . 0 5 0 0
C a s u a r in a  g la u c a  ________ 0 . 0 5 1 1 .......
R h o p a lo s ty lis  s a p id a 0 . 0 5 1 4
E u c a ly p tu s  m a c u la ta 0 . 0 5 2 9
A c a c ia  lo n g ifo lia 0 . 0 5 4 4  ;
_S zy g |u m _ le u h m a n n i.... 0 . 0 5 4 9  I
L e p to s p e rm u m  p e te rs o n ii 0 . 0 5 6 7  :
A g a p a n th u s  p ra e c o x  d w a rf 0 . 0 5 9 6
G r e v i l le a  h illia n a 0 . 0 6 4 2
C C itr io b a tu s  p a u c if lo r is 0 . 0 6 5 0
C a rp e n ta r ia  a c u m in a ta 0 . 0 6 6 5
J a c a ra n d a  m im o s ifo lia 0 . 0 6 6 8
M e la le u c a  q u in q u e n e rv ia 0 . 0 6 7 6
A g a p a n th u s  p ra e c o x 0 . 0 6 9 5
_  _M e la le u c a  d e c o ra  ____ 0 . 0 7 3 3
M e la le u c a  s ty p h e lio id e s 0 . 0 7 9 9
A rc h o n to p h o e n ix  c u n n in q h a m ia n ia  i0 . 0 8 2 4
F ic u s  ru b ig in o s a  i0 . 0 8 6 4
A c a c ia  b in e rv a ta 0 . 0 9 4 3
S tre b lis  b r u n o n ia n u s __________ 0 . 0 9 6 9
A c a c ia  h o w ittii 0 . 0 9 7 1
S z y g iu m  p a n ic u la tu m  i0 .1 0 0 1_ E rio s te m o n  m y o p o ro id e s  i0 . 1 0 1 2
___ L a c c o s p a d ix  a u s tra la s ic a  ____ j 0 . 1 0 2 1 ....
W e s tr in g a _  f ru t ic o s a  ___  i0 . 1 0 3 6
C o rd y lin e  a u s tra lis 0 . 1 1 1 3
Ç L e p to s p e rm u m  la e v ig a tu m 0 . 1 1 1 6
D o d o n a e a  v is c o s a 0 . 1 1 4 6
A c a c ia  fa lc a t a ________________________________ 0 . 1 1 5 8
[n d ig o fe ra  a u s tra lis 0 .1 2 0 6
A c a c ia  s tr ic ta 0 . 1 2 1 7
C rin u m  p e d u n c u la tu m 0 . 1 2 6 6
A c a c ia  c u lt r ifo rm is  i0 . 1 2 6 9
A c a c ia  p o d a ly r ifo lia  i0 , 1 3 2 9
_ _ _ L ic ú a la  ra m s a y i i0 . 1 3 7 0
_  ID o ry a n th e s  p a lm e r i i0 . 1 7 5 9
L iv is to n a  s p  ’C a rn a rv o n ' i0 . 1 9 2 9
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9 . 4 . 1 . 4  Interpretation of Results
Figure 9.6 can be used as the basis of interpreting the normalised data. Basic plant 
types can be identified using simple rules developed directly from the model and are given 
in Algorithm 9.2. The values for h i g h , m e d i u m and l o w can be calculated from the data 
for the particular feature. Cut off points of 33 and 66% of the range of the features 
classify 51 % of the plants into one of these broad classes. A significant improvement can 
be made by adding rules to cater for the conditions not covered in this table. These rules 
could be implemented in many different ways, but a set of fuzzy rules would be 
particularly useful with results based on the fuzzy set membership of each plant.
Algorithm 9.2 Simple rules to interpret the threshold features
featurel = no_above_thresholdl/length_of_density_profile 
feature2 = no_above_threshold9/length_of_density_profile
If featurel is HIGH and feature2 is LOW 
THEN
type A
the plant has small reflecting surfaces spread throughout the
plant
ELSE
If featurel is MEDIUM and feature2 is LOW 
THEN
Type B
the plant has small reflective surfaces and sparse
ELSE
If featurel is HIGH and feature2 is HIGH 
THEN
type C
the plant has large reflective surfaces spread
evenly
ELSE
If featurel is MEDIUM and feature2 is MEDIUM 
THEN
type D





These rules developed from the model can be simplified into rules which 
independently provide information about the spread of the surfaces within the plant and 
the size of the reflective surfaces.
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Algorithm 9.3 A simplified set o f rules to determine the major plant
types
IF featurel is HIGH 
THEN
there are surfaces spread through out the plant
ELSE
the surfaces are sparse
END
IF feature2 is HIGH or MEDIUM 
THEN
the surfaces are large
ELSE
the surfaces are small
END
This can be related directly to Table 9.6. The higher the value of
no_above_threshoidi/iength_of_density_prof ile, the more evenly spread are the 
surfaces within the plant. Similarly, the right hand side of the table gives an indication of 
the size of the reflective surfaces, that is, the higher the value of
no_above_threshold9/length_of_density_prof ile, the larger the reflective
surfaces.
Heuristic 9.1 Interpretation of threshold features
no above thresholdl/length_of_density_profile is proportional to the density of 
the leaves
no above threshold9/length_of_density_prof ile is proportional to the size of the 
surfaces_____________________________________________________________________
9.4.2 Transformation of number_above_threshold
From the above analysis, we can define, in concept at least, the transform from 
signal feature to plant physical feature for a set of signal features called
number_above_thresholdl - 9.
As stated earlier, the height of a range line is proportional to the acoustic area of 
the reflectors at that range. In Section 9.6, we see that the sum of the amplitudes of the 
lines is the total acoustic area of the plant. Thresholding the amplitude of the range lines 
gives a granular measure of the acoustic area of the plant. Thus, the number of lines 
above threshold n is the number of acoustic areas (one per range) in the plant that are 
larger than a certain size. Normalisation, by dividing the count by the depth, and
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discarding information in all but the first threshold (no above threshoidi) and the last 
threshold (no_above_threshold9) allows direct interpretation of the physical structure 
of the plant.
A high value for a threshold feature represents a large acoustic area and this is the 
transformation from signal feature to acoustic feature. The thresholds breaks up the 
acoustic area into nine levels. A large acoustic area can be due to a few large leaves or 
many small leaves with surfaces oriented towards the sensor.
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F igure  9.20 The average of n o a b o v e th re s h o ld l  for all 100 plants (e rro r bars a re  s tan d ard  deviation)
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Table 9.7 n o jabove_ thresholdl for all 100 plants
Plant Name Avg Std A c a c ia  m e la n o x y lo n 32.9 7.1
B a n k s ia  e r ic ifo lia 10.1 1.9 S ten o ca rp u s sin u a tu s 33.7 8.6
M e la le u c a  eru b escen s 10.2 2.5 F icus ob liq u a 33.8 17.6
C rin u m  pedu n cu la tu m 10.6 5.8 M ela leu ca  q u in qu en erv ia 34.3 4.1
M e la le u c a  s ty p h e lio id e s 11.3 2.8 P itto sp o r u m  rh o m b ifo liu m 34.3 5.0
D ip lo g lo t t is  a u s tra lis 11.5 6.5 C itr io b a tu s  p a u c if lo r is 34.4 5.1
C in n a m o m  o liv e r i 12.4 4.2 R h o p a lo s ty lis  b a n e r i 34.8 9.8
C a rp en ta r ia  acum inata 13.9 4.2 M ish o ca rp u s a u s tra lis 35.8 6.6
A c a c ia  cu ltr ifo rm is 14.1 3.0 E ndiandra  in trorsa 36.6 5.8
W estr in g a  f r u tic o s a 15.0 2.8 A c a c ia  p o d a ly r ifo l ia 37.0 7.1
A g a p a n th u s p ra e c o x  d w a r f 15.6 6.4 P itto sp o ru m  revo lu tu m 37.4 13.0
T r is ta n io p s is  c o llin a 15.8 3.8 E u c a ly p tu s  leu co x y lo n 38.2 15.2
O m a la n th u s p o p u lifo liu s 16.2 4.7 C asuarina  to ru lo sa 38.2 7.4
S ola n u m  la c in ia tu m 17.0 7.4 Solanum  vescu m 38.5 11.0
C rin u m  m au ritian u m 18.7 5.6 A c a c ia  lo n g ifo lia 38.7 9.2
A g a p a n th u s  p ra e c o x 19.0 6.4 S a rc o m e lic o p e  s im p lifo l ia 39.2 9.0
C u p a n io p s is  p a rv ifo lia 20.2 6.9 A za le a  a lb a  m a g n ifica 40.2 11.6
L iv is to n a  sp  'C a rn a rv o n ' 20.4 4.6 P h y lla n th u s a lb if lo ru s 40.2 4.8
A y r te r a  d is ty l is 20.4 12.1 P o ly sc ia s  a u stra lia n a 41.6 11.3
G o o d ia  lo tifo lia 20.8 5.2 S zyg iu m  p a n ic u la tu m 41.7 6.7
C o rd y lin e  a u s tra lis 20.8 5.3 P itto sp o ru m  Jam es 41.8 8.5
H ym e n o sp o ru m  f la v u m 21.2 4.5 G re v ille a  b a ileya n a 42.7 4.9
C ry p to c a r y a  b id w ill i 22.4 6.7 C asuarina g lauca 45.1 5.2
G u io a  sem ig la u ca 22.5 5.8 C orrea  a lba 45.2 5.4
E u c a ly p tu s  b o tr y o id e s 22.5 8.3 S zyg iu m  leu h m a n n i 45.8 4.6
G r e v il le a  h illia n a 22.8 6.4 R h o p a lo s ty lis  sa p id a 46.2 11.3
P itto sp o ru m  undulatum 23.5 4.9 H a k ea  sa lic ifo lia 46.6 8.2
R h o d o d en d ro n  c lo r in d a 23.6 10.1 D odon aea  triquetra 47.0 5.3
A r c h o n to p h o e n ix 23.8 7.5 P o ly sc ia s  e le g a n s 47.3 9.6
cu n n in g h a m ia n ia Z iera  co llin a 50.4 6.9
C r y p to c a r y a  w illiw ill ia n a 24.9 2.9 F icu s ru b ig in o sa 50.4 5.4
L itse a  re tic u la ta 25.3 5.6 C ry p to c a ry a  la ev ig a tu m 52.5 6.3
E rio s te m o n  m y o p o r o id e s 25.3 3.6 L ep to sp erm u m  p e te r s o n ii 53.0 6.6
C a su a rin a  str ic ta 25.6 4.0 A ca c ia  b in erva ta 56.1 6.4
S olan u m  a v icu la re 25.6 5.0 D o d o n a ea  v isco sa 56.2 7.3
C u p a n io p s is  a n a c a rd io id e s 25.7 7.1 P itto sp o ru m  c ra s s ifo liu m 58.3 6.2
G re v ille a  m a rm a la d e 25.8 12.4 D ip lo g lo tt is  c a m p b e lli 58.7 9.4
L a c c o sp a d ix  a u stra la s ica 26.0 6.4 A c a c ia  h o w itti i 59.1 7.4
A ly x ia  ru sc ifo lia 26.1 3.8 T abebu la  ch rys tr ich a 61.1 6.5
D o ry a n th e s  p a lm e r i 26.8 7.1 E n diandra p u b en s 61.3 10.5
R h o d o d e n d ro n  b ryo p h y llu m 27.5 6.8 B a n k sia  in te g r ifo lia 61.5 16.9
L e p to sp e r m u m  m o rr iso n ii 28.7 4.4 A cacia  irrora ta 63.6 12.6
H o w e a  fo re s te r ia n a 29.1 12.5 A c ro n y c h ia  la e v is 64.9 15.0
S tr e b lis  b ru n o n ia n u s 29.6 5.8 P o ly sc ia s  m u rra y i 65.3 10.5
M ic ro c itru s  a u s tra lis 29.6 10.3 J a ca ra n d a  m im o sifo lia 65.7 6.2
A c a c ia  fa lc a ta 30.0 9.4 S a rc o to e c h ia  h e te ro p h y lla 67.4 11.1
S o la n u m  b ro w n ii 30.0 10.0 R a d erm a ch er ia  fe n e c is 70.2 9.9
M ela leu ca  d eco ra 30.2 4.5 L icu a la  ra m sa y i 72.0 15.0
In d ig o fe ra  a u s tra lis 31.0 3.7 A za le a  c u ltiv a r  sp len d a 74.2 11.8
A c a c ia  m ea rn sii 31.1 6.1
L ep to sp erm u m  la e v ig a tu m 84.9 8.2
A c a c ia  s tr ic ta 31.6 4.4
E u ca lyp tu s  m acu la ta 32.1 9.5
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9.5 The number of major peaks in the acoustic density 
profile
These two features (no_of_major_peaksl and no_of_major_peaks2) are a 
measure of the number of peaks in the acoustic density profile and this section shows that 
it gives information about the distribution of surfaces within the plant.
A major peak is defined as a range cell where the amplitude is greater than a set 
amplitude and is also greater than that of the five range cells on each side of it in the 
acoustic density profile. no_of_major_peaksi is incremented when the amplitude is 
greater than 195lm  mV and for no_of_major_peaks2 the threshold is 156/m mV (Note 
that m is the calibration measure defined in Chapter 8). The algorithm for calculating these 
features is given in Algorithm 9.4. To calculate these features, the function is called with 
the parameters of 195, 5 and 156, 5. The code for calculating these features is given in 
Appendix C.
Algorithm  9.4 Algorithm for calculating n o o f m a j o r p e a k s  features
CALCULATE NUMBER OF MAJOR PEAKS
This function is passed a threshold level, a width value and an 
acoustic density profile. It calculates the number of major peaks 
in the acoustic density profile by looking for range cells which 
are greater than the threshold and width range cells either side 
are less than it. Note that this is done only range cells which 
are between the start and end of the plant.
Parameters :
profile an array which contains the raw
acoustic density profile.
threshold value which the cell needs to be greater than,
width number of range cells the peak needs to be
greater than.
m the calibration measure which is the amplitude
received by the system when pointing at 
a large specular surface 
at a range of 0.005 metres.
Returns :
the count of the number of peaks in the acoustic 
density profile
BEGIN
Initialise- the count to 0.
Call the function to calculate the position of the start of 
the plant.
Call the function to calculate the position of the end of 
the plant.





IF the element is greater than the threshold / m 
THEN
set major_peak__flag to TRUE 
Process elements from
current-point - width TO current_point + width 
WHILE major_peak_flag is TRUE
BEGIN
if element > this peak 
THEN
set major_peak_flag to FALSE
END
END
IF major_peak_flag is still TRUE 
THEN
increment the count of major peaks
END
END
The major peaks detected by this function are ones which are 17.2 mm (the 
equivalent of five range cells) away from any other acoustic areas of equal or greater size. 
This provides a measure of the distribution of the foliage in respect to the orientation from 
which the plant is insonified.
Table 9.8 shows the value of no_of_major_peaksi calculated for each of the 100 
plant specimens and this is also graphed in Figure 9.22.
Figure 9.21 shows a plant from above being insonified with areas if large 
reflective surfaces shown as grey filled areas and every five range cells shown as light 
grey lines. As the sensing system is moved around the plant (or the plant is rotated), the 
position of the leaves in the acoustic density profile changes depending of the place that 
the plant is insonified from.
F igu re  9.21 Insonification of a p lan t showing leaves from  two different
p o sitio n s
Plants at the top of the table only have a small number of these peaks and are 




6 cm, and Melaleuca styphelioides 6 cm) or are deep but only have a few leaves (for 
example, Crinum mauritianum 30 cm, Carpentaria acuminata 30 cm, and Cordyline 
australis 60 cm). Plants with a high value of this feature are not necessarily the deepest 
(for example, Leptospermum petersonii 20 cm and Ficus rubiginosa 20 cm), but 
generally, those plants which are the deepest have their acoustic density profile spread 
over the greatest number of range lines and hence there is a greater chance that they will 
have a higher number of peaks.
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F igure  9.22 The average no of m ajo rjp eak sl for all 100 plants (erro r bars are  s tandard  deviation)
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Table 9.8 Average no o f major peaksl for ail 100 plants
Plant Name A vg Std C asu arin a  s tr ic ta 2.8 0.9
D ip lo g lo t t is  a u s tra lis 0.8 0.7 A ca c ia  fa lc a ta 2.8 1.2
B a n k s ia  e r ic ifo lia 1.0 0 .2 A c a c ia  p o d a ly r ifo lia 2.8 1.2
C rin u m  ped u n cu la tu m 1.0 0 .6 G re v ille a  b a ileya n a 2.8 1.0
M ela leu ca  e ru b escen s 1.1 0 .4 P itto sp o r u m  rh o m b ifo liu m 2.8 0.9
M e la le u c a  s ty p h e lio id e s 1.1 0.3 F icu s ob liq u a 2.8 1.9
W estr in g a  fr u tic o s a 1.1 0.3 E n dian dra  in trorsa 2.9 1.0
C in n a m o m  o liv e r i 1.2 0.5 S olan u m  vescu m 2.9 1.3
A c a c ia  cu ltr ifo rm is 1.2 0 .4 S a rc o m e lic o p e  s im p lifo lia 2.9 1.1
O m a la n th u s p o p u lifo liu s 1.3 0.7 P itto sp o ru m  Jam es 3.0 1.3
S olan u m  la c in ia tu m 1.5 1.0 R h o p a lo s ty lis  b a n e r i 3.0 1.2
H y m e n o sp o ru m  fla v u m 1.5 0.6 A za le a  a lb a  m agn ifica 3.1 1.2
A g a p a n th u s p ra e c o x  d w a r f 1.5 0.8 E u ca lyp tu s m acu la ta 3.1 1.1
C rin u m  m au ritian u m 1.5 0.8 A c a c ia  m ela n o x y lo n 3.1 1.1
C a rp en ta r ia  acum inata 1.5 0.6 A c a c ia  lo n g ifo lia 3.1 1.2
L iv is to n a  sp  'C a rn a rv o n ' 1.6 0.7 P o ly sc ia s  a u stra lia n a 3.2 1.4
Solanum  a v icu la re 1.6 0.8 C asu arin a  toru losa 3.2 1.2
T r is ta n io p s is  c o llin a 1.6 0.6 M ela leu ca  qu inquenervia 3.4 0.9
G u io a  sem ig la u ca 1.7 0.8 E u c a ly p tu s  leu co x y lo n 3.4 1.6
C o rd y lin e  a u s tra lis 1.7 0.7 S zyg iu m  p a n icu la tu m 3.4 1.2
C u p a n io p s is  p a rv ifo lia 1.7 0.8 P h y lla n th u s a lb if lo ru s 3.5 1.2
A g a p a n th u s  p r a e c o x 1.7 0.9 D o d o n a ea  triquetra 3.6 1.0
G o o d ia  lo tifo lia 1.8 0.7 S zyg iu m  leu h m an n i 3.7 1.0
C ry p to c a r y a  b id w ill i 1.8 0.7 P itto sp o ru m  revo lu tu m 3.7 1.5
E u c a ly p tu s  b o tr y o id e s 1.8 1.0 Z iera  co llin a 3.8 1.2
A y r te r a  d is ty l is 1.9 1.5 H a k ea  sa lic ifo lia 3.8 1.2
R h o d o d e n d ro n  b ryo p h y llu m 1.9 0.9 C orrea  a lba 4.0 1.1
C r y p to c a r y a  w illiw ill ia n a 1.9 0.8 P o ly s c ia s  e le g a n s 4.2 1.3
C u p a n io p s is  a n a c a rd io id e s 2.1 1.0 D o d o n a e a  v isc o sa 4.3 1.2
G re v il le a  h illia n a 2.1 0.7 R h o p a lo s ty lis  s a p id a 4.3 1.6
P itto sp o ru m  undulatum 2.1 0.7 F icu s ru b ig in o sa 4.3 1.1
L itse a  re tic u la ta 2.1 0.8 A c a c ia  h o w itti i 4.6 1.5
D o ry a n th e s  p a lm e r i 2.1 0.8 C asuarina g lauca 4.6 1.2
L a c c o sp a d ix  a u stra la s ica 2.2 0.9 L ep to sp erm u m  p e te r s o n ii 4.7 1.2
M ic ro c itru s  a u s tra lis 2.2 0.9 C ry p to c a ry a  la ev ig a tu m 4.7 1.2
S o la n u m  b ro w n ii 2.2 1.0 A ca c ia  irrora ta 4.8 1.6
S ten o ca rp u s  sin u a tu s 2.2 0.9 P itto sp o ru m  cra ss ifo liu m 4.9 1.2
M ela leu ca  d eco ra 2.2 0.9 A c a c ia  b in erva ta 4.9 1.3
A ly x ia  ru s c ifo lia 2.3 0.8 B a n k sia  in te g r ifo lia 5.0 2.1
E rio s te m o n  m y o p o r o id e s 2.3 0.8 T abebu la  ch rys tr ich a 5.1 1.1
H o w e a  fo re s te r ia n a 2.3 1.2 A c ro n y c h ia  la e v is 5.1 1.5
R h o d o d en d ro n  c lo r in d a 2.4 1.3 S a rc o to e c h ia  h e te ro p h y lla 5.2 1.6
C itr io b a tu s  p a u c if lo r is 2.4 0.9 L icu a la  ra m sa y i 5.2 1.6
A c a c ia  m ea rn sii 2.4 0.9 D ip lo g lo t t is  c a m p b e lli 5.2 1.3
A c a c ia  s tr ic ta 2.4 0.9 E n dian dra  pu b en s 5.2 1.3
A r c h o n to p h o e n ix 2.4 1.0 P o ly sc ia s  m u rra y i 5.3 1.5
cu n n in g h a m ia n ia J a c a ra n d a  m im o sifo lia 5.4 1.4
In d ig o fe ra  a u s tra lis 2.4 0.9 A za le a  c u ltiva r  sp len d a 6.0 1.6
S tr e b lis  b ru n o n ia n u s 2.5 0.9 R a d erm a ch er ia  fe n e c is 6.1 1.4
G re v ille a  m a rm a la d e 2.5 1.5 L e p to sp e rm u m  la ev ig a tu m 7.2 1.5
L e p to sp e r m u m  m o rr iso n ii 2.5 0.9
M ish o c a rp u s  a u s tra lis 2.7 1.0
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9.6 Sum of the acoustic density profile
This feature (sum_of_density_profiie) is the sum of all of the range lines 
between the start and end of the plant. This feature is the sum of all of the reflective 
surfaces within the plant so is the acoustic area of the plant. It is an absolute measure of 
the reflective surfaces of the plant and is a direct measure of the acoustic area of the 
surfaces of the plant.
Plants with a small value for sum_of_density_profiie are those with very few 
reflective surfaces. This means that there are few leaves which are rarely orthogonal to the 
transmitter.
The 5 plants with the smallest sum_of_density_profiie are shown in Figure 
9.23. The plants with the largest sum_of_density_profiie are shown in Figure 9.24. 
The images show that the plants with very few reflective surfaces produce a small value 
for this feature and those with large leaves produce a very high value.
D i p l o g l o t t i s  a u s t r a l i s  M e la le u c a  B a n k s ia  e r ic i fo l ia  C in n a m o m  o l i v e r i  M e la le u c a
e r u b e s c e n s  s ty p h e l io d e s
Figure 9.23 The plants with the lowest values for s u m o f d e n s i t y  profile
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Jacaranda A c a c ia  h o w it t i i  A z a le a  c u lt iv a r  L ic u a la  ra m s a y i L e p to s p e r m u m
m im o s ifo l ia  sp len d a  la e v ig a tu m
Figure  9.24 The plants with the highest values for
s u m o f d e n s i t y p r o f i l e
The amplitude of the acoustic density profile at each range is the acoustic energy 
that is reflected from surfaces at that range. As stated earlier, the quantity of energy is 
proportional to the acoustic area at that range. Thus, the sum of the amplitude of all of the 
range lines in the acoustic density profile of a plant is the total acoustic energy reflected 
from the plant to the receiver. Hence, the sum of the amplitudes is the total acoustic area 
of the plant.
If a plant is replaced with a large flat concave surface, with radius of curvature 
equal to the absolute range, then the maximum acoustic energy is reflected to the receiver. 
The energy reflected to the plant is a percentage of this maximum. The percentage of 
energy reflected is equal to the acoustic area divided by the acoustic area of the concave 
reflector.
Thus, the first transform is from the sum of the individual range lines of the 
acoustic density profile to the acoustic area of the plant. The second transform is from the 




Figure  9.25 The average sum of density profile for all 100 plants
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Table 9.9 sum_of_density profile for all 100 plants
Plant Name A v g Std E u ca lyp tu s m a cu la ta 1891.7 542.2
D ip lo g lo tt is  a u s tr a lis 459.2 268.2 S a rc o m e lic o p e  s im p lifo l ia 1919.0 487.9
M ela leu ca  e ru b escen s 492.4 134.1 L a c c o sp a d ix  a u stra la s ica 1919.5 543.6
B a n k sia  e r ic ifo l ia 547.6 135.9 S olan u m  vescu m 1929.4 596.9
C in n a m o m  o liv e r i 652.1 247.6 E u c a ly p tu s  leu co x y lo n 1971.1 858.4
M e la le u c a  s ty p h e lio id e s 678.6 171.8 L iv i s to n a  sp  'C a rn a rvo n ' 2012.8 801.9
T r is ta n io p s is  c o llin a 773.2 224.2 S tre b lis  b ru n o n ia n u s 2023.1 582.6
O m a la n th u s p o p u lifo l iu s 810.0 388.8 A za le a  a lb a  m a g n ifica 2029.8 588.9
S olan u m  la c in ia tu m 820.3 440.9 P o ly sc ia s  a u stra lia n a 2040.6 613.5
C u p a n io p s is  p a r v ifo l ia 851.2 270.0 P h y lla n th u s  a lb if io ru s 2080.9 364.2
A y r te r a  d is ty l is 902.3 515.8 M ela leu ca  q u in qu en erv ia 2084.5 318.9
A g a p a n th u s p r a e c o x  d w a r f 945.8 534.1 C itr io b a tu s  p a u c if lo r is 2089.5 414.8
C rinum  p ed u n cu la tu m 963.3 793.8 C asu arin a  to ru lo sa 2102.5 376.7
G o o d ia  lo tifo lia 963.8 259.7 C rinum  m au ritian u m 2198.4 1068.3
C a rp en ta ria  acu m in a ta 978.6 294.2 In d ig o fera  a u s tra lis 2252.3 501.4
Solan u m  a v ic u la re 992.0 195.5 H a k ea  sa lic ifo lia 2295.3 389.7
E u c a ly p tu s  b o tr y o id e s 1043.2 429.2 A c a c ia  lo n g ifo lia 2318.6 632.8
W estr in g a  fr u tic o s a 1044.1 269.1 C orrea  a lba 2357.2 298.2
C ry p to c a r y a  w il l iw ill ia n a 1079.9 138.1 G re v ille a  b a ile y a n a 2381.0 463.7
H ym e n o sp o ru m  f la v u m 1104.6 286.6 A c a c ia  s tr ic ta 2484.1 705.0
A c a c ia  cu ltr ifo rm is 1124.3 374.5 A ca c ia  fa lc a ta 2573.8 1135.1
C r y p to c a r y a  b id w ill i 1127.5 383.5 P o ly s c ia s  e le g a n s 2595.8 794.7
R h o d o d e n d ro n  b ry o p h y llu m 1166.5 278.5 Z iera  c o llin a 2611.9 329.2
C u p a n io p s is  a n a c a rd io id e s 1176.4 349.8 D o d o n a ea  triquetra 2633.9 529.7
G u io a  sem ig la u ca 1186.7 322.0 S zyg iu m  leu h m a n n i 2655.5 316.6
R h o d o d en d ro n  c lo r in d a 1203.3 625.6 C asuarina g lauca 2687.3 448.5
P itto sp o ru m  undulatum 1223.9 449.8 R h o p a lo s ty lis  sa p id a 2838.9 1247.2
A g a p a n th u s  p r a e c o x 1244.5 629.7 S zyg iu m  p a n ic u la tu m 2877.0 574.1
L itse a  re tic u la ta 1260.7 385.2 A ca c ia  irrora ta 2889.6 442.6
A c a c ia  m e a rn s ii 1300.1 302.3 T ab eb u la  ch rys tr ich a 2947.4 406.8
M ic ro c itru s  a u s tra lis 1302.8 405.9 C ry p to c a r y a  la ev ig a tu m 2974.3 361.9
A ly x ia  ru s c ifo lia 1367.9 251.6 D o ry a n th e s  p a im e r i 2997.6 1376.8
G re v ille a  m a rm a la d e 1380.4 797.8 A c a c ia  p o d a ly r ifo l ia 3003.9 745.4
L e p to sp e r m u m  m o r r is o n ii 1437.4 268.2 D ip lo g lo t t is  c a m p b e lli 3108.9 655.7
G re v il le a  h illia n a 1465.2 530.6 L ep to sp e rm u m  p e te r s o n ii 3116.0 628.3
C a su a rin a  s tr ic ta 1481.8 271.8 B a n k sia  in te g r ifo lia 3141.2 851.7
H o w ea  fo re s te r ia n a 1489.0 792.0 A c ro n y c h ia  la e v is 3204.8 536.4
S te n o c a rp u s  s in u a tu s 1515.9 404.5 S a rc o to e c h ia  h e te ro p h y lla 3269.9 908.6
S o la n u m  b ro w n ii 1532.5 478.5 P o ly sc ia s  m u rra y i 3321.0 630.1
C o rd y lin e  a u s tra lis 1571.9 353.4 E n dian dra  p u b en s 3322.8 803.2
F icu s o b liq u a 1637.8 944.5 P itto sp o ru m  c ra ss ifo liu m 3357.8 583.0
A c a c ia  m e la n o x y lo n 1673.3 302.7 F icu s ru b ig in o sa 3459.6 739.5
A r c h o n to p h o e n ix 1678.7 584.8 R a d erm a ch er ia  fe n e c is 3767.2 547.6
c u n n in g h a m ia n ia A c a c ia  b in erva ta 3915.7 731.0
E r io s te m o n  m y o p o r o id e s 1773.7 421.6 D o d o n a e a  v isco sa 4037.2 742.2
E n d ia n d ra  in tro rsa 1783.6 346.2 J a c a ra n d a  m im o sifo lia 4057.0 509.5
P itto sp o r u m  J a m es 1822.6 428.7 A c a c ia  h o w it ti i 4065.0 507.7
P it to s p o r u m  rh o m b ifo liu m 1843.7 373.1 A za le a  c u ltiv a r  sp len d a 4104.9 615.3
R h o p a lo s ty l i s  b a n e r i 1866.6 590.2 L icu a la  ra m sa y i 5730.2 1299.7
P itto sp o r u m  re v o lu tu m 1873.7 584.4 L e p to sp e rm u m  la e v ig a tu m 6124.0 599.6
M ela leu ca  d ec o ra 1884.1 296.4
M ish o c a rp u s  a u s tra lis 1889.9 338.2
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9.7 Conclusion
This chapter outlines the information content of the features (and hence the 
acoustic density profile) for different kinds of plant structures. The features provide 
information which is useful for determining the basic structure of the plant. The features 
and the physical plant characteristics that they measure are :
length_of_density_prof ile - acoustic depth of the plant
no_above_threshoidi - 9 - leaf density and size of reflective surfaces
no_of_major_peaksi - 2 - layering of the foliage
s um_o f _densit y_pr o f i i e - acoustic area of the plant
The features can be interpreted directly to provide information about the foliage 
structures of plants (Figure 9.2). This completes the inverse transformation from signal, 
to acoustic features plant physical structure and provides the basis for a direct 
interpretation of the acoustic density profile.
The acoustic density profile provides information about the structure of the plant 
and not the individual components such as the leaf size or branch configuration. In 
Chapter 10, plant classification methods are outlined and in Chapter 11, implementation 
issues for a mobile robot are discussed
9.8 Summary
1. iength_of_density_prof ile provides information about the minimum depth of the 
plant;
2. The no_above_threshoid features provide information about how sparse the foliage 
is within the plant and also the size of the reflective surfaces;
3. The sum_of_density_profile is the acoustic area of the plant and provides 
information about the overall amount of foliage on the plant; and




For a mobile robot to navigate in an environment which is unknown, a map can be 
built using echoes from different objects such as plants, door frames and furniture. Plants 
are useful natural landmarks for localisation because of their complex geometric structure. 
In this chapter, a classifier is described which is able to recognise a plant and this can be 
used to aid the mapping process. A plant classifier can also be useful in Agricultural 
applications such as greenhouse monitoring, selective spraying or plant growth 
monitoring. The advantage of this sensor in the area of greenhouse automation is that it 
needs no special lighting and so can be used in adverse weather conditions and/or during 
the night.
When there is a small number of plants, the classes are often linearly separable so 
individual plants are easily classified with a simple classifier. For larger numbers of plants 
or in the case where plants can not easily be represented by a single template (ie different 
portions of the plant reflect the acoustic energy differently) then a non-linear classifier 
such as an artificial neural network is required. In the case where the classifier can not 
identify a plant or when information about the structure of the plant is sufficient, the 
features calculated can be interpreted directly, as shown in Chapter 9.
In Chapter 8, a set of features were developed and analysed for their ability to 
discriminate the population of plants. In this chapter, pattern recognition techniques are 
used to show how well an individual sample can be differentiated from a population of 
plants, that is, using the features to classify individual plants. Plants can also be grouped 
into groups which have similar acoustic density profiles.
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10.2 Pattern recognition techniques
In this Chapter, pattern recognition techniques are used to measure the success of 
allocating a record from a single orientation of a plant to one of a set of pre-defmed 
classes of plants.
Pattern estimation and detection methods occur in numerous scientific and 
engineering problems so there is a large amount of previous work in the area [Weiss & 
Kulikowski, 1991]. The fundamental goal is to identify the class to which a given pattern 
belongs. There are examples of these techniques in diverse fields such as medical 
diagnosis [Marchand et al, 1983], speech recognition [Mammone et al, 1996], robotics 
[Kuc, 1996] and investment planning[Hammerstrom, 1983a]. Often the information used 
to classify these patterns is imprecise and multi-dimensional in nature, so the classifier 
needs to be robust.
There is a significant amount of literature describing the techniques of pattern 
recognition with several major areas of research known as Statistical Pattern Recognition, 
Neural Networks and Machine Learning Methods. All of the techniques have been 
thoroughly discussed in the literature and are well developed [Therrien, 1989], 
[Fukunaga, 1979], [Beale and Jackson, 1990], [Wasserman, 1993], [Michie, 1986], 
[Quinlan, 1993] . There are also many examples of comparisons between the different 
techniques [Atlas et al, 1990], [Fisher and McKusick, 1989] but the best technique is 
different for the specific problem. There are other techniques such as syntactic pattern 
recognition which can be used for pattern recognition problems but are not used in this 
thesis. Syntactic pattern recognition involves representing a pattern in pattern descriptive 
language [Chen, 1982]. Because of the variable nature of the data and the difficulty 
involved in making a structural description of the patterns being dealt with, the method 
has not been used. Knowledge based systems [Hopgood et al, 1989], fuzzy systems 
[Kummert, 1993] and Hybrid systems [Ghosh et al, 1992] are also commonly used.
When the characteristics of the data are not well known, it is impossible to say 
which of the techniques will work the best [Weiss and Kulikowski, 1991]. Several 
different techniques should be tried and results compared. This thesis however, is more
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focussed towards discovering the information in the echoes (as in Chapter 9) and simple 
pattern recognition techniques such as linear statistical pattern recognition and non-linear 
neural networks produce good results.
Pattern recognition techniques are broadly divided into supervised and 
unsupervised methods and both learn directly from sample experience. In supervised 
techniques, the patterns are labelled with their true class and during training a decision 
rule is established based on the patterns in that class. Unsupervised techniques attempt to 
group patterns with similar mathematical properties and is used to group plants which 
have similar physical structure.
A supervised classifier is presented with a set of data, in this case is a set of 
features calculated from the acoustic density profile, and the associated plant. The 
classifier uses this input data to construct a decision model. The objective is to customise 
the classifier to the specific problem by finding a general way of relating the input acoustic 
density profile to one of the specified plant classes. Each input pattern is simply a set of 
observations and the corresponding correct class. The classifier must identify essential 
patterns in the data which are not overly specific to the sample data, otherwise it will 
perform poorly with new data.
Unsupervised learning involves grouping the sample data, resulting in similar 
patterns clustering together in pattern space. This process can be used to identify patterns 
which are similar and dissimilar and is important in many areas of research [Bouguettaya, 
1996]. Cluster Analysis has been used to group similar plants into like groups. Clustering 
of plants is outlined in this chapter with detail provided in Appendix D.
10.3 Input to the pattern recognition system
The pattern is given in pattern space by the vector x:
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x = {x„ x2, x„} 10.1
where n = length of pattern
Each element of the vector x represents some physical measurement which in this 
case is the calculated features. The output class is denoted by (Oj where j  is the class
number. The observation vector x is input to the classifier and the result is a classification 
into one of j  classes of plants (or individual plants). This model is illustrated in Figure 
10. 1.
F igure  10.1 The model of a sim ple classification system
For the problem under consideration, the input vector a consists of an acoustic 
density profile. In the data preprocessing stage, the acoustic density profile is referenced 
to a standard range, features are calculated and then scaled as discussed in Chapter 8. In 
this case, x i represents each of the individual features. The input data to the pattern 
recognition system then consists of a vector of 19 elements, that is, x = {xp x2, ... ,x19}. 
A sample acoustic profile of Leptospermum laevigatum, and the range referenced and 
scaled features calculated are shown in Figure 10.2. These features are used as input to 
the pattern recognition system.
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Acoustic density profile : Features :
F igure  10.2 Acoustic density profile and range referenced, scaled features 
calculated from  this profile for Leptosperm um  laevigatum
The quality of any classification system is dependant on the quality of the sample 
data used to train it and the predictive capability of that data. If the training set is too 
small, inaccurate, or fails to characterise the distribution of the data, then classes may 
overlap and ambiguities may be introduced that no classifier can possibly resolve. The 
task then becomes one of producing the best classification possible with the given data. 
Another may be that the original data can not discriminate the object to the level that is 
expected. The implicit assumption in this whole approach is that training and testing 
conditions are comparable [Mammone et al, 1996].
There are two techniques commonly used to reduce the size of the input set while 
maintaining the predictive capability of the raw data and these are given below.
1. Feature Extraction is used to create new features which are calculated directly from 
the input pattern, (this has been described in depth in Chapter 8).
2. Feature Selection reduces the input pattern by selecting the items of the input 
pattern which are the most discriminatory. For sample data such as that shown in 
Figure 10.2 this involves selecting the individual features which discriminate 
particular plants. Feature selection is usually preformed on features which have 
been calculated using feature extraction. Feature selection is outlined in Section 
10.7.
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In Chapter 8, a set of features was extracted to characterise the plants. When the 
characteristics of the acoustic density profiles are condensed using these features, 
differences between plants can be interpreted more easily as was shown in Chapter 9.
10.4 Data partitioning
A supervised learning system aims to recognise objects based on previous 





During the training stage, a model is developed where the relationship between the 
features and the plant is established. The criterion to develop a good model is based on 
minimising the error between the model and the training data. The training data are 
occasionally split up into a training set, a test set to tune the decision rule and a cross­
validation set to test the resulting classifier.
Various researchers choose different proportions of the data to allocate to their 
training set (up to 90%). I have chosen to use 50% (or 75% in the case of cross 
validation). Restriction of the training set will allow for a larger size testing set and hence 
a more reliable predictor of the performance of the classifier. In order to train the classifier 
with representative data, it is important that the records are randomly assigned into either 
the test set or the training set and this is performed using Algorithm 10.1. When a cross­
validation set is being used, approximately 50% will go to training, 25% is allocated to 
the validation set and the remaining 25% is assigned to the test set.
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Algorithm 10.1 Generation of data sets
GENERATE TRAIN TEST CROSS VALIDATION SET
This function is passed an array of features and the associated 
plant identifier. It is also passed a reference to 3 output 
files, the file which is to contain the training set, the file 
which is to contain the testing set and the file which is to 
contain the validations set. This function writes the record to 
one of the three files based on the weighting of 50%, 25%, 25% to 
the training, testing and validation set.
Parameters :
features an array containing the features and the 
associated plant.
train, test, valid references to the open files
which are to contain the training, test 
and cross validation set.
Returns :
true if the record was written to one of the 
files successfully.
false if there was an error writing the record.
BEGIN
WHILE more records in the data set 
BEGIN
r = a random number between 0 and 1
IF r < 0.5 
THEN
write record to training set
ELSE
IF r < 0.75 
THEN
write record to validation set
ELSE





Some researchers do not use a cross-validation set but it provides a better measure 
of the expected accuracy of the classifier as the data has not been used to tune the 
classifier. In this study, the cross-validation set has been implemented to facilitate feature 
selection. This ensures that the test set is kept aside until the classifier has been developed 
and a near optimal set of features have been selected. The test set is completely unseen by 
the classifier prior to the final testing phase. The task of testing involves running the 
model against data which it has not seen before, and noting success or failure.
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10.5 Performance estimation
The objective of any classification system is to correctly identify the class given a 
set of input data so that some action can be taken. To get the true error rate of a classifier 
you need to test the classifier against all of the possible data that could arise for the 
particular class. Weiss and Kulikowski [91], define the true error rate as : ‘statistically 
defined as the error rate of the classifier on an asymptotically large number of new cases 
that converge in the limit to the actual population distribution’. This means that the true 
error rate is achieved when the test set represents all possible values.
In practice, the error rate must be estimated because only a finite amount of data 
are available. The general form of the error rate equation is given in Equation 10.2.
error rate = number of errors / number of cases 1 0 .2
An error occurs when the classifier calculates an incorrect class for a certain input 
vector, that is, it misclassifies a case.
During the testing phase, the classifier is presented with a feature vector along 
with its true class. The classifier then calculates the class based on the data and if it is 
different to the given class then it is noted as an error. At the completion of the entire test 
set, the errors are tallied and an error rate is calculated using Equation 10.2.
In Section 8.3, four plants (Figure 8.3) were compared (Cryptocarya 
williwilliana, Leptospermum laevigatum, Szygium leuhmanni, and Westringa fruticosa). 
A simple classifier can be established using template matching and the error rate provides 
a good measure of the linear separation of the classes. The frequency distribution for the 
first feature (no_above_threshoidi) for 360 records for each of the plants was shown 
in Figure 8.4 and the statistics for the selected plants were shown in Table 8.3. As shown 
in Section 8.3, the plants can be partially distinguished by plotting the first three features 
on a graph (Figure 8.7).
A classifier can be run to classify the records based on this set of features. Details 
of the classifier are given subsequently (Section 10.6) but are not important in order to 
interpret the classification matrix shown. Initially, input to the classifier is feature 1
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(no_above_threshoidi) and the corresponding class to which the plant belongs. For 
this particular example, 50% of the data was used to train the network (approx 720 
records), 25% was used as a validation set (approx 360 records) and the remaining 25% 
were used to test the classifier. Note that the number of records assigned to each group is 
only approximate as they are allocated based on the random allocation scheme shown in 
Algorithm 10.1.
The resulting classification matrix and the error rate for the four plants is shown in 
Table 10.1. The columns in the matrix represent the plant identifier which was calculated 
by the classifier for the particular sample while the rows represent the actual plant which 
the data came from. For example, column 1 row 4 represents the number of records 
which were classified as plant 1 but were actually samples from plant 4. In this particular 
case, 4 records were classified as plant 1, even through they were from plant 4.
Table 10.1 Classification Matrix for 4 plants with feature 1
( n o a b o v e t h r e s h o l d l )
Classification Matrix
Classified Classified Classified Classified
Actual Plant 1 Plant 2 Plant 3 Plant 4
Plant 1 82 0 0 10
Plant 2 0 112 0 0
Plant 3 0 0 91 0
Plant 4 4 0 0 89
Number of records misclassified = 14
Classification Error Rate = 3.61%
The classification matrix shows that there is a very low error rate of 3.61% which 
corresponds to only 14 of the records in the test data being misclassified. Previously, 
Section 8.3 showed that it was difficult to differentiate between Cryptocarya williwilliana 
(plant 1) and Westringa fruticosa (plant 4) using visualisation. This is also confirmed by 
the classification matrix. The matrix shows that 4 records which should have been 
classified as Cryptocarya williwilliana have actually been classified as Westringa 
fruticosa. Similarly, there are 10 records which have been classified as Cryptocarya 
williwilliana when they were from Westringa fruticosa.
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It is also evident that there were no misclassifications at all for the other plants - 
the only confusion was between Cryptocarya williwilliana and Westringa fruticosa. The 
addition of the second feature (no_above_threshold2) produces the classification matrix 
shown in Table 10.2, which reduces the total misclassification by 4 plants.
Table 10.2 Classification Matrix for 4 plants with 2 features
Classification Matrix
Classified Classified Classified Classified
Actual Plant 1 Plant 2 Plant 3 Plant 4
Plant 1 82 0 0 7
Plant 2 0 94 0 0
Plant 3 0 0 92 0
Plant 4 3 0 0 105
Number of records misclassified = 10
Classification Error Rate = 2.61%
The addition of the second feature (no_above_threshoid2) and the third feature 
(no_above_threshoid3) improves the classifier by lowering the error rate and this is 
shown in Table 10.3. In practice, the addition of features can add to the time that it takes 
to compute a result so only features which contribute positively to the performance of the 
classifier against the test set should be used. This is discussed further in section 10.7.
Table 10.3 Classification Matrix for 4 plants with 3 features
Classification Matrix
Classified Classified Classified Classified
Actual Plant 1 Plant 2 Plant 3 Plant 4
Plant 1 88 0 0 6
Plant 2 0 87 0 0
Plant 3 0 0 106 0
Plant 4 1 0 0 80
Number of records misclassified = 7
Classification Error Rate = 1.90%
10.6 Template matching
This is the simplest type of statistical classifier. It is a linear classifier so is only 
effective when the classes are linearly separable. Templates are created based on the 
training data and when a new record is presented to the classifier, it is allocated to a class 
based on the template which it is most similar to.
The template created for each class is simply the average of each of the individual 
records in the training set for the class :
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t, = {|Lip jll2,...jj-H} where i is the number of classes, and n is the
number of features.
A new record is presented to the classifier as :
x = {x,, x2,...xn>
the euclidean (or mean square) difference is calculated between it and each of the 
templates:
diff. = (x - tj)2
the resulting class is the one with the smallest diff. This result is then compared with the 
true class and if there is a difference then it is noted as an error. Since this classifier model 
does not weight the features in any way, the result can be affected by noisy, 
unrepresentative, or redundant features so the data needs to be prepared in some way. In 
order for the classifier to work effectively, the best features need to be selected and this is 
discussed in Section 10.7.
10.7 Feature selection
In practice features can be poor, noisy or redundant and the performance of any 
classifier can be improved if those features are removed before the data is presented to the 
classifier. The performance of all learning systems can be dramatically affected by the 
choice and specification of these features [Weiss & Kulikowski, 1991].
Selection of relevant features to discriminate different classes is a central problem 
in the pattern recognition field. Once features are calculated, those which are the most 
discriminatory for a particular combination of plants are selected to improve the reliability 
of the classifier.
A common technique used for feature minimisation is called principal component 
analysis. It allows reduction of the number of individual variables while retaining as much 
of the variation present in the original data as possible. The result is achieved by 
transforming the data into a new set of variables called principle components which have 
zero correlation [Duszak et a f  1994]. This technique was not pursued in this thesis but is 
an option for further work.
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Some researchers have used brute force methods which test every combination of 
features for a particular classification problem such as characterising aircraft joints using 
ultrasonics[Hansch et al 1994]. This technique has the advantage of producing an optimal 
classifier but requires the testing of 2n combinations (where n is the number or features) 
and can result in a vast amounts of computation when dealing with a large amount of data. 
For 19 features, this means testing 524288 combinations of features.
Other feature minimisation algorithms reduce the dimensionality by selecting only 
the best individual features to represent the data. These feature selection algorithms 
attempt to optimise the recognition rate achieved on the cross validation data for that 
particular combination of features. It is often impossible to examine every combination of 
features, so strategies have been developed to estimate the best combination of features. 
They may all produce different results given any particular data set.
One of the most commonly used feature selection algorithms is known as stepwise 
forward selection. This technique starts with the best single feature. At each step, it tests 
every one of the remaining features with the features already selected and adds the one 
which is the best. It continues until it reaches some specified minimum error rate, or until 
all of the items from the pattern space are exhausted. A comprehensive discussion of 
feature selection algorithms can be found in [Weiss & Kulikowski, 1991].
The result is not an optimal set of features but one which is based on the 
discrimination quality of the individual features. Similar stepwise techniques have been 
used in many other areas including fault diagnosis in integrated circuits [Lin & Meador, 
1992], identifying airborne acoustic sources [Cabell & Fuller, 1989], in biomedical 
applications [Ciaccio e ta l, 1993].
In this thesis, a small optimisation has been made to this algorithm where features 
are added until all of the features have been added and the recognition percentage achieved 
using the cross validation set is recorded at each step (Algorithm 10.3). The result is then 
a set of features which result in the best recognition percentage of the cross validation set. 
This is an improvement over the recognised stepwise forward selection algorithm as the
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chance of falling into a local minima are reduced but has the drawback of testing more 
feature combinations and hence increased processing time during training.
The stepwise techniques provide the strategy to guide the search but there still 
needs to be a way of evaluating alternative subsets of features. The earliest approaches to 
feature selection used the filter method [Langley, 94] which filter the features before the 
classification is performed. The filter approach [Almuallim & Dietterich, 94] is 
independent of the classifier and removes the irrelevant features based on the 
characteristics of the training dataset. This was demonstrated in Section 7.10.1 where the 
feature set was reduced from 67 to 19 features. The wrapper method is based on a 
different underlying philosophy as it runs the classifier on the candidate features and uses 
the resulting classification error to select the best combination, that is, the combination of 
candidate features which produce the lowest error.
10,8 The Wrapper Method of feature selection
In this section, a new algorithm is described which uses the wrapper method and 
combines both modified stepwise forward selection (Algorithm 10.3) and stepwise 
elimination (Algorithm 10.4) functions over multiple iterations in order to get a more 
reliable set of features for the particular combination of plants. The cross-validation 
method of generating test data outlined in Algorithm 10.1 is also used.
Input Data : there are 19 features as input to the classifier and a field to indicate the 
true class to which the data belongs, for example 1 = plant 1,2 = plant 2, 3 = plant 3 and 
4 = plant 4. The training set, the testing set, and the cross-validation set have 
approximately 50%, 25% and 25% of the data respectively (assigned with Algorithm 
10.1) and are selected using Algorithm 10.2.
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Algorithm  10.2 The enhanced algorithm for feature selection
ENHANCED FEATURE SELECTION
This function implements the new enhanced feature selection 
method to select a good set of features for input to a 
classifier. This function is passed a pointer to a piece of 
memory which contains a data structure which contains the entire 
training set, and another pointer to a data structure which 
contains the entire cross-validation set. It is also passes an 
array into which the resulting features are inserted and returns 
the number of features in this array.
Parameters :
train_set a pointer to a data structure with the 
training set.
valid_set a pointer to a data structure with the cross 
validation set.
features an array with the list of features selected. 
Returns :
the number of features selected or 0 if an error is
encountered.
BEGIN
Initialise the candidate set as the complete feature set
WHILE the recognition percentage continues to improve 
BEGIN
The current feature set is run through the classifier 
and the results are displayed as both a 
■ classification matrix and as a percentage when
tested against the cross validation set.
IF it is the first time though 
THEN
use the empty set as input to the stepwise feature 
selection only (leave complete set for elimination).
ELSE
Perform Stepwise forward feature selection 
(Algorithm 10.3)
END
Perform Stepwise feature elimination (Algorithm 10.4)
If feature elimination produces better results 
THEN
select that subset as the one to continue with
ELSE





Stepping through Algorithm 10.2, the initial candidate features is a set of all 
possible features. A modified stepwise forward feature selection (Algorithm 10.3) is 
performed. This adds features one at a time based on how good they are at classifying the 
cross validation set in combination with the features already selected (Algorithm 10.3). 
The stepwise feature elimination algorithm is then executed (Algorithm 10.4) to try and
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minimise the number of features selected. Whichever of the two feature sets produces the 
best result are used as input to the next iteration of the loop.
The process is terminated when the recognition percentage is not improved from 
one iteration to the next. The only exception is when the recognition stays the same and a 
feature is eliminated. Iteration continues because the classifier has the same predictive 
capability using less features which is desirable.
Algorithm 10.3 An improved algorithm for stepwise forward feature
selection
STEPWISE FORWARD FEATURE SELECTION
This function is passed the current set of features selected and 
adds features one at a time based on the feature which produces 
the best result when tested with the cross validation set. At 
each step the recognition percentage is stored. The process 
continues until all of the features are added. The result is the 
list of features which produce the best recognition result. 
Parameters :
train_set a pointer to a data structure with the 
training set.
valid_set a pointer to a data structure with the cross 
validation set.
features an array with the list of features selected. 
Returns :
the number of features selected or 0 if an error 
is encountered.
BEGIN
WHILE all features not selected 
BEGIN
WHILE all features not tested 
BEGIN
get the next feature
run classifier using features already selected 
and this feature
store the recognition percentage
END
add the feature with the best recognition percentages 
to the list of selected features 
store the recognition percentage
END
Select the feature with the highest recognition percentage 
as the last feature selected
Set up the feature array and return the number of features
END
Stepwise feature elimination involves removing one feature at a time from the 
current feature set based on the one that results in the highest classification percentage. At 
each step, each feature is removed in turn and the resulting error percentage is calculated.
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The feature which results in the lowest error percentage when removed is the one which is 
taken from the feature set. In the case of more than one feature giving the same result, 
then the winner is chosen randomly between those that give the same result. The general 
stepwise feature elimination algorithm terminates when the recognition percentage on the 
cross validation data set is not improved by removing a feature. In this implementation, 
the process continues until all features are eliminated. The result of each step are then 
compared, and the set with the highest recognition percentage on the cross validation set 
is used. The advantage of this is that it reduces the chances of falling into local minima but 
requires more processing to produce a result. The algorithm for feature elimination is 
shown in Algorithm 10.4.
Algorithm 10.4 The algorithm for Stepwise Feature Elimination
STEPWISE FEATURE ELIMINATION
This function is passed the current set of features selected and 
removes features one at a time based on the feature which 
produces the best result when tested with the cross validation 
set. At each step the recognition percentage is stored. The 
process continues until all of the features are removed. The 
result is the list of features which produce the best recognition 
result.
Parameters :
train_set a pointer to a data structure with the 
training set.
valid_set a pointer to a data structure with the cross 
validation set.
features an array with the list of features selected. 
Returns :
the number of features selected or 0 if an error is
encountered
BEGIN
WHILE all features not eliminated 
BEGIN
WHILE all features not tested 
BEGIN
get the next feature
run classifier without features already 
removed and this feature 
store the recognition percentage
END
add the feature with the best recognition percentages 
to the list of eliminated features 
store the recognition percentage
END
Select the feature with the highest recognition percentage 
as the last feature eliminated
END
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10.9 Classification of plants using the statistical classifier
A sample run for the four plants analysed in Section 8.3 is shown in Table 10.4. 
On completion of the entire feature selection cycle, the progressive recognition 
percentages are shown, that is, the features are listed with the percentage recognition 
against the training set after each feature is added. This allows the number of features to 
be balanced against the predictive qualities of the features. This is a trade off between the 
accuracy of the classifier and the amount of time that the classifier will take to make a 
decision on any input pattern.
Finally, the classifier is tested against the test data file. This test data is completely 
separate to the validation set which is used to tune the features.
Results in Table 10.4 demonstrate that the calculated features are very good at 
differentiating these 4 plants (correct classification percentage of 98.4% on the unseen test 
set). The only confusion arose where 3 records from plant 1 (Cryptocarya williwilliana) 
were classified as plant 4 (Westringa fruticosa) and 3 records from plant 4 were classified 
as plant 1. This is consistent with the overlapping of feature values between these 2 plants 
that was illustrated in Section 8.3








8. no above threshold7.
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Table 10.4 Run of feature selection with classifier for all 19 features
Classifier starting..
Start time = Wed Mar 11 15:40:03 1998
Number of inputs : 19 
Number of outputs : 1




Classi Class2 Class3 Class4
Classi 87 0 0 3
Class2 0 81 0 0
Class3 0 0 95 0
Class4 3 0 0 87
Correct Classification Percentage =
98.3146
Stepwise forward selected: 2 18 4 17 5
3 7 1
. . which gives a recognition
percentage of : 98.8764
Stepwise forward eliminated : 7 1 2 3
4 11 12 9 5 13 15 14
. . which gives a recognition 
percentage of : 98.8764
Will eliminate those features 
highlighted..
Iteration number : 2 
Classification Matrix
Calculated
Classi Class2 Class3 Class4
Actual
Classi 87 0 0 3
Class2 0 81 0 0
Class3 0 0 95 0
Class4 1 0 0 89
Step forward selected: 17 6 18 10 8 16 
19
.. which gives a recognition 
percentage of : 98.8764
Stepwise forward eliminated : 8 
.. which gives a recognition 
percentage of : 98.5955
Feature selection is complete, final 
recognition = 98.8764
Algorithm Selected : 17 6 18 10 16 19 
8
. . which gives a recognition 
percentage of : 98.8764 
The following features were used 
17 6 18 10 16 19 8
Progressive recognition percentages 
92.6966 17 
96.3483 17 6
97.7528 17 6 18
98.5955 17 6 18 10
98.0337 17 6 18 10 16
98.5955 17 6 18 10 16 19
98.8764 17 6 18 10 16 19 8
Now testing against new test data ★ ★ * * ★
Classification Matrix 2
Calculated
Classi Class2 Class3 Class4
Actual
Classi 94 0 0 3
Class2 0 102 0 0
Class3 0 0 87 0
Class4 3 0 0 81
Correct Classification Percentage = 
98.3784
End time = Wed Mar 11 15:42:38 1998
The correlation matrix for these four plants against their template is shown in 
Chapter 8 and is reproduced in Table 10.5. It shows that they are all well correlated 
through orientation change so are good candidates for a system which needs to classify 
individual plant species to a high degree. Because the plants are relatively consistent 
through orientation (as shown by the high template correlation values), there is a good 
chance that an acoustic density profile from any particular orientation will be similar to the 









Table 10.6 shows the correlation between the template of each plant and all of the 
records for the plant indicated in the column. This is in the same format as the larger Table 
8.8. The template of Cryptocarya williwilliana is the most highly correlated with the 
records from Westringa fruticosa with a correlation level of 0.6. Similarly, the template of 
Westringa fruticosa is correlated against all of the records of Cryptocarya williwilliana to a 
level of 0.6.
Note that even though correlations were calculated with all 19 features, they are 
still indicative of the performance of the classifier with these seven selected features in that 
the plants with the highest correlation are the ones likely to be misclassified and this is 
true for Cryptocarya williwilliana and Westringa fruticosa. This simple fact illustrates that 
there is a relationship between the correlation between plants and the results achieved by a 
classifier. So, when plants are highly correlated to each other then there is a good chance 
that it will be hard to differentiate between them.
Table 10.6 Template correlation against the 
other four plants
1 2 3 4
1 Cryptocarya williwilliana 0.2 0.5 0.6
2 Leptospermum laevigatum 0.2 0.5 0.2
3 Szygium leuhmanni 0.5 0.5 0.3
4 Westringa fruticosa 0.6 0.2 0.4
Similar groups of four plants produce good results but once the number of plants 
becomes too high, the features overlap in linear space, so a non-linear classifier may be 
required to separate the plants.
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10.10 Pairwise classification results
The statistical classifier was run on all pairs of plants in order to determine the 
plants which are the most similar to each other. It answers the following question : given 
any particular plant, what is the average classification against all of the 99 other plants 
using the Sonar data. Table 10.7 shows a grid where each cell is the result of running a 
statistical classifier which tries to differentiate between the two plants. The classifier 
design is similar to that outlined in Section 10.8 where 2 plants are used as input and the 
result is a percentage which gives the number of records which were classified correctly. 
The high level outline of the function used to generate the table is shown in Algorithm 
10.5.
Algorithm 10.5 The algorithm to build the pairwise classification table
BUILD PAIRWISE CLASSIFICATION TABLE
This function runs the classifier on all of the combinations of 
the 100 plants in order to produce a table of plant combinations 
and the corresponding classification percentages using the test 
set.
BEGIN
FOR plantl = 1 to 99
FOR plant2 = plantl to 100
Establish train, validation and test sets for 
plantl vs plant2
Run the classifier using the feature 
selection algorithm




Each location in the resulting table gives the classification percentage for the two 
plants. For example, the cell at the point which intersects row numbered 4 and the column 
number 2 is the classification resulting from the test set when the classifier is run for 
plants Acacia howitti and Acacia cultriformis. In this particular case, the result is 100 
percent, that is, when the classifier is run using the data from those plants, 100% of the 
test set is classified correctly. The adjacent cell which is at the point in column 1 and row 
4 indicates that when the classifier is run for Acacia howitti and Acacia binervata, the test 
set is only classified correctly at a rate of 61%, that is, 39% of the data is classified 
incorrectly. Plants which have a low classification percentage against the rest of the 
population (less than 75%) are highlighted by greying the cells.
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Table 10.7 Classification of combinations of two plants against the corresponding test set
i  i  3  4 5  6 7 t  9 10 11 12 13 14 IS 1 6 1 7  IS 1 9 2 0  21 22 23 24 25 25 27 20 29 30  31 32 33 34 35 30 37 30 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 40 47 41  49 50 51 52 53 54 $5 SO 57 5 !  59 60 61 62 63 (4  65 66 67 6 !  (9  70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 7 (  79 10 I t  92 (3  14 05 66 17 11 19 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 96 99 IK
1 fern ban*
2 f c n  o t t o *  100
3 t a n f a t e *  97 90
4 te x àh em B ì 63 100 90
5 Acacia ¡rotali 19 99 93 97
6 A càlongio ia  92 95 75 91 16
7 A o n  m a n ta  99 91 91 100 97 16
I  « c à u t a y l o i  95 95 (3  100 91 79 (3
9 ta n p o d a lp M a  93 99 7 t  93 90 16 95 9 t
10 A c à  stetti 99 96 63 97 94 12 91 10 70
I I  A cnqclà  b m s 71 100 92 11 77 93 99 91 1 (  96
12 « g a p a n h s p a r a t a  100 71 91 100 100 96 95 17 91 91 91
13 A p p a ta p a e c a  100 13 16 100 97 90 92 19 93 90 99 (4
H N p à M d *  100 91 91 100 97 92 93 77 95 94 91 91 90
I S A i d a i f t a É c i i i n g l t a r i i  99 11 72 100 96 79 90 79 (4  10 96 61 66 11
K t y t e n  d ty f s  96 11 91 100 97 90 10 11 96 93 97 71 73 95 14
17 A a la  aba ra g n fc  96 95 87 91 71 70 17 10 91 90 81 92 93 91 86
11 A a la  c i t a  splenda 87 99 99 83 91 99 100 99 98 100 81 100 100 100 100
19 Bamkà erìdoia 100 91 93 100 99 91 99 100 99 100 99 86 81 99 19
20 Baaksà tetegrtoia 14 95 91 94 71 15 95 90 14 l i 55 96 96
21 Capotaria a c n l à a 100 76 92 100 91 91 97 96 91 99 99 65 75
22 C a s o »  glauca 87 99 94 95 90 86 95 90 15 96 8 0 1 0 0 99
23 Casuaiina strida 100 97 16 1 0 0 96 90 15 10 91 91 97 14 12
24 C aso n e  buiosa 96 99 89 99 93 76 19  72 85 71 92 96 92
25 C a n n a  afveri 100 76 92 100 99 95 91 91 99 91 100 70 72
26 Cìnoòatus paucftrs 91 99 1 6 100 93 15 97 81 75 72 90 97 95
27 ConiySne austeais 99 16 8 2 100 91 17 93 17 94 91 99 76 74
28 Cuna a h 9 0 100 93 98 17 15 97 89 88 97 91 100 100
29 Crìnum maurìbanum 100 80 8 5100 98 93 98 95 97 91 99 84 78
30 Crinum peduncutatum 100 69 92 1 0 0 99 97 99 99 100 94 99 77 77
31 Ciyptocaiya tridui 100 80 9 0100 98 90 79 14 99 94 99 72 76
3 ! Ciypttcanfa taen jara 8 3100 95 91 74 17 99 97 16 95 73 100 100
33 Ciyptaiya « A r ia n a 99 91 9 3 100 99 95 17 92 92 94 98 96 89
31 Qjpanopss a n a t r ia t e 99 93 1 1 100 95 18 69 18 97 91 91 15 73
35 Cupaniopss panioita 100 92 95 99 99 94 78 93 99 96 100 84 76
36 Diploglottis austrais 99 94 91 98 99 97 93 98 96 99 99 75 78
37 DfriogWis camptel 9 1100 95 97 75 19 97 91 92 99 60 97 91
3 ! Dodataea kìqueka 90 100 92 95 83 77 99 17 17 95 71 99 91
39 Dodtnaeawcosa 72 100 97 51 91 97 99 91 91 97 19 100 100
40 Doryanttes paknerì 99 94 6 9100 98 16 95 14 81 71 96 90 84
41 Endìandra ntrorsa 9 6100 89100 90 76 77 69 91 92 96 97 93
42 Endiandiapubens 8 8 100 99 90 80 87 95 95 95 99 61 99 99
43 Emstemon myoporodes 99 95 76 99 93 13 94 78 91 83 99 82 84
44 Eucalypfeis bobyoides 100 90 8 9100 99 94 85 96 99 91 91 15 95
45 Eucalipto t e t r a # 93 95 90 95 14 69 17 77 93 94 87 91 18
46 Eucalipto maculata 94 90 75100 93 63 17 71 97 74 93 17 80
47 Fcus rutriginosa 6 3100 93 69 91 91 99 97 84 96 76 99 99
49 Gotto tettoia 100 79 9 5100 91 95 81 91 99 99 99 75 70
49 G r e to  baieyana 9 6100 15 96 84 73 90  17 85 91 18 99 91
50 G r e to  te lata 100 10 7 6 100 91 16 90 11 87 81 99 72 61
17
99 98 
14 95 100 
92 76 16 99 
10 92 100 19 91
94 11 95 100 13 99
13 93 100 99 90 91 97
90 11 91 100 13 99 12 15
74 92 100 71 91 61 100 94 100
94 19 100 99 91 91 95 94 77 99
92 90 100 95 91 91 99 86 97 93 91
92 80 97 99 83 100 72 99 70 100 91 94
91 95 100 91 98 64 100 94 99 89 97 71 100
93 94 100 68 97 69 100 95 100 81 100 82 100 78
76 91 100 95 96 85 99 79 91 11 93 85 99 92 96
91 90 18 100 77 100 11 99 91 99 97 91 82 100 99 99
92 93 100 100 94 97 99 19 96 93 95 92 100 97 100 79 99
71 90 100 93 92 90 100 71 90 93 97 94 97 93 94 10 100 16
51 96 100 94 97 90 100 90 91 77 91 97 100 96 93 74 99 15 67
72 96 100 11 96 92 100 91 99 11 99 96 100 I I  11 92 100 97 14 73
93 10 19 99 64 99 94 99 94 99 94 97 11 99 100 94 16 100 96 99 100
95 84 91 100 75 100 77 97 73 99 93 98 75 1 00100  91 76 100 99 100 100 91
99 98 93 100 94 100 81 98 91 99 96 100 96 99 100 100 16 100 100 100 100 93 95
88 94 100 91 90 93 93 86 91 97 88 13 97 71 90 91 98 90 95 93 97 96 98 98
92 78 100 100 84 98 90 81 68 100 91 93 88 99 98 93 93 97 81 89 98 93 89 99 98
95 83 74 99 66 100 87 97 87 100 98 99 85 100 100 99 66 99 99 99 100 66 87 94 100 92
94 88 100 98 92 96 99 81 90 94 82 77 97 81 92 82 99 86 97 98 97 97 98 100 83 94 99
67 85 100 94 99 S3 99 92 96 18 99 96 99 95 90 15 100 91 65 74 88 97 97 100 93 88 98 96
12 70 97 96 71 92 81 85 79 95 90 91 79 95 97 87 80 91 17 17 19 82 80 91 90 76 77 19 79
86 73 100 98 13 92 89 75 76 95 14 13 92 17 91 87 95 90 12 94 95 93 16 99 10 11 90 71 15 (1
99 93 92 100 14 100 71 99 93 100 94 100 91 99 99 99 70 99 99 100 99 15 15 61 91 95 12 99 9 9 1 9  93
64 93 100 92 96 10 100 14 98 81 99 84 99 95 93 73 100 77 77 65 86 98 100 100 92 94 99 93 76 91 91 98
89 69 99 100 13 100 77 98 72 100 14 97 81 100 99 92 89 97 94 98 100 87 70 93 94 78 86 98 91 12 82 11 99
13 15 100 94 94 77 95 70 19 14 19 75 99 15 84 75 97 18 79 88 96 91 91 100 17 89 91 7 ) 19 86 76 99 85 93
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59 Leptospermum laevigata
60 Leptospermum morrisonii
61 Leptospermum p e te rs«
62 Ucuala ramsayi
63 Litsea reticulata
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Table 10.8 shows a summary of the results of the testing of plant combinations.
Table 10.8 Recognition for plant 
com binations




Most of the combinations produce good results and many of the combinations 
classify 100% of the test set. There are also plant combinations which result in a small 
percentage of the plants being correctly classified. For example, the plant specimens 
Ayrtera distylis and Cupaniopsis parvifolia result in a correct classification of only 
50.6%. This is a similar probability to a random guess (1/2 = 50%) so it can be said that 
the two specimens cannot be distinguished from each other. This can indicate either:
1. The acoustic density profile changes so much through rotation that the plants are 
impossible to characterise; or
2. The plants are similar to each other.
Reviewing the table shows that both of these plants can be easily distinguished 
from other plants in the population. Ayrtera distylis can be classified up to 100% of the 
test set against other plants in the population, and similarly, Cupaniopsis parvifolia can 
also be classified up to 100% against certain plants, so this shows that it is possible to 
characterise the plants. This means that the acoustic density profile of these two plants are 
similar. These two plants are shown in Figure 10.3 with a sample of their acoustic density 
function and the average of the features calculated for all 100 samples of the plants.
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Figure  10.3 Images, a sample acoustic density profile and the average of 
all of the features (with standard  deviation shown as e rro r bars) for 
A yrtera  distylis and C upaniopsis parvifolia
Both of the plants shown in Figure 10.3 have similar reflected acoustic density 
profiles due to their similar foliage structure. The figure shows that both plants reflect 
very little of the acoustic energy (both peak at approximately 3 mV) and their calculated 
features are almost identical. The plants both have medium to small sized leaves, most of 
which are horizontal, that is, end on to the sensor. The leaves are relatively spread 
through the plant so echoes return from a range of different surfaces.
When we consider how each of these individual plants are classified against the 
other 98 plants in the population (from Table 10.7) we see that there is a range of 
classification percentages which can be summarised as shown in Table 10.9. The 
percentages shown are the dual classification of the plant specimen given and all of the 
other plants, that is, it is the classification percentage for all of the test records of both the 
plant shown and each of the other plants in the data set of 100.
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Table 10.9 The average classification of specimens against all other plants
in the population
A y r te r a  d is ty l i s 85.87 %
C u p a n io p s is  p a r v i f o l ia 89.79 %
As a comparison, consider the samples of Radermacheria fenecis and Archontophoenix 
cunninghamiania which have a high classification percentage as a pair. Their 
classifications against all of the other plants in the test set is illustrated in Table 10.10.
Table 10.10 The average classification of specimens against all other
plants in the population
R a d e rm a c h e r ia  fe n e c is 95.27 %
A r c h o n to p h o e n ix  c u n n in g h a m ia n ia 85.90 %
F igure  10.4 Im age and acoustic density profiles, and features for 
R a d e r m a c h e r ia  f e n e c i s  and A r c h o n to p h o e n ix  c u n n in g h a m ia n ia
These plants are very different both physically and in the acoustic energy which is
reflected.
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The average recognition percentage of each plant of the 100 plants against each 
other plant is shown in Table 10.11. It is in ascending order and highlights the plants 
which are the most different to all of the other plants in the population.
The plants which are near the top of the table are the most distinct plants compared 
to those which are further down the list whose acoustic density profiles are more similar 
to some others in the population. In a practical system, it would be beneficial to use plants 
which are different to all of the other plants which are present in the environment this 
would ensure that a mobile robot could recognise the different plants much more easily.
Table 10.11 Average percentage classification against all of the other 
plants in the population of 100 ordered by percentage
L ep to sp erm u m  la ev ig a tu m 99.63 L ep to sp erm u m  p e te r s o n ii 92.17
L icú ala  ra m sa yi 97.18 Solanum  a v icu la re 92.11
J a ca ra n d a  m im osifo lia 96.88 A cacia  irrorata 92.00
A za le a  cu ltiva r  sp len da 96.39 D ip lo g lo tt is  c a m p b e lli 91.95
A c a c ia  h o w ittii 96.15 C orrea  a lba 91.77
D o d o n a ea  v isco sa 95.58 A ca c ia  p o d a ly r ifo lia 91.75
B a n k sia  e r ic ifo lia 95.31 A ca c ia  str ic ta 91.58
R a d erm a ch eria  fe n e c is 95.27 E ndiandra p u ben s 91.58
M ela leu ca  eru bescen s 95.05 D o rya n th es  p a lm e r i 91.33
T abebu la  ch rystrich a 94.57 C itr io b a tu s  p a u c if lo r is 91.29
W estrin g a  fru tic o sa 94.43 D odon aea  triquetra 91.29
M e la le u c a  s ty p h e lio id e s 94.29 M elaleuca  d ecora 91.20
A c a c ia  b in erva ta 94.23 G rev illea  b a ileya n a 90.83
P itto sp o ru m  cra ssifo liu m 94.13 C o rd y lin e  a u stra lis 90.78
In d ig o fera  au stra lis 93.85 A cro n ych ia  la e v is 90.70
S a rc o to e c h ia  h e te ro p h y lla 93.70 E rio s tem o n  m y o p o r o id e s 90.70
D ip lo g lo tt is  a u s tra lis 93.62 R h o d o d en d ro n  b ryo p h y llu m 90.68
S zyg iu m  p a n icu la tu m 93.38 A ca c ia  m ea rn sii 90.61
A c a c ia  cu ltr ifo rm is 93.34 O m alan th u s p o p u lifo liu s 90.61
C rinum  m auritianum 93.27 L ep to sp erm u m  m o rr iso n ii 90.39
S zyg iu m  leu h m an n i 93.19 P itto sp o ru m  Jam es 90.16
F icu s ru b ig in o sa 93.17 H ym en o sp o ru m  f la v u m 90.12
Z ie ra  co llin a 93.00 S a rc o m e lic o p e  s im p lifo lia 89.87
C rinum  pedu n cu la tu m 92.97 C u p a n io p sis  p a rv ifo lia 89.79
P o ly sc ia s  m u rra yi 92.89 E ndiandra in trorsa 89.75
C ry p to c a ry a  la ev ig a tu m 92.79 P itto sp o ru m  revo lu tu m 89.72
L iv is to n a  sp  'C arn arvon ' 92.74 C asuarina stric ta 89.71
C ry p to c a r y a  w illiw ill ia n a 92.73 L a cco sp a d ix  a u stra la s ica 89.53
C asuarina glauca 92.63 E u ca lyp tu s  b o tr y o id e s 89.52
M ela leu ca  qu inquenervia 92.53 G o o d ia  lo tifo lia 89.24
P h y lla n th u s  a lb if lo ru s 92.37 P o ly sc ia s  e leg a n s 89.15
C in n a m o m  o liv e r i 92.32 H akea  sa lic ifo lia 89.02
A ly x ia  ru sc ifo lia 92.22 A ca c ia  fa lc a ta 88.97
T r is ta n io p s is  c o llin a 92.22 S ten o ca rp u s sin u a tu s 88.91
C a rp en ta ria  acum inata 92.18 S tre b lis  b ru n on ian u s 88.65
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A g a p a n th u s p ra e c o x  d w a r f 88.64 M icro c itru s  a u stra lis 86.28
C u p a n io p s is  a n a c a rd io id e s 88.58 P itto sp o ru m  undulatum 86.25
A c a c ia  m e la n o x y lo n 88.56 R h o p a lo s ty lis  s a p id a 86.19
C asu arin a  to ru lo sa 88.47 H o w ea  fo re s te r ia n a 86.07
P o ly sc ia s  a u stra lia n a 88.46 F icu s o b liqu a 85.93
G u ioa  sem ig la u ca 88.03 A r c h o n to p h o e n ix 85.90
S olan u m  la c in ia tu m 87.90 cu n n in g h a m ia n ia
M ish o c a rp u s  a u s tra lis 87.89 A y r te r a  d is ty l is 85.87
C ry p to c a r y a  b id w ill i 87.72 R h o d o d en d ro n  c lo r in d a 85.06
P itto sp o r u m  rh o m b ifo liu m 87.61 R h o p a lo s ty lis  b a n e r i 84.99
G re v il le a  h illia n a 87.58 E u c a ly p tu s  leu co x y lo n 84.91
A g a p a n th u s  p r a e c o x 87.50 E u ca lyp tu s m acu la ta 84.82
L itsea  re ticu la ta 87.18 G rev illea  m arm alade 84.32
B a n k sia  in te g r ifo lia 87.15 Solan u m  vescu m 83.86
A c a c ia  lo n g ifo lia 86.80 S olan u m  b ro w n ii 83.03
A za le a  a lb a  m a g n ifica 86.51
The plants which are at the top of the table are the ones which have characteristics 
which are not common in other plants in the population and are also very consistent 
through rotation. For example, the first plant in the table Leptospermum laevigatum is a 
very bushy plant with many reflective surfaces. This means that the specimen will be very 
consistent through rotation.
The image, sample acoustic density profile and the features with the standard 
deviations for Leptospermum laevigatum are shown in Figure 10.5. There is a large 
number of ranges which return echoes and they are all of relatively large amplitude. It can 
also be noted that all of the calculated features are very high as they are all around or 
above 100 which is the value that all of the features are scaled towards. Most of the 
features have small standard deviations (shown by small error bars) which means that 
these features are relatively consistent through a change in orientation. This contrasts with 
the features calculated for Ayrtera distylis (shown in Figure 10.3) which have large 
standard deviations.
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Figure 10.5 The image, a sample acoustic density profile, and the average 
of each feature shown with standard  deviation as e rro r bars for
Leptosperm um  laevigatum
10.11 Discriminant analysis techniques
Discriminant analysis is a tool which is used to classify an individual sample into 
one of a finite number of groups of classes. Predictive discriminant analysis techniques 
can be used to develop a mathematical rule or discriminant function to estimate the class to 
which an individual sample belongs. The discriminant function consists of a linear 
combination of variables for each class which predicts membership of that class. When a 
new sample is presented, the discriminant function for each class is calculated and the 
class is assigned based on the predefined class which the sample is closest to. 
Discriminant analysis were used but produce similar results to that given for the template 
matcher in Table 10.12, so are not shown.
10.12 Plants which are inconsistent through viewing angle
Not all of the plants are consistent through change in viewing angle and this is 
what causes problems for a classifier. Figure 10.6 shows a model of two different plants, 
(a) represents a plant which produces an acoustic density profile which is relatively 
similar regardless of the angle from which it is insonified. Figure 10.6(b) however, 
represents a plant that is consistent across a range of orientations but once the plant is 
sensed from the positions separated by the rays in the figure, the leaves are arranged 
differently and produce significantly different acoustic density profiles.
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In this particular case, a statistical classifier fails as the differences between each 
of the different sectors inherent in (b) are averaged in the template so none of the 
orientations will match this template. When test records are presented to the classifier for 
that particular plant, they are likely to match neither of the templates well, so will be 
allocated to that which is most similar.
In order for a classifier to correctly characterise the plant, four templates need to 
be built for this particular plant. This could be done manually, or the classifier could have 
the capability of automatically storing the different templates. In the case shown in the 
figure, the classifier will store one template for plant (a), and four templates for plant (b), 
so when a test record is received, it will be classified as being from the correct plant. In 
landmark recognition for mobile robots, the ability to classify a partially symmetric plant 
from different orientations provides additional information to the navigation system. It 
gives a coarse measure of the orientation of the plant which helps localise the robot 
relative to the plant.
The alternative is to use a classifier model which can inherently store information 
about multiple patterns for a single class. This can be done with a neural network and is 




F igure  10.6 Two p lan ts which have d ifferen t characteristics depending on 
the position from  which they are  sensed (a) is consistent through 
orientation , w here (b) has regions of sim ilar re tu rn  bu t is not consistent
through an en tire  ro tation
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10.12.1 Non-linearly separable classes
Figure 10.7 shows 2 features plotted against each other in two dimensional space. 
In (a), the classes are linearly separable as the classes can be separated by a straight line 
and are easily classified as different plants by a linear classifier which does not weight 
individual features. A multi-layer feedforward network however, can separate classes 
which are not linearly separable as in (b). This means that plants which vary through 
orientation may be characterised better using a multi-layer feedforward network and that is 
pursued in Section 10.13.
F igu re  10.7 Two feature  d istributions (a) is linearly separable while (b)
can only be separated with a curve
10.13 Classifying plants using both raw data and features 
using several different classifier types
In this Section, different classification schemes are tabulated for selected sets of 
plants with their corresponding results. In Chapter 4, A set of benchmarks was 
established which showed that plants can be classified using CTFM Sonar data, with a 
Neural Network. In Chapter 8, a set of 19 features were developed and shown to be 
superior to the raw acoustic density profile at capturing the discriminatory parts of the 
acoustic density profile. In this section, the classification of plants is tabulated using both 
features and the data from the raw acoustic density profile with both a simple statistical
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classifier, a classifier which uses discriminant analysis (outlines in Section 10.11), and a 
non-linear neural network classifier.
The results are shown in Table 10.12. The first column has the names of the 
plants used to train and test the classifier, while the rest of the table provides the results of 
running each of the statistical classifier and the neural network with the different types of 
input data (the acoustic density profile or the neural network).
The table shows that the features provide better results in all cases. It can also be 
seen that there is widely varying results depending on the combination of plants which are 
being used by the classifier. As the number of plants become larger, the correct 
classification percentages generally become lower. The results of classifying a single 
return as one of 100 plants are low. When there is such a large number of plants, there is 
a high probability that some of them are similar acoustically and hence are classified 
incorrectly as each other.
When the classifiers are run using 100 inputs from the acoustic density profile, a 
large amount of processing time is required to build the classifier.
Table 10.12 Comparison of different input data and classifiers
P lan t C om bination
A co u stic  D ensity  
P r o f ile
F eatures












94.96 91.42 98.38 99.73
Ayrtera distylis 
Cupaniopsis parvifolia
68.18 74.29 50.56 77.71
Archontophoenix cunninghamiania 
Radermacheria fenecis



























76.64 91.19 98.92 95.94
All 100 plants 9.30 11.58 16.50 18.40
10.14 Plant grouping
Plants can be efficiently grouped as 1 of n similar plants using statistical clustering 
techniques. The plants with similar physical characteristics are grouped with other plants 
on the basis of templates calculated for each of the plants. Plants from different groups are 
then tested using the classifier and plants which are in the same cluster are hard to separate 
and plants which are from different clusters are easy to separate. This is because plants 
which cluster together have similar acoustic properties.
Appendix D provides the full details of the experiments and the results that were 
obtained. A simple system which only needs the acoustic group of the detected plant 
could exploit this technique instead of implementing a more processor intensive classifier.
10.15 Conclusion
Analysis of the acoustic density profiles of 100 different plants shows that they 
can be separated using pattern classification techniques when a small sample is are 
considered. This is achieved even with a very simple classifier. When a greater number of 
plants are added however, the chance of classifying a species correctly is reduced 
significantly.
The statistical classifier is a significant improvement over the ANN discussed in 
chapter 4 as it provides a list of features with inherent ordering of the most 
discriminatory. This provides important information about the differences between 
different combinations of plants.
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10.16 Summary
1. Most plants can be discriminated well from other plants based on their acoustic 
density profile.
2. Some plants are too similar to each other so it is difficult for a classifier to 
discriminate between them reliably.
3. The features calculated from the acoustic density profile consistently produce lower 
classification error than when using the spectra as input to any type of classifier.
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11. Implementation issues for 
mobile robot navigation
One of the areas of potential application for this sensor is in the area of mobile 
robot navigation. This sensor has not yet been implemented on a mobile robot, but this 
Chapter describes some of the implementation issues for this sensor.
Mobile robot navigation is the process of managing a robot on its course. This 
task usually has an overriding purpose such as reaching a specific goal or performing a 
pre-defined task. To achieve this, an interface to the outside world is required which is in 
the form of either passive or active sensors (or combinations of these). There has been 
considerable research effort in the area of navigation algorithms [Zelinsky, 1991]. 
McKerrow [1991], decomposes the process of navigation into three sub-tasks : mapping 
and modelling the environment; path planning and selection; and path traversal and 
collision avoidance.
This thesis describes a sensor which is used in the environment modelling sub­
task of navigation and is capable of facilitating mobile robot navigation. There are several 
different ways of implementing the system depending on the level of sophistication or 
“intelligence” required. Many researchers are working towards sophisticated robots. The 
goal of these robots is to interact with their environment at a high level by reacting to new 
and changing situations which often occur in the “real world”. However, there are 
situations where the most simple solution is the best as it will be more robust and require 
the lowest processing load.
In this Chapter, the timing for different tasks is discussed, the fundamental 
sensing situations are considered, and the effect of sensing while in motion is outlined. 
This is followed by several different plant sensing scenarios and how the sensor could be 
used the most effectively in the environment.
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11.1 Process timing
The physics of the sensor constrains the CTFM sensor system in terms of the rate 
at which information from the environment can be obtained and this is discussed in this 
section. The software operations are extremely fast compared to the time that it takes to 
sweep through the frequency range from 100 to 50 kHz. This means that the processor is 
available during the time that the sensor is collecting data to perform other tasks such as :
1. processing data from other CTFM sensors;
2. controlling other sensors such as visual sensors;
3. fusing sensor information; or
4. performing high level reasoning such as that required for navigation.
Section 11.1.1 shows the theoretical timing of the system and Section 11.1.2 is a
summary of the empirical results.
1 1 .1 .1  T heoretical tim ing
Figure 11.1 shows the processes involved from capturing the signal to a result. 
The receiver detects the echo, it is demodulated against a copy of the transmitted signal
and a FFT is performed to transform the result into the frequency domain. In the feature 
calculation process, the data is referenced to a standard range, individual features 
calculated and scaled. Depending on what the data is being used for, a correlation module
1 1 - 2
may be used to detect changes between two echo returns, the feature data may be used in 
a classifier, and / or the features could be interpreted directly.
The sensing, demodulation and FFT are handled by an embedded system in order 
to leave the general purpose processor to perform other tasks. Timing for these DSP 
processes can be found in references such as Embree [1995].
The processes that perform the other tasks shown in Figure 11.1, of referencing 
to a standard range, calculating and scaling features; correlation; and running a classifier 
are implemented in software for the purpose of this research. The exact number of 
instructions required to execute the processes depends on the target processor and the 
compiler used to build the code which runs on the processor so cannot be determined 
exactly. In Table 11.1, the timing of the operations are documented in terms of the order 
of the algorithm and in some cases d  which is the depth of the plant as determined from 
the acoustic density profile. The timings illustrated provide a guideline for the 
implementation of the system which is not constrained to any particular hardware. Some 
empirical values for these algorithms implemented on particular hardware are given in 
Section 11.1.2.
Table 11.1 Empirical timing of the software processes
Correlation The correlation algorithm documented in Chapter 
5 is from the signal processing field and performs three 
discrete correlation steps, one correlation between the 
two input patterns and then a correlation of each input 
pattern with itself (autocorrelation). These additional 
autocorrelations are performed in order to scale the result 
so that it lies between 0 and 1.
An individual correlation consists of 
accumulating the sum of the products of the two input 
arrays, so depends on the size of the input array and is 
hence of order N . As stated above, the correlation 
algorithm used in this thesis consists of three steps, so is 
of order 3N, where N  is the size of the array that is being 
correlated. This array is of size 19 when the features are 
being correlated.
Calculating the depth o f  
the plant
The amount of time that it takes to calculate the 
individual features from the acoustic density profile 
depends on the depth of the plant d as calculated from the 
individual acoustic density profile. This depth d was 
shown in Chapter 9 to be the minimum depth of the 
plant.
In order to calculate the depth of the plant, for a 
scene which consists of a plant only, the range line
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which contains the highest amplitude in the acoustic 
density profile is found. From this range line, step back 
until the start of the plant is detected. Similarly, start 
from the range line where the maximum amplitude occurs 
and work up until we meet the condition where the plant 
is detected. This process is of order N  to find the 
maximum amplitude and is of order d to find the depth of 
the plant. So, the order of the algorithm to calculate the 
position of the start and end of the plant within the 
acoustic density profile of the plant is of order N  + d
Referencing the plants to 
a standard range
This operation involves translating and scaling 
each of the range lines within the plant to a standardised 
distance. This involves performing a simple operation on 
each of the range lines within the plant, and is hence of 
order d.
Calculating the features The 19 features documented in Chapter 8, are 
mostly of order d. The exception is the 
length of density profile feature which is 
calculated directly as the end range line minus the start 
range line.
Scaling the features This task involves multiplying the calculated 
features by the scaling values so is of order N, where N  
is the number of features calculated which is 19 for this 
thesis.
Assign a record to 1 of x  
c lasses
The template classifier documented in Chapter 10 
calculates the mean squared difference of the individual 
record against each of the * templates stored by the 
classifier. The mean squared difference is calculated as 
the square of the difference between the individual 
elements of the two input arrays. This assignment 
process is of order xN  where x  is the number of plants, 
and N  is the number of elements which are input to the 
classifier.
1 1 .1 .2  Empirical timing
In the current system, the sensing, capture, demodulation and FFT are run as an 
embedded system so it is difficult to get empirical timing for these processed. However, 
the software can be measured more easily. The software was measured as run on a 75 
MHz, PowerPC 603e processor running the MacOS operating system and the results are 
summarised in Table 11.2. The processes outlined in the table were run for one million 
iterations and the total time taken was divided by one million to get a measure of the 
approximate time to perform each operation. The original implementation was performed 
for elegance (speed was not a particular consideration) so optimisation of the code will 
improve the results. Note that the times shown in the table are extremely small compared 
to the time that it takes to perform a frequency sweep (102.4 milli seconds).
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Table 11.2 Approximate timing for processes
P r o c ess  A p p rox im ate
tim e (m s)
Correlation of 100 items 0.108
Correlation of 100 items with echo tracking 4.39
Correlation of 19 items 0.012
Reference to a standard range and calculate 19 features 0.95317 
Assign a record to 1 of 4 classes (template classifier) 0.563667
11.2 Fundamental plant sensing
In previous chapters, the situation of a plant located in the centre of the beam was 
considered. In this section, the application to a mobile robot is further analysed. The 
mobile platform will be sensing the environment as it moves so a plant detected by the 
sensor may not necessarily be positioned in the centre of the beam. In this section, the 
fundamental issues of plant sensing from a mobile platform are considered.
1 1 .2 .1  The effect of range to the plant
The resolution of the system is constant through range up to the range limit of the 
sensor (1.5 m for the settings used in the experimental system). This means that if a plant 
is within the range of the sensor, then the relative position of the surfaces are constant 
regardless of how far away the plant is. In terms of the echo strength however, there may 
be some information lost through the beam spread and through attenuation but this will 
only be a small amount. Scaling the plant acoustic density profile with respect to the range 
calibration curve (Chapter 5) will make the echo pattern independent of range. The only 
caveat is that at long range, the echo from small surfaces within the plant may be 
completely hidden due to background noise. In the case where recognition is required, a 
closer audition of the plant may be necessary.
Consider the situation shown in Figure 11.2. In (a), the robot is approaching the 
plant and in (b) the robot is leaving the plant. In both cases, the sensor is pointing directly 
at the plant (in the figure, the direction of the sensor is indicated by the heavy arrow). The 
plant is always in the centre of the beam which means that the plant will move along the 
acoustic density profile depending on the absolute range to the surfaces of the leaves 
within the plant. The normalisation of the acoustic density profile (Chapter 6), ensures
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that the absolute range information can be removed from the profile, but relative range 
information is kept, this relative range information is also scaled, so the resulting range 










F igure  11.2 In  (a), the robot is approaching the plant and in (b) the robot 
is leaving the plant. The d irection of the sensor is indicated by the heavy
a rro w .
When the plant is large, or when the sensor is very close to the plant, it is possible 
that the entire plant will not be insonified by the beam and hence the entire plant will not 
contribute to the acoustic energy detected by the receiver. The minimum range at which 
the entire plant is in the sensor’s field of audition depends on the size of the plant (Figure 
11.3).
The sensor is swept through a frequency range and the width of the beam is 
directly affected by the frequency at which it is operating. The beamwidth of the sensor in 
the horizontal plane, varies from 30 degrees at the top of the sweep (100 kHz) to 80 
degrees at the bottom of the sweep (50 kHz) that is, an average beamwidth of 55 degrees. 
Similarly, in the vertical plane, the beamwidth varies from 12 degrees at 100 kHz to 25 
degrees at 50 kHz for an average beamwidth of 18.5 degrees in the vertical plane.
For a plant which is 300 mm wide at its widest point, the range to its axis 
calculated using the tangent rule (Figure 11.3) is 185 mm. Similarly, the minimum range 
in the vertical plane, is calculated as 448 mm.
For a larger plant, say 1 m wide, when the sensor is closer than 960 mm then the 
sensor will not insonify the whole plant, but rather a slice of the plant. The effect of this 
has not been determined empirically but it should not be a problem as the sensor will still
1 1 - 6
be able to detect the structure of the surfaces within the plant. This issue should be 
investigated further as the next stage of the research.
(a)
Figure  11.3 The m inim um  range a t which the entire p lan t is in the field of
audition  of the sensor
1 1 .2 .2  Positioning of the p lan t w ithin the beam
When the plant is not in the central lobe of the sensor beam, the result will be 
similar. Figure 11.4 shows a plant in different positions within the central lobe of the 
sensor. The range to surfaces within the plant will be similar so the resulting acoustic 
density profile is similar.
F igure  11.4 A p lan t in d ifferen t positions w ithin the field of audition
1 1 .2 .3  W hen the platform  moves past a p lant
' Consider the situation shown in Figure 11.5. The initial position of the mobile 
robot is shown on the left and it is sensing orthogonally to the direction in which it is 
moving. Subsequent sensing positions of the mobile platform are shown in light grey and 
are numbered sequentially from 1 to 5. From the first sensing position, 1, nothing is
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insonified by the sensor, at sensing point 2, a small amount of the edge of the plant is 
detected. At sensing point 3, the entire plant is within the field of audition of the sensor. 
Sensing point 4 detects a small amount of the plant similarly to sensing point 2. And 
finally, at sensing point 5, none of the plant is in the field of audition.
Sensing position: 1 2 3 4 5
F igure  11.5 A robot sensing orthogonally to the direction in which is 
moving. The sensing positions a re  num bered
A similar, but different situation occurs when the robot is moving at some angle to 
the plant and this is shown in Figure 11.6. In this particular example, the plant is detected 
from sensing position 2 but is only partially in the field of audition. It becomes entirely 
within the width of the beam from position 3 before it moves out of the sensing beam. 
Partial detection of a plant may cause a problem as the section of the plant in the field of 
audition may not be representative of the whole plant.
1 1 - 8
Sensing position : 1
F igure  11.6 A robot sensing a t an angle to the direction in which is 
moving. The sensing positions are  num bered
The problem of partial detection is avoided by fusing the information from several 
scans. A simple scheme would be to take several scans of the plant and then chose the 
scan which has the most information, for example the largest acoustic area. This acoustic 
density profile can then be interpreted using the methods outlined in Chapter 9, or using 
plant recognition methods described in Chapter 10.
A landmark navigation system will pan the sensor to track the land mark as the 
robot moves past it (Figure 11.7). This will result in several acoustic density profiles 
from different angles, and from these recognise the plant and measure its exact position 
relative to the robot. Borenstein & Koren [1995] developed a sensing ring which detects 
most objects in the environment but it can have a problem with convex comers as outlined 
by McKerrow [1995]. He proposes an alternate system which uses several panning 
sensors in order to eliminate this problem.
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F igure  11.7 The sensor is panned to be oriented tow ards the plant as it
moves past
The way that the sensor is used on a moving platform depends on the specific 
problem. Some different tasks are outlined in Table 11.3.
T able 11.3 Some sensing m ethods
Sensing task M ethod
Landmark detection The sensor is panned as the robot is moved past the plant, followed by 
a pan forward to detect the next plant.
Path following The sensor is panned back and forward across the boundary between the 
path and the grass.
Collision avoidance A forward pointing sensor detects objects in the path of the robot. Note 
that two sensors are required to capture all possible collision situations 
[McKerrow, 19951.
Wall following A sensor points towards the wall and is used to adjust for changes in 
the position of the wall relative to the robot.
11.3 The effect of a moving sensor
A robot which needs to stop in order to sense its environment is of limited use. In 
this section, a system which senses on the move is discussed. Section 11.3.1 describes 
the effect of the change in transmit / receive point and how it affects the received signal, 
and Section 11.3.2 analyses the change in the signal which is caused by the effect of the 
waves being compressed in time due to the movement of the source and the receiver. This 
is known as the Doppler effect and it causes the greatest impact when sensing either 
directly ahead or behind the robot but if this feature is recognised by the system designer 
then the situation can be used to advantage.
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1 1 .3 .1  Change in position of sense /  receive point
The general case of a moving robot and a stationary plant is shown in Figure 
11.8. The robot is moving forward at speed us and a signal is transmitted at time t0. The 
signal reflects from the plant and arrives at the receiver at time tr  Using the CTFM 
sensor, the maximum range at which a plant can be detected is 1.5 metres. For a plant at 
the maximum range, it will take 1.5 / 343.52 seconds (at 20° C) or 0.0044 seconds for 
the sound to retum(Equation 2.1). For a robot travelling at 0.5 m s'1, the maximum total 
change in movement of the robot between sense and receive for any particular transmitted 
frequency will be 0.0022 m or 2.2 mm. That is, when travelling at say, 0.5 ms'1 (this is 
not top speed for a robot, but is a speed which will facilitate sensing more easily) the 
robot will travel 2.2 mm in 0.0044 seconds. This means that the plant (or any other 
object) will appear to be 1.1 mm closer than it is in the reflected signal. If however, the 
plant is not at the maximum range of the sensor, for example at a range of 1 m then the 
error in absolute range will be accordingly smaller (0.7 mm for a plant at a range of 1 m). 
Since most of the information used to identify species is in the relative range information 
(rather than the absolute range) this difference is very small for a robot travelling at this 
speed. The Doppler shift must be added to this (Section 11.3.2).
to tj
F igure  11.8 The robot is moving tow ards the right a t speed u s. P lant p 1 is 
a t an angle of 6  to the direction of travel
1 1 .3 .2  The effect of the change in wavelength with motion (D oppler 
sh if t)
When an ultrasonic wave source or receiver is moving, the frequency observed at 
the receiver is different to that transmitted by the source [Tipler, 1982] and is dependant
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on which of the transmitter or receiver is moving. Figure 11.9 shows successive waves 
transmitted from point 1, while the source is moving at speed us towards the right. As 
shown, the waves are more compressed over time at a point directly in front of the 
moving source.
F igure  11.9 W avefronts of signal em itted  from  a source moving as speed 
u s to the righ t from  T ip ler [1982, pp 412]
Figure 11.8 (in Section 11.3.1) shows the general case, where a robot is moving
towards the right, at speed us, and a plant is at angle 0 from its direction of travel. The
process of transmit / receive is modelled by two separate events. Initially, the transmitted 
signal can be thought of as a single frequency transmitted from the robot to the plant - in 
this case, the source is moving and the plant is stationary. The reflection from a surface of 
the plant, back to the receiver is then modelled as a stationary transmitter with an 
approaching receiver.
t =  tj t  =  t2 t = t 3
F ig u re  11.10 The model of the tran sm it /  receive process
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The model of the system is shown in Figure 11.10. Initially, the transmitter is 
moving at speed us in the direction given (or velocity us cos 0 relative to the plant) and an
ultrasonic wave of speed c (the speed of sound in air is 343.52 ms'1 at 20° C) is 
transmitted at time t] at frequency The frequency observed at the receiver f p (in this 
case, the plant) at time t2 is given by Equation 11.1.
/ ,
/ ,
u. cos 0 11.1
1 -
c
The wave then reflects from the plant (which is now modelled as a stationary 
transmitter), transmitting at frequency f p . At this point in time (t2), the robot has moved a 
distance of d =a* us / c along its original path (where a is the range to the plant). The
robot is moving at velocity us cos a  (where a  is the angle between the path of the robot
and the point of reflection on the plant) and the frequency detected at the receiver, f r is 
given by Equation 11.2.
f r = f ,




The angle a  can be calculated as 180 - y, since the angles are on a straight line, y 
is calculated using the cosine rule given a, b and d, and b is calculated using the cosine
rule since we know d , 6 and a.. Hence y is  given by Equation 11.3 . a is calculated as
180 - y and is expanded in terms of all of the known quantities a , us, c and 0 in Equation 
11.4.
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For example, a robot which is moving at speed us = 0.5 ms'1 transmits a single 
frequency of 100 kHz. There is a plant at an angle of 45° from the direction of travel at a 
range of 1.3 m. The speed of sound is 343.52 ms'1 at 20° C).
The frequency received at the plant f p is given by Equation 11.1 and is 100103.03 Hz. 
The frequency received at the receiver f r is 100205.95 Hz.
In the case of a CTFM sensor, the signal is typically swept through frequencies 
from 100 kHz to 50 kHz. For the example given above, the difference frequencies and 
error in metres are shown in Table 11.4. This shows that the received signal is higher (up 
to 206 Hz for a signal transmitted at 100 kHz) than that transmitted so the object will 
appear to be further away than it actually is.
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Table 11.4 The effect of Doppler shift for a plant at 6  = 45°
T ran sm itted  
frequency (Hz)
F requency at 
plant (Hz)
F requency at 
receiver (Hz)




100000 100103 100206 206 6.18
95000 95098 95196 196 5.87
90000 90093 90185 185 5.56
85000 85088 85175 175 5.25
80000 80082 80165 165 4.94
75000 75077 75154 154 4.63
70000 70072 70144 144 4.32
65000 65067 65134 134 4.02
60000 60062 60124 124 3.71
55000 55057 55113 113 3.40
50000 50052 50103 103 3.09
As shown above, the results can be impacted by doppler shift in the signal (0.2 
%). The amount of effect is dependent on the angle of the object relative to the angle of 
the sensor. The largest effect is for a plant which is either directly in front of or behind the 
sensor. The fact that the doppler shift is the same percentage at all frequencies means that 
there will be a change in the absolute range to the sensed object. This means that if the 
features are calculated from this acoustic density profile, there is still good information for 
plant recognition as the features rely on the relative range information which is preserved. 
Alternatively, the robot could use a measure of its velocity to calculate the doppler shift 
and modify the acoustic density profile.
11.4 Multiple objects in the field of audition
If there are surfaces other than those from the plant of interest in the field of 
insonification then there will be a significant impact on the resulting acoustic density 
profile. The methods proposed for dealing with these objects is discussed in this section
1 1 .4 .1  Separating man made indoor surfaces
In Chapter 3, it was shown that man made surfaces such as walls or table legs 
produce specular reflections with very high amplitudes compared to those that are 
reflected from plants. In fact, the amplitude of an echo from a wall is an order of
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magnitude larger than that which reflects from a plant (even a plant with many large 
reflective surfaces).
Since these amplitudes are so high, they can be easily filtered from the resulting 
acoustic density profile based on amplitude alone. In the case where the surface is not at 
the same range as the plant surfaces it is simply removed. In the case where the significant 
amplitude is at the same range as surfaces within the plant then it is difficult to determine 
how much of the signal is a result of specular reflection from the man made surface and 
how much is a result of the plant surfaces. This situation of a specular surface appearing 
within the plant would often occur then the plant is near a piece of furniture, the end of a 
wall, or in a door frame. In this situation, the echo from the specular surface would be 
distinct from the rest of the acoustic density profile so only one range cell is corrupted. It 
can be set to a value which is the average of the range cells on each side of it in the 
acoustic density profile.
1 1 .4 .2  Distinguishing m ultiple plants
When there are two plants in the field of audition of the sensor, they are difficult 
to separate when they are at the same range unless they are tracked individually using the 
information from multiple sensing points. Two plants which are at distinct ranges will be 
separated by some distance in the acoustic density profile so can be resolved based on the 
presence of the “gap” in the profile. Depending on the position from which the plants are 
sensed, may appear as one. In order to resolve this situation, a model of the positions of 
the plants is required to be updated as the robot moves. This situation is shown in Figure
11.11 - from position a, the plants appear as distinctly different objects in the acoustic 
density profile but from position b , they appear as a single entity as they are at the same 
range. Note that when sensing from position a , the second plant may not be detected at all 
depending on the amount of acoustic shadowing.
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F igu re  11.11 P lants are  initially perceived as two plants from 
position 0 , b u t a t position b both are  a t the sam e range so appear to be one
p lan t
11.5 Some specific mobile sensing scenarios
In this section, some specific mobile robot sensing scenarios are outlined and a 
description of how this sensor can be implemented is provided.
1 1 .5 .1  S tatic environm ent, known path , ro b o t senses regularly
In the situation where the environment is fixed, the path is known and the robot is 
able to sense regularly (that is, in the case where it is can sense at adjacent small 
displacements so is more than likely not moving at high speed) then the most efficient 
method of navigation using natural landmarks is to use local correlation of the raw 
acoustic density profile (Chapter 6).
If the robot is at a distance of say one metre, and it moves more than 17.5 mm 
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F ig u re  11.12 The distance moved by the robot when the p lan t is a t a 
range of one m etre and the sensing points a re  separa ted  by one degree
Predetermined paths are used extensively in guidance systems such as those 
which control the movement of automated vehicles around a steel plant or in assembly 
work in the car industry. Often these systems navigate with artificial beacons, such as 
lines painted on a factory floor, or following cables buried in the floor. Beacons are 
generally used to reduce any errors inherent in dead reckoning. The position of the beacon 
is known and any misalignment between the sensed position (relative to the beacon) and 
the currently estimated position on the internal map can be adjusted.
In an office or other indoor environment which remains static, the position of 
plants can be defined in set locations and these natural landmarks can be used as 
navigational cues or to re-align the map. Local correlation is extremely fast and is also 
robust as shown in Chapter 6. This allows the processor time to perform other tasks such 
as processing information from other sensors or performing high level reasoning. Echo 
tracking would also be of benefit as the robot moves around the plant and adjacent 
orientations of the plant are insonified. These techniques are outlined in Chapter 6. This 
method is fast as it requires very little processing.
Consider the path shown in Figure 11.13. The robot has a set path to follow to its 
goal and this path is indicated by the broken line in the figure. There are 2 plants shown in 
the immediate vicinity of the path and they can be used as natural landmarks by the robot. 
The region over which these plants will be observed by the robot is shown.
When a mobile robot is required to follow a path, there are several ways of giving 
the robot information about the environment in which it is working. One way is to drive
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the robot along the required path and during this process, it senses freely and records 
information about the environment. As the robot is driven, the sensing system should 
determine the landmarks which are good as reference cues and the complexity of the 
resulting path is proportional to the density of the landmarks detected. This allows the 
robot to build knowledge of the positioning of the surfaces relative to its path in order to 
reach the goal. Another way is to provide it information about the specific course which it 
is following similar to the way that you might be given directions about how to find a 
building in a city.
Move forward.
On the left there will be an acoustically symmetric 
plant
This will be followed by another similar plant 
Turn left after you pass this second plant
F ig u re  11.14 The high level descrip tion of the path
In this first example, the plants have good acoustic symmetry, so the acoustic 
density profile is relatively stable with change in viewing position of the sensor. The 
mobile robot is given information about the specific path as a high level description and 
this is shown in Figure 11.14.
This high level description is interpreted into a series of processing steps and a 
high level overview of this is shown in Figure 11.15.
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Sense again and 
correlate with 
previous record
The processing chain for the path  shown in Figure
1 1 .1 3
1 1 .5 .2  Using the acoustic sym m etry  of p lants for localisation
In Chapter 8, it was shown that some plants have a large variation of features with 
orientation. A practical system can utilise this property of plants in order to further localise 
its position (Figure 11.16). The plant shown has three sectors where the acoustic density 
profile is similar within the sectors but each of the sectors produce an acoustic density 
profile which is different. There are several ways to segment a plant. One technique is to 
establish a template when the plant is first sensed based on the features calculated from the
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a c o u s tic  d e n s ity  p ro f ile .  T h is  te m p la te  is  u s e d  to  c o r re la te  a g a in s t  a d ja c e n t o r ie n ta tio n  un til 
th e  c o r re la tio n  d ro p s  b e lo w  0 .7 . A t th is  p o in t ,  a  n e w  te m p la te  is  e s ta b lish e d  an d  
a s s o c ia te d  w ith  th e  k n o w n  p o s i t io n  o f  th e  ro b o t .  A  s im ila r  p ro c e s s  is  rep ea ted  u n til th e  
e n t ire  e n v iro n m e n t is  m a p p e d  o u t a n d  th e  p la n ts  a re  c o m p le te ly  s e g m e n te d . S o , w h e n  th e  
ro b o t  c o m e s  to  fo l lo w in g  its  p a th ,  it e s ta b l is h e d  a  te m p la te  a n d  co rre la te s  ad jacen t 
o r ie n ta tio n s  u n til th e  v a lu e  d ro p s  b e lo w  0 .7 . I t  c a n  n o w  lo c a lise  its  p o s it io n  an d  
o r ie n ta tio n  r e la tiv e  to  th e  p la n t  b a s e d  o n  th e  m a p .
F ig u re  11.16 A p lan t which is acoustically d ifferen t between sectors
b u t sim ilar w ithin sectors
1 1 .5 .3  S tatic env ironm ent, known pa th , robo t senses irregu larly
W h e n  th e  ro b o t  is  s e n s in g  ir re g u la r ly , th a t  is  i f  it  m o v e s  th ro u g h  an  an g le  o f  m o re  
th a n  o n e  d e g re e  a s  is  o f te n  th e  c a s e  w h e n  it is  m o v in g  a t h ig h  s p e e d , tw o  s ig n a ls  f ro m  
c o m p le te ly  d if fe re n t o r ie n ta tio n s  m a y  n e e d  to  b e  c o m p a re d .  L o ca l co rre la tio n  is  n o t 
s u f f ic ie n t  f o r  th is  ( s e e  C h a p te r  8 ) , in s te a d  a  m o re  s o p h is tic a te d  m e th o d  is re q u ire d . G lo b a l 
c o r re la tio n  is  n o t  e f fe c t iv e  u n le s s  th e  re le v a n t in fo rm a tio n  in  th e  a c o u s tic  d e n s ity  p ro f ile  is 
c o m p a re d , so  fe a tu re s  s h o u ld  b e  c a lc u la te d  f ro m  th e  ra w  a c o u s tic  d e n s ity  p ro f ile  a n d  th e se  
f e a tu re s  c o r re la te d  (s e e  C h a p te r  9 ).
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1 1 .5 .4  Non-static environment and possible unknown path
When the plants are not in set places in the environment, or in the case of an 
unknown path (or both), a single orientation of a plant is processed with a classifier in 
order to recognise the plant (see Chapter 10).
1 1 .5 .5  Classified as an unknown plant
In a case where a plant is classified as an unknown plant, the features can be 
interpreted directly to provide information about the physical structure of the plant (see 
Chapter 9). The plant can also be classified as one of a group of plants using cluster 
analysis in order to determine the plant type. The robot can also move and sense the plant 
again to get more information about the plant.
11.6 Improving sensor resolution
A single transmitter / receiver pair provides a sensing area which is conical in 
shape. The cone is elliptical (with the longest side horizontal) for the transducers used. 
The FFT effectively divides this cone into a sequence of spherical annuli in the direction 
of the beam axis, where each annuli is represented by a range cell in the signal. As the 
annuli have depth, each range cell includes information from all surfaces within the 
volume of each annulus. If the range cells can be reduced further in volume, the 
reflections from the individual surfaces can be localised further. This means that there is 
more information that can be reasoned about and could be the subject of further work.
The sensor described in this thesis produces good results because the signal from 
the sensor is a relatively coarse grained measure of the acoustic area. This means that it is 
possible to reason about the physical structure of the plant. However, a sensor which 
produces more fine grain results will provide more detail about the plant’s physical 
structure. This can be done by either dividing the volume into voxels or by sensing 
multiple times with a steerable beam. From this fine grain information, the resolution can 
be reduced with a simple post-processing step to combine the information from adjacent 
range cells.
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Im p ro v in g  th is  lo c a lis a tio n  c a n  p ro v id e  m o re  d e ta ile d  in fo rm a tio n  a b o u t the  
p o s i t io n in g  o f  th e  s u r fa c e s  w ith in  th e  p la n t .  A  s e n s o r  h a s  b e e n  sp e c if ic a lly  d e s ig n e d  fo r  
la n d m a rk  n a v ig a tio n  b y  R a tn e r  &  M c K e r ro w  [1 9 9 7 ] a n d  c o n s is ts  o f  a  2 0  e lem en t p h a se d  
a r ra y  tra n s m itte r  w h ic h  is  o r ie n te d  h o r iz o n ta lly .  F o u r  c i rc u la r  s h a p e d  re c e iv e rs  a re  u s e d  to  
d e te c t  th e  3 D  e c h o e s . T h e i r  s e n s o r  (F ig u re  1 1 .7 ) h a s  a  h o r iz o n ta l b e a m  w id th  o f  3° a n d  a 
v e r tic a l  b e a m  a n g le  o f  30°. T h is  r e s u l ts  in  th e  e n v iro n m e n t b e in g  in s o n if ie d  w ith  a  v ertical 
s h e e t o f  u ltra s o n ic  e n e rg y  th a t  c a n  b e  s te e re d  b o th  e le c tro n ic a lly  a n d  m e c h a n ic a lly .
F ig u re  11.17 The sensor from  R atner & M cK errow  [1997]
T h e  s e n s o r  a r ra n g e m e n t s h o w n  in  F ig u re  1 1 .7  re s u l ts  in  ra n g e  ce lls  w h ic h  are  
v e ry  n a r ro w  b u t ta ll. A  s e n s o r  w h ic h  w ill  lo c a lis e  th e  s u r fa c e s  w ith in  a  p la n t m o re  
a c c u ra te ly  w ill n e e d  to  h a v e  a  r a n g e  c e ll  w h ic h  is  sm a ll in  b o th  th e  v e rtic a l a n d  h o rizo n ta l 
d i r e c t io n  a n d  th is  is  m o d e l le d  in  F ig u re  1 1 .1 8 . F ig u re  1 1 .1 9  s h o w s  a  s te e ra b le  s e n s o r  se t 
u p  w h ic h  r e s u lts  in  v e ry  sm a ll ra n g e  c e l ls .  T h is  s e n s o r  is  d e s ig n e d  fo r  tra c k in g  a n d  w ill 
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F igu re  11.18 M odel of a single range cell for (a) the b inaura l sensor 
used in this thesis and  (b) a higher resolution sensor
F igu re  11.19 A sensing a rrangem en t which produces a narrow  beam. 
The large tran sm itte rs  ensonify the environm ent and echoes a re  detected
by the four c ircu lar receivers
11.7 Summary
1. T h e  p ro c e s s in g  o f  d a ta  f r o m  th e  s e n s o r  is  v e ry  fa s t c o m p a re d  to  th e  tim e  th a t it ta k e s  to 
a c q u ire  th e  d a ta  w h ic h  le a v e s  th e  p ro c e s s o r  a v a ila b le  fo r  o th e r  p ro c e s s in g ;
2 . A  s y s te m  w h ic h  u s e s  m u lt ip le  s e n s o rs  a ro u n d  th e  ro b o t is m o re  p ra c t ic a l  th a n  a  s y s te m  
th a t  u s e s  a  s in g le  s e n s o r ;
3 . P la n ts  sh o u ld  b e  t r a c k e d  b e tw e e n  o n e  s e n se  p o in t  a n d  a n o th e r;
4 . W h e n  a  ro b o t  is  m o v in g  a t  h ig h  s p e e d ,  th e  D o p p le r  a ffe c t c a u s e s  c h a n g e s  in th e  w a v e  
p a t te rn  p a r tic u la r ly  f o r  s e n s o r s  w h ic h  p o in t  e ith e r  d ire c tly  in  lin e  w ith  th e  d ire c tio n  o f  
trav e l;
5. Reflections from objects other than plants can be removed from the acoustic density 
profile; and
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6. Different sensing situations call for different approaches.
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12. Conclusion
The key concept of this thesis is the notion that the frequency spectra can be 
modelled as an acoustic density profile. Each range line of the acoustic density profile 
represents the reflective properties of the surfaces at that particular range. The acoustic 
density profile can then be interpreted directly (Chapter 9) in order to determine the 
physical structure of the plant.
This results in a detailed analysis of the signal in the other chapters, including :
1. the physics of the system;
2. the output of the system for different types of objects;
3. a proof of concept that plants can be differentiated;
4. an analysis of how the signal changes depending on the orientation of the 
plant;
5. a set of measures (features) which characterise plants;
6. an inverse transformation between the signal and the physical structure of 
the plants;
7. a classifier which can accurately differentiate plant specimens; and
8. a set of implementation recommendations for a mobile robot.
This chapter contains a summary of all of the results of this thesis. This includes 
the theory of acoustic density profile information content (Section 12.1); a review of how 
that information can be used in a practical system (Section 12.4.8); recommendations for 
using this thesis as a basis for implementation and a discussion of further work arising 
from this thesis (Section 12.6).
12.1 A basis for the interpretation of CTFM sensor data
In this thesis, many facets of the data produced by a CTFM ultrasonic system have 
been investigated independently. This section consolidates these facets into one cohesive 
whole. The information available is recapped in point form and conclusions are drawn 
about the information content and its relationship to using plants as natural landmarks for
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mobile robot navigation. This Chapter can also serve as a quick reference for a system 
designer.
12.2 Acoustic density profile
The principal of operation of the sensor system is, a FM signal is transmitted and 
the echoes are detected by a passive receiver. A typical system is swept from 100 down to 
50 kHz. The received echo is then demodulated against a copy of the transmitted signal 
and filtered, resulting in a signal which is in the audible frequency range and is between 0 
and 5 kHz. In this processed signal, the frequency (or pitch) is directly proportional to the 
range to the surface which is within the field of insonification of the sensor. The signal is 
then transformed into the frequency domain using an FFT and the individual frequency 
lines in the spectra then represent the reflective properties of the surfaces at different 
ranges. The amplitude at each individual frequency line represents the reflective properties 
of the surfaces which are at the range represented by the particular frequency. For the 
system described in this thesis, each frequency line represents a range difference of 3.44 
mm.
Since each cell in the frequency spectra is a measure of the acoustic density of the 
surfaces at the particular range, the frequency spectra can be modelled as the acoustic 
density profile of the ensonified target. Each of the frequency lines is thus interpreted as a 
range cell, where the range cell represents the reflective properties of the surfaces within 
the range resolution of the sensor (in this case 3.44 mm). Each range cell is a measure of 
the acoustic area at that range and hence the entire acoustic density profile measures the 
acoustic area of the entire scene. The notion of the acoustic density profile is fundamental 
to the process of interpreting the signal in order to reason about the scene which is 
presented to the sensor (Chapter 3).
12.3 Sensor facilities
In this section, the sensor highlights and constraints are illustrated in point form.
H igh ligh ts
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1. Range information can be extracted directly from the acoustic density profile. Both 
absolute and relative range information is available directly and can be decoupled 
from each other easily. The absolute range information can be extracted as a direct 
range to the plant. The relative range information is the key to the physical 
structure of the plant however, and can be referenced to a standard range and can 
be either interpreted directly or used as an input to a classifier;
2. Information in the acoustic density profile is less complex than with vision 
systems as it is a projection of a three dimensional scene onto a single dimension 
(instead of a projection onto two dimensions). The one dimensional nature of the 
data means that less processing is required as there is inherently less data;
3. The information can be processed rapidly. The speed of processing is limited by 
the speed of the FFT which itself is limited by the sweep time. This means that 
during each sweep, the processor is available to perform other processing tasks 
such as fusing information from multiple sensors, or performing high level 
reasoning tasks such as is required for mobile robot navigation;
4. This sensor has no need for special lighting conditions. Most successful vision 
systems need to control the light source in some way as small lighting differences 
affect the results considerably. These systems do this by either operating during 
certain parts of the day, or by having their own light source. The lack of lighting 
requirements of acoustic sensors means that they are suitable for not only working 
in areas of inconsistent light but areas of reduced visibility, poor weather 
conditions or in the complete absence of light;
5. Resistance to ultrasonic noise is provided by the fact that CTFM has a very 
specific frequency swept signature which does not commonly occur in nature or in 
background machine noise;
6. Low cost. The system is cheap to implement as high quality optical engineering 
and complex signal processing is not required;
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7. Low power requirements mean that it can be easily mounted on a mobile robot; 
and
8. The sensor has reasonable range resolution (3.44 mm).
Constraints
1. Poor angular resolution from a single sensor. For a system which sweeps from 
100 to 50 kHz, the average beam width is 55 degrees in the horizontal plane and
18.5 degrees in the vertical plane. Systems which require better directivity should 
use an alternate sensor arrangement in order to localise the position of surfaces 
more accurately (Chapter 11);
2. Signal content is not intuitively obvious because we do not see with sound;
3. Ultrasonic sensing suffers from the specularity problem where non normal 
surfaces will return limited signal;
4. The overall speed of capturing the signal is constrained by the speed of sound in 
air;
5. Air movement can cause amplitude variation in the received signal; and
12.4 Data interpretation
In this study, the following major aspects of research can be highlighted :
1. A theory of how plant foliage affects the acoustic density profile (Chapter 3 and 
Chapter 9);
2. A list of features which have been shown to discriminate plants (Chapter 8);
3. Information about how symmetric different plants are (Chapter 8);
4. A classifier which uses the features to identify individual plants (Chapter 10); and
5. Clustering of plants into similar groups and the characteristics of those groups (Chapter 
10 and Appendix D).
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A brief overview of each of the areas of study is presented int the following sections.
1 2 .4 .1  Effects o f plant foliage
The most important information contained in the signal is the spatial position of
surfaces within the plant. All of the following aspects are important influences on the
acoustic density .profile:
1. Size, orientation and number of leaves;
2. The spatial positioning of leaves within the plant;
3. The amount of shadowing caused by leaves and other plant structures; and
4. The absolute range to the plant.
1 2 .4 .1 .1  Size, Orientation and number of leaves
The size and orientation of the leaves affect the amplitude of the range cell at a particular
range. The following effects of the leaf size and orientations are defined :
1. Larger leaves will reflect more signal and produce a stronger return, hence a 
higher amplitude;
2. The signal is however, dependent on the orientation of the leaf surfaces. Those 
which have no parts of the leaf normal to the receiver will reflect the signal away 
from the receiver and it may not be detected at all (this is irrespective of the size of 
the leaf). Leaves are generally bent surfaces, so reflect acoustic energy over a wide 
solid angle and hence can be detected from several orientations. In general, a leaf 
with no part of its surface normal to the sensor will reflect most of the signal away 
from the receiver but there may still be some diffuse reflection. This is valid for 
three dimensions as the signal may be reflected not only to the left or right of the 
receiver but also below or over the top.
3. Multiple surfaces at a given range from the sensor will add to the return amplitude. 
Each range cell may consist of one or more specular surfaces; one or more diffuse
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surfaces; or a combination of both and all will combine to produce an amplitude 
corresponding to their range.
4. The more leaves there are on a plant, the more signal will be returned (depending 
on their size and orientation).
1 2 .4 .1 .2  Positioning of leaves within the specimen
1. Positioning of leaves determines the distribution of amplitudes throughout the 
acoustic density profile;
2. If there is no shadowing then leaves spread throughout the plant will reflect signal 
and the acoustic density profile will show the leaves spread throughout a width of 
range cells.
3. When leaves are gathered around the extremities of the plant, then the returns will 
be mainly concentrated around the front half of the plant. Signal will still be 
present through the first half of the range profile as the leaves at the side of the 
plant will return some signal.
1 2 .4 .1 .3  Shadow ing
1. Shadowing occurs when leaves are obscured by other leaves between them and 
the sensor. This prevents the signal reaching some (or all) of the leaves within the 
plant. The foliage may be hidden by the foliage nearer the sensor.
2. In the extreme case, the internal structure of the plant will be completely invisible 
to the sensor.
1 2 .4 .1 .4  Absolute range to the plant
1. There is a known response based on the absolute range to the plant. Relative 
information is constant since the range resolution is constant. Individual acoustic 
density profiles can be referenced to a standard place on the calibration curve 
(Chapter 3). The calibration curve is specific to the sensor and is a measure of the
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change in amplitude with range for some standard object. Hence the absolute 
range can be used independently and is completely decoupled from the relative 
range information which can be used for plant recognition.
1 2 .4 .1 .5  Orientation of the plant
1. Small changes in orientation can result in a significant change in the acoustic 
density profile;
2. With sparse plants, this effect is more significant as leaves come in and out of 
view.
1 2 .4 .2  Correlation
1. Local correlation can be used to compare adjacent orientations of a plant to 
determine how much the acoustic density profile changes from one orientation to 
the next (Chapter 6).
2. Global correlation proves to be poor when used with the raw acoustic density 
profile (Chapter 7).
3. Features calculated from the raw spectra are well correlated using global 
correlation and this is improved by using template correlation (Chapter 8).
4. Plants which exhibit symmetry are easier to classify as each acoustic density 
profile from any particular orientation will be representative of the entire 
population;
5. This can be used to select the best plants which can be used in a practical 
application which requires identification of specific plants.
1 2 .4 .3  Features
A set of features which capture the information important for differentiating plants out of
the population of 100 have been developed. Feature reduction pruned the set to 19 key
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features listed below. The features are measures of the amplitude and spread of the 
acoustic density profile.
F e a tu re D e s c r ip tio n
no above thresholdl - 9 Thresholds.
These 10 features are the number of lines in the 
acoustic density profile above a set threshold t mV where 
t = 59 * m / 10000, 78 * m / 10000, 98 * m / 10000, 
117 * m / 10000, 156 * m / 10000, 195 * m / 10000, 
295 * m / 10000, 300 * m / 10000, 490 * m / 10000 
and 580 * m / 10000 mV where m is the calibration 
measure = 1 0 0  mV for the sensors used in this research. 
These thresholds were chosen based on approximately 
equal intervals. Full details of the function used to 
reference the acoustic density profile for range is given in 
Chapter 5.
These features give an indication of the specularity 
of the surfaces, the number of surfaces, the orientation of 
the surfaces, the size of the individual surfaces and the 
depth of the plant. Different threshold levels serve to 
differentiate plants with different spreads of those 
properties.
sum of density profile This is the sum of all of the range cells in the acoustic 




mean abs dev range, 
coeff of var_range
These features measure the variation of the detected 
reflections from the central point of the acoustic density 
profile. It is an indicator of the spread of ranges over which 
a signal is received.
front to peak dist This is the distance from the first detectable surface to the 
surface with the highest amplitude. This indicates the rate 
at which the foliage builds up over subsequent range cells
length of density profile This is a measure of the range over which reflections are 
detected. It gives the minimum depth of the plant.
range 50 acoustic area The range line from the first detected reflecting surface to 
the point where 75% of the sum of the acoustic area is 
accumulated
no of major peaksl, 
no of major peaks2 A range line is a major peak if its amplitude is greater than 195/m mV and 5 of the range lines (17.2 mm) on each side 
of it are less than it. It is a count of range cells which have 
reflections significantly stronger than those around it and is 
a measure of the grouping of leaves. Note that 
no of major peaks2 is the same except that the 
amplitude has to be greater than 156/m mV to be counted.
1 2 .4 .4  Mapping of features to plant structure
1. The features (and hence the acoustic density profile) can be mapped onto the 
physical structure of plants. This completes the inverse transformation from signal 
to plant physical structure.
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2. iength_of_density_profile is calculated as the distance between the first 
range line of the plant and the last range line of the plant. If there are surfaces at 
both extremities of the plant then it is a measure of how deep the plant is. In 
general however, it is a measure of the minimum depth of the plant.
3. Threshold features no_above_thresholdi -  9 measure the number of range 
cells in the acoustic density profile which are above different threshold levels. 
They can be normalised by iength_of_density_profiie and directly provide a 
measure of both the density of the foliage and the size of the reflective surfaces 
within the plant. A set of rules has been developed which classify a set of features 
(and hence the acoustic density profile) as either dense or sparse and also, having 
either large reflecting surfaces or small reflecting surfaces.
4. sum_of_density_prof ile is the sum of all of the range lines between the start 
and the end of the plant. It is directly proportional to the sum of the surfaces 
within the region of insonification of the sensor so directly gives a measure of the 
total reflective surfaces in the form of the total acoustic area. In general, plants 
with more foliage produce a larger value for this feature so directly provides a 
measure of the size of the plant or when it is normalised by the depth of the plant 
(length_of_density_profile) is a measure of the size of the reflecting 
surfaces.
1 2 .4 .5  C lassification
1. A classifier can differentiate a plant from a group of plants when the number of 
plants is small. Once the sample size becomes larger than 10 plants then there is 
more chance of two particular plants being too similar so are hard to differentiate.
2. Selection of the best features significantly enhances the ability of a classifier to 
classify plants correctly.
3. When the features are used as input to the classifier, better results are achieved 
than when using the acoustic density profile directly.
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1 2 .4 .6  C lustering
1. Plants can be grouped into clusters which have similar acoustic reflections.
2. This can be used to determine the plants which are similar to each other in 
acoustically. Plants which cluster together are hard to separate with a classifier 
while those in separate clusters are much easier
1 2 .4 .7  Implementation issues
1. The time required to calculate features from the signal is very low compared to the 
time that it takes to sweep through a one octave range.
2. A moving platform will need to build a model of the position of a plant in order to 
track it as it moves past.
3. Doppler shift has some effect on the received signal. The effect can be minimised 
by avoiding the direct interpretation of the signal from plants which are either 
directly in front of behind the moving platform.
1 2 .4 .8  Summary
All of this information combined provides a comprehensive information base for 
interpreting acoustic density profiles. Given a particular plant specimen, a good model of 
its acoustic density profile can be developed. Particularly if the acoustic density profile 
from more than one orientation is available.
Plants can be differentiated using the range information from a CTFM ultrasonic 
sensing system. The range information not only provides the distance to the plant but also 
directly provides information about the positioning of surfaces within the plant and the 
depth of the plant. Other information is present in the signal such as the size of the 
surfaces, their orientation and their texture.
The acoustic density profile can vary significantly from one orientation of a plant 
to the next but contains the same basic information. A set of calculated features have been
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optimised and they characterise the acoustic density profile more consistently through 
rotation than the basic range information.
A classifier can differentiate plants based on the feature data. It can do so with a 
high degree of accuracy (>95%) for up to 10 plants, provided that the plants are relatively 
consistent through rotation and are different in their acoustic density profile.
If a plant cannot be differentiated from a population of plants based on its acoustic 
density profile then some basic information about the plant can still be extracted from the 
acoustic density profile.
For a practical implementation, the plants (or similarly complex objects) can be 
chosen (or manufactured) so that their acoustic density profiles are different to each other 
and a very efficient and robust system can be developed.
Plant acoustic density profiles can be grouped into clusters of similar plants using 
statistical techniques. These clusters group plants which are similar in terms of then- 
acoustic density profiles. These plants however may look different physically but reflect 
the signal in similar ways.
12.5 Fitness for purpose
The CTFM system with the associated software, is ideal for navigating a mobile 
robot platform. One of the goals of this thesis is to explore and define the limitations of 
the system. An application can then be designed to within these boundaries, and even 
exploit them in order to achieve a goal.
A navigation task may involve moving from start point A , to destination point B 
along a series of outdoor paths. As shown in Chapter 10, a highly accurate classifier can 
be developed that can distinguish a group of different plants independent of their 
orientation but is less accurate if the group becomes large. In order to classify a larger 
number of specimens, the environment is decomposed into smaller, more manageable 
segments. So even though a path may be long, it can be divided into smaller more 
manageable segments and hence a classifier is operating within a much smaller domain, 
that is, a segment of the path. Paths are also often bounded by groups of the same
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species, so a function such as counting the number of a particular species can assist the 
navigation.
Navigation clues may also be gathered using additional sensors and fused with the 
information from a CTFM sensor in order to improve reliability. For example an 
inclinometer may measure a change in the slope of the path, so this section of path can be 
treated as a segment of the path with its own characteristics, for example if may have 2 
occurrences of species x on the left of the platform and 1 occurrence of species y on the 
right hand side.
This thesis also shows that some plants are very difficult to classify and change 
significantly through rotation so this type of plant would be useless as a landmark, so can 
be simply ignored. For example, species z may be on segment of path but may be difficult 
to identify so it is ignored by the high level navigation module.
The CTFM sensor makes its best contribution in areas where the overall structure 
of the plant is required. For example, a robot that is working within an environment that is 
difficult to segment easily, such as a nursery, will have so many plant types that it is 
impossible to build a classifier to recognise them all to high accuracy. In this environment, 
the localisation is done using the overall geometric structure of the plants instead of 
isolating any particular species.
12.6 Future work
A more sophisticated system is required to differentiate plants more finely. A 
single sensing point has low angular resolution. A second sensing point increases the 
resolution of the system to some extent. A third sensing point would result in a highly 
localised sensing area and hence more can be deduced about the plant. This is a natural 
enhancement of the work
Techniques for implementing the system for different application areas were 
discussed in Chapter 11.
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If the leaves are moving in response to vibrations or wind in the case of outdoors 
then echo tracking of multiple acoustic density profiles can be performed in order to 
correlate the acoustic density profiles temporally.
1. movement of leaves changes the acoustic density profile.
2. air motion changes time of flight depending on the direction of the wind.
12.7 Conclusion
This thesis describes a sensing system which can be used for plant classification. 
The output of the sensor can be interpreted using the acoustic density profile model. The 
output has been studied in detail and the inverse transform from signal to plant physical 
structure has been defined.
A classifier can be trained to look at a set of plants and discriminate between them. 
For this particular problem, this technique is insufficient, that is, plants grow and there is 
also a large variety of possible plants to recognise. The techniques developed in this thesis 
overcome the problems by identifying the primary structural characteristics of the plant 
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B. Appendix Echo tracking source
code
B.1 Calculate echo range possibility
The function below is used to calculate the range over which surfaces may appear from 
adjacent orientations of the plant. It is discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
/** Calc_echo_range_possibility
* This function calculates the threshold for determining the range over which a
* surface could be visible from one orientation to the next. The object is rotated
* around its axis (or the sensing point is moved around the object). This function
* is specific to the following two situations :
k
* 1. In the case of the object being rotated
* the range to the axis of rotation is fixed and the object is moved
* through a fixed angle
* 2 .  In the case of the sensing point being moved



















































The range spectrum is captured at a set orientation. The object is sensed 
using a sensor with a fixed beam angle (passed to this function). The object 
is then rotated by a certain angle (orientation_change - which is in degrees) 
and a new spectrum is captured. The echoes present in the first spectrum may 
be present in the second spectrum but may be offset within a certain threshold 
which is calculated. The echo can be within a certain range of the original 
echo given by the following equations : 
min range = SQRT




( 2*range_to_object_axis**2 * (1-Cos(orientation change))*
range_to_the_sensed_surface *
Cos











( 2*range_to_object_axis**2 * (1-Cos(orientation change))
range_to_the_sensed_surface *
Cos





)The difference in this range (ie. max_range - min_range) gives the range over 
which the echo in the first spectrum could be in the second spectrum centred at 
the current point. This is a value in metres. The equations above were derived 





* double const surface_range, the range to the surface under consideration
* double const axis_range, the range to the axis of rotation of the plant
* double const orientation_chang the change in orientation from the previous sample
* to the next sample (in degrees)




* threshold this is the number of FFT lines each side of the passed surface range★
*/double Calc_echo_range_possibility
( double const surface_range,/* the range to the surface under consideration */ 
double const axis_range, /* the range to the axis of rotation of the plant */ 
double const orientation_change,/* the change in orientation from the 
previous
* sample to the next sample (in degrees) 







double const pi = 3.14159265;
double r_min, /* the minimum possible range in metres
r_max, /* the maximum possible range in metres
cos_degrees, /* an intermediate calculation for the
★ of the orientation change
rsql_cos, *//* an intermediate calculation for d**2
gamma_angle, 
range_possibility;/* /*the★
intermediate calculation */ 
possible range over which the surface 
could be
*/
/** calculate some intermediate values for performance reasons 
*/cos_degrees = cos (orientation_change * pi / 180); 
rsql_cos = 2 * pow(axis_range,2) * (1 - cos_degrees);
gamma_angle = (180 - orientation_change) / 2.0;







s q r t (r s q l _ c o s ) *
surface_range * 








s q r t (r s q l _ c o s ) *
surface_range * 
c o s ((gamma_angle
)
) ;
range_possibility = r_max - r_min; 




* pi / 180)
* pi / 180)
} /* Calc_echo_range_possibility */
B.2 Echo tracking





* This function tracks signal returns between one orientation and the next
* by adjusting for the geometry. The sensor is fixed with the plant at a
* certain distance. The spectrum is captured before the plant is rotated by
* fixed angle. Once the plant is at the new orientation, the surfaces which
* produced reflections at the previous orientation may still be present in
* the spectrum but offset by 1 or a number of frequency lines. This amount
* by which they are offset can be set by passing the movement threshold
















double const base_range the range to the first fft line in the arrays
double const axis_range the range to the axis of the plant
double const orientation_change than angle in degrees through which the
has been rotated between arrayl and array2 
double const beam_angle the beam angle of the sensor
double const fft_range_resolution the resolution of an individual fft line 
double const *arrayl the data from the first orientation,
double *array2 the data from the second orientation,
int const array_length the length of the arrays of data,
int movement_threshold the amount of FFT lines which the features can
move or 0 in which case function 








double const base_range, /* the 




double const *arrayl, 
double *array2,
*/ int const array_length, 
int movement_threshold
range to the first fft line in the arrays */ 
/* the range to the axis of the plant */ 
tha angle in degrees through which the 
* plant has been rotated between arrayl and 
* array2 */
/* the beam angle of the sensor */
/*the resolution of an individual fft
* line */
/* the data from the first orientation */ 
/* the data from the second orientation
/* the length of the arrays of data */
/* the amount of FFT lines which the
* features can move or 0 to calculate */
)
int i, j, /* loop counters *//* the indexes in descending order */
/* used for the sort */
/* the index of the number we are 
* working with */
/* the length of the value array which
* is based on the movement threshold */ 
/* whether or not the movement
* threshold needs to be calculated */
double descending_array[kMaxDataltems],/* to hold the descending values */ 
max_value, /* used for the sort */
value_array[kMaxDataltems], /* holds values for feat swapping */ 
possible range; /* the range over which the surface






/* check some of the parameters passed in */ 
if(array_length <= 0) 
return;




else calculate_movement_threshold = false;
/* .* copy arrayl into the descending array so that it can
* initialise the array of indexes 
*/Copy_array(arrayl, descending_array, array_length); 
for(i = 0; i < array_length; i++) 
descending_indexes[i] = i;
be sorted and also
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/ ★* now do a sort to get an array which has the indexes of the original
* arrayl in order of descending magnitude, (selection sort)
*/for(i =0; i < array_length; i++)
{ max_value = descending_array[i] ; 
max_pos = i;
for(j = i; j < array_length; j++)
{ if(descending_array[j] > max_value)
{ max_value = descending_array[j]; 





* now, we can go through and massage the records so that some of the echoes
* line up. This is based on the movement threshold which is calculated 
*/
/* calculate the length of the difference array */ 
length_value_array = (movement_threshold * 2) + 1;
/* . . . .* go through arrayl working from the highest amplitude first. Determine is
* any of the data in array2 will be moved to line up with these amplitudes
* in arrayl 
*/for(i = 0; i < array_length; i++)
{ index = descending_indexes[i] ;
/* .* re-calc the movement threshold for the surface at this range









m o v e m e n t _ t h r e s h o l d = (possible_range/f f t _ r ange_resolution+0.5)/ 2 , 
length_value_array = (movement_threshold * 2) + 1;
}
/* initialise the difference_array */
Initialise_array(value_array, 0, array_length);
/  ** Calculate the difference between this element in arrayl and the
* movement_threshold elements each side of it.
*/for (j 
{
0; j < length_value_array; j++)
* are we within the bounds of array2
* is it off the bottom or the top of array2
*/if
(j + index - movement_threshold) < 0  ||




/* . . • •* Now we should check to see if this index is adjacent
* to a higher value which has ALREADY been checked. We
* cant take a value out from under the other one
* / .if(arrayl[j+index-movement_threshold] > array1[index]) 
value_array[j] = kASmallValue;




* now search the value array for the maximum value and swap the
* element at that index in array2 with the element in the current
* index.
*/max_pos = Position_maximum(value_array, length_value_array);
* we have now calculated that the item with the largest value is in
* position max_pos in the difference_array, or
* index - movement_threshold - 1 + max_pos 
*/
} /*







(index '= (max_pos + (index - movement_threshold))) &&
(value_array[max_pos] > kASmallValue)
Swap_values
( &array2[index],&array2[max_pos + (index - movement_threshold)]
) ;
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C. Appendix - code segments
C.1 Background
The code in this section is based on 3 simple classes and is written in C++. The 
Array class is a class which is used to create array objects. It has code which performs 
various mathematical operations on the array. The CTFM data class holds the raw 
acoustic density profile and the Feature data class is the one which calculates the 
features. The header files are given below. In this Appendix, the header files for the 
classes is given along with some code segments which are referenced in the text.
C.2 Array class
The array class is a template class. It is passed the eiement type when it is 
declared in a function. This allows arrays of any data type to be created. The format of the 
declaration i s :






The class offers the following services :
//constructor initialise the length and allocate memory 
Array(int len)




// Zero the entire array 
void Zero()
//return the length of the array
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int L e n g t h () con s t
//display the entire contents of the array 
void Display(ostreams os = cout) const
//read a record from a file into the array 
int Read record(ifstream &infile)
//write a record out to the file in text format. If the passed 
//parameter for the end of record != 1 then dont write the endln 
//character. An alternative write record function allows items_used to be 
//passed and this contains an element for each item in the array and an 
//indicator of true or false as to whether the element 




const int end_of_record = 1,





int items_used[ ] ,
const int end_of_record = 1 ,
const char delimiter = '\t'
) const
//set a particular item to a value
void Set(const int element_no, const element_type value)
//get a particular item
element_type Get(const int element_no) const
// return the position of the maximum value 
int Pos_max() const
// return the position of the maximum value 
int Pos_max(int start, int end) const
// return the maximum value in the array, the position of the 
// maximum value between 2 indexes can also be found 
element_type Max_val() const
element_type Max_val(int start,int end) const
// return the position of the minimum value, the position of the
// minimum value between 2 indexes can also be found or the
//position of the minimum value from a certain offset
int Pos_min ( ) const
int Pos_min(const int start) const
int Pos min(const int start_index, const int end_index) const
// return the minimum value, the minimum value between 2
// indexes can also be found or minimum value from a certain offset
element_type Min_val() const
element_type Min_val(int start) const
element_type Min_val(int start, int end) const
// multiply all of the elements of the array together and return the result 
element_type Mult_through() const
//selection sort the array and return the sorted array 
void SelectionSort()
//Calculate the square root of every item in the array and do it in place 
//in the array 
void Sqrt()
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//Calculate the square of every item in the array 
void Sqr()
//Calculate the sum of all of the elements in the array - also starting f 
//a set index OR from start to end indexes 
element_type Sum() const
element_type Sum(const int start_index) const
element_type Sum(const int start_index, const int end_index) const
//Calculate the absolute value of every item in the array 
void Abs()
// find the average of the array, or the average between start and end 
float Average() const
float Average(const int start_index, const int end_index) const
// find the median of the array, or the median between start and end 
element_type Median() const
element_type Median(const int start_index, const int end_index) const
// find the standard deviation of the array - or the standard deviation 
// between start and end 
float StandardDev() const
float StandardDev(const int start_index, const int end_index) const
//Calculate the coefficient of variation or the coefficient of variation 
//between start and end 
float CoeffVariation() const
float CoeffVariation(const int start_index, const int end_index) const
//Calculate the Mean Absolute Deviation, or the mean absolute deviation 
//between the start and end indeces 
float MeanAbsDeviation() const
float MeanAbsDeviation(const int start_index, const int end_index)
//calculate the skew of the elements in the array or the skew between the 
//start and end indexes 
float Skew() const
float Skew(const int start_index, const int end_index) const
//calc mean squared difference of 2 array objects, items used is an array 
//flags to indicate which of the array elements should be included in the 
//calculation
int Calc_mean_squared_difference
(const Arrays other,const int items_used[ ] ) const
//calculate the poduct moment correlation between 2 arrays, items used 
//is an array of flags to indicate which of the array elements should 
//be included in the calculation 
float Calc_product_moment_correlation 
(
const Arrays other, 
const int items_used[]
) const
//calculate the special correlation as outlined in Chapter 6. items used 
//is an array of flags to indicate which of the array elements should 
//be included in the calculation 
float Calc_special_correlation 
(










Arrays operator+=(const Arrays other)
Arrays operator+=(const eleraent_types increment) 
Array operator+(const Arrays other)
Array operator+(const element_types increment)
Arrays operator-=(const Arrays other)
Arrays operator-=(const element_types decrement) 
Array operator-(const Arrays other)
Array operator-(const element_types decrement)
Arrays operator/=(const Arrays other)
Arrays operator/=(const float scaler)
Array operator/(const Arrays other)
Array operator/(const element_type scaler)
Arrays operator*=(const Arrays other)
Arrays operator*=(const float scaler)
Array operator*(const Arrays other)
Array operator*(const float scaler)
int operator== (const Arrays other)






const short kMaxInputs = 512; 
const short kMaxOutputs = 4; 









// display a record
void display() const;
void display_object() const;
// read a record from the file
int read_record(ifstreams infile, int start_index = 0);
// write the record out to the file 
int write_record(ofstreams outfile,
const int items[],char delimiter) const; 
int write_record(ofstreams outfile) const;
// access an item from the sonar data 
float access_item(int item_no) const; // 0 to N-l 
int access_category() const; 
int access_no_outputs () const;
// zero out the items in the object 
void reset();
void remove_narrow_band(const int level); // remove narrow band
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// f e a t u r e  c a l c u l a t i n g  r o u t i n e s
int count_points_above_threshold(const float threshold);
int count_major_peaks(const int min_height, const int peak width);
float sum_of_acoustic_density_profile();
float sum_complete_acoustic_density_profile_from_10() const; 
float sum_complete_acoustic_density_profile() const;
float calc_perc_within_points(const int points); 
float find_max_amplitude() ;
int calc_length_of_acoustic_density_profile() ; 
int calc_front_to_peak() ;




float calc_coefficient_variation() ; 
float calc_mean_abs_dev_amp(); 
float calc_skew_amplitude();
float calc_avg_posn_narrowband(const int level);
float calc_avg_range() ; 
float calc_median_range(); 
float calc_stdev_range() ; 




float calc_perc_slope_to_peak(const int percentage); 
float calc_perc_slope_to_peakA(const int percentage); 
float calc_freq_perc_power(const int percentage);
void draw_acoustic_density_profile(const float maximum);




double const *arrayl, 
double *array2, 




void operator=(const CTFM_data& other);
int operator==(const CTFM_data& other) const;
CTFM_data& operator/(const float scaler) const;
CTFM_ data operator+ (const CTFM_ data object) const ;
CTFM_ data operator- (const CTFM_ data obj ect) const ;
CTFM_ data operator* (const CTFM_ data object) const ;
void sqrt () ;
void sqr ( );
void abs ( );
private :




the number of data items 
the number of actual outputs
Array<float> *finput data; // input data
Array<int> *foutput data; // output data
int fStartOfObject, // stored so doesnt have to calculate
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// ov e r  and over
fEndOfObj ect,
fcategory; // category corresponding to output data
};//end of class definition
#endif //CTFMCLASS_H_
C.4 Feature class
The feature class declaration below is the funcionality calculating features from 
the acoustic density profile. Most of the calculation of features is is done by calling 
functions in the CTFM class. The conditional compilation directive feats 19 controls 
whether just the 19 or all of the features are included.
#ifndef FEATURECLASS_H_
#define FEATURECLASS_H_
#include <fstream.h> // for reading files
#include <stddef.h>
#include <math.h> // maths functions







// reading and writing data
int write_record(ofstream &outfile, char delimiter) const; 
// calculate the features
void calculate_features(const CTFM_data object);
// set the category
void set_category(const int category);
private :
float
/* 1 */ no above thresholdl, /* 15 */
/* 2 */ no above_ threshold2, /* 20 */
/* 3 */ no above threshold3, /* 25 */
/* 4 */ no above threshold4, /* 30 */
/* 5 */ no above thresholds, /* 40 */
/* 6 */ no above threshold6, /* 50 */
/* 7 */ no above threshold7, /* 75 */
/* 8 */ no_ above thresholds, /* 100 */
/* 9 */ no_ above threshold9, /* 125 */
♦ifndef FEATS19
/* 10 */ no above thresholdlO, /* 150 */
#endif
/*
* The number of lines in the acoustic_density_profile that fall
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* above the amplitude for that particular threshold
★
* why : this will give an indication of the size of the
* reflective surfaces and the distribution of them 
*/
/* 11 */ no_of_major_peaks1,
/*
* An amplitude is defined as a major peak if 5 of the points
* on each side of it are less than it.
*
* why : this will give an indication of the number of layers
* of foliage 
*/
/* 12 */ sum_of_density_profile,
/*
* Go through the acoustic density profile and add all of the
* amplitudes between the start and the end
*
* why : this feature will indicate the size of the "area under
* the curve". The size of the area is an indication of
* the height and length of the curve. This in turn relates
* to the reflectivity (maybe orientation of the leaf as













* Find the maximum value in the acoustic density profile
~k
* why : this will indicate amplitude of the greatest audible
* surface, it is a function of the specularity of the
* surface at that range, the size of the surface at that
















/* 40 * /
* Accumulate the amplitude values within n range points each
* side of the centre and calculate the result to be the
* percentage of this sum of the sum of the total acoustic
* density profile. This will show how energy is distributed.
•k
* why : this will indicate how spread the signal is from the





/ *  2 2  * /
length_of_density_profile,
/*
* The length = end - start.
★
* why : this will give an indication of the depth of the plant




* Find the peak of the acoustic density profile, subtract the
* position of the start from the position of the peak.
*






/* 24 */ 
/* 25 */ 
/* 26 */ 
/* 27 */ 
/* 28 */ 
/* 29 */
/* 30 */ 
/* 31 */ 
/* 32 */ 
/* 33 */ 
/* 34 */ 
















* divide the length of the acoustic density profile by the
* number of major peaks
*
* why : this will give a measure of the distance between
* foliage 
*/
threshold data massi, /* 80 */
threshold data mass2, /* 70 */
threshold data mass3, /* 60 */
threshold data mass4, /* 50 */
threshold data mass5, /* 40 */
threshold data mass 6, /* 30 */
/*
* Returns the height of the acoustic density profile which
* contains this percentage of the data mass. eg.
* threshold_data_mass1 will be the amplitudeat which 80% of










* some statistics based on the amplitude of the acoustic






* The average position from the start of the plant











* some simple stats on the distribution of the
* acoustic density profile. This gives information about the
* distribution of the power 
*/
count_quarter_height,
/* count the number of lines in the acoustic density profile




/* count the number of lines in the acoustic density profile
* which are above half of the height of the maximum amplitude
*/
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/* 47 */ count_3quarter_height,
/* count the number of lines in the acoustic density profile
* which are above three quarters of the height of the maximum
* amplitude 
*/
/* 48 */ ratio max height len,
/* 49 */ ratio _avg_height len,
/* 50 */ ratio max amp avg,
/* 51 */ ratio _max_height_sum profile,
/* 52 */ ratio_ avg height sum profile,
/* 53 */ ratio length sum profile,
/* 54 */ ratio range stdev sum profile
/* 55 */ ratio range stdev max height,
/* 56 */ ratio_ range stdev avg height,
/* 57 */ ratio range stdev length,
/*
* some ratios between previously calculated features 
*/
/* 58 */ slope 25 peak
/* 59 */ slope 50 peak
/* 60 */ slope 75 peak
/* the rise slope between the range at 25% (50,75) of the





/* the rise slope between the range at 25% (50,75) of the
* maximum and the maximum (note that in this case the maximum
* is actuall the average of 5 points around the average 
*/
/* 64 */ range_25_acoustic_area,
/* 65 */ range_50_acoustic_area,
#endif //#ifndef FEATS19
/* 66 */ range_75_acoustic_area,
/* the range line from the start at which 25% (or 50,75)
* of the total power is observed 
*/





int fcategory; // the category ie. 1 = pianti, 2 - plant2, etc.
};//end of class definition
C.5 Reference the spectra to a standard range
The function below is used to reference the acoustic density profile of a plant to a standard 
range. This is discussed in Chapter 5.
/*
* CTFM_data::reference_for_range*
* This function is passed a standardised range to which the acoustic density profile
* in this object is referenced to. A pointer to the referenced acoustic density
* profile is returned. Note that this function will only standardise the plant so
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the standardised range to scale to 
the ctfm object which is used as input
* Returns
★
* a pointer to the new object which is referenced to the standard range
★
* Note that this function assumes that the calibration_array is already








const int ref_to_range_mm /* the range in mm to reference to to */
int element_no;







/* the fftline of the start of the plant */
/* the fftline of the end of the plant */
/* the number of fft lines this plant spans */ 
/* array looping variable */
/* intermediate value to hold the scale */
/* intermediate value to hold the new value */
/*
* this is the storage to hold the new acoustic density profile referenced to
* the range 
*/
CTFM_data *referenced_profile = new CTFM_data 
(fno_of_inputs,fno_of_outputs);
/*
* find the start and end of the plant 
*/
start_plant_fftline = this->find_start_of_object(); 
end_plant_fftline = this->find_end_of_object(); 
plant_length = end_plant_fftline - start_plant_fftline; 
/*
* calc the ref to range as a fftline 
*/
ref_to_range_fftline = int(ref_to_range_mm / 3.44);
/*
* loop through the plant referencing the items by scaling them and
* moving them to the new range 
*/
for (element_no = 0; element_no < plant_length; element_no++)
{ scale = calibration_array[ref_to_range_fftline + element_no]
/
calibration_array[start_plant_fftline + element_no] ;
new val = finput_data->Get(start_plant_fftline + element_no) * scale; 







C.6 Calculate the number of range lines above threshold
The function below is used to calculate the threshold features. It is called with different 









int element_no, // loop counter
no above threshold = 0, // to hold the value to return to the
main function
start, // position of start of data
end; // position of the end of data
start = this->find_start_of_object() ; 
end = this->find_end_of_object() ;
} //











C.7 Calculate the number of major peaks
The function below is used to calculate the threshold features. It is called with different 















// loop counter for peak searching
// for checking around a peak
// to hold the value to return to the
// is this point a major peak 
// position of start of data 
// position of the end of data
start = this->find_start_of_object(); 
end = this->find_end_of_object();
for(element_no = start; element_no < end; element_no++)
{
C - l l




// start peak_width bins left of the current element 
peak_check = element_no - peak_width;
// while we havent checked all of the items each side
// of the peak and while we havent proved that this is NOT a
// major peak










no_maj or_peaks + + ;
return(no_major_peaks) ; 
} // count_major_peaks
C.8 Calculate the sum of the acoustic density profile




int start, // start of the plants acoustic density profile
end; // end of the plants acoustic density profile
float total = 0; // to hold the value to return to the main function
start = this->find start of object();
end = this->find end of object();
total = finput data ->Sum(start,end);
return (total);
} // sum_of_acoustic_density_profile
C.9 Calculate the front to peak distance
The function below is used to calculate distance (in fft lines) form the start of the plants 






// position of start of the plant 
// position of the end of the plant
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p e a k _ index;
start = this->find_start_of_object(); 
end = this->find_end_of_object();
peak_index = f input_data->Pos__max ( start, end)
return (peak_index - start);
} // calc_front_to_peak
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D. Appendix Plant Grouping
This Appendix has information about clustering individual species with other 
plants whose features (and hence acoustic density profiles) are similar. A mapping of 
similar plants is established and is developed. The mapping is validated by running the 
data through a classifier which groups each record into one of the pre-defined groups.
The mapping of similar plants tabulated in Table D.8 gives a difference between 
the physical structure of any one group compared to other groups in the table. The 
differences between the groups were difficult to quantify and are somewhat subjective. 
This appendix does not provide any direct conclusions of the thesis but serves as a 
valuable resource for further work in the area.
D.1 Taxonomy
Taxonomy is the science of classification [Macquarie, 1991] and is a term often 
used to describe classification systems for organisms. Plant identification uses a formal 
taxonomy which have been developed over a long period of time. It is an orderly system 
resulting in the assignment of each individual plant to a descending series of groups of 
related plants [Benson, 1979].
Plant classification schemes are based on physical measurements of the plant, 
such as the number of petals in the flower, the leaf arrangement, subtle leaf shapes, or 
even the hair arrangement of the underside of the leaf. There is a universally accepted 
system of plant classification known as The International Code of Botanical Nomenclature 
[Stace, 1989] which is used widely by botanists to classify a large number of species.
The research described in this thesis is not attempting to classify plants to the level 
of a botanist. There is enough information in the signal however to differentiate plants 
based on their overall structure for the purpose of a system which can be used in robotics.
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D.2 Introduction to cluster analysis
Cluster Analysis is the name of the various numerical methods which find 
similarity amongst objects in a given set. It is a standard statistical technique that is 
applied in many fields.
In general, Cluster Analysis attempts to identify groups, not to establish rules 
relating to the separation of data. The process of clustering, progressively groups objects 
according to their similarity. Individual elements of the group are more similar to other 
members of their group than to members of other groups. It is used as an exploratory 
technique and it can identify natural groups in the data. It is very different from the 
classification methods that were discussed in Chapter 10 which are based around a 
predefined number of known groups (or classes). Clustering makes no assumptions 
about the distribution of the data, the size of each group or the number of the groups.
In the case where there are only two features, clusters can be identified through 
visual inspection by looking for dense regions on a graph of the features as shown in 
Chapter 8. Often the classes are not separable using just two features and distinct classes 
may exist in high dimensional feature space. These classes are not usually apparent when 
viewing the data in lower dimensions so formal clustering techniques are required.
D .2 .1  A Simple clustering example
The four plants shown in Figure D .l will be used to illustrate cluster analysis 
techniques. The steps in cluster analysis are:
1. Create a similarity matrix;
2. Group the clusters and modify the similarity matrix step by step; and
3. Arrange the dendogram.
In this study, the input to the cluster analysis is the 19 features developed in Chapter 8 but 
since these four particular specimens are structurally quite different to each other, the first 
three features will provide enough information to illustrate how the plants cluster into
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different groups. The input vector is the average of each of the features across the entire 
dataset for the particular plant.
F igure D .l Four plants in sim ilar pairs
Details of the physical characteristics of the plants are given in Table D .l.
Table D .l Physical characteristics of the four p lants
Plant Name P la n t
H g t
cm




le n g th





d e n s ity
L eaf
o r ie n t .
C o m m en ts
j p i j j j ;.-’7 ' • • ' \  - ::: | i i : ■ W i
S o la n u m
avicu lare
15 20 20 8 7 medium down large lobed leaves on a very 
small plant
P o ly sc ia s
m u rrayi
30 30 7 2.5 54 high horizontal leaves on small branches 
symmetric
E u c a ly p tu s
b o try o id e s
25 12 1 6 37 medium horizontal random leaves on many small 
stems from main trunk
A c ro n y c h ia
la e v is
48 40 4 2 168 high various very specular medium sized 
waxy leaves
The input matrix for the cluster analysis is shown in Figure D.2. The first three 





I I no above threshold3
*
Solanum aciculare 38 32 26
Polyscias murrayi 91 88 84
Eucalyptus botryoides 33 27 22
Acronychia laevis 89 87 84
Figure D.2 The input matrix for the four plants
Once the input matrix is established, the next step is to use this matrix to calculate 
similarity (or distance) measures between individual items and the results are used as a 
similarity matrix. The similarity matrix for the four plants is shown in Figure D.3. The 
similarity values in this example are calculated using the Euclidean distance metric as 
outlined in Section D.3 - this distance measure is the straight line distance between the 






Solanum aviculare 0 96 8 94
Polyscias murrayi 96 0 104 2
Eucalyptus botryoides 8 104 0 103
Acronychia laevis 94 2 103 0
Figure D.3 Similarity matrix for the four plants
Several clustering algorithms are introduced in Section D.3. Agglomerative 
hierarchical clustering methods merge the two nearest groups at each step until there is
only one single cluster (Algorithm D .l). From Figure D.3, the two most similar plants are 
Polyscias murrayi and Acronychia laevis with a Euclidean distance of 2. These two plants 
are now merged into a cluster (Cluster one). The rows and columns for these two plants
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are removed and a new column is inserted which contains the distance between the new 
cluster and the remaining two plants (Figure D.4).
For this example (Figure D.4), Average linkage clustering has been used to 
determine the distance between the clusters. This is simply the average distance between 
both the plants in the cluster and the individual plants still remaining. So, to calculate the 
distance between this newly formed cluster (Cluster one) and Solanum aviculare, the 
average of the distance between the two pairs - Polyscias murrayi and Solanum aviculare 
(96), and Acronychia laevis and Solanum aviculare (94) is calculated (note that the same 
distance metric is used to calculate the distance which in this example is the euclidean 
distance). This comes to (96+94)/2 = 95. The resulting similarity matrix is shown in 
Figure D.4 (a).
Algorithm D .l The algorithm for hierarchical agglomerative clustering
Start with n clusters each containing a single entity and a similarity matrix.
While there is more than one cluster in the set.
Search the similarity matrix for the two most similar clusters.
Merge the two clusters and update the similarity matrix by removing the 
columns and rows of the merged clusters and add a new row and 








Solanum aviculare 0 8 95 1 Cluster 2 *
Eucalyptus botryoides 8 0 103 Cluster 1 0 99
Cluster 1 95 103 0 Cluster 2 99 0
Figure D.4 The similarity matrix on completion of (a) the first merge and
(b) the second merge
Solanum aviculare and Eucalyptus botryoides are now the two closest items 
(similarity = 8), so they are merged to give the matrix in Figure D.4(b). The final step 
involves merging cluster one and cluster 2 which are separated by a distance of 99.
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Finally, the results of the clustering are reported to provide information about the 
relationships between the clusters. In general, results of hierarchical clustering methods 
are shown in the form of a tree diagram and this is illustrated in Figure D.5. This type of 
tree diagram is known as a dendogram.
The dendogram shows how the individual objects are grouped according to their 
similarity measures. Starting from the left, the individual plants are in groups (or clusters) 
of their own moving to the right, clusters are grouped and a smaller number of clusters 
occur until there is only one cluster at the right hand side of the diagram.
The length of the branches on the dendogram are a measure of similarity between 
the two clusters. The shorter the branch, the more similar the two (or more) clusters are. 
Some dendograms also have a number on at each cluster join (as shown in Figure D.5). 
This number indicates the similarity measure between the two clusters. Clusters which 
join on the left hand side of the diagram are more similar to each other than the ones 
which join at the right of the diagram. The horizontal axis is a measure of the similarity 
between all of the clusters which have been joined at any particular point.
The plants with similar characteristics in terms of features have clustered together 
on the dendogram. Polyscias murrayi and Acronychia laevis are both compact plants with 
a large number of leaves (reflectors) and are more similar to each other than the other two 
plants. You can see on the dendogram that the cluster which joins them has very short 
branches. Solanum aviculare and Eucalyptus botryoides are also similar to one another 
but the slightly longer branches (length = 8) indicate that they are not quite as similar to 
each other as the other two plants are to each other in the diagram. The third cluster
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groups both of the clusters but the distance measure of 99 indicates that the groups are 
relatively dissimilar. This shows the analyst that this third grouping may not be 
meaningful due to the large distances between the groups.
Thus, the four plants fall naturally into two easily separable clusters. The 
approach of repeatedly dividing clusters into sub clusters is a very powerful way of 
reducing the number of plants which match. Also, the dividing only needs to go to the 
level of discrimination required by the task.
The main two issues in cluster analysis algorithms involve the definition of the 
distance measure between each of the classes (or objects) and also the way that the 
clusters are actually formed. The example above used the Euclidean distance measure and 
a hierarchical agglomerative clustering method which used average linkage to calculate the 
distance between clusters. There are innumerable clustering methods which have then- 
own distance measures and there is no general agreement of the best techniques 
[Velleman, 1988].
They are documented in many places and some can be found in [Romesburg, 
1994]. Johnson & Wichem [1992] note that there is a great deal of subjectivity in the 
choice of similarity measures. Bouguettaya [1996] found that there is little difference 
between the different clustering approaches.
D.3 Common clustering techniques
Cluster analysis techniques are well documented, and detailed information can be 
found in Everitt [1980], Jain & Dubes [1988], Kaufman & Rousseeuw [1990], and 
Romesburg [1984].
The differences between classes (or objects) is measured using some type of 
distance measure. The most common distance measures are shown in Table D.2. 
Complete details can be found in the references mentioned above.
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Table D.2 Common distance measures
Euclidean
d ( * , y )  = V(*i -  y,)2 + (*2 -  y2f  + -+ (* „  -  y„)2 = V(x -  y )'(x -  y)
Statistical ¿(x,y) = V(x - y ) 'A ( x - y )
Minkowski r n l l/m
d ( x , y ) =
L i=i  J
where A = S'1, where S '1 contains the sample variances and covariances
Mahalanhois D2 = ( x i - x j.y s - '( x i - x j.)
where S is the pooled within group covariance matrix
For any particular problem, the literature suggests testing out several different 
techniques in order to explore the data.
Clustering algorithms are generally divided into two major types :
1. Partitioning methods; and
2. Hierarchical methods.
Partitioning methods involve constructing k clusters, where k is provided by the 
researcher. The researcher is responsible for running the algorithm for several different 
values of k and identifying the value of which produces natural clusters. Partitioning 
involves the optimisation of a criterion which minimises the within class variation and 
maximises the between class variation.
Hierarchical methods construct a hierarchy of objects in one of two different
ways.
Agglomerative methods start with all of the objects as individual clusters and at 
each step merge the two individual objects which are most similar (based on their 
similarity measures). The process is repeated until there is only one cluster left in the 
hierarchy.
Divisive methods start with all of the objects in one cluster and at each step, split 
the cluster until there are the same number of clusters as objects.
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Much of the literature is focussed on hierarchical agglomerative methods as are 
many of the commercially available statistical packages. For these reasons, this study has 
used hierarchical agglomerative methods. The algorithm for this method was given in 
Algorithm D. 1.
When analysing the results of hierarchical clustering, the interest lies in the 
intermediate steps when the population is divided into a reasonable number of groups. 
Distance measures are available at each step of the merging process and can be analysed in 
order to identify the appropriate number of groups to select. The distance measures are 
plotted at each merge and the point where the graph changes its slope indicates the point 
where the distances between groupings is becoming large. These larger distances indicate 
that the groups merged at this point were dissimilar so clustering should have been 
stopped at that point.
Merging of clusters is done using single linkage clustering, complete linkage 
clustering, or average linkage clustering or centroid clustering. Figure D.6 illustrates the 
criteria for merging the clusters.
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Single linkage Cluster distance
d24
C o m p le te  lin k a g e
A v e ra g e  lin k a g e
5 /
d lt
dl3 + dlA + dl5 + d23 + d24 + d25 
6





•  4 -•y, ^ ly l X, = d, + d0 d ,+  dA + dc~ yx = ~ — t —
Figure D.6 In ter-c luster d istance m easures
In  th is  s tu d y , s e v e ra l c lu s te r in g  m e th o d s  h a v e  b e e n  u s e d  a n d  are  o u tlin e d  in  T ab le  
D .3 . T h e  re su lts  o f  th e  d if fe re n t te c h n iq u e s  tu rn e d  o u t to  b e  re la tiv e ly  s im ila r  a s  w a s  a lso  
re p o r te d  b y  D illo n  &  G o ld s te in  [1 9 9 4 ].
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Table D.3 Clustering Methods
Single linkage 
clustering
The distance is the minimum distance between an observation 
in one cluster and an observation in another cluster. This 
method is the only one which can pick out stringlike clusters 




The distance is given by the maximum distance between an 
observation in one cluster and an observation in another 
cluster. This technique produces clusters with roughly equal 




This is the average of the distance between all of the pairs of 
observations in each of the clusters. This method tends to join 
clusters with small variances.
Centroid method This measures the squared difference between the centroids 
(or means) of the clusters. This technique is generally robust 
to outliers but in other respects may not perform as well 
[SAS, 1993].
D.4 Plant clustering using range data
In order to keep the problem bounded and to take advantage of available software, 
a fixed set of clustering algorithms were chosen. Single, Complete, Average and Centroid 
clustering methods were tested with euclidean distance measures using hierarchical 
agglomerative methods.
Each of the cluster merging algorithms produced similar (but not identical) 
grouping of plants. In general researchers study the groupings produced by the clustering 
to see which ones are most reasonable. This was found to be difficult (if not subjective) 
so a physically grounded method was needed.
An analytical measure was developed which produces the grouping which is the 
most consistent with the pairwise plant classification matrix (developed in Chapter 8). The 
goal of cluster analysis is to group similar plants together and similar plants are those 
which are hard to differentiate, that is, they have a low classification percentage. 
Similarly, plants which are easy to differentiate are not similar. A technique has been 
developed which is used to select the best clustering result based on this criterion.
At the left hand side of a dendogram is a list of plants, most of which are similar
to those around them (the exception is where the adjacent plant is in a separate major
branch of the dendogram). A reasonable approximation over the population is to say that
any plant is similar to the adjacent plants and is more similar to the adjacent plant than the
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plant two positions away on each side of it. Consider the portion of a larger dendogram 
shown in Figure D.7. Melaleuca erubescens is adjacent to Banksia ericifolia so we would 
expect it to be more similar to that, than it is to Melaleuca styphelioides. Similarity can be 
measured by how difficult it is to separate the two samples with a classifier. From the 
pairwise classification table in Chapter 8, we see that the classification of Melaleuca 
erubescens and Banksia ericifolia is 66% and the classification of Melaleuca erubescens 
and Melaleuca styphelioides is 73% which supports the argument.
M e la le u c a  e ru b e sc e n s  
B a n k s ia  e r ic ifo l ia  
M e la le u c a  s t y p h e l io id e s  
C r in u m  p e d u n c u la tu m  
C in a m o m  o l iv e r i  
T r is ta n io p s is  c o l l in a  
D i p l o g l o t t i s  a u s tra lia
Figure D.7 A dendogram  for seven plants
The pairwise classification for these plants can be tabulated and this is shown in 
Table D.4. In review, the cells in the table contain the classification percentage on the test 
set when the statistical classifier is run.






























75 84 70 76
Tristaniopsis
collina
81 86 81 90 70
Diploglottis
australis
83 100 1'  100 100 99 99
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In general, plants which are adjacent on the dendogram are similar to each other 
and hence have a lower recognition percentage with the test set. The table is formatted so 
that recognition percentages of “near” plants in the cluster will appear close to the diagonal 
line down the table. The plants adjacent to any plant will appear in the line either across 
(for plants before it in the list) or down (for plants after it in the list). Consider the cell for 
Melaleuca styphelioides in Table D.4 which is marked in with an asterisk. Plants 
preceding it in the list are in a line horizontally with plants further away from it being 
further away in the list. Plants after it appear in the vertical line from the square marked 
with the asterisk. As highlighted by the arrow, as you move successive cells away from 
the plant, the classification improves. This is due to the fact that the plants become less 
similar. This is a general rule which holds for almost the entire table. If it does not hold, 
then this plant may be in the wrong cluster.
If there is a cell with a low classification percentage, some distance away from the 
diagonal then this indicates that there are two similar plants which have been mapped into 
separate groups. These “outliers” can be used to determine how good the clustering is.
A count of these outliers can be used to indicate the number of pairs of plants 
which are similar but havent been grouped together. The higher the count, the less 
suitable is the grouping which has been produced by the clustering method. Consider the 
dendogram in Figure D.8, it is the result of a complete linkage cluster analysis of all 100 
plants using the 19 features. The recognition percentages can be plotted as a table similar 
to that in Table D.4. It is shown in Table D.5 with recognition percentages less than or 
equal to 75 highlighted. Most of the low values are positioned around the diagonal where 
they are expected, with some outliers scattered around particularly in the lower half of the 
table. The separation between major clusters is also evident as sections of the diagonal 
























































Polyscias austral i ana 














































Figure D.8 The dendogram for all 100 plants (Complete Linkage Cluster Analysis)
Table D.5 Table of pairwise combinations for all 100 plants
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Complete linkage Cluster analysis
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Table D.6 Plant information grouped by cluster
id P lant Fam ily Common Hgt Wth Leaf Leaf Leaf Leaf No LArea Leaves Orthog Plane In te rn a l cu rta in  Subjectivt Leaves Comments
name cm cm Igth wth I / w area Leaves * density Angle Angle spread measure Sym m etry o rien t.
I * w * . 7 5 NoLeav
* vi v . : 4 , r 1 ., . m a m m j • ■ r i M H A n l t a i ïà
9 9 Westringa fruticosa Laminaceae Rosemary 15 6 1 0.2 5 0.15 60 9 low 0 30 2 30 6 4 5 rosemary - leaves from central stem
2 Acacia cultriformis Mimosaceae Knife-leaf wattle 40 4 2 1 2 1.5 52 7 8 low 0 1 0 1 1 9 horizontal single central stem with small leaves
6 6 Melaleuca erubescens Myrtaceae i 5 4 1 0.1 1 0 0.08 170 1 4 low 0 75 2 5 8 various tiny leaves along tiny branches and trunk
1 9 Banksia ericifolia Proteaceae Heath Banksia 40 4 1.5 0.3 5 0.34 67 2 3 low 0 1 0 1 5 5 horizontal 1 main stem with very small leaves around it
6 8 Melaleuca styphelioides Myrtaceae Prickly-leaved TeaT 40 5 3 0.5 6 1.13 64 7 2 low 0 1 0 1 1 0 7 horizontal single central stem with small leaves
3 0 Crinum pedunculatum Amaryllidaceae Swamp Lily 30 1 5 50 3 16.67 112.5 6 675 low 0 85 1 40 8 vertical short stem with long leaves radiating upwards
9 8 Tristaniopsis collina Myrtaceae Mount. Water Gum 35 1 0 5 1.5 3.33 5.63 27 152 low 0 1 0 1 10 6 horizontal leaves from central trunk
2 5 Cinnamom oliveri Lauraceae Olivers Sassafras 48 1 0 6 1.5 4 6.75 7 4 7 low 0 0 1 5 1 0 horizontal a stick with about 6 leaves near the top
3 6 Diploglottis australis Sapindaceae Native Tamarind 1 5 20 1 2 6 2 54 5 270 low 0 5 1 1 0 8 horizontal small plant with large leaves
6 4 Livistona sp 'Carnarvon' 
2 9 Crinum mauritianum 
4 3 Eriostemon myoporoides 




















0 4 5 2 5 1 0 vertical a couple of very large leaves oriented vertically
0 7 0 2 1 0 9 vertical long leaves from base from each side of the plant
0 5 0 1 3 0 6 vertical single main stem slightly on and angle
.3 0 .............1________2 0_______ 7 ............ 45 very long thin leaves from the base
6 0 Leptospermum morrisonll Myrtaceae Tea Tree 31 1 6 6 2 3 9 110 990 medium 0 45 2 20 8 4 5 symmetric plant with leaves on branches
1 4 Alyxla ruscifolia Apocynaceae Prickly Alyxia 55 6 2 0.8 2.5 1.2 77 9 2 low 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 horizontal tall spindly plant with a single stem, very few leaves
2 3 Casuarina strida Casuarinaceae Drooping Sheoak 60 50 1 5 0.1 150 1.13 160 1 81 medium 0 1 0 2 5 7 4 5 very long needles mainly off the central stem
1 5 Archontophoenix cunninghamiania Arecaceae Bangalow Palm 35 40 20 1 5 1.33 225 5 1125 medium 0 45 1 30 1 0 4 5 very large pinnately divided leaves, only about 6
5 0 Grevillea tulliana Proteaceae White Silky Oak 38 35 22 2 1 1 33 1 1 363 medium 0 1 0 1 1 0 8 horizontal long thin alternate leaves with many thin lobes
3 5 Cupaniopsis parvifolia Sapindaceae 30 1 2 è 2 3 9 i 7 1 53 low 0 1 Ó 2 1 0 9 horizontal leaves on branches off main trunk sparse
1 6 Ayrtera distylis ? Twin-leaf Cogera 40 1 8 6 2 3 9 28 252 medium 0 15 1 1 0 9 horizontal wobbly edge leaves mostly oriented in one direction
4 8 Goodia lotifolia Fabaceae 44 1 0 1 0.8 1.25 0.6 80 4 8 low 0 90 2 30 8 down clover type leave stem forks about half way up
7 8 Pittosporum undulatum Pittosporaceae 30 1 0 8 2 4 1 2 12 1 4 4 medium 0 30 1 20 7 45 medium size leaves on main stem
3 1 Cryptocarya bidwilli Lauraceae Yellow Laurel 25 1 2 6 2 3 9 15 135 low 0 1 0 1 20 6 horizontal small plant with only a few leaves
3 3 Cryptocarya williwilljana__ Lauraceae Small-leaved. Laurel . . . 25 15 1.5 __ 1_ ...1 .5  . 1.13 ...80  . . . .  9.0 low 0 1 0 2 1 0 7 horizontal small leaves many branches from trunk with leaves
5 5 Hyménóspòrum flavum Pittosporaceae Native Frangipani 22 è 4 1 4 3 ib 30 low Ò 2Ò i "  2 Ó " " é horizontal" small plant with few leaves alternate folded
5 2 Guioa semiglauca Sapindaceae 37 1 5 4 1.5 2.67 4.5 28 126 low 0 5 2 5 8 horizontal leaves grouped on small stems from main trunk
1 3 Agapanthus praecox Agavaceae Agapanthus 33 44 32 3 10.67 72 12 864 medium - 0 60 1 50 5 vertical large leaves sprouting from the base
9 1 Solanum laciniatum Solanaceae Lrg Flower. Kang. Appl 40 1 2 1 0 1.5 6.67 11.25 6 6 8 low 0 0 1 1 0 8 horizontal a few leaves on the end of main trunk
7 2 Omalanthus populifolius Euphorbiaceae Bleeding Heart 15 8 5 4 1.25 1 5 5 7 5 medium 0 80 1 50 8 down tiny bleeding heart
2 1 Carpentaria acuminata Arecaceae Carpentaria Palm 50 30 20 1 0 2 150 4 600 low 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 various large pinnately divided leaves but not many of them
1 2 Aqapanthus praecox dwarf Aqavaceae Dwarf Aaaoanthus 1 5 1 5 1 2 1 1 2 9 7 6 3 medium 0 45 1 40 4
9 6 Szygium paniculatum
Q Ararifl nnrlalwrifnlia
Myrtaceae























various leaves off stem and also angled branch
5 6 Indigofera australis 
4 0 Doryanthes paimeri
6 7 Melaleuca quinquenervia Myrtaceae
Australian Indigo 
Spear Lily
Broad-leaved Paper 4 5 leaves along symmetrical branches upright plant
1 0 Acacia strida Mimosaceae 30 20 8 0.7 11.43 4.2 64 269 medium 0 20 2 3 6 4 vertical symmetrical looking all leaves pointing up
3 Acacia falcata Mimosaceae 60 25 8 3 2.67 1 8 31 558 low 0 1 0 2 20 6 horizontal 1 or 2 side branches
9 4 Streblis brunonianus Moraceae Whalebone Tree 40 8 7 3 2.33 15.75 16 252 medium 0 90 1 55 5 down leaves hanging down from small stalks from trunk
6 5 Melaleuca decora Myrtaceae 50 1 6 1 0.2 5 0.15 280 4 2 medium 1 0 45 2 35 5 various tiriy leaves along trunk and several branches
5 8 LaccosDadix australasica Aracaceae Atherton Palm 34 38 20 8 2.5 120 5 600 low 20 80 1 30 7 vertical small snindlv nalm
4 9 Grevillea baileyana 
6 Acacia, longifolia ..
Proteaceae
Mimosaceae Syd Golden watt|e.
1
. .1. P. .
168.75 
. . . 7,5...
8
...340 .
1 350 medium 
. .2.55.0 high.. . .
2 i 50 1 1 1 650 medium
1.2 22.5 52 1170 low
2.5 1.2 140 1 68 mediumd R n
1 0 3060 7 3 0 large leaves with lobes coming from central stem. 4 various___many .long.thin .leaves___
9 2 Solanum vescum 
45 Eucalyptus leucoxylon 
1 7 Azalea alba magnifica
8 various large lobed leaves in various orientations 
7 3 0 large roundish leaves off a single main stem
1 0 4 5 spindly large azalea with several large sub-branches
1.0..various__ many.Jong, branches with small leaves scattered
9 3 Stenocarpus sinuatus 





6 horizontal huge lobed leaves on stalks from trunk 
1 0 .............3 0 plant with 2 major stems but with a big lean on it
8 8 Sarcomelicope simplifolia 
7 9 Polyscias australiana 
7 6 Pittosporum revolutum
Rutaceae
Araliaceae
A fipafi B r is b a r
70 20
60 50












0 20 1 30 5 30 large leaves on stalks off main trunk
0 30 2 4 0 5 horizontal fairly symmetric with 5 or 6 minor branches w/leaves
_0---------- J.O-------------2 --------- 3 0. 8. _down_____ groups of leaves on the end of 3 branches
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35 35 6 0
Id P lant Fam ily Common Hgt W th Leaf Leaf Leaf Leaf No LArea Leaves Orthog Plane in te rn a l curta in Subjectlvi Leaves Comments
name cm cm Igth wth 1 / w area Leaves * density Angle Angle spread measure Symm etry o rie n t.
*.w.*..75 NoLeay.......................
8 4 Rhododendron clorlnda Ericaceae ...... 4 0 " ' 2 5 " .......fT ! * 3 ! '2.67 .......  18 "■■■'40 720 medium ... " ‘"""2 0 " ‘" " " ‘"'2 6 ' ..... ....." 2" ...........40 1 0 3 0 large folded waxy leaves around end of trunk & main branch
6 9 Microcitrus australis Rutaceae Bush Lime 35 15 1 0.2 5 0.15 206 31 medium 30 0 2 2 0 1 0 horizontal crazy plant with strange zig zag branches with leaves
7 Acacia mearnsll Mlmosaceae Black wattle 38 25 1 0 6 1.67 45 9 405 low 30 1 0 2 30 1 0 horizontal typical wattle leaves similar to Irrorata smaller specimen
9 0 Solanum brownll Solanaceae Devil's Needles 6 0 35 15 8 1.88 .......... 90 15 1 350 medium ............ 0 ......... 2 0 1 30 1 0 3 0 large leaves with spikes on stalks from main trunk angled
6 3 Lltsea reticulata Lauraceae Bolly Gum ' 60 '' 10
. • • •£
Î .5 .......4 ' ' 6.75
. . . .  i
1 08 iow ' ' ' ............ 0 ...........10 ' ’.......2 ’ ”  20 1 Ó horizontal a few leaves on a stem and end of an angled branch
. 3 4 Cupanlppsis anacardioides__ 4 . . Saplndaceae . . T uckeroo.................... . . . .  2.8 . .1 4. ....... 8 ...3 . . 2.67 ...........18 ....... 2 2 . . . .  3.96 .low........... ..........30. ......... 15 ............ 2 . ...........4.0 ...........10  horizontal. leaves.on branches, off main, trunk sparse
8 3 Fthododendron bryophyilum Èrlcaceae '3 2 18 ....... 5 ' '1" .......5' 3.75 i 5 Ò 5 6 3 medium ............ 0" ' " '3 5 ' ............ 2 ...........5 O' 9 horizontal odd shaped rhodo one large off centre branch pius others
4 4 Eucalyptus botryoides 































random leaves on many small stems from main trunk 
large lobed. leaves on a very small_plant
85 Rhopalostylis baneri Arecaceae Norfolk Palm 25 25 2 0 1 0 2 150 4 600 medium 0 45 1 40 9 vertical another palm
4 6 Eucalyptus maculata Myrtaceae Spotted Gum 48 32 2 0 4 5 60 1 8 1080 medium 0 30 1 30 7 3 0 very large leaves on small stalks from central stem
7 7 Plttosporum rhombifollum Pittosporaceae 30 1 5 4 2 2 6 30 1 80 medium Ò 2 0 2 3 0 8 horizontal several minor branches from trunk with leaves on ail
71 Mishocarpus australis 
4 1 Endiandra introrsa
5 horizontal small plant with large leaves on stalks from trunk 
7 3 0 many larae leaves from stems
7 3 Phyllanthus alblflorus 





leaves along stems opposite several minor stems 
dense shapely kind of symmetrical.
^ 8 ^ A c a m
w H i j S S S f i f f i
mnnnnnJ n2nn 8 1 innnnnni 6 ....20 nr
in n n n in p iM f
nnnninnnni 60 1 n nn rVnnnnnnr 1 0 various 2 different kinds of leaves Iona thin and wattle t||>e
6 2 Licuala ramsayi Arecaceae Hessian Hair Fan Palm 46 48 20 20 1 300
m n n
5 1 500 medium 0 30 1 50 7 vertical large hand like leaves about 6
5 9 Leptospermum laevigatum Myrtaceae Coast Tea Tree 30 28 2 0.7 2.86 1.05 900 945 high 0 30 2 60 4 various bushy plant with many branches covered in leaves


























3 30 china doll, numerous leaves
9 7 Tabebula chrystrlcha Bignoniaceae 30 29 5 5 1 18.75 43 80 6 medium 0 5 2 40 7 horizontal furry leaves in groups of 3 at end of stems, serrated
5 Acacia Irrorata Mimosaceae Green wattle 35 38 10 5 2 37.5 18 . ..6.75 medium....... 45 20 2 35 . . .  9 horizontal typical.wattle type leaves biplnnate
3 7 Diploglottis campbelll Saplndaceae 60 28 6 1.5 4 6.75 77 520 high 0 20 2 55 4 horizontal quite a few leaves spread well throughout the branches
2 0 Banksla integrifolia Proteaceae Coast Banksla 60 30 10 2 5 15 212 3180 high 0 1 0 2 40 8 various bushy plant, most of the leaves on one angled branch
81 Polyscias murrayi Araliaceae Pencil Cedar 30 30 7 2.5 2.8 13.13 5 4 7Ó9 high 0 35 2 60 2 horizontal leaves on small branches symmetric
ft 7 .Qarr'ntrwarhia hPitornnhv/llQ






















ÉÜ 15 41 615 medium 0 0 2 50 3 3 0 small with lame leavp.s nnmnart anH rfonco
3 9 Dodonaea viscosa Sapindaceae 39 23 10  1 1 0 7.5 1 4 U 1 Ubo high 20 20 2 50 4 30 bushy plant with long leaves from several branches
4 Acacia howittii Mlmosaceae 40 30 1.2 0.4 3 0.36 450 1 62 high 30 5 2 40 7 various small roundish leaves along branches, bent over
1 Acacia binervata Mimosaceae 2-velned hickory 55 30 8 4 2 24 66 1584 high 1 0 45 2 60 __ 3 4 5 medium size leaves prominent veins
5 7 Jacaranda mlmoslfolla Jacaranda 40 27 1.5 0.5 3 0.56 500 280 medium 45 1 0 . 2 50 3 horizontal jacaranda
7 4 Pittosporum crassifollum Pittosporaceae Karo 38 30 ' 5 4 1.25 1 5 100 ' 1500 high 0 ' 1 0 2 60 2 4 5 waxy leaves round numerous
6 1 Leptospermum petersonii Myrtaceae Lemon Sc. TeaT 50 1 5 0.7 0.1 7 0.05 520 2 6 high 0 45 2 50 3 various lots of leaves and many small branches
3 2 Cryptocarya laevigatum Lauraceae Red-fruited Laurel 39 20 6 3 2 13.5 5 6 756 medium 0 45 2 40 6 3 0 glossy leaves. 2 minor branches leaves angled down
d l S l
Moraceae
Rutaceae



















20 6 various many small leaves along trunk and branches angled
2 8 Correa alba Rutaceae White Correa 30 20 3 2 1.5 4.5 88 396 medium 0 45 2 40 6 4 5 cupped leaves from 3 main branches, lop sided
9 5 Szyglum leuhmanni Myrtaceae Rlberry 40 25 2 1 2 1.5 208 312 high 0 1 0 2 50 6 various a dense kind of plant kind of like a fig
2 2 Casuarina glauca Casuarinaceae Swamp Oak 65 35 8 0.1 80 0.6 300 1 80 medium 0 30 2 2 0  .
8 0 Polyscias elegans Araliaceae Celery Wood 50 25 7 3' 2.33 15.75 40 630 medium 0 80 2 40 8 down leaves on small branches, a bit lop sided
5 3 Hakea salicifolla Proteaceae Willow-leaf Hakea 46 34 6 2 3 9 4 8 432 medium 0 20 2 30 .. .  8.............. 4 5 central stem with 1 large angled branch
8 6 Rhopalostylis sapida Arecaceae Nlkau Palm 55 40 25 15 1.67 281.25 .......3 ” 844 medium 0 45 1 40 9 vertical scrappy palm with large leaves
3 8 Dodonaea triquetra Sapindaceae Hopbush 39 31 1 5 6 2.5 67.5 30 2025 hicjh 0 1 0 2 30
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Low values away from the diagonal in Table D.5 are the ones which indicate 
inconsistent grouping, so a count of these “outliers” provide a measure to compare 
clustering methods. A threshold for tagging outliers is tested as 75, 85 and 95. If the 
tagged cell is more than 10 units from the diagonal then it is included in the count of 
outliers. Comparisons of the results for the different clustering methods is shown in Table 
D.7. The complete linkage clustering algorithm produced a lower count for all thresholds 
so it can be considered as the most natural grouping of the acoustic density profiles of this 
particular sample of 100 plants.
Table D.7 Outlier counts
***■ ^ ^ ^ T h re s h o ld  
Method
75 85 95
Single Linkage 138 669 1858
Complete Linkage 120 596 1812
Average Linkage 138 659 1859
Centroid Linkage 133 652 1872
D.5 Analysis of generated clusters
Visualisation of the clusters is carried out by carefully arranging photos of the 
plant specimens into their cluster groups. It is then a matter of determining the differences 
between the clusters at different levels of detail. Table D.6 shows all of the plants from 
the dendogram in tabular form with some of their physical properties listed. The 
dendogram in Figure D.8 has been divided at various levels (a, b, c and d) which 
represent large cluster groups on the right hand side, with the number of groups 
increasing as we move to the left. As we move to the left, the number of plants in each 
group reduces and the differences between plants within any group becomes smaller.
At level a there are two major groups and the differences between them are noted. 
At the next level (level b), the first cluster is split into two smaller groups with each of the 
groups having its own distinguishing characteristics. As the groups are broken down, a 
form of classification tree emerges. Table D.6 is formatted so that the information 
recorded about the plants can be cross-referenced against the dendogram. Level a is two 
major clusters - the first cluster is shown on the first page of the table and the other is
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shown on the second page of the table. Level b, c, and d are shown in the table with 
increasingly lighter shaded dividing lines.
Table D.8 preserves the format of the hierarchical classification tree. The broad 
clusters are at the top of the table, with the clusters being broken down step by step until a 
good description of the plant is available at the lower levels. As the clusters become 
smaller, it becomes more difficult to separate the plants.
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Table D.8 The differences between classes as clusters become finer
C lu ster le v e l  a Cluster 1 
(72 plants)
T h ese  p lan ts are re la tiv e ly  sp arse in  fo lia g e . T h ey  are a m ixtu re o f  large le a v e s , sm a ll le a v e s  and n eed led  p lants but h a v e  the ch a racteristics o f  
eith er b e in g  sm a ll or  sp in d ly . T h e y  g iv e  the ap pearan ce that th ey  are all re la tiv e ly  y o u n g  p lants and are “g a n g ly ” in  ap pearan ce.
Cluster 2 
(28 plants)
T h e se  p lan ts are co m p a ct and d en se  w ith  m o st  o f  the le a v e s  o n  the en d  o f  the s te m s . T h ese  
le a v e s  sh ie ld  m o st o f  the internal p lan t structure fro m  the s ig n a l (there is  a  co n s id era b le  
am o u n t o f  a co u stic  sh a d o w in g ). M o st o f  th em  h a v e  sm a ll le a v e s  w h ich  are c lo s e  to g eth er  
co m p a red  to C lu ster  1 in w h ich  m an y  o f  th e p lan ts h a v e  large le a v e s .
C lu ster  le v e l  b Cluster 1 
(31 plants)
T h ese  p lan ts are b a sa l or h a v e  a s in g le  central stem  w ith  
very  fe w  le a v es .
Cluster 2 
(11 plants)
S o m e  b asa l p lan ts but w ith  
m o re fo lia g e  than C lu ster  
1. S m a ll le a v e s .
Cluster 3 
(30 plants)
T h ese  p lan ts h a v e  larger le a v e s  b ut s till w ith  central 
s te m s.
Cl 4
(2)










L arge total le a f  area (> 5 0 0  
c m 2) L e a f  tips oriented  either  
upw ard or d ow n . Outer 
le a v es  sh a d o w  the internal 




L e a v e s  are m ore spread throu ghou t the p lan t
C lu ste r  le v e l  c Cluster 1 
(9 plants)
V ery co m p a ct  
p lan ts w ith  a  
s in g le  central 
s tem  and sm a ll 
le a v es .
Cl 2
(4)
B a sa l or 
protrudin  
g  fro m  a 
p o in t in  
th e stem  




G en era lly  larger le a v es  
m ore spread throughout 
the p lan t
Cluster 4 
(11 plants)
as ab o v e
Cluster 5 
(13 plants)
P lan ts w ith  a m ed iu m  




V ery  large 





M ed iu m  size  
le a v e s  w ith  
p len ty  o f  
g a p s in  the 








num ber  
o f  lea v es  
(4 0 0 ,  
2 0 0 )  
m in or  
branches, 





L ea v e s on  lo n g  
sta lk s protruding  




L arge n um b er o f  
sm a ll le a v e s
Cl 12
(4)
R ela tiv e ly  
sym m etric  





L o p sid ed  plants 
w ith  sm a ll 
branches
C lu ste r  le v e l  d Cl 1
(2)








S lig h t l  




as ab o v e
Cl 4
(5)
L o n g
th in
lea v es





M ore le a v es  
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D.6 A set of plant groupings
Now that we have a grouping of the plants based on their acoustic density 
profiles, we can run a classifier to see whether we can classify the individual plants 
as one of the major groups. In chapter 10, it was found that once the number of 
plants became large, the identification a particular species from the group of 
different plants using a single return from the plant was very difficult.
Instead of dividing the data set into individual plants, it can be divided into 
clusters as given by the clustering procedure. At cluster level a (on Figure D.8) the 
data is divided into two classes. All of the plants in cluster 1 are identified as class 
1 and all of the plants in cluster two are identified as class 2. Of the 36000 records, 
approximately 18000 are used to build the templates, 9000 are used for the 
validation set, and 9000 are used as the new unseen test set. The records are 
allocated to each of the datasets randomly as described in chapter 10. The 
classifier is run and the classification matrix for the unseen test set for separating 
plants from these two clusters is shown in Table D.9.






Total number of records in the test set = 
Number of records misclassified = 793 
Classification Error Rate = 8.98%
8833
Of the 8833 randomly selected test records, only 9% were allocated to the 
incorrect class which is a good result.
As the granularity is decreased and the data is attempted to be classified into 
finer classes then the error rate increases. This follows from the fact that it 
becomes increasingly hard to tell the difference between two similar groups of 
plants. A graph of the results using the cluster groupings established in Figure D.8 














N um ber o f C lasses
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Figure  D.9 The recognition percentage as a function of the num ber
of classes being considered
Features can be used to differentiate between the major classes of plants to 
a much greater degree of accuracy than classifying plants as individual species. 
That is, if a plant needs to be recognised as belonging to one of two clusters, there 
is a 9% chance that it will be allocated to the incorrect cluster. If however, the plant 
has to be allocated as one of 100 plants, the error rate is much higher as shown in 
Chapter 10.
D.7 Conclusion
This chapter shows that plants can be grouped based on the features 
calculated from the acoustic density profile. Plants in similar groups can be 
differentiated from other groups using a classifier.
A table of the different clusters is shown in Table D.8. The table shows the 
clusters and the differences between the physical plants as the groups get smaller. 
The differences between groups is small once a larger number of clusters is formed 
and differences between the groups were difficult (if not impossible) to determine 
through visual inspection. The resulting table is not scientifically sound because 
the small differences between groups are quantified somewhat subjectively. A 
simple classifier can separate plants from different clusters with some degree of 
success.
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E. Appendix - Sample plant
returns
E.1 Background
T h e  a c o u s tic  d e n s ity  p ro f ile s  o f  p la n t  s p e c im e n s  can  c h a n g e  s ig n if ic a n tly  d e p e n d in g  o n  
th e  o r ie n ta tio n  f ro m  w h ic h  th e  p la n t  is  e n s o n if ie d .  T h is  A p p e n d ix  c o n ta in s  f if ty  aco u stic  
d e n s ity  p ro f ile s  fo r  a d ja c e n t o r ie n ta tio n s  o f  tw o  d if fe re n t p la n ts .  Eucalyptus maculata h a s  
a  re la tiv e ly  h ig h  c o rre la tio n  o f  th e  a c o u s tic  d e n s ity  p ro f ile ,  th a t is , th e  p la n t is  re la tiv e ly  
c o n s is te n t ,  o v e r  ad ja c e n t o r ie n ta tio n s  a s  s h o w n  in  C h a p te r  6 . A lte rn a tiv e ly , 
Leptospermum laevigatum is  a  p la n t  w h ic h  h a s  a  la rg e  n u m b e r  o f  re fle c tiv e  s u rfa c e s  an d  
w a s  s h o w n  to  h a v e  a  lo w  c o rre la tio n  b e tw e e n  a d ja c e n t o r ie n ta tio n s . T h e  im a g e s  o f  b o th  o f  
th e  p la n ts  a re  sh o w n  in  F ig u re  E . l .  In  S e c t io n s  2  a n d  3 , th e  a c o u s tic  d e n s ity  p ro f ile s  o f  
th e  p la n ts  a re  sh o w n  w ith  th e  o r ie n ta tio n  n u m b e r  in  p a re n th e s is  fo llo w in g  th e  n a m e  o f  the 
p la n t.
F igu re  E .l  Im ages of (a) Eucalyptus m aculata and (b) Leptosperm um
laev igatum
E.2 Eucalyptus maculata
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This is the sum of all of the reflective surfaces within the 
field of the transmitter/receiver.
When an object is insonified with CTFM, the resulting 
spectrum is a profile of the field of insonification. This 
profile contains information about all of the surfaces within 
the field of the sensor / transmitter and the ranges at which 
they occur.
This is the depth over which echoes are received from an 
object. In the case of plants, the acoustic depth is the 
minimum depth of the plant ie. surfaces at the extremities of 
the plant may not produce an echo either due to the 
orientation of the surfaces or acoustic shadowing.
A surface is shadowed acoustically when sound energy is 
prevented from reaching the surface by other surfaces 
between it and the source.
The dictionary definition [Macquarie, 82] of symmetry is 
being regular in form or arrangement of corresponding parts. 
An object displays acoustic symmetry when the reflected 
echo is similar from one orientation to another.
(leaf shape) Pointed, having a short, sharp apex, the 
converging edges forming an angle less than 90°.





The act, sense, or power of hearing.
When an object is insonified, backscatter is the process of 
the signal being reflected back to the receiver.
The frequency band of the transducer.
An artificial object in the environment which can be placed 
strategically so that it can be used to localise the position of a 
mobile robot.
The angle between the directions where the response is 3 dB 
less than at its maximum.
(leaves) Of a compound leaf, with the lamina divided twice 
pinnately.
See Ultrasonic Blind Mobility Aid
The speed of sound in air (342.52 ms'1 at 20° C)
The calibration curve is used to adjust for the degradation of 
amplitude with range to the object. It is calculated by 
measuring and recording the amplitude for different ranges 
of a set object (for example, a flat wall). It is important that 
the sensor is orthogonal at all ranges which the value is 
noted.
A statistical technique for grouping samples into similar 
groups.
A weighted mean of two signals. Convolution is 
commutative, associative and distributive.
Correlation is used to compare 2 signals. The result of a 


























is a technique where a certain amount of data is retained for 
testing the classifier once the model has been developed. Test 
data is used to help select the best features for a particular set 
of plants and on completion, the cross-validation set is used 
to provide a more accurate estimate of the predictive 
capability of the classifier.
Continuous Transmission Frequency Modulation. The 
literature occasionally refers to CTFM as Continuous Tone 
Frequency Modulation.
Descriptive Discriminant Analysis.
The process of estimating the current position of a robot 
based on the previous position and die current velocity 
information.
A diffuse scatterer is one which spreads the reflected echo 
over a wide angle. This means that little (if any) signal will 
be reflected back to the receiver.
A discrete system is one which samples data at set points in 
time.
Discriminant analysis is a tool which is used to classify an 
individual sample into one of a finite number of groups of 
classes.
An echo is sound energy which is reflected from a surface to 
the receiver.
A measure of the input data calculated using Feature 
Extraction.
s used to create new features which are calculated directly 
from the input pattern. The goal of the new features are to 
characterise the input pattern.
The process of selecting a subset of features in order to 
reduce the amount of data to be presented to a classifier. This 
is discussed in Chapter 210
Fast Fourier Transform. The FFT transforms the signal from 
the time domain to the frequency domain by identifying the 
component frequencies of any signal, 
the acoustic equivalent of the optics term field of view. 
Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave sensing. Term used 
in Radar.
The representation of leaves, branches and flowers. 
[Freedman, 62] found that as the cross-section area of an 
ensonified object is increased, so is the amplitude of the 
returned signal.
This involves analysing the signal in the frequency domain. 
The signal is converted from the time domain to a spectrum 
of individual frequencies which make up the signal. It is 
often done using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). This tells 
us which individual frequencies are present at a certain 
period in time.
This is the reduction of a signal into its component frequency 
elements. The x-axis represents the frequency and the y-axis 
represents the amplitude at that frequency
This is when a signal is compared against another signal 
from a non-adjacent orientation.
2 Hz to 20 kHz. .


























Hertz. Cycles per second.
To irradiate with sound energy.
Kays’ Advanced Spatial Perception Aid. A mobility aid 
which is used by blind people to perceive their environment.
A natural object in the environment which can be used for 
localising the position of a mobile robot. An example may be 
a piece of office furniture, a door frame or a pot plant.
This is the number of leaves per unit area. A dense plant is 
one which has many leaves in a certain area. A sparse plant 
is one which has few leaves in the same size area.
Light Direction and Ranging. Used to determine the range to 
objects by transmitting a signal in the light spectrum and 
detecting the echo.
This is when signals from adjacent orientations of the plant 
are compared
Calibration measure. Some of the features calculated from 
the acoustic density profile are measured relative to the 
standard calibration measure, m, in order to make them 
independent of minor variations in the particular transducers 
that are being used for the experiments. The calibration 
measure, m, was selected as the amplitude detected at the 
transducer when a large specular surface is insonified at a 
range of 0.500 metres. This calibration value was established 
when the plant database was collected in Chapter 5 and was 
found to be 100 mV. 
see Ultrasonic Blind Mobility Aid
When analysing a dataset with more than 1 variable, it is 
useful to study all of the variables simultaneously. Methods 
used to conduct such analysis are known as multivariate 
methods.
Signals whose spectra are concentrated in a small band 
relative to the mean frequency.
An implementation of a learning algorithm inspired by 
research about the brain. Often referred to as an Artificial 
Neural Network and typically contains layers of so called 
artificial neurons with nodes, connections and nodes.
The basic building block of the brain, and is a stand-along 
analogue logical processing unit.
Neural Network.
A data item which
Predictive Discriminant Analysis.
The reception, coding, transmission and processing of 
information.
A surface which acts as a point and reflects the signal over a 
wide angle.
See TOF
Radio Direction and Ranging. Used to determine the range of 
objects by transmitting a signal in the radio spectrum and 
detecting the echo.
The result of CTFM processing is a FFT on which frequency 
is proportional to range and range can be calculated directly 
from frequency if you know the sweep time and the sweep 
range for the system. Each of the cells in the FFT represent 
an absolute range whose amplitude is related to the sum of 
the reflective surfaces at that range. These cells are known as 
range cells.
A transducer which records sound energy











Stepwise backward feature 
selection
Stepwise forward feature 
selection
Template correlation
The Filter method of feature 
selection














taking parts of a signal at set time intervals.
A transmitter/receiver pair, 
signal-to-noise ratio.
Sound Direction and Ranging. Used to determine the range 
to objects by transmitting a signal in the ultrasonic spectrum 
and detecting the echo.
The previous commercial name for KASPA.
See Frequency Spectrum
refers to when the signal is viewed in the frequency domain. 
The signal is made up of a series of frequencies and when 
represented as a series of frequencies, it is known as a 
frequency spectrum.
A specular surface is one which has the same properties that 
a mirror does in visible light. At ultrasonic wavelengths, all 
smooth surfaces are specular.
This feature selection technique starts with a complete set of 
features which are removed one at a time based on the 
removal of the feature which produces the best classification 
achieved. Feature removal continues until it reaches some set 
error rate or all of the features are removed.
This feature selection technique starts with the best single 
feature which classifies the data well and then continues to 
add the best single feature to the current feature set until it 
reaches some set error rate or all of the features are 
exhausted.
This is where a template is built of a plant which is the 
average of all of the features through a complete rotation. 
This template can be used to correlate with specific 
orientations of the plant.
This is a method of reducing the number of features 
presented to the classifier by looking at the training data 
before any optimisations are performed. This is 
demonstrated in Chapter 8.
This is a method of reducing the number of features where 
the classifier is run on the candidate features and the resulting 
classification error is used to select the best combination, that 
is the combination of candidate features which produce the 
lowest error.
This involves looking at the signal in the time domain. The 
time domain is fundamental for any signal.
The elapsed time between one action and the next.
A signal which is represented with amplitude on the y-axis 
and time on the x-axis is in the time domain, 
see TOF.
Time of Flight. This is used to describe a sensing system 
which transmits a signal and then records the amount of time 
that it takes for the signal to be detected at the receiver. This 
signal can be used to calculate the range of objects. Some 
examples of TOF systems are Sonar and Radar.
A transducer which transmits sound energy.
Transmitter.
An ultrasonic wave is a wave whose frequency is above the 
audible range of 20 kHz.
can cut off peaks by not taking enough points. Causes a high 






A sensor which collects the light reflected from a scene and 
forms it into an image.
A unit of volume area.
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